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Never saw what we could unravel
In traveling light
Nor how the trip debrides–
Like a stack of slides!
All we saw was that Time is taller than Space is wide.

– Waltz of the 101st Lightborne by Joanna Newsom

Horatio: O day and night, but this is wondrous strange!

Hamlet: And therefore as a stranger give it welcome.
There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.

Hamlet, Act I, Scene V
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ABSTRACT

For most of their lives, massive stars and supermassive black holes evolve steadily,
changing only gradually on human timescales. But on occasion, these cosmic en-
gines erupt, lighting up their surroundings like flashes in the dark. Under the right
conditions, the eruptions can manifest as slow radio transients, rising and fading
on timescales of weeks to decades. By finding these transients and observing their
evolution, we can study otherwise inaccessible aspects of the engines’ lives, and
piece together their influence on their surroundings.

Until recently, most of our knowledge of slow radio transients came from follow-up
observations of explosions first discovered as optical and high-energy transients.
This avenue of discovery, while illuminating, provides an indelibly incomplete pic-
ture of the radio transient landscape. Moreover, each successful follow-up detection
typically comes at the cost of many unsuccessful attempts (measured in both tele-
scope and human time).

My thesis helps address these issues by finding and characterizing transients di-
rectly in radio surveys. By applying novel transient detection techniques to data
from the Very Large Array Sky Survey (VLASS), I produced the first uniformly
selected sample of radio transients associated with local universe galaxies. The 64
transients in my sample have roughly doubled the total number of directly detected
slow radio transients in the literature. This sample has enabled the first volume-
limited characterization of the demographics of extragalactic slow radio transients.
It has also facilitated the discovery of two previously unseen transient types: the
merger of a compact object with a massive star and a decades-old emerging pulsar
wind nebula.

These early results used only ∼15% of the currently available data from VLASS
and focused only on extragalactic transients at low redshift. By applying the same
techniques to the full survey, I have found ∼2000 new transients, increasing the
number of known slow radio transients (detected by any means) by a further order
of magnitude. With this new sample, my collaborators and I are beginning to shift
the study of slow radio transients from the domain of single-object deep-dives to
the domain of statistical samples.
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C h a p t e r 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The ever-changing universe
Throughout human history, astronomers have told stories about the night sky in-
formed by the tools we’ve had at hand. The earliest available tools were our eyes
and our imaginative brains. With just these, ancient astronomers could see the first
hints that the universe is dynamic, ever changing in time. Some of the variations
they saw were dramatic one-off events. The supernova of 1054 was recorded by
astronomers across the world (most famously as a “guest star" in the ancient Chinese
encyclopedia Wengxian Tongkao). Others were cyclical. In ∼1200 B.C., ancient
Egyptian scribes recorded a pattern of “lucky” days on a 2.85-day cycle, consistent
with the period of the eclipsing binary Algol. Writings in the Cairo Calendar of
Lucky and Unlucky Days suggest that they interpreted these eclipses as the death
and rebirth of Horus, god of kingship and the sky (Jetsu and Porceddu, 2015).

As astronomers created more involved tools, our stories evolved. In the past
∼century, multi-wavelength telescopes and astrophysical theory have led us to-
ward deeper insights (with more predictive power) into the nature of the dynamic
universe. In radio astronomy, observations of Algol showed that the same close
binary orbit responsible for the “lucky" eclipses creates a strong surface magnetic
field, which leads to frequent bright radio flares (Hughes and Woodsworth, 1972).
Likewise, the year after Jocelyn Bell-Burnell discovered the first pulsar, Staelin and
Reifenstein (1968) reported another pulsar associated with the remnant of supernova
1054: the Crab Nebula. Since then, decades of work have been done on both the
pulsar itself and its relativistic wind, which creates the energetic particles that fill
the nebula (Goldreich and Julian, 1969). Despite these decades of work, many mys-
teries still remain, including the origin of the hard energy distribution of particles
in the nebula (Sironi and Spitkovsky, 2011; Bühler and R. Blandford, 2014). Many
other mysteries remain about a wide range of dynamic astrophysical phenomena,
including ones that have only been discovered in the past few years.

New tools can accelerate the process of learning about the dynamic universe in
several ways, which are well illustrated by the history of supernova detection. One
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of the simplest ways is by increasing the number of events detected. While ancient
astronomers had to wait centuries in between naked-eye supernova detections, rou-
tine monitoring of nearby galaxies with foot- and meter- class telescopes at the Mt.
Wilson and Palomar Observatories by Zwicky, Baade, and collaborators increased
the supernova detection rate to a few per year by the 1930s (M. Stritzinger and
Moriya, 2018). The routine detection of supernovae in other galaxies led directly to
the realization that supernovae are in a luminosity class of their own (distinct from
classical novae). Astrophysical arguments then showed that to produce such a high
luminosity, these supernovae must be caused by the explosions of stars (Baade and
Zwicky, 1934). Another qualitative shift in our understanding of supernovae came
from the addition of orthogonal information in the form of spectroscopic follow-up
observations. The distinction between hydrogen-poor (type I) and hydrogen-rich
(type II) supernovae (Minkowski, 1941) turned out to be a crucial first step in iden-
tifying the stellar types responsible for the explosions.

Astrophysical fields are deeply interconnected, and as a result, supernova classi-
fication led to profound insights outside of the realm of stars. A sub-class of Type
I supernovae (Type Ia’s, produced by the explosions of white dwarfs) turned out to
be standardizable candles, with intrinsic luminosities that can be measured simply
by the duration of their lightcurves, thus providing luminosity distances to their
host galaxies (Rust, 1974; Pskovskii, 1977). Using the newly statistically significant
sample of Type Ia’s at moderate redshifts detected by CCD-based sky surveys in the
1990s, Riess et al. (1998) and Perlmutter et al. (1999) showed that the expansion
of the universe is accelerating, thus confirming the existence of dark energy (Guth,
1981) and establishing the ΛCDM cosmological paradigm.

Since that groundbreaking discovery, the rate of supernova detection has increased
by yet another order of magnitude. One of the more recent developments that has
come out of this latest expansion in sample size has been a proliferation of new
transient types. Recent examples include fast blue optical transients, kilonovae,
calcium-rich gap transients, superluminous supernovae, tidal disruption events, and
many more. The Palomar Transient Factory (PTF) and its successor the Zwicky
Transient Facility (ZTF) have been key contributors in this regard. ZTF in particular
has driven most of the growth in the field in the past few years. As of December
2022, it has discovered 6600 spectroscopically confirmed supernovae in its ∼5 years
since first light. Each year, ZTF discovers more supernovae than were discovered
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from the start of humanity to the year 1990. The detection rates of other transient
classes have increased by similar margins. Near-future facilities, particularly the
Rubin Observatory Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST), are set to increase
that rate by yet another order of magnitude.

Given all the built-up machinery in modern time-domain astronomy, a natural ques-
tion might be: is there room to uncover truly new stories about the dynamic sky,
particularly with an effort on the scale of a single PhD thesis? If so, where? To the
first question, I’d say yes, definitely. There are always new stories to tell if you dig
in the right directions. To the second question, I’d ask two questions of my own.
Where are the new tools that can increase the number of events found in a manner
orthogonal to what has already been done? How might those new events help to
build bridges between fields?

Early on in grad school, I had the great fortune of being handed such a tool:
fully processed images from the VLA Sky Survey (VLASS), a multi-epoch radio
sky survey done (through the meticulous work of many staff at the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory) at a scale and angular resolution that had never before been
seen. This thesis has been my attempt to do justice to the bounty that I had been
handed: to use VLASS to dig in directions mostly orthogonal to what had been
done before, and to try and use what I dug up to build bridges between fields.

1.2 Slow radio transients: A new window into the dynamic sky
Much like the parable of the blind mice trying to picture an elephant with their
localized sense of touch, each new tool that astronomers use provides a different
but biased view of the dynamic universe as a whole. The VLA Sky Survey is no
exception. The specific kind of transient that VLASS is most sensitive to is one that
I will refer to in this thesis as a slow radio transient. The remainder of this section is
aimed at providing some background on these transients. Much of the information
summarized here is discussed in more detail in the papers presented in Chapters 2,
3, and 4.

What is a Slow Radio Transient?
In this thesis, I use the term radio transient to refer to a radio source detected in one
observation (at the detection epoch) that is either known to be transient from asso-
ciation with a previously identified transient source, or is not detected in a previous
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radio observation (at the reference epoch), though it should have been if it were non-
varying. The label “slow" refers to the lengthy amount of time that these transients
typically spend near peak luminosity (where they are most likely to be detected by
a sky survey). Unlike fast radio bursts (FRBs) which last for milliseconds, slow
radio transients often last for years (as is the case with ∼80% of the sources found
in Chapter 2) if not decades (as will likely be the case for the pulsar wind nebula
candidate VT 1137-0337, which is currently fading at a mere 5% per year; Chapter
4). The reason why my searches select for slow transients is the spacing between
reference and detection epochs. FIRST and VLASS are separated by an average of
∼20 years, while the two epochs of VLASS are separated by ∼2–3 years depending
on the region of sky. While in principle a FRB could occur during the 5-second
effective integration of a VLASS observation, for every FRB that is detected in
VLASS, there must be countless others that happened to occur in the years between
epochs. While this does not preclude the detection of fast transients in VLASS,
they would need to be extremely common to be found. On the other hand, a slowly
fading transient is much more likely to still be detectable in the detection epoch,
regardless of when after the reference epoch it became detectable. As it turns out,
this selection bias is actually a useful and informative property, since it provides an
expectation for the timescale of the transients detected. I expand on this notion in
Chapter 2.

There is some subtlety to this observational definition of a radio transient, par-
ticularly when a transient is identified using only radio data. One issue is that when
observed with a sufficiently sensitive telescope, every transient is produced by an
object and located in an environment with some level of quiescent emission. This
quiescent emission can cause a source to appear to be detected in the reference epoch
even though it is actually transient. Optical and infrared transient astronomers are
very familiar with this issue since the quiescent emission of galaxies, stars, galactic
nuclei, etc. can be brighter than the transient emission itself. However, with the
shallow depth of modern radio sky surveys and the general quietness of the radio sky,
most transient classes will appear in locations with no detectable quiescent radio
emission. A notable exception is flares occurring in already radio-loud AGN. I do not
consider these transient types in the 200 Mpc sample, because the reference epoch I
used (FIRST) is at a slightly different frequency (1.5 GHz) than the detection epoch
(which is at 3 GHz), and in some cases (rare ones because the vast majority of GHz
radio sources become fainter with increasing frequency), it can be difficult to disen-
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tangle whether a detection in FIRST is due to a rising spectrum or true variability.
This issue is discussed in more depth in Chapter 2. However, in the same-frequency
VLASS vs VLASS search described in Chapter 5, this degeneracy between spec-
tral index and variability is no longer an issue, thus opening the door to studying
variable sources (many of which are transients that lie on top of quiescent emission).

Regardless of the presence or absence of quiescent emission, the region produc-
ing the time-variable component of any radio source is limited in size by causality
if the variability is not due to scintillation. If it is due to scintillation, the emitting
region is even smaller (Walker, 1998, also see below). For extragalactic transients,
this limit is typically much smaller than what can be directly observed with Very
Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). Given the small size and high luminosity for
many of these transients, it is usually possible to argue that the emission is nonther-
mal in nature. This then points to synchrotron emission as the mechanism behind
the transient radio emission.

The Ingredients of a Synchrotron Transient
Synchrotron emission is produced when electrons are accelerated to relativistic
speeds and spiral in relatively strong magnetic fields (typically a fraction of a Gauss
for the extragalactic transients that VLASS is most sensitive to). In order to produce
these relativistic electrons in the numbers required for their emission to be detectable,
there needs to be a powerful particle acceleration mechanism. In most cases, this
mechanism is thought to be a shock, producing a power law energy distribution
(typically 𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐸 ∝ 𝐸−2 to 𝐸−3) through the Fermi mechanism (Roger Blandford
and Eichler, 1987). This explanation is particularly compelling in the context of
radio emission from explosive transients, because shocks arise where there are large
velocity differentials, and a very effective way to produce these differentials is to
eject mass outwards at high speeds (e.g., with a jet or an outflow) toward a relatively
stationary target (the surrounding gas).

Each synchrotron-emitting electron emits (on average) a certain amount of power
dependent on its Lorentz factor 𝛾 and the magnetic field 𝐵 in which it is spiraling
(Rybicki and Lightman, 1986). Thus, one way to rapidly increase the luminosity
of a synchrotron source (i.e., create a synchrotron transient) is to rapidly increase
the number of emitting electrons. This happens when for instance a new shock is
created. When a star explodes in a supernova, or is shredded apart by a black hole
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and its pieces are sent flying outward, the outflow can suddenly collide with the
surrounding gas. Where previously there was no shock, all of a sudden there is
now a large number of relativistic particles being accelerated in a region where the
ambient magnetic field is strongly amplified (also by the shock). Voilà, you have
the makings of a synchrotron transient.

Here, I say the makings of a synchrotron transient because the production of new
synchrotron photons does not guarantee that those photons will make it to your
telescope on Earth. Even though radio synchrotron emission is impervious to the
traditional obscurer of optical emission (dust), it suffers from propagation effects of
its own. Radio synchrotron photons can be scattered and lensed by plasma in the
Milky Way. This effect, known as scintillation, can magnify or demagnify a radio
source, thus creating the appearance of variability where intrinsically there was
none. Additionally, if there is a sufficiently dense (and relatively low-temperature)
column of free electrons in between the synchrotron source and Earth, many of those
photons will impart their energy to the electrons in a process known as free-free
absorption. Finally, at sufficiently low frequencies, all synchrotron sources obscure
themselves, in a process aptly named synchrotron self-absorption.

From one observational standpoint, scintillation is the most innocuous of the three
effects. The timescale on which the effect occurs (seconds to hours depending on
the type of scintillation) is very short compared to the duration of slow transients.
Additionally, the magnitude of the induced variability is small at 3 GHz (typically
of order 10s of percent at its strongest, far off the Galactic plane), so scintillation is
much more likely to be observed as variability rather than transient behavior. Based
on even limited information, it is often possible to make an argument strongly disfa-
voring scintillation as the source of a transient that you have observed. Conversely,
the are sometimes very interesting things to learn where the source of the variability
is scintillation. The modulation amplitude of scintillation is a strong function of
the size of the radio emitting region. If the region is small in angular extent, the
rays of light can be focused and defocused efficiently. But if the emitting region
is large, the modulations from different parts of the region will on average cancel
each other out, suppressing the effect. The angular scale on which this occurs is
of order microarcseconds, far beyond the realm of what can be resolved by modern
telescopes of any kind. The time of disappearance of the scintillation signal in the
gamma ray burst GRB 980508 was used in Frail, Waxman, and Kulkarni (2000) as
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a measure of the expansion rate of the radio emitting region. This provided direct
evidence that the afterglow was produced by the shock of a relativisitic jet.

Free-free absorption is important when there is a high density of gas surround-
ing the transient. At the VLASS observing frequency of 3 GHz the ionized gas in
the interstellar medium of all but the extreme star forming galaxies is insufficient
to create substantial absorption. However, since the free-free optical depth scales
as 𝑛2

𝑒, where 𝑛𝑒 is the number density of free electrons, dense gas surrounding the
site of a transient can be a significant source of obscuration. In some cases, this
dense gas may be part of the very same structure that is being shocked to create the
synchrotron transient (and may be photoionized by the shock itself). The associa-
tion between the source of free-free absorption and the local conditions around the
transient makes free-free absorption (or the lack thereof) yet another tool that can be
used to diagnose the nature of the transient. This thesis contains a few examples of
free-free absorption as a diagnostic tool. In Chapter 3, I argued that in the transient
VT 1210+4956, the lack of free-free absorption in the radio spectrum coupled with
the high density of gas being shocked suggested that the gas was distributed in
an aspherical geometry. The radio emission was being produced by a shock in a
dense equatorial region, while much of the line of sight between the emitting region
and Earth is filled with relatively low-density and high temperature shock-heated
gas. In Chapter 4, I argued that the transient VT 1137-0337 is a powerful pulsar
wind nebula that only appeared as a transient after decades because the surrounding
supernova ejecta had become diffuse enough to permit the synchrotron emission to
escape from within.

Perhaps the best example of the duality between propagation-induced selection
effects and informative diagnostic tools is synchrotron self-absorption. Because
synchrotron self-absorption occurs within the emitting region itself, it is ubiquitous
in slow radio transients. As discussed at length in the literature (e.g., Roger A.
Chevalier, 1998; Granot and Re’em Sari, 2002; Barniol Duran, Ehud Nakar, and
Piran, 2013; A. Y. Q. Ho, E. Sterl Phinney, et al., 2019; D. Z. Dong et al., 2021), the
frequency and luminosity of the peak where self-absorption balances emission can
be used to infer the size and magnetic field strength of the emitting region. With
some additional assumptions, the energy in the shock, the shock velocity, and the
density of the gas being shocked can also be constrained.
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As described above, the same propagation effects that can make radio transients
difficult to detect or identify are actually very informative diagnostic tools for the
transients and the environments around them. Much of the information gained by
analyzing these features cannot be learned from observations at other wavelengths.
In this way, slow radio transients provide a new window into the dynamic universe.
But to look through that window, it is necessary to find the transients first. In the
literature, there are three main ways in which this has be done: targeted follow-up
of transients found at other wavelengths, serendipitous follow-up of these transients
in radio sky surveys, and direct detection in radio sky surveys.

Targeted and Serendipitous Follow-up
Prior to VLASS, the vast majority of slow radio transients were found through tar-
geted follow-up observations of transients first discovered in optical or high-energy
surveys. This approach has advantages in transient interpretability, sensitivity, and
flexibility. Targets are often prioritized on the basis of an established classification
scheme (such as TDEs, GRBs, and the various classes of SNe), or unusual features
(such as the rapid optical rise of fast blue optical transients; FBOTs). These clas-
sifications and features are often associated with physical models which provide a
ready-made framework for interpreting any potential radio detection. Targets of
high scientific value identified via these frameworks can also be observed for long
periods of time. Such sensitive observations have enabled a number of discoveries,
including deep constraints on the circumstellar gas density of Type Ia SNe (and
therefore limits on the presence of stellar-wind-emitting companion stars; Chomiuk
et al., 2016) and the detection of a faint (∼50`Jy) radio counterpart to a Type I super-
luminous supernova by Eftekhari, E. Berger, B. Margalit, Blanchard, et al. (2019).
If they are detected, targets can be monitored to track their lightcurve and spectral
evolution. If they are not detected, high-value targets can be monitored to see if they
appear at late times. Observations making use of this flexibility in cadence include
the discovery of a large late-time bump in the radio lightcurve of the Ic-broadline
(Ic-BL) supernova PTF 11qcj indicative of structure in the circumstellar medium
(Palliyaguru et al., 2019) and the discovery of a rapid and delayed rise from a jet in
the TDE AT 2018hyz (Yvette Cendes et al., 2022).

However, despite their advantages, targeted follow-up observations provide an in-
complete picture of radio transients as a whole. One major issue is that targeted
observations are difficult to scale up in a systematic way. As an example, there have
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been O(105) supernovae discovered to date (Guillochon et al., 2017), while only
∼ 300 supernovae have targeted radio follow-up observations with ∼90 total detec-
tions (see the compilation in Bietenholz, Bartel, et al., 2021). This gap is likely to
widen even further with upcoming facilities such as the Vera C. Rubin Observatory
(Ivezić et al., 2019), which is expected to increase the optical supernova discovery
rate by an order of magnitude while the total amount of follow-up time and the
survey speed of follow-up instruments remains roughly fixed. Large gaps can also
be found for other transient classes such as black hole flares.

The scarcity of follow-up resources (both in telescope time and human time) im-
poses a strong and difficult to quantify selection bias on our understanding of radio
transients. Sources that are not a-priori expected to be luminous radio emitters (e.g.,
due to a lack of observational precedent, theoretical predictions, early diagnostic
features, or a combination of the above) are unlikely to be targeted for follow-up in
the first place. Even if a target is selected for follow-up, it may be observed too early
or too late to catch the radio emission (see e.g., discussions in Kate D. Alexander
et al., 2020; Bietenholz, Bartel, et al., 2021, about the delayed emission observed in
TDEs and SNe). Though this can be addressed by monitoring, doing so is expensive,
further magnifying the challenges of scale.

Likewise, follow-up observations with current facilities often do not (or cannot)
reach the depth required to detect the associated radio emission. Since (even in the
absence of noise due to calibration, dynamic range, or confusion) the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of a given radio observation scales with observing time 𝑡obs as SNR
∝ 𝑡2obs, a 100× increase in sensitivity over a 5 second observation would require
14 hours on source. This effectively caps the possible improvement in SNR to ∼2
orders of magnitude before the required 𝑡obs becomes cost prohibitive. Meanwhile,
most classes of radio transients span much more than 2 orders of magnitude in
intrinsic luminosity, making the likelihood of a detection more a function of the
difficult-to-predict intrinsic luminosity rather than the time spent observing. For
instance, type Ic broadline (Ic-BL) supernovae span at least 4 orders of magnitude
in their ∼few GHz luminosity from ≲ 1027 erg s−1 Hz−1 in most cases (Corsi, A.
Gal-Yam, et al., 2016) to ∼ 1031 erg s−1 Hz−1 for the small fraction that harbor
particularly powerful relativistic jets (A. J. van der Horst et al., 2007). Sensitivity
will continue to be a limiting factor for follow-up of transients found with Rubin,
which will increase the transient rate primarily by detecting sources that are located
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at larger distances. Finally, some radio transients and potentially entire transient
classes are not detected at all in current optical and high-energy detection surveys.
This can be due to incomplete coverage in the detection surveys or a fundamental
lack of luminous multiwavelength signatures at early times.

Some but not all of these issues can be addressed through serendipitous follow-
up in radio sky surveys. By default, a wide-field radio survey will observe the
location of every known transient that previously exploded in the area observed.
This provides a measurement or constraint on each transient’s radio emission re-
gardless of whether it is expected to be radio luminous or not. The measurements
are provided at a random distribution of post-explosion delays, closely tracking the
inverse of the transient discovery rate. Though the distribution is skewed towards
short timescales, there is far more coverage of older transients than can typically
be found in targeted follow-up observations, substantially increasing the sample of
observations at very late times. The measurements and constraints obtained through
serendipitous follow-up are typically much shallower than those obtained through
targeted follow-up. For instance, a single VLASS epoch reaches a 1𝜎 RMS noise of
∼ 140`Jy/beam, which is ∼1 order of magnitude shallower than typical follow-up
observations with the Jansky VLA. However, even at this sensitivity, quite a few
transients can be found. Recently, Stroh et al. (2021) checked the locations of
∼ 70, 000 optical supernovae observed before Epoch 1 of VLASS (2017 - 2019)
and found 19 with late-time radio counterparts. Of these, 10 were not present in
the Bietenholz, Bartel, et al. (2021) compilation likely due to a lack of follow-up
observations. Notably, their sample includes a 5-decade-old supernova (SN 1965G,
located in NGC 4162 at a distance of ∼42 Mpc) which to this day maintains a
luminosity of ∼ 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1, two orders of magnitude more luminous and 1
to 2 orders of magnitude more long-lived than values expected from SNe found in
follow-up (Bietenholz, Bartel, et al., 2021).

One group of transients missed by both targeted and serendipitous follow-up is
those without detected or identified multiwavelength counterparts. Whether these
transients are intrinsically radio-only or just appear to be so due to gaps in survey
coverage and detection/identification pipelines, they are often drawn from classes
that are selected against by methods used in well-established transient detection
surveys. In many cases, they are distinct from well-established transient classes,
which makes them promising candidates for extending our knowledge of transient
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phenomena in new directions. One of the most effective ways to find these tran-
sients is by detecting them directly in radio sky surveys and identifying them with
contextual clues.

Direct Detection of Transients in Radio Sky Surveys
Direct detection of radio transients works in the way described in my observational
definition of radio transients above. There must be at least one detection epoch
in which a transient is detected, and at least one reference epoch in which it is
not (or at least where it is significantly different in brightness than in the detection
epoch). Successful direct detection requires several ingredients. First, the reference
and detection epochs must be reasonably well-matched in sensitivity, frequency,
and spatial scales covered. No matter how many transients are present in the
detection epoch, they cannot be identified as such if, due to mismatches in the above
qualities, you cannot make a strong case that they should have been detected in the
reference epoch. Next, since radio transients are relatively rare, both the detection
and reference surveys must cover a large area on sky in order to maximize the
chance of finding sources within the observed region. For scale, VLASS detects
sources at a density of ∼50-100 sources per square degree (depending on what you
consider an appropriate threshold of significance), and only a fraction of a percent of
these sources are transients. Finally, the separation between reference and detection
epochs must be reasonably well-matched to the typical duration of the transients
you are hoping to detect. Just as ∼years to decades is not the appropriate separation
for detection of FRBs, ∼days or even months is too short of a separation for most
extragalactic transients (see e.g., Pietka, Fender, and Keane, 2015, for priors on
the variability timescale for radio transients). The problem here is again one of
identification; you might observe any number of slow transients in a survey, but if
the separation between the first and last epochs is too short, their variability will be
indistinguishable from measurement uncertainties and scintillation.

Much of the history of direct radio transient detection has centered around improv-
ing the sensitivity and areal coverage of the radio surveys, while keeping epochs
relatively well-matched and testing different separations between epochs. This his-
tory is illustrated in Figure 1.1 (reproduced from Lacy et al., 2020), which compiles
three decades of efforts from 1994 to 2016. Over the course of these decades, there
were a number of important technological developments that led to improvements
in these measures. At the VLA specifically1, the WIDAR correlator (installed in

1The text here is VLA-centric, but it is important to note that other hardware upgrades are
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Figure 1.1: The sensitivity and inverse areal coverage of literature surveys used for
radio transient detection. Reproduced from Figure 2 of the VLASS survey paper,
Lacy et al. (2020).

2010) allowed for much larger instantaneous bandwidths to be observed than were
previously possible. This dramatically improved the sensitivity of the instrument to
continuum sources and thus reduced the time required to survey any particular area
of sky. Another development was the commissioning of the on-the-fly (OTF) map-
ping observing mode at the VLA (Mooley, Myers, et al., 2019). This observational
mode removed the overhead associated with physically re-pointing the VLA dishes
and waiting for them to settle, in favor of taking continuous observations as the
dishes are slewing and effectively repointing the array through the use of artificial
electronic delays. OTF mapping is also used in VLASS, and is responsible for the
effective 5-second-per-field integration time of the survey (which despite its short
integration time can reach a reasonable sensitivity due to the WIDAR correlator and

continually being developed for radio interferometers around the world. One particularly impactful
recent development is the installation of phased array feeds at the Australian Square Kilometer Array
Pathfinder (ASKAP), which is undertaking a time-domain radio survey of its own (named VAST;
T. Murphy, Shami Chatterjee, et al., 2013). We should expect to see more improvements along these
lines in the near future.
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other hardware updates).

A key argument for the use of OTF mapping in time-domain radio surveys comes
from the tradeoff between surveying a wide field and taking deep observations.
Most transient types are on average distributed isotropically, and uniformly in vol-
ume (aside for luminous Galactic transients which are concentrated in the Galactic
plane). Under those assumptions, the number of transients found in a survey should
scale with the volume probed: 𝑁trans ∝ 𝑉survey ∝ 𝐴survey × 𝑑max, where 𝐴survey is
the total area covered by the survey and 𝑑max is the maximum distance to which
a transient can be detected and identified. The area covered by the survey can
be increased simply by observing more fields, at a cost that is linear in observing
time: 𝐴survey ∝ 𝑡obs. This works up until the survey covers all 4𝜋 steradians of the
sky. The maximum distance to which a transient can be detected can be increased
by taking deeper images at a cost of 𝑑max ∝ 𝑡

1/2
obs . At larger distances, transient

identification also typically becomes more challenging due to incompleteness in
multi-wavelength catalogs used for cross matching. Altogether, it is far more ef-
ficient to increase 𝐴survey instead of 𝑑max. This is the primary reason for using a
technique like OTF mapping: for the same amount of observing time, your survey
can detect far more transients by going wide instead of going deep. While OTF
mapping cannot be used to go deep, it is one of the most efficient ways to go wide.
As a shallow, all-sky survey, VLASS is optimized to do just that.

1.3 A quick summary of the VLA Sky Survey
VLASS is a survey of the entire northern sky accessible to the Jansky Very Large
Array (everything north of declination -40◦). It is split into 3 epochs (Epochs 1,
2, and 3), which are themselves split into two half-epochs (Epochs 1.1, 1.2, etc.).
Epochs 1.1, 2.1, and 3.1 are repeated observations of the same 17,000 deg2 and the
same applies for 1.2, 2.2, and 3.2. At the time of writing this thesis, Epochs 1 and 2
have been fully observed, calibrated, and imaged, while Epoch 3.1 is scheduled to
begin in January 2023.

Each half-epoch is timed according to the VLA’s array reconfiguration schedule.
Whenever the VLA switches into the second most extended configuration (“B con-
figuration"), a half-epoch is observed. The array configuration results in a typical
angular resolution (synthesized beam FWHM) of 2.5”, and the time between re-
peated observations of the same field is ∼2-3 years. VLASS is observed in an OTF
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configuration where the effective integration time is 5 seconds per field, leading to
a typical RMS noise of ∼140`Jy per beam in each epoch.

All VLASS observations are taken using the VLA’s S band (2-4 GHz). S band
data are recorded in 16 independently calibrated “spectral windows", which each
span 128 MHz. Each spectral window contains 64 channels of width 2 MHz.
All four Stokes products (I, Q, U, and V) are recorded, and will eventually be
available in the fully processed “single epoch" images. At the moment, the avail-
able images are called “quicklook images" and are created in a manner that is
computationally efficient but has not taken into account some of the finer details
of radio image processing (such as w-projection). As a result, sources in the
quicklook images have residual uncertainties of ∼10% in their fluxes and ∼0.5”
in their positions after processing with my pipeline. Quicklook images are typ-
ically available a week or two after observation, and can be downloaded from
https://archive-new.nrao.edu/vlass/quicklook/.

1.4 Outline of this thesis
In Chapter 2, I describe a search I ran for slow radio transients associated with
galaxies within 200 Mpc that are present in VLASS but absent from the historical
FIRST survey (Becker, R. L. White, and Helfand, 1995). In collaboration with
fellow grad student Jean Somalwar, I used the resulting sample to characterize the
demographics of extragalactic radio transients in the local universe. In exploring the
individual transients within the 200 Mpc sample, my advisor Gregg Hallinan and I
identified two of the transients as being observationally distinct from anything that
had previously been identified. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss my in-depth exploration of
these sources using multi-wavelength observations of the transients and their host
environments, as well as order-of-magnitude theory. In both cases, I was able to
argue that these two transients are not just peculiar; they’re representatives of new
transient classes (in one case, a merger between a compact object and a massive star,
and in another, an emerging pulsar/magnetar wind nebula).

These results are what I have written up in the form of publications to date. How-
ever, I have also adapted the techniques I developed to identify transients in between
VLASS epochs, as was the original intent in the survey design. That search has
been a launch pad for new samples of flaring stars, tidal disruption events, AGN
flares, Galactic transients, supernovae, and to-date unidentified hostless transients.
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The analysis of these transients is currently being led by a number of people in the
Caltech Radio Astronomy group, and I intend on publishing the catalog and leading
some further analysis myself as a postdoc. In Chapter 5, I discuss the methods and
initial results from this search. Finally, in Chapter 6, I look forward to what we can
learn with results from 3 epochs of VLASS as well as next generation radio surveys
such as the DSA 2000.
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C h a p t e r 2

A SYSTEMATIC SURVEY OF LUMINOUS, EXTRAGALACTIC
RADIO TRANSIENTS IN THE 𝐷𝐿 < 200 MPC UNIVERSE

To be submitted to the Astrophysical Journal in two parts: one on the main survey,
and one on CSM asymmetry in stellar explosions. D.Z.D. conducted the transient
search, led the writing of the manuscript, and did much of the analysis. J.J.S. led
the analysis of transient rates, host galaxy properties, and SMBH flares, and led the
writing of the corresponding sections.

Dillon Z. Dong1, Jean J. Somalwar,1, Gregg Hallinan1, Yashvi Sharma1, Carlos D.
Ayala1, Casey Law1, Vikram Ravi1, Andrew Hughes2, Steven T. Myers3

1 Division of Physics, Mathematics, and Astronomy, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California
91125, USA

2 Department of Physics, University of Alberta, Edmonton AB T6G 2E1, Canada
3 National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Socorro, NM 87801, USA

2.1 Abstract
We present a sample of 64 long-duration (∼years to decades) radio transients discov-
ered in a systematic search for local-universe (𝐷𝐿 < 200 Mpc) extragalactic radio
sources that appeared in the sky between the FIRST survey (1993-2011) and Epoch 1
of the VLA Sky Survey (2017-2019). In our sample, we find a sharp divide between
off-nuclear transients (which have a ∼ 3𝜎 excess of star-forming hosts relative to the
overall prevalence of star-forming galaxies in SDSS) and nuclear transients (which
have a ∼ 3𝜎 deficit in star-forming hosts). Based on spectroscopy and imaging from
optical sky surveys at the transient locations, we classify 31 transients as AGN flares,
3 as tidal disruption events, 29 as stellar explosions, and leave one unclassified. Due
to the parameters of our search, our sample is likely dominated by powerful shocks
that have been decelerated by dense circum-explosion environments. At their peak
3 GHz luminosity, these events should have characteristic radii of O(0.1) pc, ve-
locities of O(103) km s−1, and pre-shock densities of O(105) cm−3, though there
is substantial room for variance within the sample. Plausible causes of the AGN
flares include transient disk winds, frustrated sub-parsec jets, and other possibilities
such as stellar explosions within the disks themselves. Flares with comparable radio
luminosities and timescales should occur at a rate of ∼ 1 transient per 100 years per
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AGN. In our TDEs, we are likely seeing a population of lower-velocity outflows that
produce long-lasting radio emission for up to ∼a decade through interaction with the
circumnuclear medium. Our results suggest that ∼ 1− 30% of TDEs eventually dis-
play such long-lived radio emission. The stellar explosions in our sample are likely
dominated by supernovae interacting with asymmetric and dense circumstellar gas
ejected by binary interaction in the ∼decades to centuries before explosion. These
terminal eruptions occur at a rate of up to ∼ 0.3% of the core-collapse supernova
rate.

2.2 Introduction
Extragalactic eruptions, such as stellar explosions and supermassive black hole
(SMBH) accretion flares, can produce dramatic radio transients. These transients
occur when large populations of charged particles are suddenly accelerated to rel-
ativistic speeds. In some cases, the particles are accelerated by shocks from newly
launched jets traveling at large fractions of the speed of light. Such newborn jets
have been observed from SMBHs in jetted tidal disruption events (TDEs) and active
galactic nucleus (AGN) flares (e.g., Zauderer et al., 2011; Nyland, Dillon Z. Dong,
et al., 2020; Yvette Cendes et al., 2022; Somalwar, Ravi, Dillon Z. Dong, et al.,
2022), and during the birth of stellar mass compact objects in supernovae (SNe)
and compact object mergers (e.g., Kulkarni, Frail, et al., 1998; G. Hallinan et al.,
2017). In other cases, the accelerators are lower-velocity outflows that dissipate
their energy by shocking dense circum-explosion gas. This has been seen in TDE
outflows where the dense gas may be part of a complicated structure surrounding
the black hole (e.g., M. M. Anderson et al., 2019; Kate D. Alexander et al., 2020;
Somalwar, Ravi, D. Dong, et al., 2021) and SNe where the dense gas was likely
ejected from the massive star in a period of intense pre-supernova mass loss (e.g.,
Margutti, Kamble, et al., 2017; Palliyaguru et al., 2019; D. Z. Dong et al., 2021).
The full diversity of radio-transient-producing particle accelerators is just beginning
to be uncovered.

The luminosity, evolution, and spectral features of a radio transient encode in-
formation about both the explosion and its immediate surroundings, much of which
is inaccessible at shorter wavelengths. The most intrinsically luminous transients
are produced by high-velocity shocks and/or high-density environments. At early
times, this luminosity is often obscured by synchrotron self-absorption (SSA) or
free-free absorption (FFA). In particular, a shock dominated by SSA can suddenly
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become detectable once it expands to a sufficiently large radius, provided that it
is still capable of accelerating a sufficient number of particles at that radius. This
typically occurs when there is a dense reservoir of gas to shock at that radius.
Likewise, a shock (or any other type of particle-acceleration region) dominated by
FFA may suddenly appear if there is a rapid change in the external opacity. A
decrease in free-free absorption may explain the appearance of radio emission in
some supernovae surrounded by particularly compact and dense gas (e.g., Chandra,
Roger A. Chevalier, N. Chugai, Fransson, et al., 2015) and has recently been seen
in the emergence of an extremely radio-luminous nebula likely powered by an ener-
getic neutron star within a shell of supernova ejecta (D. Dong and Gregg Hallinan,
2022). In both cases, there may be a delay of years or even decades before the radio
emission becomes detectable.

To date, most radio transients with durations of ∼days to ∼decades have been
found through targeted follow-up observations of transients first discovered in op-
tical or high-energy surveys. Such follow-up has enabled a number of discoveries,
including deep constraints on the circumstellar gas density of Type Ia SNe (and
therefore limits on the presence of stellar-wind-emitting companion stars; Chomiuk
et al., 2016) and the detection of a faint (∼50`Jy) radio counterpart to a Type I
superluminous supernova by Eftekhari, E. Berger, B. Margalit, Blanchard, et al.
(2019), perhaps indicative of a central engine. Radio follow-up campaigns are,
however, limited by available telescope time: it is not possible to follow-up every
optically- or high-energy-selected event in the radio for years. Only targets that are
perceived to have particularly high scientific value can have such extensive radio
follow-up. The scarcity of follow-up resources (both in telescope time and human
time) imposes a strong and difficult-to-quantify selection bias on our understanding
of radio transients. Sources that are not a-priori expected to be luminous radio
emitters (e.g., due to a lack of observational precedent, theoretical predictions, early
diagnostic features, or a combination of the above) are unlikely to be targeted for
follow-up in the first place. Even if a target is selected for follow-up, it may be
observed too early or too late to catch the radio emission (see e.g., discussions in
Kate D. Alexander et al., 2020; Bietenholz, Bartel, et al., 2021, about the delayed
emission observed in TDEs and SNe).

Radio sky surveys provide a promising method of overcoming some of these difficul-
ties. They can illuminate many transients that would not have been otherwise found,
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such as those with no multiwavelength counterpart. Examples of transients that
may be intrinsically radio-only include Galactic Center Radio Transients (GCRTs;
Hyman, T. Joseph W. Lazio, Kassim, and Bartleson, 2002; Hyman, T. Joseph W.
Lazio, Kassim, Ray, et al., 2005; Hyman, Wĳnands, et al., 2009; Chiti et al., 2016;
Wang et al., 2021), and Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs; see James M. Cordes and Shami
Chatterjee, 2019, and references therein). Other examples that were not identi-
fied in detection surveys include VT 1210+4956, the radio afterglow of a compact
object/massive star merger associated with a previously unidentified X-ray burst
(D. Z. Dong et al., 2021), and VT 1137-0337, a luminous emerging radio nebula
likely powered by a young neutron star where the associated supernova occurred
a few decades ago (D. Dong and Gregg Hallinan, 2022). Radio transient surveys
are also sensitive to those transients that were not classified by high-energy surveys
as warranting follow-up. For example, Stroh et al. (2021) checked the locations of
∼ 70, 000 optical supernovae observed before Epoch 1 of VLASS (2017 - 2019)
and found 19 with late-time radio counterparts. Of these, 10 were not present in the
Bietenholz, Bartel, et al. (2021) compilation of supernovae with targeted follow-up.

The primary challenges faced by direct radio transient surveys are that they are
typically not as sensitive as targeted follow-up and are subject to uncertainties in in-
terpreting the transients because multiwavelength counterparts may not exist. These
obstacles are orthogonal to those faced by targeted follow-up so, in spite of them,
radio transient surveys will still probe a transient population complementary to that
found through targeted follow-up. Moreover, these challenges are surmountable.
The limited sensitivity will be overcome with future, more sensitive instruments. As
seen with VT 1210+4956 and VT 1137-0337 among other examples, rich diagnostic
information about radio transients can often be obtained through multi-wavelength
follow-up observations even (and sometimes only) years after explosion.

In this paper, we present results from a direct search for radio transients in two
surveys covering an overlapping area of ∼ 10000 deg2 and separated by ∼2 decades:
the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters (FIRST; Becker, R. L.
White, and Helfand, 1995) and Epoch 1 of the VLA Sky Survey (Lacy et al., 2020).
In an effort to assemble a statistically significant sample while limiting selection
biases, we restrict our search to sources associated with galaxies with a luminosity
distance 𝑑𝐿 < 200 Mpc. In Section 2.3, we discuss our transient selection proce-
dure along with the sources of incompleteness, false positives, and selection biases,
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which influence our final sample of 64 sources. We additionally provide validation
for a subset of transients through association with archival transients and follow-up
optical spectra. In Section 2.4, we present our scheme for assigning initial classifica-
tions to these transients using their host galaxy context. In Section 2.5, we compare
those host galaxies with the overall population of 𝑑𝐿 < 200 Mpc spectroscopic
galaxies and identify some preliminary trends to be confirmed with larger future
samples. In Section 2.6, we provide a joint fit for the volumetric rate and observed
luminosity function of each class. In Section 4.7, we discuss the physical nature of
transients in each sub class (stellar explosions, AGN flares, and TDEs). Finally, in
Section 2.8, we summarize our results and discuss the implications for future radio
transient searches.

Throughout this paper, we assume a flatΛCDM cosmology where𝐻0 = 69.6 km s−1 Mpc−1

such that our distance cutoff 𝐷𝐿 < 200 Mpc corresponds to a redshift limit
𝑧 < 0.04487 (Wright, 2006).

2.3 Sample Selection
The sample in this paper is from a new search of Epoch 1 of the VLA Sky Survey
(VLASS; Lacy et al., 2020) for transients relative to the FIRST survey (Becker,
R. L. White, and Helfand, 1995) associated with galaxies with luminosity distance
𝑑𝐿 < 200 Mpc. Our search is very similar to an earlier version that we used to iden-
tify the transients VT 1210+4956 (D. Z. Dong et al., 2021) and VT 1137-0337 (D.
Dong and Gregg Hallinan, 2022) and recovers both sources with high confidence.
The main difference is that we have expanded our search to incorporate both halves
of VLASS Epoch 1 and have substantially reduced our reliance on visual inspection
in favor of automated filters.

Our new procedure can be briefly summarized as follows. We started with a source-
extractor catalog of candidates found in the VLASS quicklook images. Using a
combination of automated artifact filters and forced photometry, we removed the
vast majority of image artifacts and faint FIRST sources. Then, to identify potential
galaxy associations among the remaining transient candidates, we compared their
locations against the fitted locations and light profiles of galaxies with spectroscopi-
cally confirmed luminosity distances 𝑑𝐿 < 200 Mpc. Finally, we visually inspected
radio and optical images of the remaining candidates and their locations to ensure
that (1) they are bona-fide VLASS point sources with no discernible counterpart in
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FIRST, and (2) show no indication of being background sources. This resulted in a
sample of 64 likely extragalactic transients, which are shown in Figure 2.3 and listed
in Table 2.2. In Section 2.3, we provide a detailed description of our new search. In
Section 2.3, we provide quantitative estimates of our sample’s incompleteness and
false positive rates arising from observational selection biases. In Section 2.3, we
discuss the physical selection biases arising from conducting a search at 3 GHz with
epochs separated by ∼2 decades. We show how these biases can be used to set priors
on the properties of the transients’ emitting regions (which are generally confirmed
in more detailed analysis of the stellar explosion sample; Section 2.7). Finally,
a subset of the transients are confirmed by follow-up optical spectroscopy and/or
association with archival transient counterparts. We discuss these counterparts in
Section 2.3.

Transient Search Procedure
VLASS is a multi-epoch radio sky survey that is observing the entire sky accessible
to the Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) (Dec ≥ -40◦) 3 times over 8 years. VLASS
Epoch 1 was observed in two half-epochs each covering ∼17,000 deg2. The first
half-epoch (Epoch 1.1) was observed from Sep 2017 to Feb 2018, and the second
half-epoch (Epoch 1.2) was observed from Mar 2019 to Jul 2019. VLASS observa-
tions were taken in the VLA’s B configuration with the 2 − 4 GHz S band receiver,
leading to a typical angular resolution of ∼ 2”. These observations used a recently
commissioned mode of observing on the VLA called on-the-fly mapping (Mooley,
Myers, et al., 2019), where the data are taken as the dishes are continually slewed.
This mode of observing results in an effective integration time of ∼5 seconds per
field, corresponding to a typical RMS noise of ∼140`Jy. VLASS observations
are calibrated and imaged by staff at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory,
and initial quicklook images1 are made publicly available for early science includ-
ing transient searches. The latest versions of the quicklook images are corrected
for systematic astrometric distortions induced by neglecting w-projection (M.Lacy;
VLASS Memo 14). By cross matching these sources against sources with reliable
astrometry from the Milliquas catalog (Flesch, 2021), we estimate that the median
residual offset is ∼0.4 arcsec, with a scatter of ∼0.3 arcsec.

Our reference images come from the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-
1VLASS quicklook images can be downloaded from https://archive-new.nrao.edu/

vlass/quicklook/ and viewed via a cutout server at http://cutouts.cirada.ca/.
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cm (FIRST) survey (Becker, R. L. White, and Helfand, 1995). The FIRST field
covers an estimated 10,575 deg2 and is entirely contained within the area observed by
VLASS Epoch 1. Roughly 80% of the FIRST observations are in the north Galactic
cap, with right ascension (RA) between 8 to 17 hours and declination (Dec) between
-10 and +65 degrees. These observations were taken between 1994 and 2005 with
the pre-upgrade VLA (see R. A. Perley, Chandler, et al., 2011, for a description of
the upgrade), using a pair of 21 MHz bandwidth spectral windows centered at 1365
and 1435 MHz. The remaining 20% of observations are in the southern Galactic
cap, between RA = 21 to 4 hours, and Dec = -10 to +10 degrees. These observations
were taken between 1995 and 2011, with a combination of the setup described above
and a new setup with an early version of the upgraded VLA, using a pair of 128
MHz spectral windows centered at 1335 and 1730 MHz. In all cases, the integration
times were chosen so that the RMS noise in the combined image of each field is
∼140`Jy. All observations were taken in the VLA’s B configuration, resulting in
a typical resolution of ∼5.5”. A list of sources brighter than 0.75 mJy in FIRST
is publicly available through a catalog which has a typical astrometric uncertainty
< 0.5 − 1′′ (Richard L. White et al., 1997).

For this search, we used the Gordon, Boyce, Christopher P. O’Dea, Rudnick, An-
dernach, Vantyghem, Stefi A. Baum, Bui, and Dionyssiou (2020) and Gordon,
Boyce, Christopher P. O’Dea, Rudnick, Andernach, Vantyghem, Stefi A. Baum,
Bui, Dionyssiou, et al. (2021) catalog, which is compiled from the VLASS quick-
look images using the source extractor PyBDSF (Mohan and Rafferty, 2015a). This
catalog uses the default PyBDSF settings: thresh_pix = 5.0 and thresh_isl =
3.0 in the process_image task, which fits a set of Gaussian components to “is-
lands” of pixels brighter than 3× the local noise 𝜎 which contain at least one pixel
brighter than 5𝜎. It contains ∼3 million source components, which are a mixture
of real sources and image artifacts. To remove duplicate sources, we applied their
recommended setting Duplicate_flag < 2. However, as many of our previously
identified transients (including ones confirmed by optical spectroscopy) would have
been missed if we used their recommended artifact filters, we implemented our own
filters described below.

The vast majority of VLASS image artifacts are drawn from two classes: side-
lobes near bright sources from phase and amplitude calibration errors, and stripe
artifacts (which are fainter sidelobes that extend in straight lines far from bright
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sources). To remove the near sidelobes, we used a simple heuristic. We ran a
forced photometry routine on the VLASS quicklook images at the location of each
source candidate which measures the peak pixel within both a 2-arcsecond radius
and a 30-arcsecond radius of the source location. Since sidelobes are always fainter
than their parent sources (barring severe calibration errors that would be rejected
by the VLASS quality assurance inspection), we remove all sources for which the
2 arcsecond peak is not also the 30-arcsecond peak. By visual inspection of ∼1000
image cutouts, we estimate that this method removes∼100% of near sidelobes, while
retaining ∼ 90% of real sources. To remove stripe artifacts, we use the scikit-image
implementation of the probabilistic Hough transform (Kiryati, Eldar, and Bruck-
stein, 1991), which detects straight line features in input images. Using ∼3000
visually classified image cutouts, we tuned the parameters so that they provide a
good compromise between removing stripes and retaining real sources in VLASS
quicklook images. We estimate that our current implementation retains ∼90% of
real sources while removing ≳ 90% of stripe artifacts.

With a relatively clean catalog of VLASS sources, we then turned our attention
to identifying transient candidates. We started by cross matching our VLASS
catalog against the FIRST catalog using the astropy match_coordinates_sky
function. We removed all sources separated by > 1000 arcsec from the nearest
cataloged FIRST source, since they are not within the area observed by FIRST. We
also removed all sources separated by < 2.5 arcsec (roughly half the size of the
FIRST synthesized beam), since these sources are either the same as an already
identified FIRST source, or would be blended with that source. At this stage, there
are ∼300,000 sources that remain. To remove VLASS sources associated with faint
or extended FIRST emission not identified in the catalog, we ran a forced pho-
tometry routine on the FIRST images at the location of each remaining VLASS
source. Given that the FIRST pixel scale (1.8”) is larger than the quadrature sum
of the FIRST and VLASS astrometric errors, we take the FIRST flux to be the
value of single FIRST pixel nearest to the VLASS coordinate. Figure 2.1 shows the
distribution of FIRST fluxes at the location of VLASS sources in comparison with
FIRST fluxes measured in the same manner at 100,000 isotropic random positions
in the field. We found that the random points have a roughly Gaussian flux distri-
bution of 0+0.145

−0.145 mJy, while the VLASS source locations have a more complicated
distribution incorporating both the random Gaussian and an extended distribution
of fluxes tapering off at the catalog threshold (∼0.7 mJy). Random positions within
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6” of a galaxy nucleus (drawn from the catalog described below) but separated by
>2.5” from a cataloged FIRST source have a similar flux distribution: 0.03+0.18

−0.15 mJy.
To exclude faint FIRST sources while retaining FIRST nondetections, we removed
VLASS sources for which the corresponding FIRST flux is > 0.36 mJy, corre-
sponding to the 99th percentile flux for random points and the 94th percentile of
random points near galaxies. After this filter, we were left with a catalog of ∼36,000
transient candidates with no clearly detected counterparts in FIRST.

Figure 2.1: The distribution of FIRST fluxes at the location of VLASS sources that
pass automated artifact filters (purple histogram) in comparison with FIRST fluxes
at isotropic random points (dashed red line) and FIRST fluxes at isotropic random
points separated by Δ\ < 6′′ from a 𝐷𝐿 < 200 Mpc galaxy (dotted blue line). The
difference between the distributions (gold line) is primarily due to faint sources
present in FIRST that fall below the 5𝜎 FIRST catalog threshold. We remove all
transient candidates with corresponding FIRST fluxes greater than 0.36 mJy (in
the gray shaded region). This threshold corresponds to the 99th percentile for all
isotropic random points, and the 94th percentile for those near galaxies.

Most of the remaining transient candidates are comprised of bona-fide transients,
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highly variable sources, gigahertz peak spectrum (GPS) sources (typically AGN;
e.g., C. P. O’Dea, S. A. Baum, and Stanghellini, 1991), and residual artifacts that
are uncorrelated with the positions of local universe galaxies. However, a small
subset are produced by objects (black holes, stellar explosions, etc.) residing in
those galaxies, and should be co-located with the light produced by those galaxies.
To identify this subset, we assembled a catalog of all galaxies with spectroscopic
redshifts 𝑧 < 0.045 in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data Release 17 (Ab-
durro’uf et al., 2022) and the NASA Extragalactic Database2 (NED), corresponding
to a luminosity distance of 200.6 Mpc with our adopted cosmological parameters
(Wright, 2006). Using galaxy profile fits from the Dark Energy Camera Legacy
Survey (DECaLS; Blum et al., 2016; Lang, 2020) and PanSTARRS Data Release 2
(Magnier et al., 2020), we approximated the 2D on-sky projection of each galaxy as
an ellipse with semi- major and minor axis half-light radii 𝑎 and 𝑏 corresponding to
an eccentricity 𝑒 =

√︁
1 − (𝑏/𝑎)2. The direction-dependent radius 𝑟half(𝜙) of such

an ellipse is given by 𝑟half(𝜙) = 𝑏/
√︁

1 − (𝑒 cos 𝜙)2, where 𝜙 is the angle measured
counterclockwise from the semi-major axis in the direction of interest.

To test the transient candidates for galaxy association, we computed the angular
offset Δ\ between each candidate and the nuclei of the 5 nearest cataloged galaxies.
To take into account galaxy shapes, and to place nearby galaxies with larger angular
extents on a more equal footing with smaller, more distant galaxies, we normalized
these 5 offsets by the corresponding galaxy’s elliptical radius in the direction be-
tween the galaxy nucleus and transient candidate 𝑟half(𝜙). We took the galaxy with
the smallest normalized elliptical offset 𝑟norm = min (Δ\/𝑟half(𝜙)) to be the one that
is most likely to be associated. Figure 2.2 shows the distribution of 𝑟norm for tran-
sient candidates that pass our automated filters, relative to a simulated distribution
for isotropically-distributed random points in the FIRST field. For large values of
𝑟norm ≳ 5, the expected number per bin for random points matches the observed
value to within ∼15 percent. This suggests that, as expected, the transient candidate
catalog as a whole is consistent with being located at random positions relative to
local universe galaxies. However, at 𝑟norm < 2, there is a factor of ∼ 3× excess of
transient candidates, which rises to 1-2 orders of magnitude at 𝑟norm ≲ 0.5. This
strong excess of candidates with low 𝑟norm cannot be explained by chance alignment
of foreground or background sources. Instead, they are best explained by sources

2The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is funded by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and operated by the California Institute of Technology.
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Figure 2.2: The offset distribution (purple histogram) of transient candidates
(sources passing both automated artifact filters and the faint FIRST source cut)
relative to 𝑑𝐿 < 200 Mpc galaxies. The normalized elliptical offset 𝑟norm =

min (Δ\/𝑟half(𝜙)) is defined in the text. The gold line shows the offset distribu-
tion for 17 million simulated random points in the FIRST field, weighted to match
the size of the transient candidate catalog. The bottom panel shows the ratio of the
transient candidates to the random points. The 50 bins are spaced logarithmically
between 𝑟norm = 10−1 and 𝑟norm = 103.
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Figure 2.3: Top: A visual inspection based characterization of all transient can-
didates with a normalized elliptical half-light radius offset < 10 from the nearest
𝑑𝐿 < 200 Mpc galaxy. Remaining artifacts are shown in red, transient candidates
located on clumps of light ("background galaxies") distinct from their claimed hosts
are shown in orange, and residual faint FIRST sources not falling under the above
categories are shown in brown. Transients passing all our visual checks are shown in
blue if they are co-located with their galaxy’s light and green if not. The solid yellow
line is similar to the one in Figure 2.2, showing the expected offset distribution for
a set of isotropic random points of the same size as our transient candidate catalog.
Bottom: Same as above except without the artifacts, background galaxies, and faint
FIRST sources. The black points show the expected number of residual chance
coincidences, estimated by subtracting the artifacts, background galaxies, and faint
FIRST sources not astrometrically consistent with the host galaxy’s nucleus from
the expected chance coincidences. Errorbars assume Poisson uncertainties in each
category. The dashed black line is a least squares fit to the black points.
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associated with the galaxies themselves.

At this point, our automated procedures have reduced the search space from ∼3
million VLASS source candidates to a few hundred transient candidates with low
𝑟norm. These few hundred sources contain nearly all of VLASS vs FIRST tran-
sients associated with spectroscopically verified local universe galaxies (Section
2.3). With this downselection, it is straightforward to visually inspect each candi-
date in an effort to identify the bona-fide transients. We started by taking every
candidate with 𝑟norm < 10 (n = 428), which is a conservative cut, well within the
regime of random alignments (Figure 2.2). By visual inspection of the VLASS
and FIRST images, we identified all of the remaining artifacts missed by our filters.
We also identified and removed 7 clear instances of faint FIRST sources missed by
our 0.36 mJy cut (due to rare systematic errors in the FIRST astrometry of ∼2 to
5”). We then used the DECaLS sky browser to identify which of the remaining
sources are (a) coincident with the light of their candidate host galaxy, (b) nearby
their candidate host but not coincident with the detected light, or (c) associated with
an unassociated photometric object (typically red and faint), which we consider to
be a likely background galaxy. Figure 2.3 shows the distribution of 𝑟norm for each
of these categories. We find that most of the expected chance coincidences (as
modelled with the simulated random points) can be explained by a combination of
artifacts and sources associated with background galaxies. The remaining expected
chance alignments are mostly due to “hostless" transients not associated with the
galaxy light (which may be from background objects fainter than the DECaLS de-
tection thresholds of g ∼ 24.7, r ∼ 23.9, and z ∼ 23.0). Given this, we adopt a final
selection criterion for our sample of 𝑟norm < 2.5 and a location coincident with the
host galaxy’s light. Our final sample contains 64 likely galaxy associated transients,
summarized in Table 2.2.

Selection Effects
Our transient sample is subject to a number of selection effects which can cause
some transients to be missed (false negatives) and some transients to be misidentified
(false positives). Below, we list the primary selection effects and briefly discuss
their influence on our sample, starting with the causes of false negatives.

1. The transient must be identifiable as a ≥ 5𝜎 source with PyBDSF in the
Epoch 1 VLASS quicklook images. In most cases, this amounts to (1) having
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Figure 2.4: The host galaxies of our final transient sample in order of increasing
normalized elliptical offset (𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚). Each transient’s ID number is given in the top
left corner of its subplot, and its location is indicated by the red crosshairs. Each
subplot’s sidelength is fixed to a physical scale of either 30 or 60 kpc (indicated by
a 3 or 6 kpc scale bar). The equivalent angular size in arcseconds is given above the
scale bar. The luminosity distance to each galaxy is given in the top right corner.
Image cutouts are taken from SDSS DR17, with the exception of IDs 6 and 7, which
are not in the SDSS field and have cutouts taken from DeCALS DR9. The color
of the box around the transient ID corresponds to its classification and its linestyle
indicates our level of confidence in the classification. Blue boxes indicate stellar
explosions, red boxes indicate AGN flares, green boxes indicate TDEs, and yellow
boxes indicate unknown or ambiguous classifications. Solid boxes indicate “very
high confidence" classifications confirmed with optical transient counterparts or
other detailed analysis. Dash-dot boxes indicate “high confidence" classifications
with low ambiguity according to our classification scheme (Section 2.4), dashed
boxes indicate “medium confidence" classifications (typically from spectra with
ambiguous BPT ratios), and dotted boxes indicate “low confidence" classifications
made with low-quality or otherwise incomplete data.
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a shape that can be reasonably described with a Gaussian (as should be the
case for any point source barring severe calibration errors that would be
rejected by the NRAO’s quality assurance inspection), and (2) having a flux
density ≳ 0.7 mJy at the time of observation. In some areas of the survey,
the effective sensitivity is better (up to ∼0.5 mJy) while in other areas, it can
be substantially worse (particularly around bright sources). We will present a
detailed sensitivity analysis in an upcoming paper (Dong et al., in prep), but
in this paper, we assume a uniform sensitivity of 0.7 mJy.

2. It must pass our automated artifact filters. This requires that (1) the local noise
is not dominated by a stripe passing through the position of the transient, and
(2) the transient must be the brightest source within 30”. We will present a
more detailed analysis of the artifact filtering and its effects in Dong et al. in
prep, but for now, we note that the combination of these two filters removes
∼20% of total sources, and visual inspection of a random sampling of removed
sources suggests that > 90% are artifacts. Based on this, we estimate that
only a few percent of real sources are removed by this filtering. We do not
expect that real sources that happen to be transient would be disproportionately
affected.

3. The transient must have a corresponding single-pixel flux density in FIRST
of < 0.36 mJy. This filter was designed to remove GPS sources and vari-
able background AGN, since otherwise this population would dominate our
sample. As shown in Figure 2.1, our chosen threshold should reject ≲ 6% of
transients if the transients are located in random positions on 𝑑𝐿 < 200 Mpc
galaxies. However, this may be an underestimate since our sample is primar-
ily located on galaxy nuclei and off-nuclear HII regions (Figure 4.6), which
can both have brighter quiescent radio emission than random locations in the
galaxy.

For off-nuclear HII regions, the anti-selection is likely to be rather weak,
since throughout most of our searched volume, even the most luminous regions
are unlikely to be detectable in FIRST. For scale, our FIRST flux threshold

0.36 mJy maps to a 1.4 GHz luminosity 𝐿a = 4×1027
(

𝑑𝐿
100 Mpc

)2
erg s−1 Hz−1.

This luminosity corresponds to a star formation rate of∼ 1.8
(

𝑑𝐿
100 Mpc

)2
𝑀⊙ yr−1

for pure free-free emission (which is expected on scales of individual HII re-
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gions; Linden et al., 2020) and∼ 0.25
(

𝑑𝐿
100 Mpc

)2
𝑀⊙ yr−1 for a mix of free-free

and synchrotron emission (E. J. Murphy et al., 2011). By comparison, the
most luminous giant star-forming complexes in the (Bradley et al., 2006) have
H𝛼 luminosities ∼ 1041 erg s−1, corresponding to star formation rates of ∼
0.05 M⊙ yr−1. Altogether, only extremely luminous off-nuclear star-forming
regions in nearby galaxies (at distances ≲ 30 Mpc) should be excluded by our
FIRST threshold. This region comprises < 1% of our searched volume.

The anti-selection should be much stronger for galaxy nuclei, where there
may be low-level emission from an AGN on longer timescales than probed by
our search, and where the synchrotron fraction from star formation is typically
higher (so a lower star formation rate is required to produce the same radio
luminosity; e.g., Tabatabaei et al., 2013; Linden et al., 2020). The scale of
this selection effect can perhaps best be quantified by considering all variable
sources, not just ones that are completely undetected in the reference epoch.
However, the frequency mismatch between FIRST and VLASS makes it diffi-
cult to disentangle the intrinsic spectral index of the emission and the level of
variability. We therefore defer analysis of this selection effect to a future paper
on nuclear flares compared between VLASS epochs, and instead note that our
search is likely underestimating the prevalence of nuclear flares in galaxies
with intense nuclear star formation and previous epochs of AGN activity.

4. The transient must be located within 2.5 elliptical half-light radii of a galaxy
with a spectroscopically confirmed redshift 𝑧 < 0.045. Two types of bona-fide
transients may be filtered out by this selection: (a) ones where the host galaxy
do not have a redshift in NED or SDSS, and (b) ones with large offsets from
the galaxy’s nucleus.

As an estimate of Selection (a)’s effects, Kulkarni, D. A. Perley, and Miller
(2018) find that ∼ 65% of type Ia supernova hosts with redshfits 𝑧 < 0.045
have redshifts available in NED. This suggests that for the massive and/or
rapidly star-forming galaxies traced by type Ia supernovae, our search is no
more than ∼40% incomplete due to lack of host spectra.

There is an additional selection against faint galaxies due to the targeting cri-
teria of spectroscopic surveys. In particular, due to the SDSS legacy sample,
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our search should not miss hosts with apparent r-band Petrosian magnitudes
𝑟𝑝 < 17.77. One example of a galaxy barely making the completeness cut is
the host of ID 56 (VT 1210+4956), a dwarf star-forming galaxy (stellar mass
∼ 109.2𝑀⊙, star formation rate ∼ 0.4𝑀⊙ yr−1) at luminosity 𝑑𝐿 = 154 Mpc
with 𝑟𝑝 = 17.75. There is sporadic coverage for fainter galaxies due to other
surveys (including other SDSS samples). One example is the host of ID 55
(another dwarf star-forming galaxy at 𝑑𝐿 = 180 Mpc), which does not have
a spectrum on its nucleus because its Petrosian magnitude 𝑟𝑝 = 18.15 falls
slightly below the SDSS targeting cut. This galaxy does, however, have an
SDSS spectrum because of a bright blue knot at its edge which was targeted
by the SDSS Baryonic Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS; Dawson
et al., 2013) due to being a possible quasar. This knot, which happens to
also be the location of the radio transient, turned out to be a luminous HII
region associated with the galaxy, adding the galaxy to our spectroscopic cat-
alog and providing additional evidence for the ID 55’s host galaxy association.

As a handle on Selection (b), Figure 2.3 shows that our elliptical offset filter
selects heavily for sources co-located with the light of their corresponding
galaxies. A similar circular half-light radius cut (i.e., not taking into account
galaxy shapes) on the Fong and E. Berger (2013) sample would retain ∼95%
of optically selected core collapse supernovae, and slightly lower percentages
of much rarer classes: ∼75% of long gamma ray bursts (GRBs) and ∼65%
of short GRBs. While this comparison is not entirely straightforward (due
in part to the much higher typical redshift of the SN and GRB sample), it
does suggest that the vast majority of transients with host-offset distributions
similar to known classes should be retained by our galaxy-association cut if
they would have otherwise been detected. We note that there is an additional
bias against offset sources in centrally concentrated galaxies, for which the
half-light radius might underestimate the true extent of the galaxy.

5. Finally, the transient must pass our visual inspection, meaning that it is (1)
not visually identified as an artifact, (2) not associated with a visually iden-
tifiable faint FIRST source missed by our cut, and (3) not associated with a
clump of light that is visually distinct from the galaxy (i.e., likely to be a back-
ground galaxy or a different galaxy than the spectroscopically confirmed one).

Selection (1) is fairly innocuous; VLASS quicklook artifacts are reasonably
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easy to identify by eye, and while some fainter sources may be mistaken for
artifacts, this is not likely to lead to a large percentage of false negatives.

Selection (2) catches instances where, due to astrometry issues, the FIRST
and VLASS positions are offset by enough (typically ∼1”) to shift the peak
of a faint FIRST source to a different pixel than the VLASS peak. These
instances are also typically readily identifiable. There are some ambiguous
cases where low-level extended emission from star formation can be seen. To
avoid this, we have taken care to only remove cases where there is a distinct
point source not surrounded by extended emission. We do not anticipate that
this selection is a major source of false negatives.

Selection (3) is designed to directly remove transients associated with back-
ground galaxies, which are our main source of false positives. In most cases,
these clumps of light are significantly redder than the nearby galaxy, suggest-
ing that they are AGN at much higher redshift. In other cases, the source is
located on a galaxy with no spectrum that could plausibly be within 200 Mpc.
We remove these cases since we cannot verify their distance with publicly
available data.

Altogether, we estimate that our sample contains ≳ 50% of the ∼mJy, decade-
timescale, extragalactic radio transients in the 𝑧 < 0.045 FIRST footprint. The
dominant cause of incompleteness in our search is limitations in using spectro-
scopic galaxy catalogs. Some specific classes of transients are disproportionately
likely to be missed. These include: transients in areas with underlying AGN ac-
tivity or extremely intense star formation, transients with large offsets from their
host galaxies (particularly ones with strong central concentrations), and transients
in very faint galaxies (including both field galaxies and satellites of larger galaxies).
In Section 2.8, we will discuss ongoing and future efforts to address these sources
of incompleteness.

Having estimated the prevalence and types of false negatives, we now discuss
the likely sources of false positives: sources in our sample that pass our cuts but
may not be true 𝑑𝐿 < 200 Mpc transients. There are two ways for a source to be
misidentified: (1) the source might be in the foreground or background and aligned
coincidentally with its claimed host, or (2) the source might not be a bona-fide
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transient.

1. We first estimate the number of coincidental galaxy alignments. Based on
the simulated isotropic points, we expect that out of the 36,625 transient
candidates that pass our automated filters, 17.9 ± 4.2 sources should pass
our 𝑟norm < 2.5 cut by chance. As shown in Figure 2.3, visually identified
artifacts can directly account for 10 of these, while 4 can be accounted for
by optical background galaxies, and a further 3 can be accounted for by faint
FIRST sources not already identified with a background galaxy. This leaves
0.9+4.2

−0.9 expected remaining chance alignments, corresponding to ∼0-8% of
our sample.

2. We now estimate the prevalence of non-transients in our sample. There are
two primary ways by which a source in our sample might not be a true tran-
sient: it might (a) be a low-SNR noise spike rather than a legitimate source
(e.g., Frail, Kulkarni, E. O. Ofek, et al., 2012), (b) it might be a gigahertz-peak
AGN (GPS source) where the rising spectrum between the 1.4 GHz FIRST
frequency and the 3 GHz VLASS frequency is entirely responsible for the
difference in flux between FIRST and VLASS.

For scenario (a), random noise spikes should have positions that are un-
correlated with the locations of 𝑑𝐿 < 200 Mpc galaxies and, as discussed
above, we have already identified nearly all of the chance coincidences. If any
remain in our sample, they should be faint (∼ 5𝜎), preferentially offset from
their host galaxies, and not detected in VLASS Epoch 2. The four candidates
that satisfy these conditions are IDs 52, 54, 59, 63. We cannot directly verify
IDs 52, 54, and 63 with current data, but as discussed in Section 2.3, ID
59 is confirmed to be a supernova through follow-up optical spectroscopy.
Altogether, scenario (a) likely accounts for ≲ 5% of our sample, and all of
this percentage counts toward the 0 - 8% estimated for chance alignments.

For scenario (b), we start by noting that GPS sources can also be transient
hosts. For instance, an AGN with some relic emission from a previous episode
of activity (the GPS source) may undergo a new outburst (the transient). In
that case, there is an associated transient and we have simply overestimated
its luminosity by a factor of a few due to the GPS contribution. In some cases,
the outburst may be enhanced by refractive scintillation. However as we will
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discuss in Section 2.3, the magnified part of the emission would have to be on
a physical scale of ≲ 10−2 pc. Shocks on that small of a scale are very likely
due to a transient outflow (Section 2.7).

Given this, the scenarios that we would consider false positives are where
the GPS source is in the background of the galaxy, or where the source is
truly non-varying. With our chance coincidence constraints, we have already
accounted for GPS sources in the background of our galaxies. The remaining
GPS sources should be associated with the nuclei of the galaxies themselves.
We expect that such GPS sources should be (1) astrometrically consistent
with their host galaxies’ nuclei, (2) have indications of AGN activity, and
(3) have variability between VLASS Epoch 1 and Epoch 2 consistent with
measurement error. In our sample, 5 sources (IDs 1, 2, 15, 27 and 44) fit
these criteria, while 10 more (IDs 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 23, 26, 27, 28, 34) have
insufficient data or ambiguous AGN indicators. We note that even sources
that fit all 3 criteria may be transients with durations much longer than the ∼2
year span between Epochs 1 and 2, particularly given that we are selecting for
sources with variability on ∼decade timescales. We thus estimate that ≲ 15
sources in our sample, or ≲ 23% are non-transient GPS sources.

Priors Set by our Survey Parameters
Our final sample consists of sources in the 3 GHz luminosity range 1026 - 1030 erg s−1 Hz−1

that appeared in the ∼20 years between FIRST and VLASS Epoch 1. While that
information alone is not enough to confidently diagnose the properties of any indi-
vidual transient, our transient search is inherently more sensitive to certain transient-
producing physical conditions. We can therefore use this information to make some
order-of-magnitude generalizations about the population that we are selecting as a
whole.

1. Due to causality, all of our transients come from compact (≲ 6 pc) regions.
Sources in our sample have brightened substantially (typically of order their
own flux) on a timescale of ∼20 years. There are three ways by which this
can happen, which all require a compact emitting region.

(1a) If the source brightened due to some physical change in the emitting
region itself (e.g., a star exploded and shocked its surroundings, or a black
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hole launched an outflow that did the same), all parts of the brightening region
are causally linked to the explosive event. In those cases (ignoring relativistic
effects), the size of the region responsible for the transient emission must be
smaller than a sphere of radius 𝑐 × 20 years ∼ 6 pc.

(1b) If instead the source only appeared to brighten because of a nearby
obscuring cloud moving away (as has been proposed for e.g., changing look
AGN) or becoming optically thin (e.g., emerging pulsar wind nebulae), the
changing part of the cloud is also limited by causality to be smaller than∼6 pc.
Because the distance between the obscuring cloud and the emitting region is
much smaller than the distance between the cloud and Earth, geometry dic-
tates that the cloud must be of order the size of the emitting region (or larger).
In that case, the emitting region is still smaller than the ∼6 pc limit set by
causality.

(1c) If the source brightened due to scintillation, the region whose size is
limited by causality is a patch of the Milky Way’s ISM, unrelated to the emit-
ting region. Somewhat non-intuitively, this sets an even more stringent upper
limit on the size of the emitting region. Refractive scintillation is suppressed
when the source has an angular size larger than the size of the scattering
disk. Over most of the sky, the disk size at 3 GHz is ∼a few microarcsec-
onds (Walker, 2001), corresponding to ∼10−2 pc at our maximum searched
distance of 200 Mpc. In the plane of the Galaxy, the disk size is larger due
to the higher transition frequency, but due to that high frequency itself, the
modulation index drops to ≈ 0. In that case, scintillation cannot explain the
transients which returns us to cases (1a) and (1b) (Walker, 1998).

2. The compactness likely requires that the radio emission is due to syn-
chrotron emission. The typical lower-limit brightness temperature set by the
causality size constraint for transients in our sample is ∼ 106 K. While this
alone does not preclude free-free emission as an explanation for our transients,
more detailed analysis (see e.g., Appendix A of D. Dong and Gregg Hallinan,
2022) shows that creating such an expanding nebula requires extreme (and
potentially unphysical) temperatures, densities, and energies, such as a sphere
of temperature 1010 K and density 107 cm−3 expanding outwards at 10,000
km/s for 20 years, requiring an energy of ≳ 1055 erg. For the remainder of this
section, we therefore make the self-consistent assumption that our transients
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are produced by synchrotron emission.

3. Our search is biased toward transients with longer detectable durations
(up to ∼20 years) and spectral peaks ∼3 GHz. Our two-epoch transient
search essentially takes a snapshot of all the transients in the sky at a random
point in their evolution. In order to detect a transient, we have to be lucky
enough to observe it while it has a 3 GHz flux brighter than our detection
limit. The probability of observing a transient while it is detectable is pro-
portional to the time it spends above the detection limit. Thus, we are biased
toward detecting longer duration transients. This effect starts to “saturate”
at approximately the ∼20 year timespan between FIRST and VLASS. The
longer the duration past that timespan, the more likely it is that the transient
was already detectable in FIRST (and would thus be misidentified as a vari-
able/GPS source and rejected by our search procedure).

Synchrotron transients observed at radio frequencies have a spectral peak
set by free-free or synchrotron self-absorption. This peak evolves with time,
typically dropping to lower frequency as the emitting region expands (e.g.,
Roger A. Chevalier, 1998). As the peak frequency a𝑝 (𝑡) drops toward 3 GHz,

the 3 GHz lightcurve will start to sharply rise by a large factor ≈
(
a𝑝 (𝑡)
3GHz

)2.5

for a synchrotron self-absorption peak and even more for free-free absorption.
As the peak frequency drops significantly below 3 GHz, the 3 GHz lightcurve
will drop by a factor of ≈

(
a𝑝 (𝑡)
3GHz

)𝛼
, where 𝛼 ≈ 1 is the spectral index. There

are some other effects that modulate the lightcurve (such as the degree to
which new synchrotron electrons are being accelerated), but on balance, the
steep declines on both sides of 3 GHz make it such that most transients will
spend most of their detectable duration peaking around 3 GHz. Our search is
therefore biased toward finding transients peaking at ∼3 GHz.

With these biases, our transient search can be thought of as a filter that
is most sensitive to transients of duration ∼20 years and peak frequency
∼3 GHz. To produce the observed sample, this filter is “convolved" with
the intrinsic distribution of durations and peak frequencies of the transients
present in the sky at the time of observation. Transients with peak luminosi-
ties ≲ 3 × 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 (the luminosity corresponding to our detection
threshold at 200 Mpc), will tend to be located at larger distances (since there
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is more volume at larger distances). These transients will tend to be detected
at fluxes close to our detection threshold and will therefore experience the se-
lection biases more heavily than more luminous transients, which have more
leeway to be peaked at higher or lower frequencies and have faster rise/fade
times before becoming undetectable. Confirming the peak frequencies and
timescales requires observation and analysis of multi-epoch SEDs which is
beyond the scope of this paper. However, given that most of our sample falls
under the luminosity threshold where the selection effects become strong,
we make the simplifying assumption that all of our transients are peaking at
3 GHz (within a factor of a few) and evolve on timescales of ≳ a few years.
The latter assumption is further justified by the slow evolution of our transients
between VLASS Epoch 1 and Epoch 2 (Section 2.6, Figure 2.14).

4. Transients in our sample with peaks caused by synchrotron self-absorption
have characteristic radii R ∼ 10−2 pc, energies U ≳ 1048 erg, velocities
v ∼ 3000 km s−1, and pre-shock densities ne ≳ 105 cm−3. With a mea-
sured luminosity and an assumed synchrotron self-absorption peak frequency
∼ 3 GHz, we can use standard synchrotron shock theory3 to estimate the
radius 𝑅 of the emitting region and the magnetic field strength 𝐵 in which the
emitting electrons are spiraling up to some factors of order unity. From
equations 13 and 14 in Roger A. Chevalier (1998) (see also expositions
in e.g., A. Y. Q. Ho, E. Sterl Phinney, et al., 2019; D. Z. Dong et al.,
2021; DeMarchi et al., 2022), the radius and magnetic field are given by
𝑅 ≈ 4.2 × 1016 𝐿

9/19
28 a−1

3 and 𝐵 ≈ 0.16 𝐿−2/19
28 a3, where 𝐿28 is the peak lu-

minosity in units of 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 and a3 is the peak frequency in units of
3 GHz. The observed luminosity range and assumed peak frequencies of our
transients therefore suggests that they come from far more compact regions
than the upper limit set by causality. This further increases the brightness tem-
perature requirement, consistent with our assumption of synchrotron emission.

The energy in the magnetic field is𝑈𝐵 = 4
3𝜋𝑅

3 𝐵2

8𝜋 ≈ 2.8×1047 𝐿
23/19
28 a−1

3 erg.
For the relatively slow moving synchrotron-producing shocks of supernovae,
the total energy in the shock is typically assumed to be higher than 𝑈𝐵 by

3Not all synchrotron transients are due to shocks (see e.g., D. Dong and Gregg Hallinan,
2022), but diffusive shock acceleration is the mechanism responsible for most luminous synchrotron
sources, and without broadband radio SEDs, there is no a-priori reason to expect that our transients
are different.
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a factor of (1/𝜖𝐵) where 𝜖𝐵 ∼ 0.1 to 0.33. For the highly relativistic jets of
gamma ray bursts (GRBs), 𝜖𝐵 has been measured to have a median value of 3
× 10−5, implying a vastly greater total energy (Kumar and B. Zhang, 2015).

Emitting regions that spend ∼years at radii of ∼ 1016−17 cm are relatively
slow-moving. These slow shock velocities suggest high pre-shock densities
surrounding the transient. The characteristic velocity 𝑣 for a shock that crosses
the characteristic radius 𝑅 in a time 𝑡 is given by 𝑣 ≈ 2700 𝐿9/19

28 a−1
3 𝑡−1

5 km/s,
where 𝑡5 = 𝑡/5 years. The velocity of a shock is primarily set by the density of
gas being shocked. The characteristic density implied by the above velocity
is 𝑛𝑒 ∼ 8.6 × 105 𝐿

−4/19
28 a2

3 𝑣
−2
2.7, where 𝑣2.7 is the shock velocity in units of

2700 km/s and we have assumed 𝜖𝐵 = 0.1. For synchrotron self-absorbed
transients, a picture therefore emerges of slow, compact, and energetic shocks
powered by interaction with dense circum-explosion gas.

5. Transients in our sample with peaks due to free-free absorption may
be larger in extent and faster moving than those dominated by syn-
chrotron self-absorption. However, they are also likely to be surrounded
by dense ionized gas ne ≳ 104 cm−3, much denser than typical condi-
tions in the interstellar medium (ISM). Spectral peaks of ∼3 GHz can be
caused by free-free absorption from ionized gas along the line of sight. For
a uniform density absorbing medium, the free-free optical depth is given by
𝜏 𝑓 𝑓 = 3.3 × 10−8 a−2.1

3 𝑇−2.1
4 (𝑛𝑐𝑠𝑚/cm−3)2 (𝑠𝑐𝑠𝑚/pc), where 𝑛𝑐𝑠𝑚 is the

electron density of the absorbing material along the line of sight, 𝑠𝑐𝑠𝑚 is its
thickness, and 𝑇4 is its temperature in units of 104K.

Several conditions need to be satisfied in order for a transient’s peak to be dom-
inated by free-free absorption. First, the exterior absorbing medium needs to
cover nearly the entire emitting region. An isolated filament (no matter how
dense) will only cause a small dip in the overall flux of order the fraction of the
emitting region that it covers. Next, it needs to be relatively low-temperature.
Photo-ionized gas tends to come to an equilibrium temperature of roughly
∼ 104 K (e.g., Osterbrock and Ferland, 2006). However, shock-ionized gas

will be superheated to a temperature 𝑇 ∼ 5.7× 108 K
(
𝑣shock/5000 km s−1

)2
,

reducing 𝜏 𝑓 𝑓 by a factor of ∼ 105. For nearly all regions of appreciable size
(with the possible exception of the interior of an AGN disk), having such a high
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temperature will completely suppress free-free absorption at GHz frequencies.

Finally, the ionizing absorbing gas needs to be sufficiently dense and thick. In
order for ∼ 104 K gas to have 𝜏 𝑓 𝑓 ∼ 1 at 3 GHz it needs to have a thickness
of 𝑠𝑐𝑠𝑚 ∼ 1 pc thick column and density 𝑛𝑐𝑠𝑚 ∼ 104 cm−3 or some equivalent
tradeoff. In Milky Way-like galaxies, the warm ionized phase of the ISM has
a typical density of order ∼ 1 cm−3. Despite its thick column (up to the size of
the galaxy), it contributes negligibly to free-free absorption at 3 GHz. Most
star formation occurs in giant HII regions have densities of ∼ 102 cm−3 and
sizes of ∼ 100 pc. This gets closer to being optically thick at 𝜏 𝑓 𝑓 ∼ 10−2, but
is still not enough. Ultra-compact HII regions can have densities ≳ 104 cm−3,
but this density is typically restricted to a size ≲ 0.1 pc (e.g., de la Fuente
et al., 2020). Such regions might contribute slightly to free-free absorption,
but would require a very compact shock similar to the ones described above
for synchrotron self-absorption. Likewise, the densest supergiant winds or
stars that have undergone late-stage eruptive mass loss can have similar den-
sity profiles, but would require a similarly compact shock (see e.g., figure
4 of D. Z. Dong et al., 2021). Finally, densities in some galaxy nuclei can
exceed 104 cm−3 over sizes greater than 1 pc (citation) and a central AGN can
produce enough hard UV and X-ray photons to keep this gas ionized. VLBI
observations of GPS sources have shown that in some cases, even jets on the
scale of 10s of parsecs can be obscured by free free absorption in this way
(Kameno et al., 2003).

Altogether, our survey selects for sources that peak at ∼ 3 GHz, regard-
less of the origin of that peak. For transients embedded in unusually dense,
photoionized regions (extreme winds or eruptive mass loss for stellar explo-
sions, and dense nuclei for SMBH flares), this peak can be due to free-free
absorption. In the case of stellar explosions, the radii at which they can rea-
sonably be obscured by free free absorption is not very different from the scale
radius that would be implied by synchrotron self-absorption. In the case of the
TDEs in quiescent nuclei, there may not be enough ionizing photons produced
by accretion onto the SMBH to support free-free absorption on a large scale,
though this requires further investigation. For AGN, however, it is plausible
that a high free-free absorption peak frequency is hiding a low synchrotron
self-absorption frequency. In that case, the radius of the emitting region may
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be larger (up to the limit set by causality assuming transient emission). In that
case, the velocity of the shock and its energy will be correspondingly higher,
and the shocked density lower.

Altogether, these general considerations suggest that our search is optimized to
find a population of explosions occurring in regions with gas densities far larger
than typical ISM conditions. Those that have spectra dominated by synchrotron
self-absorption are particularly slow-moving, as they are ploughing through that
high-density gas. Those dominated by free free absorption have not yet broken
through the gas. However, with the exception of AGN, they are likely still compact
because otherwise it becomes difficult to account for the origin of the high-density
exterior gas.

We emphasize that the picture painted above is only a prior, set by assuming that
every transient detected is one that our transient "filter" is particularly sensitive
to. In fact, some of the transients in our sample are likely produced by conditions
very different from the ones described above. Our search is certainly sensitive to
other types of transients (such as relativistic jets) particularly if they are extremely
luminous. For instance, GRB 030329 would have remained above our detection
threshold for ≳ 1 decade if located at a distance of 200 Mpc (A. J. van der Horst
et al., 2007). However, unless such high-velocity transients are intrinsically far
more common than slower shocks in high-density gas, we expect our sample to be
dominated by the slower population.

Optical Spectroscopic Validation for a Subset of Off-Nuclear Transients
Some of the radio transients in our sample have spectroscopically-verified optical
transient counterparts identified in archival catalogs and/or follow-up observations.
These counterparts are useful in several ways: (1) they confirm that the radio tran-
sient is real, (2) their redshift confirms association with the host galaxy, and (3) their
properties help diagnose the nature of the radio transient. Here we present a few
of these associations from an initial search of archival catalogs and an initial set of
follow-up observations. Due to incomplete and biased sampling in both archives
and follow-up, the lack of an optical counterpart does not imply that one does not
exist.

To identify archival transient counterparts, we cross matched our sample against
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transients with arcsecond localizations in the Open Supernova Catalog (Guillochon
et al., 2017) and the Transient Name Server. We found 3 matches, all to supernovae
that exploded 5-8 years before detection in VLASS Epoch 1. ID 11 is associated
with the type IIn supernova 2012ab (Bilinski et al., 2018; Stroh et al., 2021), ID
24 is associated with supernova PTF 11mpv (originally identified as a type II but
also consistent with a Ic-broadline (Ic-BL)), and ID 49 is associated with the Ic-
BL PTF 11qcj (Corsi, E. O. Ofek, et al., 2014; Palliyaguru et al., 2019; Stroh et
al., 2021). Two of the three matches were previously identified in Stroh et al. (2021).

The PTF 11mpv spectrum taken 8 days after discovery was obtained by the PTF col-
laboration during their spectroscopic classification campaign with the Intermediate-
dispersion Spectrograph and Imaging System (ISIS) on the 4.2m William Herschel
Telescope (WHT) (Avishay Gal-Yam et al., 2011). Based on some similarities of
this spectrum with Type IIb SN 2008ax (see Figure 2.5), it was initially classified
as SN II. To confirm its classification, we re-analyzed the WHT spectrum using
SuperNova IDentification spectral matching software (SNID; Blondin and Tonry,
2011) and found similar quality matches to both Type IIb and Type Ic-BL SNe (both
stripped-envelope SN subtypes) which are shown in Fig 2.5. The broad feature
dominating the far red-side is the Ca II NIR emission typical of stripped envelope
SNe. Given the similar quality of fits, significant host contamination in the WHT
spectrum and highly unconstrained phase of the SN (∼ 100 days), we cannot reliably
deduce whether PTF 11mpv was a SN IIb or a SN Ic-BL but we suspect it to be a
stripped-envelope supernova.

For a subset of transients identified in an initial search of VLASS Epoch 1.1, we
have obtained optical spectroscopy with the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrograph
(LRIS; Oke et al., 1995) on Keck I. In our observations of IDs 56, 57, and 59 (all
observed on April 13, 2018, roughly 5 to 7 months after first detection in VLASS),
we used the the 560nm dichroic with the 400/8500 grating in the red-arm and the
400/3400 grism on the blue arm, resulting in a ∼7Å FWHM spectral resolution in
both arms. In our observation of ID 25 (taken Jul 7, 2018), we used the 1200/7500
grating in the red-arm, resulting in a ∼2.4Å FWHM spectral resolution in that arm
at the cost of a reduced wavelength coverage. In each observation, we used a blind
offset star to acquire the location of the radio transient. We exposed for 1200s in
the blue arm and 2 × 560s in the red-arm (to mitigate cosmic rays in the thicker red
CCD), reaching a typical 3𝜎 sensitivity of ∼23rd - 24th mag. One of the red-arm
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observations of ID 58 due to a software malfunction, leading to a slightly lower
sensitivity in that part of the spectrum.

Among our initial observations, we found spectrally resolved counterparts to ID
56, ID 57, and ID 59 at widths too large to explain by the velocity dispersion of HII
regions. We did not detect a counterpart to ID 24 (PTF 11mpv). The LRIS spectra
are shown in Figure 2.6. We will discuss the properties of these explosions further
in Section 2.7.
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Figure 2.5: Comparisons between the spectrum of PTF 11mpv (gray) taken 8 days
after first discovery and various standard supernovae used in automated supernova
classifiers. From top to bottom, the supernovae are SN 2008ax (the type IIb SN
originally used to classify PTF 11mpv as a type II), the IIb SN 2000H, the type Ic
SN 1994L, and two Ic-BLs: SN 1997ef and SN 2007I.

2.4 Transient Classification Scheme
In this section, we begin a more in-depth investigation into the nature of our sample,
starting with initial transient classifications. We adopt three broad classes for the
transients: stellar explosion (SE), tidal disruption event (TDE), or active galactic
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Figure 2.6: Nebular spectra of four stellar explosions in our sample taken with
Keck/LRIS. Spectroscopically resolved lines are marked directly with labels in the
subplots. The rest wavelengths of the hydrogen lines H𝛼 and H𝛽 are indicated with
red vertical lines, and the rest wavelengths of the oxygen lines [OIII] __ 4959, 5007,
[OI] __ 6300, 6364, and [OII] __ 7319, 7330 are indicated with blue vertical lines.
The spectrum of ID 56 (VT 1210+4956) is reproduced from Figure 2 of D. Z. Dong
et al. (2021).

nucleus (AGN) flare. These latter two categories can be combined into a broad
category: supermassive black hole (SMBH) flares. These categories are based on
host galaxy properties, which are the most widely available pieces of contextual
information available. They are motivated by our knowledge of radio-transient pro-
ducing classes from prior observations, but are left intentionally broad to encompass
a range of physical phenomena.

In our scheme, stellar explosions include any events that are co-located with likely
star-forming regions. Physically, this class likely encompasses a wide variety of
supernovae as well as more unusual events. AGN flares encompass every source of
transient radio emission in galaxy nuclei with evidence for AGN activity. This could
include the launch of young jets, winds off of an accretion disk, stellar explosions
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Figure 2.7: Baldwin, Phillips, and Terlevich (BPT) diagrams with our transient hosts
(Baldwin, Phillips, and Terlevich, 1981a). The black lines on each panel demarcate
different regions of the BPT diagram. In the left panel, the regions are an active
galactic nucleus (AGN), composite, or H II region classification. In the right panel,
the regions are H II, Seyfert, and low ionization nuclear emission region (LINER)
galaxies. On both panels, we show the emission line ratios as measured by the SDSS
collaboration for those transients with SDSS host spectra. We have noted the ID
number for each transient on its corresponding marker. Note that quiescent sources
and sources with no SDSS spectrum are not shown here. The final classifications of
our galaxy are denoted by color. We also note whether a transient is in the nucleus
of its host galaxy using the shape of the marker: circular points indicate nuclear
transients, whereas square points indicate off-nuclear transients.

within an accretion disk, or tidal disruption events (TDEs) in AGN, among many
alternatives. The TDE category contains all radio flares in the nuclei of galaxies
with no evidence for AGN activity. Based on the energetic radio flares and lack
of evidence for other sources of SMBH fueling, we expect these sources to be true
TDEs.

To classify our sources, we use the following information:

• Nuclear or off-nuclear: we define a nuclear transient as a transient that is
astrometrically consistent with the host galaxy nucleus, taking into account
factors such as systematic errors in the VLASS astrometry and uncertain
positions for host galaxy nuclei due to e.g., saturation in optical surveys. Any
transient that is not astrometrically consistent with the nucleus is considered
off-nuclear.

• AGN, star-forming, or quiescent galaxy: Where possible, we classify galax-
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ies as AGN, star-forming, or quiescent using optical spectra. To isolate the
emission lines, we subtract the galaxy continuum with the ppxf software
(Cappellari and Emsellem, 2004). If after subtraction there are no detectable
emission lines, we classify the galaxy as quiescent. Otherwise, we measure
the fluxes in the H𝛼, H𝛽, [NII], [OIII], and [SII] lines and plot them on two
versions of the Baldwin, Phillips, and Terlevich (BPT; Baldwin, Phillips, and
Terlevich, 1981b) diagrams (Figure 2.7). Galaxies that are most consistent
with the AGN section of the [OIII]/H𝛽 vs [NII]/H𝛼 diagram are classified
as AGN while those that are most consistent with the HII section are clas-
sified as star-forming. In all cases, we checked the classifications by visual
inspection. This resulted in one reclassification (the nuclear transient ID 17
from star-forming to AGN) due to the host galaxy’s ambiguous BPT ratios
and the likelihood of dilution of the nuclear emission with circumnuclear star
formation in the 3” SDSS fiber.

Most of the spectra we considered were taken at the nuclei of the host galaxy. In
cases where the subtracted spectra are consistent with AGN activity (either through
broad lines or AGN-like BPT ratios), we classified the transient as an AGN flare.
In cases where the BPT ratios were consistent with star formation, we classified the
transient as a stellar explosion. If there is no evidence of emission lines (or the lines
are only marginally detected), we classified the galaxy as quiescent and the transient
as a TDE.

In rare cases, the available spectrum is off-nuclear and taken at the location of
the transient. All of these spectra were consistent with star formation, and we classi-
fied the transients as stellar explosions. For the remaining off-nuclear transients, we
compared the optical color at the location of the transient to those of confirmed star-
forming regions. Regions with similar (blue) colors are assumed to be star-forming
and we classify the transients as stellar explosions. The only off-nuclear transient
not located in a star-forming region is ID 58, which is offset by ∼ 100′′ from its
putative host (a giant elliptical galaxy with little evidence of active star formation).
Due to the large angular offset, we suspect that this source may be a background
source, though there is no direct evidence that this is the case. If it is associated, it
may be an unusual event such as a luminous X-ray binary flare. We defer detailed
analysis of this transient to future work.
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The classification results are tabulated in Table 2.2 and illustrated in Figure 2.7,
where we show BPT diagrams for the subset of our sample with SDSS spec-
tra. We have adopted the SDSS DR16 emission line fluxes published in the
emissionLinesPort catalog. Note that the flux ratios in Figure 2.7 are not those
that we use in our classification scheme, as described in the second bullet point
above. The blue-colored transients classified as SNe are star-forming galaxies on
the BPT diagram and/or are off-nuclear. AGN flares are nuclear flares with evidence
for AGN activity. Quiescent hosts are not shown here.

After performing this classification, we evaluate the quality of each classification.
We first consider the quality of the galaxy type classification. If the optical spectrum
is of poor quality, differentiating between galaxy classes becomes very challenging.
We qualitatively assess the reliability of our galaxy type classification based on
inspection of the optical spectra. We also consider galaxy orientation (edge-on or
face-on). Off-nuclear transients may be projected into the nuclei of edge-on galaxies,
whereas this is less probably with face-on galaxies. Hence, we use the 𝑏/𝑎 ratios for
each galaxy along with by-eye inspection of each image to identify edge-on galaxies.

While we use this classification scheme to differentiate between transients in the
rest of this work, there are a number of caveats. First and foremost, it is oversim-
plified. Each class contains many subclasses that may have very distinct physical
mechanisms. Moreover, we expect contamination between the classes. For exam-
ple, nuclear transients in star-forming galaxies could be either TDEs or SNe. Our
quality assessment of each classification attempts to address this, but is unavoidably
subjective. With our limited sample size, and the limited amount of multiwavelength
data available for each object, a more complex scheme is not yet feasible. However,
there are a number of ways to address these issues, which we will discuss in Section
2.8.

2.5 Host Galaxy Properties
With our radio transient sample and initial classifications in hand, we now compile
evidence about the radio transient rate and luminosity function, and their correlation
with the flare environment on kiloparsec scales. This latter point is determined
by observations of the transient host galaxies; i.e., are there physical differences
between the general galaxy population, the hosts of our sample and classified sub-
samples, and the hosts of transients selected at different wavelengths?
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There is not much observational precedent for the types of host galaxy correla-
tions we might expect. If radio-emitting supernovae more often occur when the
exploding star was in a binary, the star formation history and stellar mass of a
galaxy, which affect the environments that the stars form in and thus the stellar
binary fraction, may correlate with the radio-emitting SNe rate. If AGN behave like
X-ray binaries, we may expect new jets to be launched from the weakest AGN, which
have puffy accretion disks that aid in jet collimation. To constrain possibilities such
as these, in the rest of this section we perform a comprehensive study of the host
galaxy properties of our radio transient sample.

Methodology
We evaluate the host galaxy properties of our transient sample using available cat-
alogs from SDSS DR16. Hence, this section only concerns those transients with
host spectra from the SDSS spectroscopic survey. Only considering such transients
has the added benefit of allowing us to construct a reliable comparison sample: as
we will discuss, we compare the host galaxy properties to a sample of SDSS spec-
troscopic galaxies within 200 Mpc. If we included transients with non-SDSS host
spectra in this analysis, those galaxies could not necessarily be directly compared
to the SDSS sample as they may not have passed the SDSS spectroscopic selection
criteria. Moreover, as we rely on galaxy properties (e.g., emission line fluxes, stellar
mass) as measured by the SDSS collaboration and we could not exactly replicate
the SDSS analysis on the non-SDSS spectra, an attempt to compare the non-SDSS
hosts to an SDSS sample would not be like-to-like. We also exclude the two sources
with host offsets larger than 80 arcsec. These transients are a factor of ≳ 100 more
likely to be background sources than the typical source in our sample because of the
large area spanned by their host galaxies.

All emission line fluxes discussed hereafter were retrieved from theemissionLinesPort
SDSS DR16 table (D. Thomas et al., 2013). They were measured using the Gas
AND Absorption Line Fitting (GANDALF; Sarzi et al., 2006) code with stellar
population fits from the penalised PiXel Fitting (pPXF; Cappellari and Emsellem,
2004) code and continuum stellar population models from C. Maraston and Ström-
bäck, 2011; Daniel Thomas, Claudia Maraston, and Johansson, 2011. We also
adopt the Baldwin, Phillips, and Terlevich (BPT) classifications of the hosts from
the emissionLinesPort table.
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We retrieve galaxy stellar masses and star formation rates from the GALEX-SDSS-
WISE legacy catalog (GSWLC) (Salim, Lee, et al., 2016; Salim, Médéric Boquien,
and Lee, 2018). These galaxy properties are measured from spectral energy distri-
bution fits to GALEX UV, SDSS optical, and WISE infrared fluxes using the Code
Investigating GALaxy Emission (CIGALE) (M. Boquien, 2020). We refer the reader
to Salim, Lee, et al., 2016; Salim, Médéric Boquien, and Lee, 2018 for details. We
adopt the shallow version of the GSWLC, which covers 88% of SDSS and uses
low-depth UV photometry, to maximize our comparison sample size. We do not
see significant differences in our results if we use the medium or deep versions of
the GSWLC.

We compare the host galaxy properties to a comparison SDSS sample consist-
ing of every galaxy in the SDSS spectroscopic catalog with zWarning= 0 and
𝑧 < 0.045. We retrieve the same galaxy measurements (emission line fluxes, stellar
masses, etc.) using the same methods as for the transient host galaxy sample. We
also compare the stellar explosion host properties to the Open Supernova Catalog
(Guillochon et al., 2017), which contains all publicly available supernova candidates
selected in any waveband. We only consider those supernova within 200 Mpc that
have a classification and that are not classified as Type I or Type Ia supernova.

In the following section, we will show histograms of various galaxy properties
of our sample. One of our goals is to test whether the galaxy properties of a com-
parison sample, like the SDSS spectroscopic galaxy sample within 200 Mpc, are
consistent with our sample. We calculate the 𝑝-value that our sample is drawn from
the comparison sample. Let there be 𝑁obs objects in our sample. Let 𝑁comp be the
size of the comparison sample. If 𝑗 indexes the comparison sample and 𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑁obs)
indexes the objects in our sample, let 𝑗𝑖,1, 𝑗𝑖,2, 𝑗𝑖,3, ... 𝑗𝑖,𝑁 for 𝑁 = 1000 be randomly
selected indices in the range [0, 𝑁comp). If we are considering a variable 𝑋 with
uncertainty 𝜎, we calculate the test statistic

TSobs =

𝑁obs∑︁
𝑖=0

𝑁∑︁
𝑘=0

−
1
2
(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋 𝑗𝑖,𝑘 )2

𝜎2
𝑖
+ 𝜎𝑗2

𝑖,𝑘

− log
√︃

2 𝜋 (𝜎2
𝑖
+ 𝜎2

𝑗𝑖,𝑘
)
 . (2.1)

Next, we select another set of random indices 𝑗 ′
𝑖,1, 𝑗

′
𝑖,2, 𝑗

′
𝑖,3, ... 𝑗

′
𝑖,𝑁 ′ for 𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑁obs)

and 𝑁′ = 1000. We use the ′ notation here to differentiate between these random
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indices and those identified above. We calculate an array of test statistics, indexed
by 𝑙 ∈ [0, 𝑁′):

TS𝑙 =
𝑁obs∑︁
𝑖=0

𝑁∑︁
𝑘=0

[
− 1

2
(𝑋 𝑗 ′

𝑖,𝑙
− 𝑋 𝑗𝑖,𝑘 )2

𝜎2
𝑗 ′
𝑖,𝑙

+ 𝜎2
𝑗𝑖,𝑘

− log
√︃

2𝜋(𝜎2
𝑗 ′
𝑖,𝑙

+ 𝜎2
𝑗𝑖,𝑘

)
]
. (2.2)

The 𝑝-value that the distribution of 𝑋 for our sample is consistent with that for the
comparison sample is then the fraction of TS𝑙 ∈ [0, 𝑁′) where TS𝑙 < TSobs.

Results
First, we consider the radio transient host stellar mass distributions. In Figure 2.8,
we show the stellar mass distributions for our sample compared to the SDSS galax-
ies. The full sample distribution (top left) is slightly biased toward high masses
(𝑀∗ ≳ 1010 𝑀⊙) with 𝑝 = 0.04. This high mass bias is driven by the AGN-
hosted transients (top right), which are significantly skewed to 𝑀∗ ≳ 1010 𝑀⊙ with
𝑝 = 0.01. If we restrict the comparison sample to just those BPT AGN in the SDSS
sample (grey histogram), we find a more consistent stellar mass distribution with
𝑝 = 0.27.

Stellar explosions largely follow the SDSS mass distribution (𝑝 = 0.59). As shown,
they are also consistent with the stellar mass distribution of SNe in the Open SN
catalog (𝑝 = 0.72), suggesting that there is no significant difference between the
masses of radio-selected stellar explosions versus those selected in other bands. The
TDE candidate masses are consistent with those of the SDSS galaxies (𝑝 = 0.9). We
will discuss the LERG histogram and our motivation for including it in Section 4.7.

In Figure 2.9, we show the specific star-formation (sSFR) rate distributions for the
transient sample, in the same format as Figure 2.8. Note that the star-formation
distributions are biased: we use star formation to select stellar explosion candidates.
As expected, we see that AGN flares tend to lie at lower sSFRs, whereas stellar
explosions are biased toward high sSFRs. Neither of these trends have significant 𝑝-
values. Notably, The stellar explosion transients are not at very high sSFRs relative
to the general SDSS population; most of the sSFRs are near the peak of the SDSS
distribution. Still, the sSFRs of the stellar explosions transient hosts do not extend
to as low sSFRs as the general SDSS population, as expected given that we select
stellar explosions on SFR. The TDEs tend to lie near the peak of the SDSS SFR
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Figure 2.8: Stellar mass distributions for our transient sample and subsamples,
compared to all galaxies in the SDSS spectroscopic survey within 200 Mpc with
available SED fits in the GSWLC. In all panels, the SDSS stellar mass distribution
is shown as a purple histogram. Errors are not shown for this histogram, but are
very small given the large size of the SDSS spectroscopic catalog. Our transient
samples are shown as shaded, colored histograms. The top left panel shows all
transients with SED fits in the GSWLC, the top right panel all those classified as
AGN or AGN/TDE, the bottom left panel all those classified as SN, SN/AGN, or
SN/TDE, and the bottom right panel all those classified as TDE. AGN tend to lie
at higher stellar masses than the SDSS population, and cause the entire transient
stellar mas distribution to be biased high. The stellar explosion and TDE samples
are consistent with the SDSS stellar mass distribution within uncertainties. The
stellar explosion panel (bottom left also shows the stellar mass distribution for those
SN in the Open Supernovae Catalog (Guillochon et al., 2017) within 200 Mpc with
SED fit information in the GSWLC. The stellar mass distribution of our observed
stellar explosion transients are consistent with the objects in the open SN catalog.
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Figure 2.9: Specific star formation rate (sSFR) distributions for our transient sample
and subsamples compared the the SDSS spectroscopic survey, in the same format
as Figure 2.8. The overall transient sSFR distribution is consistent with that of the
SDSS spectroscopic sample. The AGN sSFR is biased toward low sSFR relative
to SDSS, and the stellar explosions are biased toward high sSFR. These trends are
as expected given that we classify our sources based, in part, on sSFR. The stellar
explosions are consistent with objects in the open SN catalog. The TDE candidates
lie near the median SDSS sSFR, but there are too few TDE candidates to determine
whether this is significant.
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distribution, which may be expected if they are not biased toward high or low sSFRs.
The total transient population traces the SDSS sSFR distribution well (𝑝 = 0.75).

AGN

TDE

Stellar

Figure 2.10: Star-formation versus stellar mass for our transient sample, as compared
to a selection the SDSS spectroscopic sample within 200 Mpc. SDSS comparison
galaxies are shown in purple. Nuclear transients in our sample are shown as circles
where off-nuclear transients are shown as squares. The transients are colored by
their classification, using the same color scheme as previous plots. Off-nuclear
transients classified as stellar explosions dominate the high star-formation regime.
Nuclear transients show a larger spread in SFR.

These SFR trends are highlighted again in Figure 2.10, where we show star for-
mation versus stellar mass for our transients compared to SDSS. This figure also
highlights the differences between the nuclear and off-nuclear transients: the off-
nuclear transients are almost entirely at galaxies with higher SFRs, whereas the
nuclear transients show a larger spread in SFR.

In Figure 2.11, we show the host galaxy 𝑉-band extinction for our galaxies and
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Figure 2.11: 𝑉-band host galaxy intrinsic extinction 𝐴𝑉 distributions for our transient
sample and subsamples compared the the SDSS spectroscopic survey, in the same
format as Figure 2.8. The extinction 𝐴𝑉 only includes contributions from the host
galaxies, with no contribution from the Milky Way. Ours may be slightly biased
toward higher 𝐴𝑉 , but there are no significant trends.

the comparison samples. This extinction only includes contributions from the host
galaxy as opposed to extinction due to the Milky Way. The observed histograms
may be slightly biased toward higher 𝐴𝑉 , but there are no significant trends.

Finally, in the left panel of Figure 2.12, we show the distribution of BPT classi-
fications of our transients relative to the general SDSS population. Note that we
are using the SDSS BPT classification, rather than the BPT classification we deter-
mined by inspection to classify the sources (Section 2.4). As expected, there is a
significant overabundance of star-forming, off-nuclear transients relative to SDSS.
The nuclear transients, in contrast, seem to match the SDSS BPT distribution, with
a slight deficit (∼3𝜎) of star-forming hosts. Intriguingly, there may be an excess of
nuclear transients in LINER galaxies (∼3𝜎 significance). The off-nuclear sample is
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Figure 2.12: In the left panel, we show the fraction of SDSS spectroscopic galaxies
in each BPT class (purple) as compared to our nuclear sources (red circles) and
off-nuclear sources (blue squares). The off-nuclear sources significantly prefer star-
forming galaxies relative to SDSS. The nuclear sources appear to prefer LINERs
and show a deficit of star-forming galaxies. These trends are due to the fact that our
nuclear sample is dominated by AGN flares, as can be seen in the right panel. The
right panel is the same as the left panel but only includes AGN flares and, for the
comparison SDSS sample, BPT AGN. The excess of LINERs disappears when only
considering AGN.

dominated by AGN flares, so to investigate this excess in more detail, in the right
panel of Figure 2.12 we show the BPT classification for BPT AGN in SDSS relative
to the AGN flares in our sample, which will include LINER flares. The excess of
LINERs is removed when only considering AGN, so it was driven by the overall
excess of AGN in our nuclear sample.

In summary, we have compared the host galaxy properties of our transient sam-
ple to a comparison 200 Mpc SDSS spectroscopic galaxy sample. In particular, we
have considered stellar mass, star formation rate, host galaxy extinction, and BPT
classification. We see two significant differences: a ∼ 3𝜎 excess of off-nuclear tran-
sients in star-forming galaxies and a∼ 3𝜎 deficit of nuclear transients in star-forming
galaxies (Figure 2.12). There are some marginal trends toward higher extinction
values in TDEs and stellar explosions relative to comparison samples from the Open
SN catalog and SDSS galaxies respectively. However, our sample size is still too
small for these trends to be considered robust.
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2.6 Radio Properties
In addition to the properties of the host galaxy, the properties of the radio flares
themselves inform our understanding of the population. In particular, in this section,
we use the statistical properties of our sample to constrain the luminosity function,
rates, and light curve properties of the broad radio flare population.

Luminosity Function and Rates
First, we briefly summarize our methodology. A detailed description of our tech-
niques is presented in Appendix 2.9. Later, we will discuss the luminosity function
shape and transient rates for the full sample, and for a number of subsamples.

The observed luminosity function is largely set by two factors: the shape of the
function and the transient rate. We assume the luminosity function is a power-law
in luminosity, valid for 𝐿 > 𝐿min:

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝐿
∝ 𝐿−Γ, 𝐿 > 𝐿min, (2.3)

where Γ > 0 is the spectral index. The minimum luminosity 𝐿min is defined as
the minimum luminosity to which we are sensitive. In our case, it is reasonably
approximated as the luminosity corresponding to a source at the minimum distance
𝑑min, obs of any of the observed sources with flux density at the limit of the VLASS
sensitivity, 𝑓lim=0.7 mJy; i.e., 𝐿min = 4𝜋𝑑2

min, obs 𝑓lim.

We fiducially adopt a volumetric rate: the transient rate ¤𝑛 is defined as the number
of radio transients per Gpc3 per year between 1026−30 erg s−1 Hz−1. This luminosity
range was chosen to roughly match the observed luminosity range, but ¤𝑛 can be eas-
ily scaled to different luminosity ranges by integrating Equation 2.3. To calculate
the total number of transients expected given ¤𝑛, we define 𝑑𝑀 to be the distance of
the farthest transients considered. We assume all distances are uniformly distributed
within a sphere. The probability of measuring a distance 𝑑 is then

𝑃𝑑 (𝑑) ∝ 𝑑2. (2.4)

We also define 𝑓𝐴 = 0.24, the fraction of the sky probed, which is roughly the
fraction of the sky covered by FIRST. Finally, we define 𝑓𝑆 = 0.47 to be the radio
transient host galaxy spectroscopic completeness within 200 Mpc, which we cal-
culate as the fraction of the transient host galaxies within 200 Mpc in the SDSS
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field that have SDSS spectra. This spectroscopic completeness is not exact, as it
is appropriate for only those galaxies with SDSS spectra. The true spectroscopic
completeness of the full sample will be higher than 𝑓𝑆 = 0.47, so our measured ¤𝑛
will be overestimated. The true completeness is also likely distance dependent, as
nearby, bright galaxies are slightly more likely to have a spectrum. We ignore these
effects, as statistical uncertainties dominate our results: if we restrict our analysis
to only those transients with SDSS spectroscopic hosts, our measured rates and
slopes change by < 1𝜎. Future, larger transient samples will need to consider the
spectroscopic selection function more carefully.

We assume the time between FIRST and VLASS E1 for all sources is Δ𝑡 = 20
years. Δ𝑡 is, in reality, a function of position on the sky and ranges from ∼10 − 20
years. It is possible to account for this when modelling the luminosity function by
assuming a form for the typical radio lightcurve and, assuming random, uniformly
distributed launch dates for each transient, calculating the exact number of transient
expected as a function of sky location, lightcurve parameters, and luminosity func-
tion parameters, which can then be fit to the observations. This method would be
particularly powerful for surveys where there are multiple epochs of detections for
each transient, allowing the light curve evolution to be directly constrained. Be-
cause we have a relatively small sample with only two epochs of detections (VLASS
E1/E2), which show little flux evolution for most transients (see Section 2.6), it is
unlikely that the more complex fit including lightcurve parameters would result in
any reliable information. Hence, we simplify our analysis by assuming a constant
Δ𝑡 = 20 years. The implicit assumption here is thus that each transient has a constant
lightcurve that lasts for ∼Δ𝑡 years. Reducing Δ𝑡 would increase the measured rate
¤𝑛.

With the definitions above, the total number of radio transients within the field-
of-view considered and with a spectroscopic host is given by

𝑁0 =
4
3
𝜋𝑑3

𝑀 𝑓𝐴 𝑓𝑆 ¤𝑛Δ𝑡
𝐿1−Γ

min
(1027(1−Γ) − 1030(1−Γ))

, (2.5)

where 𝐿min is in units of erg s−1 Hz−1. The final term involving 𝐿min scales the
number of transients expected in the luminosity range 1026−30 erg s−1 Hz−1 to the
total number we should observe, which includes all those transients with 𝐿 > 𝐿min.
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This equation does not account for our incompleteness due to the VLASS flux
density limit 𝑓lim = 0.7 mJy. As described in Appendix 2.9, we can calculate the
fraction of sources with 𝑓 > 𝑓lim, which we write 𝑃( 𝑓 > 𝑓lim). The observed
number of sources is then 𝑁0𝑃( 𝑓 > 𝑓lim).

We can use this value and the probabilities of obtaining a given luminosity, 𝑃𝐿 (𝐿),
and distance, 𝑃𝑑 (𝑑), to calculate the Poisson log-likelihood for a given set of pa-
rameters log ¤𝑛 and Γ (Equation 2.6):

logL = −𝑁0𝑃 𝑓 ( 𝑓 > 𝑓lim) +
𝑁obs∑︁
𝑖=0

log
[
𝑁0
𝑁obs

𝑃𝐿 (𝐿𝑖)𝑃𝑑 (𝑑𝑖)
]
. (2.6)

Here, 𝑖 sums over each transient with luminosity 𝐿𝑖 and distance 𝑑𝑖. 𝑁obs is the
observed number of transients, in contrast to 𝑁0, which is the predicted number of
transients for a given ¤𝑛 and Γ.

We fit this log-likelihood for Γ and log ¤𝑛. We perform the fit using the dynesty dy-
namic nested sampler (Higson et al., 2019; Skilling, 2006; Speagle, 2020; Skilling,
2004; Feroz, Hobson, and Bridges, 2009) with uninformative tophat priors:

log ¤𝑛 ∈ [−100, 100], Γ ∈ [1, 5] . (2.7)

We perform this fit for all the transients and the transients in each class (AGN flares,
TDEs, stellar explosions). Because we only detect two strong TDE candidates, we
fix the slope at Γ = 2. We chose Γ = 2 because, as we will discuss, we obtain values
consistent with Γ = 2 for the fits to every other class and the full transient sample.

In Table 2.1, we summarize the results of our dynesty fits. We report the results
separately for all transients, AGN flares, TDEs, and stellar explosions. Note that
some events are not included in any of these subsamples, so we do not expect the
rates of these two subsamples to sum to the total rate. We also show the luminosity
functions in Figure 2.13 for the full sample and each subsample.

In Table 2.1, we include the luminosity function index Γ, the volumetric rate, the
areal rate, and the rate within 200 Mpc per year. We also include the rate within 200
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Table 2.1: Luminosity function and rate parameters measured as described in Sec-
tion 2.6. Reported uncertainties are 1𝜎. The rate per galaxy is determined by
normalizing the observed rate for each transient class to the number of galaxies with
the corresponding BPT classification.

Selection Γ log Rate log Rate log Rate log Rate
Gpc−3 yr−1 deg−2 yr−1 yr−1 Galaxy−1 yr−1

All transients 1.91+0.08
−0.08 3.81+0.09

−0.10 −1.66+0.09
−0.10 2.34+0.09

−0.10 −2.42+0.09
−0.10

SMBH Flares 1.97+0.14
−0.13 3.56+0.15

−0.15 −1.91+0.15
−0.15 2.09+0.15

−0.15 −2.05+0.15
−0.15

TDEs 2 (fixed) 2.62+0.28
−0.38 −2.85+0.28

−0.38 1.15+0.28
−0.38 −2.53+0.28

−0.38

Stellar Explosions 1.99+0.14
−0.14 3.57+0.15

−0.16 −1.91+0.15
−0.16 2.09+0.15

−0.16 −2.48+0.15
−0.16

SDSS transients 1.87+0.09
−0.10 3.64+0.11

−0.11 −1.83+0.11
−0.11 2.17+0.11

−0.11 −2.59+0.11
−0.11

SDSS SMBH Flares 1.98+0.19
−0.19 3.36+0.22

−0.22 −2.12+0.22
−0.22 1.88+0.22

−0.22 −2.26+0.22
−0.22

SDSS TDEs 2 (fixed) 2.61+0.29
−0.36 −2.87+0.29

−0.36 1.13+0.29
−0.36 −2.54+0.29

−0.36

SDSS Stellar Explosions 1.92+0.15
−0.14 3.45+0.17

−0.17 −2.03+0.17
−0.17 1.97+0.17

−0.17 −2.61+0.17
−0.17

Mpc per galaxy, where the total number of galaxies is calculated from SDSS. For the
all transients category, we divide the total rate within 200 Mpc by the total number
of SDSS spectroscopic galaxies within 200 Mpc, corrected for spectroscopic and
areal completeness. For the AGN flares category, we divide by the number of BPT
AGN galaxies in SDSS within 200 Mpc. For TDEs, we divide by the number of
quiescent galaxies in SDSS within 200 Mpc. Finally, we divide the stellar explosion
rate by the number of star-forming galaxies within 200 Mpc to calculate the rate per
galaxy.

We also report the results for the full sample and each subsample when only consid-
ering those events with SDSS spectroscopic hosts. The results for the SDSS-only
samples are, in all cases < 1𝜎 consistent with the full samples, supporting our
hypothesis that we are dominated by statistical uncertainty rather than uncertainty
in our assumptions about spectroscopic completeness.

For all subsamples, the slope of the luminosity function is Γ ∼ 2 within 1𝜎.
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Figure 2.13: The observed luminosity function for all transients (top left), AGN
flares (top right, stellar explosions (bottom left) and TDEs (bottom right). The best-
fit model is shown as a shaded region with 1𝜎 uncertainties. The median best-fit
model for the full transient sample is overlaid on each panel in yellow.

This consistency of the luminosity function slope between all subsamples is in-
triguing. Interpretation of this result is complicated: our luminosity function is not
measured using, e.g., the peak luminosity of each transient. We expect that most of
our transients are detected at peak because VLASS is flux limited and the volume
in which a given source is detectable will be maximized at its light curve peak.
With the limited sample size and poorly sampled radio light curves available, we
cannot confirm this expectation. If we are not observing each source at peak, the
luminosity function is determined by both the peak luminosities and the lightcurve
shapes. For example, suppose we are observing sources that all have the same
peak luminosity but are decaying as 𝐿a (𝑡) ∝ 𝑡−1, where 𝑡 is measured relative to
the transient launch date. This assumed lightcurve is consistent with the lightcurve
expected for a spherical outflow shocking against a dense medium. If the launch
dates are uniformly distribution between FIRST and VLASS, then the luminosity
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function will be related to the probability distribution of 𝑡−1, i.e., the probability
distribution of the inverse of a uniform variable. Thus, 𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝐿
∝ 𝐿−2, as observed. Our

constraint of a constant luminosity function shape for all sources could thus be ex-
plained by taking into account the fact that we are not observing each source at peak.

The total transient rate is ∼103.81 Gpc−3 yr−1, or ∼200 transients within 200 Mpc per
year in the luminosity range 1027−30 erg s−1 Hz−1. This rate includes roughly equal
contributions from SMBH flares and stellar explosions. Stellar explosions occur at
a rate of ∼103.56 Gpc−3 yr−1, or 123 events per year. SMBH flares occur at roughly
the same rate. Normalized to the number of galaxies, stellar explosions occur a
factor of ∼3 more frequently than SMBH flares, although the rates per galaxy are
consistent within uncertainties. TDEs are the least frequent event, at 102.62 Gpc−3

yr−1, or 400 events per year.

Timescales
As briefly discussed in the previous section, we do not have sufficient data to perform
a detailed fit to the transient timescales. We can, however, qualitatively comment
on the typical timescales using the change in flux between VLASS E1 and E2. In
Figure 2.14, we show histograms of the ratio of VLASS Epoch 1 to Epoch 2 flux.
Those sources that are not significantly detected in VLASS E2 are shown as upper
limits. Seven of the sources rose between E1 and E2 (14%) and fourty-four of the
sources faded (86%). This immediately suggests that the transients in our sample
fade on much slower timescales than those on which they rise.

If we split the transients by classification (SMBH flare or stellar explosion, it is
clear that SMBH flares are more strongly biased toward fading sources than the
general population: 91% of SMBH flares are fading in contrast to 9% rising. This
SMBH flare sample is likely contaminated with GPS sources, which could bias our
result as these sources would not evolve between VLASS E2 and E1. However, re-
moving sources with similar E1 and E2 fluxes (within uncertainties) only increases
the ratio of fading to rising flares.

These percentages are difficult to interpret directly as we are most sensitive to
sources near the peak of their lightcurves since VLASS is flux-limited, so we expect
cases where VLASS E1 was observed during the flare rise and VLASS E2 was
observed during the flare decay. The fact that the large majority of SMBH flares
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are decaying tells us that the lightcurve shape is such that ≳ 91% of the time during
which the flare is above the VLASS sensitivity, the E1 observation was either taken
(a) before the lightcurve peak but sufficiently close in time to the lightcurve peak
that the flare appears to have faded ∼2 years later or (b) the E1 observation was
taken post-peak.

Stellar explosions are also biased toward fading sources, but not as significantly.
18% of stellar explosions are rising and 82% are fading. This suggests that the ratio
of the rise-to-fade time for stellar explosion flares is higher than that for SMBH
flares.

2.7 Discussion
In the previous sections, we presented the first uniformly selected sample of ex-
tragalactic radio transients large enough for statistical analysis. We also presented
contextual information about the radio flares and the galaxies that host them. These
transients have a diverse set of astrophysical origins. In the following sections, we
will investigate these origins. Before discussing each class of transients, we will
present a summary of our results.

AGN Flares
We have identified 16 transients located in extragalactic nuclear regions that have
optical spectra unambiguously consistent with Seyfert or LINER activity. We clas-
sify these events as high probability AGN flares. We have identified an additional
five transients in hosts with weak lines or significant nuclear star formation in ad-
dition to AGN-like lines. We classify these sources as medium-confidence AGN
flares. There are 10 more events in host galaxies with low-quality spectra (e.g.,
without flux cabliration) sufficient to measure redshifts but not test for AGN ac-
tivity. We classify these as low-confidence AGN, though based on the host colors
and morphologies, we expect that most if not all of them would be reclassified as
high-confidence AGN given better data. In summary, there are 31 transients in
our sample consistent with AGN flares of which 16 are classified with high confi-
dence according to our scheme. The host galaxies of the AGN flare sample have
stellar masses, extinctions, and star-formation rates that are generally consistent
with a comparison sample of AGN selected from SDSS. The transient luminosities
are in the range 𝐿a (3 GHz) ∼ 1027.3−28.7 erg s−1 Hz−1, with the exception of one
source with 𝐿a (3 GHz) ∼ 1029.5 erg s−1 Hz−1. These AGN flares occur at a rate of
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Figure 2.14: VLASS E1 to E2 flux ratios for the full transient sample (top panel),
SMBH flares (middle panel), and stellar explosions (bottom panel). Those sources
that are not detected in VLASS E2 are shows as 3𝜎 lower limits. The large majority
of sources are fading, and this trend becomes more extreme for just SMBH flares.
Stellar explosions show a slightly wider range of flux ratios.
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4000 Gpc−3 yr−1 for 1027 < 𝐿a/erg s−1Hz−1 < 1030 or 4× 10−2 per year per galaxy
within 200 Mpc in the same luminosity range.

Previous observations of transient radio emission from AGN have been biased
toward more luminous sources at higher redshifts. Wołowska et al., 2021 identified
AGN flares in a comparison between the 2012 Caltech-NRAO Stripe 82 Survey
(CNSS) at 3-GHz and FIRST. These authors presented a sample of twelve radio
transients in AGN. They obtain follow-up VLBA observations and VLA SEDs, as
well as optical and X-ray observations in select cases. These events fall into the
class of Gigahertz-Peaked Spectrum (GPS) sources. GPS sources, and the closely
related Compact Steep Spectrum (CSS) sources, are thought to be AGN with young,
pc-scale jets. There have been a number of observational studies of these young jets,
both through searches for AGN with radio emission peaking in the GHz range, which
are indicative of a young jet, or through searches for transient radio emission from
AGN on year to decade timescales (e.g., Nyland, Dillon Z. Dong, et al., 2020). Some
of these young jets are the precursors to FR I/II galaxies Fanaroff and Riley, 1974,
which contain AGN with spatially-extended, kpc-scale radio emission suggestive of
old, powerful jets. However, there is an excess of compact jets relative to kpc-scale
jets. The remaining jets may have been frustrated by a dense circumnuclear medium
or they may be produced during short-timescale (< 104−105 year) radio variable
periods. The latter possibility is analogous to the short-timescale radio variability
that occurs in X-ray binaries, which produce variable radio jets when they are in low
accretion rate states that are then suppressed in high accretion rate states.

Our sample is distinct from the GPS and CSS sources, and in particular those
presented by Wołowska et al., 2021. The most notable difference is in the luminosi-
ties: our sample is the luminosities of our AGN flares are remarkably low: all but
one of sources lie in the range 𝐿a (3 GHz) ∼ 1027.3−28.7 erg s−1 Hz−1. Moreover,
from the discussion on synchrotron emission in Section 2.3, the physical size of
the radio-emitting regions are ∼1016 cm∼0.01 pc, and the average speed of these
regions since launch is likely extremely sub-relativistic. This suggests that it is
unlikely that we are observing young, relativistic jets: the observed sources are
moving too slowly and are too small. If we are observing jets, they are very weak
jets that have been frustrated at very low radii. These jets could be sub-pc precursors
to the GPS/CSS sources that failed and will not successfully form pc-scale jets, as
some of the pc-scale jets fail to reach galactic scales. They could also be transient,
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X-ray-binary-like jets.

Alternatively, we may be observing non-relativistic outflows from AGN. Multiwave-
length observations, including of broad absorption lines in quasars and blue-shifted
absorption lines in the X-ray, strongly suggest that AGN accretion disks can launch
winds with 𝑣/𝑐 ≲ 0.2. The mechanisms by which winds can be driven from accre-
tion disks remain unknown. At sufficiently low densities, portions of the disk may
experience a higher heating rate than a cooling rate, producing thermally driven
winds (Begelman, McKee, and Shields, 1983). Radiation pressure can accelerate
line-driven winds off of the disk (Proga, Stone, and Kallman, 2000), or AGN may
produce MHD winds (Contopoulos and Lovelace, 1994). These models are gener-
ally able to match the observed velocities, although whether the density structure
above the wind-launching region of the disk is conducive to ∼decade timescale ra-
dio emission is unconstrained. It is plausible to imagine a wind propagating slowly
through a relatively low-density medium, possibly consisting of the remnants of
previous outflows. Alternatively, there are more exotic models that may be able
produce the observed emission, such as stellar explosions within the accretion disk
(Jermyn et al., 2022; Perna, Lazzati, and Cantiello, 2021), although it is not estab-
lished that the shocks created during the stellar explosions could break through the
disk. Multiwavelength follow-up of our AGN sample combined with simulations
of the evolution of the emission produced by these wind mechanism would enable
tighter constraints on the origin of our transients.

Regardless of the precise triggers of our AGN flares, they are almost all consis-
tent with low velocity, weak jets, or outflows. As mentioned earlier, one of the AGN
flare candidates, ID 11, has a luminosity almost one order of magnitude brighter
than any other AGN flare: 𝐿a (3 GHz) ∼ 1029.5. This source can be clearly seen
in the AGN luminosity function in Figure 2.13, alone in the highest luminosity
bin. We briefly summarize the properties of this source in more detail here. This
source was discovered by Wołowska et al., 2021, who obtained extensive follow-up
observations. In 2015, they observed this source with the VLBA and observed a
core-jet structure. One year later, only the core was visible. VLA SEDs for this
source show evolution of the peak frequency and flux from ∼6 GHz and ∼12 mJy in
2014 to ∼4 GHz and ∼16 mJy in 2015 to ∼3 GHz and ∼12 mJy in 2016. Finally, this
sources shows faint ∼1040 erg s−1 X-ray emission. This source can be interpreted
as a weak, young jet that failed to expand.
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In summary, we have discovered a population of ∼20 AGN flares between FIRST
and VLASS that probe a completely unexplored regime of luminosity: 26 ≲
log 𝐿a/erg s−1 Hz−1 ≲ 29. Based on the physical parameters of the radio emit-
ting regions inferred earlier in this work, we expect that the observed flares are
caused by weak jets that are frustrated at very low radii ≲ 1017 cm, weak jets
produced as part of a transient phenomenon, or non-relativistic outflows. In any
case, the observed population is distinct from previous populations of compact radio
sources.

TDEs
Tidal disruption events occur when a star ventures within the tidal radius 𝑅𝑇 ∼
(𝑀BH/𝑀∗)1/3 of the SMBH in the center of a galaxy and is shredded (Frank and
M. J. Rees, 1976; Martin J. Rees, 1988; van Velzen, Farrar, et al., 2011; Donley
et al., 2002). The galaxy black hole mass must be ≲ 108 𝑀⊙ for a TDE to be pos-
sible; outside of this limit, the star is swallowed whole rather than shredded. TDEs
are thought to produce streams of stellar debris that collide due to Lense-Thirring
precession, resulting in shocks that dissipate energy and allow the formation of an
accretion disk (Bonnerot and Lu, 2020). Some fraction of the stellar debris will
become unbound, forming an outflowing wind (e.g., Lu and Bonnerot, 2020).

Radio emission from tidal disruption events is particularly poorly understood, largely
due to a dearth of observations. Until recently, radio detected TDEs appeared to form
a dichotomy: the extremely luminous (𝐿a ≳ 1040 erg s−1) jetted TDEs and the lower
luminosity non-relativistic events (𝐿a ≲ 1038 erg s−1) (Kate D. Alexander et al.,
2020). In both cases, the emission starts in the days or weeks post-disruption. The
advent of full sky radio surveys like VLASS, and the commencement of programs
to follow-up TDEs in the radio months to years post-flare have dramatically changed
the landscape. There is now evidence for weakly jetted TDEs with 𝐿a ≳ 1039 erg
s−1 (e.g., Somalwar, Ravi, Dillon Z. Dong, et al., 2022), radio flares that turn ∼6
months post-disruption (e.g., Horesh, Cenko, and Arcavi, 2021), and radio flares that
show multiple peaks (e.g., Sfaradi et al., 2022). Generally, the mechanisms thought
to produce TDE radio emission are (1) a jet shocking against the circumnuclear
material, (2) internal shocks in a jet, (3) outflowing stellar debris colliding with the
circumnuclear material, or (4) an outflow launched from the accretion disk colliding
with circumnuclear material (see Kate D. Alexander et al., 2020, and references
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therein). Whether these are all the possible mechanisms and the relative dominance
of each is still unknown. It is also possible that multiple jets/outflows are launched
during a single TDE; for example, stellar debris can form a wind that emits in the
radio after colliding with the circumnuclear medium, and later a jet could launch
that would produce a second radio peak.

We identified TDE candidates as nuclear flares in quiescent galaxies. We have
discovered one strong TDE candidate (ID 18), and two moderate candidates (ID 39
and ID 40). All events have low black holes masses ≲ 108 𝑀⊙, based on the fact that
SDSS cannot resolve the line widths in the stellar continuum. They are at moderate
luminosities ∼1028 erg s−1 Hz−1.

The presence of TDE candidates in our sample suggests that TDEs can produce
radio emission that evolves on decade timescales. Before this work, only a few
events had been discovered that may have radio emission on such timescales, but
they tend to be hosted by Seyferts and so could be an AGN flare (Somalwar, Ravi,
Dillon Z. Dong, et al., 2022). This event (VT J024345.70-284040.080) was also at
a much higher luminosity ∼1040 erg s−1, suggesting that it was jetted. In contrast,
the TDE candidates in our sample are at luminosities ∼1038 erg s−1, implying that
TDEs can produce long-lived radio emission at luminosities near ∼1038 erg s−1.
Given that we expect the outflow radius to be ∼1017 erg s−1 and the outflow to have a
very slow average velocity, we could be observing a very weak jet that slammed into
dense material near the black hole. This jet would have to be decelerated extremely
quickly to match our expected non-relativistic average velocity, rendering this possi-
bility unlikely. We could be observing unbound stellar debris that has collided with
circumnuclear material. Yalinewich et al., 2019 predict a velocity ∼104 km s−1 for
unbound debris, which is higher than our average velocity but not impossible given
the large uncertainties in our average velocity calculation.

The TDE rates inferred from our sample constrain the rate of ∼1028 erg s−1 Hz−1,
decade-long radio flares from TDEs. Theoretical and observational work has sug-
gested that TDEs occur at a rate of 10−(4−5) galaxy−1 yr−1 (van Velzen, Holoien,
et al., 2020). We observe a rate ∼10−2.53±0.4 galaxy−1 yr−1 in the luminosity range
36 ≲ log 𝐿/erg s−1 ≲ 39, although we fixed the luminosity function slope in this fit
so the uncertainties are underestimated. Moreover, we do not have strong constraints
on the luminosity range expected for TDE radio emission. Considering only events
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with 𝐿 ∼ 1029 erg s−1 Hz−1, like those observed, we expect a rate that is a factor
∼100−1000 lower, in which case ∼1−30% of TDEs would produce radio emission
like that observed. Hence, we cannot exclude the possibility that a large fraction of
TDEs emit in the radio on decade timescales.

We have neglected the possibility of TDEs in AGN in the above analysis. Our
TDE selection criteria will likely miss events. TDEs can happen in AGN (e.g.,
Chan et al., 2019), which means that our AGN sample may be contaminated by
TDEs. We will briefly discuss this possibility later. Our rate may be enhanced if
some of the objects we identified as AGN are in fact TDEs. ID30, for example,
was published by M. M. Anderson et al., 2020 as a TDE candidate, although we
identify it as an AGN flare because the host galaxy is a Seyfert. In doing so, we are
defining an AGN flare to include any event that produces transient radio emission in
an AGN, while a TDE exclusively refers to stellar disruptions in quiescent galaxies.
We choose these definitions as it is reasonable to expect that the mechanisms that
produce radio emission from TDEs in AGN will be affected by the presence of a
pre-existing accretion disk, and thus analyzing those events in combination with
TDEs in quiescent galaxies will produce erroneous results. As we have discussed,
there are many possible mechanisms at play in the observed AGN flare population,
even when disregarding possible TDEs. In the future, when large multiwavelength
datasets are readily available, it will be more feasible to distinguish between TDEs
in AGN and other radio flare triggers. For now, definitively identifying TDEs in
AGN remains an unsolved problem.

Our TDE selection may also include interlopers. We could be identifying new
or restarted LERGs, since these AGN such low accretion rates that optical narrow-
line emission that is either undetectable or not present. The stellar mass of our
strong TDE candidate (∼109.1 𝑀⊙) is on the low tail of the LERG stellar mass dis-
tribution, which peaks near ∼1010.5 𝑀⊙ in SDSS, whereas it is very consistent with
TDE stellar masses. The moderate candidate has a higher stellar mass ∼109.8 𝑀⊙

that is more consistent with the LERG population, but also consistent with TDEs.
Further exploring the possibility of low accretion rate AGN flares masquerading as
TDEs requires extensive multiwavelength follow-up.

In summary, we have identified two strong TDE candidates. These events indi-
cate that ∼1 − 30% of TDEs may produce radio emission that is very long lived
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(∼decade timescales) without requiring a jet. We suggest that this radio emission is
caused by a non-relativistic outflow colliding with circumnuclear material. A wind
formed of unbound stellar debris may be able to reproduce our observations.

Stellar Explosions
Summary of the Sample

In our sample of 64 galaxy-associated radio transients, 23 are off-nuclear, with
positions that are astrometrically distinct from their host galaxy nuclei. Of these,
22/23 (95.7%) are located in regions that are either confirmed by SDSS spectroscopy
to be dominated by star formation or have blue optical colors suggestive of being
an HII region. The host galaxies themselves are also predominantly star-forming;
21/23 have SDSS spectra of which 20/21 (95.0%) have BPT ratios consistent with
star formation at the location of the SDSS fibers (typically nuclear). The BPT
ratio fraction is directly comparable to the fraction in the host galaxy reference
catalog and, assuming Poisson uncertainties, is a ∼ 3𝜎 excess relative to the overall
prevalence of star-forming spectra in local universe SDSS galaxies. The preference
for off-nuclear transients to be located in star-forming regions is consistent with
our interpretation of these transients as stellar explosions (which are expected to
track the often off-nuclear sites of recent star formation) as opposed to SMBH flares
(which are expected to track galaxy nuclei). Other theoretical non-stellar explosions
are possibly present in our sample. These include flares from wandering black
holes (Reines, James J. Condon, et al., 2020; Eftekhari, E. Berger, B. Margalit,
B. D. Metzger, et al., 2020), and rapidly inflating hyper-nebulae caused by highly
super-Eddington accretion onto stellar mass black holes (Sridhar and Brian D.
Metzger, 2022). However, more observational evidence would be required to make
a strong case for any of these theories. The one off-nuclear transient not located on
a star-forming region (ID 58) is offset by ∼100” from a massive elliptical galaxy
in the Virgo cluster, and is one of only two sources separated by more than 20”
from its potential host. This source, while intriguing, carries a higher risk of
being a background source due to large area subtended by the galaxy. We do not
give a classification for this source and defer analysis to a future paper. Among the
remaining 41 nuclear transients, we have classified 7 as stellar explosions. We assign
5 of the 7 classifications with high-confidence due to unambiguous BPT ratios and
in some cases the presence of an optical supernova counterpart. The remaining 2 are
low-to-medium confidence classifications with the potential of either being TDEs
or AGN flares. Altogether, we have 29 likely stellar explosions in our sample with
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an expected contamination rate of 0.9+5.1
−0.9 background sources (Section 2.3) and 2

ambiguous classifications.

Stellar Explosions are Diverse, Though we Expect Many are Supernovae

In our classification scheme, we chose to use the term “stellar explosion” rather
than “supernova" because we are classifying the transients by their co-location with
star-forming regions rather than by their spectroscopic properties. This distinction
is highlighted by one of our transients (VT 1137-0337 / ID 50) which has a flat and
slowly evolving radio spectrum that is inconsistent with being a supernova. Instead,
it is better explained as an emerging pulsar or magnetar wind nebula where the ejecta
from the ∼decades-old stellar explosion is a source of free-free absorption rather
than significant radio emission (D. Dong and Gregg Hallinan, 2022). Despite the
possibility of there being more VT 1137-0337-like (or other unusual) objects in our
sample, initial radio follow-up of a subset of transients suggests that the majority
are consistent with being supernovae (Dong et al. in prep). Additionally, as we will
discuss below, all 6 stellar explosions with optical counterparts (Section 2.3) have
features consistent with being supernovae. We therefore proceed with the remainder
of this section under the assumption that we are primarily sampling a population of
radio supernovae.

Jets or CSM interaction?

Luminous radio emission from supernovae (SNe) is caused by the shock interaction
of a high-velocity outflow with the surrounding circumstellar medium (CSM). Two
types of outflows have been observed from SNe: ejecta and jets.

A small fraction of supernovae launch relativistic jets in low-luminosity or long
gamma ray bursts (GRBs). Observing the high-energy bursts characteristic of GRBs
requires that the jets are relativistically beamed, such that for each detected event,
there are many more that go undetected because their jets are pointed away from
our line of sight (Frail, Kulkarni, R. Sari, et al., 2001). Due to the uncertain fraction
that are missed, their volumetric rate is poorly constrained. One way proposed to
address this problem is to detect off-axis jets via their radio emission, which at late
times should be close to isotropic. Due to the high velocity of a GRB jet (which
is able to shock a large volume of gas in a short time), jetted events generally do
not necessarily require a dense CSM to reach luminosities detectable by VLASS.
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However, such jets sweep past the characteristic ∼ 0.1 pc scale where our senstivity
is maximized in a span of just months. As an example, GRB 030329 reached its
peak 2.3 GHz luminosity just 1 month after explosion. In the span of ∼3 years, it
faded by an order of magnitude at that frequency (A. J. van der Horst et al., 2007).
Such an explosion would be detectable in our search for ≳ 3 years if it were luminous
enough to be ≳ 50𝜎 at peak. While this would have been the case for GRB 030329
if it were located within 200 Mpc, there are many examples of jets that are less
luminous (e.g., Corsi, A. Gal-Yam, et al., 2016) and would require us to get lucky
to detect them at peak. Candidates for these jets, if present in our sample, might be
drawn from the 10 stellar explosions that are detected in Epoch 1 but not Epoch 2.
It is, however, difficult to test this possibility without more observational evidence
and more detailed modeling (particularly because off-axis jets should fade slower
than on-axis ones like GRB 030329). We therefore defer this analysis to a future
paper where we will present broadband radio spectra of the stellar explosion sample.

Nearly all SNe launch roughly spherical ejecta made of the bulk of the star un-
bound by the explosion. These ejecta have masses ranging from fractions to tens
of solar masses, and have velocities within a factor of a few of ∼ 104 km s−1 (e.g.,
Taddia, Sollerman, et al., 2015; Martinez et al., 2022). In the absence of dense gas
surrounding the SN (as is the case with many type Ia SNe; e.g., Chomiuk et al.,
2016), much of the ∼ 1051 erg of energy stored in these ejecta is dissipated in the
surrounding ISM on a timescale of ∼ 103 years. The resulting radio supernova
remnants tend to peak at luminosities 𝐿a ∼ 1024 erg s−1 Hz−1 (Sarbadhicary et al.,
2017), far lower than the ≳ 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 required for detection by VLASS
in most of our searched volume. Instead, in order for ordinary supernova ejecta to
reach a luminosity detectable in VLASS, there must be a reservoir of dense gas to
shock in the immediate vicinity (∼0.1 pc) of the explosion.

Clouds of sufficiently dense gas can be found throughout the interstellar medium
(ISM). However, any star massive enough to explode in a supernova should have
long since blown away the ambient ISM within a ∼1 pc radius with its radiation
pressure and winds. Instead, the sub-parsec region relevant for GHz radio emission
is filled with a circumstellar medium (CSM) made of gas ejected from the star itself.
For many stars, this region is filled with an approximately spherical stellar wind
with a density profile 𝜌(𝑟) = ¤𝑀

4𝜋𝑟2𝑣wind
, where ¤𝑀 is the average mass loss rate and

𝑣wind is the wind velocity. The mass loss rate and velocity depend on the type of
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star (see Smith, 2014, for a review). For most massive stars, the (number) density
of CSM particles at a distance ∼ 0.1 pc from the star due to this wind is not much
more than the ∼ 101 − 103 cm−3 characteristic of HII regions. These relatively
low CSM densities are consistent with the low peak radio luminosities of typical
core collapse supernovae (a median value of 𝐿a ∼ 1025.5 erg s−1 Hz−1; Bietenholz,
Bartel, et al., 2021). Some massive stars (particularly luminous blue variables and
supergiants) can have much denser winds owing to their high mass loss rates and/or
low wind velocities. These may be the progenitors of some type II narrowline (IIn)
supernovae (Smith, 2014) which are characterized by early optical signatures of
CSM interaction and tend to have higher peak radio luminosities (a median value
of 𝐿a ∼ 1026.5 erg s−1 Hz−1; Bietenholz, Bartel, et al., 2021). However, despite the
relatively high radio luminosities of IIn SNe, they are still on average more than an
order of magnitude less luminous than the typical stellar explosion in our sample.
In order for CSM interaction to produce the characteristic luminosities that we are
observing, there need to be even higher CSM densities within the radio-emitting
region. Additionally, the luminous 3 GHz emission that is produced needs to not
be entirely attenuated by synchrotron self-absorption or free-free absorption. This
combination of high density and weak absorption requires specific physical con-
ditions in the CSM and can be seen in all six supernovae where we have deeper
contextual information through the presence of optical counterparts. We discuss
these case studies below.

Three SNe with Archival Optical Counterparts

We begin with the three stellar explosions (two nuclear and one off-nuclear) that
are associated with archival optical supernovae. All 3 supernovae exploded in 2011
or 2012, roughly 5-8 years before detection in VLASS Epoch 1. Each supernova
was initially classified with as a different optical spectral type, but by selection, all
of them share the property of being substantially more radio-luminous than typical
optically-detected supernovae of any class.

Of the three archival supernovae, PTF 11mpv (ID 24) is the least well-studied.
It was first detected on September 17th, 2011 by the Palomar Transient Factory
(N. M. Law et al., 2009). A follow-up spectrum was taken ∼1 week later with the
Intermediate-dispersion Spectrograph and Imaging System (ISIS) on the William
Herschel Telescope (WHT), leading to its classification as a type II supernova
(Avishay Gal-Yam et al., 2011). As discussed in Section 2.3 and shown in Figure
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2.5, there is some ambiguity to this classification. Due in part to the unknown
epoch of discovery, a number of stripped envelope classifications including IIb, Ic,
and Ic-BL are all reasonable. A spectrum taken with Keck/LRIS at an epoch of
∼6 years post-explosion is consistent with emission from the host galaxy (Figure
2.6). Regardless of its optical classification, PTF 11mpv is more radio luminous
than typical supernovae of any class. In VLASS Epoch 1 (6.1 years post-explosion),
it had a flux of 0.7 ± 0.14 mJy, corresponding to a luminosity of (3.1 ± 0.6) ×
1028 erg s−1 Hz−1. By comparison, both type II and type Ib/c supernovae have a
median peak radio luminosity of ∼ 1025.5 − 1026.5 erg s−1 Hz−1 (Bietenholz, Bartel,
et al., 2021), and most but not all type Ic-BL supernovae have radio luminosities
≲ 1027.5 erg s−1 Hz−1 (Corsi, A. Gal-Yam, et al., 2016).

As further confirmation of the radio transient and as a probe of its radio properties,
we took two follow-up radio spectra with the VLA under programs 18A-481 (6.7
years post-explosion) and 19A-422 (7.6 years post-explosion). We calibrated and
imaged the data using standard procedures in CASA (McMullin et al., 2007). The
transient is clearly detected in both follow-up spectra, with a peak in the first follow-
up epoch of ∼2 GHz (as expected from selection biases; Section 2.3) and a similar
value in the second follow-up epoch (Dong et al. in prep). Nine years after explosion
in VLASS Epoch 2, the supernova has faded below the VLASS detection thresh-
old, with a 3𝜎 upper limit of 0.42 mJy, corresponding to 𝐿a ≲ 2×1028 erg s−1 Hz−1.

Given that PTF 11mpv is potentially associated with a Ic-BL (the only type of
supernova that has been associated with relativistic jets; e.g., Kulkarni, Frail, et al.,
1998), it might seem reasonable at first to expect that the luminous radio emission
is due to a jet. However, the shock radius implied by the follow-up radio spectra is
𝑟shock = (1.1 ± 0.1) × 1017 cm, implying a very sub-relativistic average velocity of
𝑣shock ∼ 5000 km s−1. Though it is possible that PTF 11mpv launched a relativistic
jet at explosion, such a jet would have promptly escaped to a much larger radius
than the present-day shock (since even the densest CSM is not sufficient to stop a
relativistic jet; e.g., Duffell and A. Y. Q. Ho, 2020). We thus conclude that any
such just has long since faded, and that the recent radio emission observed for PTF
11mpv is due to CSM interaction.

PTF 11qcj (ID 49) was first observed spectroscopically ∼2 weeks after its photo-
metric discovery on November 1, 2011. Similar to PTF 11mpv, the early spectrum
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had a broad line of width ∼22,000 km/s in its near IR Ca II triplet (8498 - 8662 Å).
However, the rest of the spectrum did not show any signs of H or He emission, lead-
ing the automated supernova classifier Superfit to classify it as a type Ic-broadline
(Ic-BL) supernova. Due to this classification, Corsi, A. Gal-Yam, et al. (2016) began
a multi-wavelength monitoring campaign of this supernova. Later spectra taken as
part of this campaign at epochs of ∼2 - 3 months post discovery more closely re-
semble the stripped-envelope (type Ib) supernovae 2008D and 1985F (Corsi, E. O.
Ofek, et al., 2014). A final spectrum taken ∼5 years post-explosion was consistent
with host-galaxy emission (Palliyaguru et al., 2019). At no observed point did its
spectra show evidence of the narrow or intermediate-width hydrogen lines typically
used as indications of CSM interaction in optical supernovae.

Two weeks after first detection in the optical, PTF 11qcj was detected in a 6 GHz
VLA observation at a flux of 0.42 ± 0.03 mJy, corresponding to a luminosity of
𝐿a ∼ 8 × 1027 erg s−1 Hz−1 (Corsi, E. O. Ofek, et al., 2014). Over the next ∼2
months, it rose to an initial plateau of ∼ 3 × 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 which it maintained
for ∼1 year before continuing to rise in luminosity to a second peak at 5 GHz of
∼ 2 × 1029 erg s−1 Hz−1 extending all the way to 5.1 years post-explosion (Pal-
liyaguru et al., 2019). By the time of VLASS Epoch 1 (7.4 years post-explosion),
PTF 11qcj’s 3 GHz flux had faded to 6.4 mJy, from its 3.4 GHz peak of 9.9 mJy
in Year 5. It continued to fade into VLASS Epoch 2 (10.0 years post-explosion),
reaching a 3 GHz flux of 3.2 mJy.

Though PTF 11qcj was initially speculated to have launched a jet due to its high
radio luminosity and Ic-BL classification, the slow evolution and subsequent VLBI-
based upper limit of ≲ 5 × 1017 cm on the late-time shock radius show that the
late-time radio emission is dominated by CSM interaction rather than a jet. Its
double radio peak suggests that there is structure in the radial density profile of
the CSM, with the second peak potentially being due to a density enhancement
at ∼ 1017 cm (Palliyaguru et al., 2019). The structured CSM scenario stands in
contrast to widely-adopted models of supernova CSM interaction where the ejecta
encounter a smooth power-law wind (e.g., Roger A. Chevalier, 1998).

Unlike PTF 11qcj, SN 2012ab (ID 12) showed immediate signs of CSM inter-
action in the form of both broad and intermediate-width components to its H𝛼 line.
This led to its classification as a type IIn supernova (Bilinski et al., 2018). At early
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times (days 16-52), the broad component is dominated by blueshifted H𝛼 emission,
extending out to −14, 000 km s−1 at its zero-flux point. At later times (days ∼ 137 -
289), the broad component is dominated by a redshifted H𝛼 wing extending out to
∼ 20, 000 km s−1. At around day 119, the intermediate width component emerged
from being blended with the broad component to become the dominant H𝛼 feature.
On day 137, it was centered at a redshifted velocity of ∼800 km s−1 and had a width
of ∼4500 km s−1. Signatures of this intermediate width component remained in the
spectrum on day 1206 (3.3 years), though the broad component had since faded.
The asymmetric and shifting H𝛼 components led Bilinski et al. (2018) to propose a
unifying model with an aspherical high-density shell at a radius of∼ 2×1016 cm that
has a higher density and is physically located at a larger radius on the far (redshifted)
side. This CSM asymmetry is reinforced by the relatively strong continuum polar-
ization (typically a hallmark of asymmetric emission or absorption) coupled with the
depolarization of the H𝛼 emission, which suggests that the continuum polarization
is intrinsic rather than due to CSM dust. Altogether, this model suggests asymmetric

and heavy mass loss at an average rate of ∼ 5 × 10−2
(

𝑣CSM
100 km s−1

)−1
𝑀⊙ yr−1. As

discussed by the authors, this type of mass loss is likely due to the influence of a bi-
nary companion which will tend to cause mass to be ejected in the plane of the binary.

Shocks propagating in dense, extended CSMs are powerful engines for creating
luminous radio transients with synchrotron self-absorption peaks at ∼GHz frequen-
cies (Section 2.3). When the CSM is aspherical, there will be many lines of sight
along which the density is lower and where the shock will have already swept
through rapidly and superheated the gas to ∼ 108 K. Both the lower density and
high temperature suppress free-free absorption, allowing the GHz radio transient to
shine through along those lines of sight (D. Z. Dong et al., 2021). The detection of
SN 2012ab as a 3 GHz transient with a high luminosity of ∼ 4 × 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1

in Epoch 1 of VLASS (7.0 years after discovery) thus supports the picture of heavy,
aspherical mass loss presented in Bilinski et al. (2018). The fact that it faded be-
tween Epoch 1 and Epoch 2 (9.7 years post-explosion) suggests that the peak has
passed through 3 GHz and, assuming synchrotron self-absorption, that the shock is
now at a radius of ≳ 5 × 1016 cm. The relatively small degree of fading (∼ 30%
in 2.7 years) suggests that there continues to be CSM interaction at this radius,
consistent with the mass loss episode starting even earlier than previously proposed:

≳ 1.5
(

𝑣CSM
100 km s−1

)−1
centuries before core collapse.
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Three SNe with Follow-up Optical Counterparts

In addition to the three supernovae found in optical transient searches, we have found
emission lines reminiscent of nebular emission from CSM-interacting supernovae
in 3 additional stellar explosions: IDs 56, 57, and 59 (Figure 2.6). All 3 transients
were first discovered in an early version of the search presented in this paper which
covered only VLASS Epoch 1.1. We discuss these transients below.

VT 1210+4956 (ID 56, analyzed in detail in D. Z. Dong et al., 2021) is located
in a dwarf star-forming galaxy at distance 𝑑𝐿 = 153.6 Mpc, and is associated with
an X-ray burst detected by the MAXI Gas Slit Camera on August 14, 2014 (Serino
et al., 2014a). The short duration of the X-ray burst coupled with its luminosity and
spectral softness (a peak at ∼5 keV) implies a jet of Lorenz factor Γ > 2, presumably
launched on the day of explosion. In Epoch 1 of VLASS, 3.3 years after explosion,
VT 1210 had 3 GHz luminosity of ∼ 7.5×1028 erg s−1 Hz−1. In two follow-up radio
SEDs taken at 3.8 and 4.7 years after explosion, VT 1210 was observed to have a
slowly evolving spectral peak at ∼5 GHz of luminosity ∼ 2 × 1029 erg s−1 Hz−1.
In both epochs, the optically-thick part of the spectrum dropped too shallowly to-
ward low frequency to be explained by free-free absorption, implying that the peaks
are due to synchrotron self-absorption. In Epoch 2 (6.0 years post-explosion), VT
1210+4956’s 3 GHz luminosity has risen to 1 × 1029 erg s−1 Hz−1, suggesting that
the peak is now closer to 3 GHz, consistent with the slow SED evolution observed
in the radio follow-up epochs.

Based on the follow-up radio SEDs, we concluded that the radio emission was
produced by a slow moving shock (𝑣shock ∼ 2000 km s−1) at a radius of ∼ 1017 cm,
interacting with a high CSM density of ∼ 106 cm−3. The slow shock velocity
and high CSM density suggests that the radio emission at this late time is not
due to the jet, and is instead due to the interaction of slower, more massive ejecta
with the CSM. In order to explain the combination of high density and negligible
GHz-frequency free-free absorption, we proposed a scenario similar to SN 2012ab
where the CSM is aspherical and we are looking along a line of sight where the
free-free absorption is suppressed. This scenario is reinforced by the presence of
an intermediate-width H𝛼 feature (observed 3.7 years post-explosion; Figure 2.6)
reminiscent of the one seen persisting in SN 2012ab at an epoch of 3.3 years. Similar
to Bilinski et al. (2018), we concluded that the aspherical CSM at large radius is due
to binary interaction-driven eruptive mass loss, in our case ∼a few centuries before
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explosion. This delay of ∼centuries is difficult to explain with either pre-supernova
instabilities (which should take place just a few years before explosion; e.g., Wu
and Fuller, 2021), or coincidental binary interaction (which at the slightly sub-solar
metallicity of VT 1210’s host galaxy should take place ∼ 104 − 106 years before
core collapse; e.g., Klencki et al., 2020). This suggests a causal link between the
binary interaction and the stellar explosion. To explain this link, and to explain the
relativistic jet (which would require a compact object to launch), we proposed that
the stellar explosion was driven by the inspiral of the compact object in a high-mass
X-ray binary undergoing unstable mass transfer. This scenario, first presented in
Roger A. Chevalier (2012), has been referred to as a merger-driven explosion (e.g.,
Schrøder et al., 2020) or as a common envelope jets supernova (e.g., Soker, Grich-
ener, and Gilkis, 2019). In this scenario, during either Roche lobe overflow (e.g.,
Pejcha et al., 2017) or the common envelope phase (e.g., Ivanova et al., 2013), the
compact object ejected mass at a rate ≳ 10−2𝑀⊙ yr−1, sending it outwards in a spiral
in the plane of the binary (e.g., Smith, 2014). After entering the star (likely as it
reached the core; Roger A. Chevalier, 2012), the compact object then started a phase
of extremely rapid accretion, launching the jet and causing the stellar explosion.
The ejecta from the explosion then crashed into the dense spiral of CSM which had
been expanding for centuries, creating the luminous shock traced by the radio and
intermediate-width H𝛼 emission (D. Z. Dong et al., 2021).

As seen in Figure 2.6, both of the other stellar explosions with late-time opti-
cal features also have a similar intermediate-width H𝛼 line. One of these is VT
1441+2913 (ID 57), which is located in another star-forming dwarf galaxy at a
distance 𝑑𝐿 = 55.2 Mpc. In Epoch 1, VT 1441+2913 had a 3 GHz luminosity of
1.8 × 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 and in Epoch 2 (2.9 years after Epoch 1), it had a barely
changed luminosity of 1.6 × 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1. The extremely slow evolution of its
radio lightcurve suggests that it has a very slow shock velocity, keeping its peak fre-
quency roughly in the same position. This picture is corroborated by its exceptionally
narrow H𝛼 feature, which has a velocity dispersion of 820 ± 15 km s−1 (measured
using the same MCMC-based multiple Gaussian fitting technique used in D. Z. Dong
et al., 2021). Interpreting the velocity dispersion as the post-shock velocity in the
dense H𝛼 emitting gas (e.g., Heng, 2010) suggests that the gas likely has a density
of order ∼ 107 cm−3. If (similar to all of the supernovae discussed above) the CSM
is located in the range where our search is most sensitive ∼ 1016 − 1017 cm, an even
heavier episode of eruptive mass loss likely took place ≳ 1 century before explosion.
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In addition to the intermediate-width H𝛼, VT 1441+2913 has a pair of much broader
emission features of width ∼ 7500± 1000 km s−1 corresponding to the [OIII] 4959,
5007 Å doublet. Similar oxygen features have been seen in the late-time nebular
features of a number of supernovae (e.g., Dan Milisavljevic, Fesen, et al., 2012),
including SN 2014C (which transitioned from a type Ib to a type IIn SN) where it
is attributed to a reverse shock back-propagating through the oxygen rich ejecta (D.
Milisavljevic et al., 2015; Margutti, Kamble, et al., 2017) and the type Ib-peculiar
SN 2012au where it is attributed to a candidate emerging pulsar wind nebula (Dan
Milisavljevic, Patnaude, et al., 2018). Given the strong evidence for CSM inter-
action from the slowly evolving radio emission and low-velocity H𝛼 emission, we
favor the reverse shock explanation in this case. Under this interpretation, the sharp
velocity contrast between the [OIII] and H𝛼 emission suggests that in between the
reverse shock and the forward shock, the supernova ejecta has sharply decelerated
from ∼ 7500 km s−1 to ∼ 1000 km s−1. This suggests that instead of having a
smoothly declining CSM density profile, the dense CSM is concentrated in a heavy
clump at the current radius of the forward shock. If so, the mass loss may have taken
place in a sudden eruption instead of a smooth flow leading up to explosion.

The other stellar explosion with nebular features in our sample is VT 1252+2203
(ID 59), located on a bright star-forming region in a dwarf galaxy at distance
𝑑𝐿 = 98 Mpc. Similar to VT 1441+2913, there is relatively low-velocity H𝛼
emission (FWHM 1300 ± 370 km s−1) along with much broader [OIII] emission
∼ 6000 km s−1. The [OIII] velocity is difficult to fit in part because there is visu-
ally apparent substructure in the line profile (Figure 2.6) that cannot be described
with single narrow/broad components centered at the doublet’s rest frequencies.
As evidence of this, the best-fit single broad Gaussian for the 5007 Å line has a
width of 7600 ± 700 km s−1, while the equivalent for the 4959 Å line has width
5500±750 km s−1. The same substructure is also apparent in the other oxygen lines
(OI and OII) seen in the spectrum. In the context of CSM interaction, this suggests
that there are multiple zones with different red/blueshifts and sharper/weaker veloc-
ity contrasts between the forward and reverse shocks. Such substructure would be a
natural consequence of an aspherical and structured CSM which, as we have seen,
seems to be ubiquitous among the radio-luminous supernovae found in our search.
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Unifying Properties of the 6 Case Studies

Altogether, all of the 6 stellar explosions discussed above are likely caused by the
interaction of supernova ejecta with a dense and structured CSM located at a typical
radius of ∼ 1016 − 1017.5 cm. In each of the cases where we have early optical
spectra, there are high-velocity features of width ∼ 20, 000 km s−1. Two out of 3
of these spectra are consistent with Ic-BL supernovae, the only type to have been
associated with jets. However the only transient with direct evidence for a jet is
VT 1210+4956, which was not detected in optical transient surveys (likely due to
incomplete coverage, as it passed behind the sun shortly after the X-ray flare; D. Z.
Dong et al., 2021). The type of CSM responsible for our transients is a natural
byproduct of certain types of binary interaction (including inspirals of compact ob-
jects), provided that they occur at the right time (∼centuries) before explosion. The
timing, asymmetry, and scale of mass loss are difficult to explain with non-binary
mechanisms, though much remains to be learned about eruptive mass loss in the
late stages of a star’s life.

It is striking that despite the rapid growth in the supernova detection rate throughout
the 2010s, all 3 supernovae detected in optical surveys exploded between 2011 and
2012 (5-8 years before detection in VLASS), and the only other one with an explo-
sion date (VT 1210+4956) was first detected ∼3 years after explosion. Though the
sample is small and our coverage of the radio lightcurve is sparse, we speculate that
this may be because the stellar explosions do not reach their peak 3 GHz luminosity
until after a delay of ≳ 5 years, and are therefore less likely to be detected in our
survey at early times. This is supported by the fact that VT 1210+4956 (which at
an age of 3.3 years in VLASS Epoch 1 is the youngest stellar explosion in our sam-
ple with an explosion date) is even brighter in VLASS Epoch 2 than at first detection.

Physically, this explanation is consistent with a general picture where the ejecta
initially interacts with a less dense CSM (slowing down slightly and producing a
lower luminosity that peaks at higher frequency), and then crashes into a dense
shell located at ≳ 1016 cm (slowing down substantially and producing a much
higher 3 GHz luminosity). At early times, if the exterior CSM is dense enough
(≳ 104 cm−3), the GHz radio emission may also be suppressed by free-free absorp-
tion. CSM densities much larger than this are likely required to produce the slow
moving shocks and intermediate-width H𝛼 emission seen in SN 2012ab and the
3 explosions with nebular features. However at late times, the explosions become
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detectable at GHz frequencies due to the asymmetry of the CSM which suppresses
free-free absorption through the mechanisms described above. This hypothesis can
be tested with further epochs of VLASS, which will provide late-time radio fluxes
for an even larger sample of optically-detected supernovae.

Diversity and Rates of Stellar Explosions

The stellar explosions in our sample are a diverse group of transients. The sample
includes ≥ 1 likely pulsar/magnetar wind nebulae (D. Dong and Gregg Hallinan,
2022), and ≥ 6 supernovae, of which at least one was likely triggered by the merger
of a compact object and a massive star (D. Z. Dong et al., 2021). The data and
analysis presented in this chapter are only a first step toward diagnosing the nature
of this sample.

Based on the analysis in Section 2.6, stellar explosions at the high luminosities
probed by our search are rare. Their volumetric rate of 350+85

−70 Gpc−3 yr−1 is
roughly 0.3% of the volumetric core-collapse supernova rate (Taylor et al., 2014).
More data and analysis are required to test our hypothesis that the sample is dom-
inated by supernovae. However, based on the 6 supernovae with optical counter-
parts, we can conclude that ∼ 0.05 − 0.3% of supernovae have 3 GHz luminosities
∼ 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 and peak at ∼5 years post-explosion. These luminous and
slowly evolving radio supernovae are predominantly fueled by ejecta interacting
with a dense and asymmetric CSM, likely ejected by binary interaction in the
∼centuries before explosion.

2.8 Summary and Conclusions
• We have identified a sample of 64 radio transients that appeared in the ∼20

years between FIRST and VLASS Epoch 1. All the transients are statistically
associated with galaxies within 200 Mpc, with an estimated background con-
tamination of 0.9+5.1

−0.9 sources. To date, this is the largest uniformly-selected
sample of extragalactic slow radio transients (Section 2.3, 2.3).

• The parameters of our survey (detection frequency 3 GHz, epoch separation
∼20 years, sensitivity ∼1 mJy, and maximum distance 200 Mpc) create a
selection bias in our search favoring long-lived transients with spectral peaks
of ∼3 GHz at the detection epoch and luminosities ∼ 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1.
Physically, these parameters select for energetic and relatively slow-moving
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shocks in dense environments (Section 2.3).

• Six of the off-nuclear transients in our sample have optical counterparts iden-
tified in either archival surveys (3 events) or our follow-up observations (3
events). All six transients are located in star-forming galaxies and their spectra
are consistent with supernovae (Section 2.3).

• Based on the properties of the host galaxies and the offset between the host nu-
clei and the transient positions, we developed a simple classification scheme.
We identified 31 transients as AGN flares (16 with high confidence), 3 tran-
sients as TDEs (1 with high confidence), and 29 objects as stellar explosions
(6 confirmed with optical counterparts, and 22 others with high confidence).
We leave one object (ID 58) unclassified due to the combination of its unusual
potential host (the only off-nuclear transient on a non star-forming galaxy)
and its large angular offset from the host nucleus (97′′ compared to a median
of ∼ 5′′ among all non-nuclear transients) which increases the chance of it
being a background source. (Section 2.4).

• The transients’ host galaxy properties are largely consistent with those of
a comparison sample from SDSS. We see one major difference: nuclear
transients prefer galaxies with non star-forming BPT ratios, and off-nuclear
transients prefer star-forming galaxies at a ∼ 3𝜎 significance. We see two
additional trends that are not yet statistically significant, but can be tested with
larger future samples: (1) Radio TDEs appear to be in substantially dustier
galaxies than SDSS galaxies as a whole, (2) Radio stellar explosions appear
to be found in slightly dustier galaxies than optically selected core collapse
supernovae (Section 2.5).

• Modelling the transient radio luminosity function as a power-law with index
Γ and normalization determined by the transient rate ¤𝑛, we predict an overall
transient rate of 103.81±0.1 Gpc−3 yr−1. Considering only the SMBH flares
only, the rate is 103.56±0.15 Gpc−3 yr−1. The rate of stellar explosions is
103.57±0.15 Gpc−3 yr−1. The slopes of the lumionsity functions for all three
populations are Γ ∼ 2 (Section 2.6.

• While we cannot set stringent constraints on the timescales of the lightcurves
of our events, inspection of the VLASS E1 to E2 flux ratios suggests that
most of our sources are fading. This trend becomes even more extreme
when considering only SMBH flares. The high fraction of fading sources is
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consistent with typical lightcurves that fade more slowly than they rise and
that remain around their peak luminosity for several years (Section 2.6).

• The AGN flares in our sample are at substantially lower luminosities and red-
shifts than others that have been previously reported. The lower luminosities
suggest that they come from sub-pc regions. If they are due to jets, the jets
are quickly frustrated by a dense circumnuclear medium. Alternatively they
may be due to slower, more isotropic outflows driven by transient disk winds.
Such winds may be driven by radiation pressure, MHD processes within the
disk, or more unusual mechanisms such as stellar explosions within the disk
(Section 2.7).

• TDEs are the least common classification in our sample. This is due in
part to the stringent criteria that we have applied in classifying these events
(i.e total quiescence with no evidence for present or past AGN activity on
the narrow-line region formation timescale ∼ 103 years). The events in our
sample are also unusually long-lived for TDEs; the inferred rate suggest that
∼ 1−30% of TDEs eventually produce radio emission that persists for at least
a few years and perhaps more than a decade. Unlike the most radio-luminous
TDEs, which are jetted, these events are also due to slower shocks propagating
through a dense circum nuclear medium (Section 2.7).

• The stellar explosions in our sample are diverse, including a likely pul-
sar/magnetar wind nebula, and six optically confirmed supernovae of which
at least one was likely caused by the merger of a compact object and a massive
star. The optically confirmed supernovae in our sample all have extremely
high radio luminosities relative to typical supernovae. As with TDEs, their
high luminosities are not due to relativistic jets, but are instead due to inter-
action with a dense and structured CSM, likely produced by binary-driven
eruptive mass loss in the ∼centuries before explosion. The remaining 23
objects have not been studied in-depth, though our prior is that they are pre-
dominantly supernovae. Other unusual scenarios are possible, such as flares
from wandering black holes (Section 2.7).

The sample presented in this paper is distinct from previously reported samples
of extragalactic radio transients (e.g., Mooley, G. Hallinan, et al., 2016; Nyland,
Dillon Z. Dong, et al., 2020; Wołowska et al., 2021; F. Zhang et al., 2022), in a
number of ways. First, our total sample size (n = 64) has, as far as we are aware,
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roughly doubled the total number of such transients in the literature to date. Ad-
ditionally, previous samples have focused almost exclusively on nuclear transients,
which are easier to identify with their host galaxies. Our work is the first to ro-
bustly extend this analysis to off-nuclear transients, thus opening a new window into
radio-luminous stellar explosions. Our nuclear transients are also distinct due to
their lower luminosities, which probe more compact regions than previously studied.

Based on the parameters of our survey, we have argued that there is a charac-
teristic size ∼ 1017 cm, velocity ∼few thousand km s−1, and density ∼ 105 cm−3 of
the emitting regions that produce the transients we are detecting. These order-of-
magnitude estimates are supported by more detailed analysis of the stellar explosions
with optical counterparts. However, despite the similarities in the transient emitting
regions, the astrophysical origins of the transients are varied and require more data
and theoretical analysis to confirm. Our classifications of transients as AGN flares,
TDEs, and stellar explosions is oversimplified. These classes reflect the contex-
tual information at hand (or lack thereof), more than the nature of the transients
themselves. If the diversity within these sub-classes is to be revealed, the transients
within them must be investigated in more depth. This can be done in quite a few ways.

First, there can be a wealth of information to be learned from follow-up obser-
vations of slow radio transients in spite of (or in some cases because of) their old
age. Though for any given transient the available information can be scattered and
heterogeneous, basic analyses can be done for most transients. In particular, all of
the transients in our samples are bright enough to be detected in VLASS, a survey
with an effective integration time of 5 seconds per field. Direct measurement of
radio lightcurves and SED evolution through VLA follow-up observations is thus
feasible for all but the fastest fading transients. With sufficiently careful analysis, the
forward evolution of the transient (e.g., the growth in size of the emitting region) can
be modelled using standard synchrotron theory. Similar analyses have been done for
many single objects found in follow-up of optical transients (e.g., K. D. Alexander,
E. Berger, et al., 2016; Eftekhari, E. Berger, Zauderer, et al., 2018; Palliyaguru
et al., 2019; A. Y. Q. Ho, E. Sterl Phinney, et al., 2019; A. Y. Q. Ho, Daniel A.
Perley, et al., 2020; Horesh, Cenko, and Arcavi, 2021) and directly detected in radio
surveys (e.g., C. J. Law et al., 2018; M. M. Anderson et al., 2019; D. Z. Dong
et al., 2021; Somalwar, Ravi, D. Dong, et al., 2021; Somalwar, Ravi, Dillon Z.
Dong, et al., 2022; D. Dong and Gregg Hallinan, 2022). Additionally, as seen in
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Figure 2.6, there may be surprising multi-wavelength features that show up at non
radio wavelengths which can shed light on e.g., asymmetry of the circum-explosion
medium. We therefore encourage multi-wavelength follow-up observations of these
transients and will be conducting some follow-up of our own.

There is also important contextual information to be gained from finding archival
transient counterparts. As seen in our discussion of archival supernovae (Section
2.7), the identification of more archival supernovae in Stroh et al. (2021), the as-
sociation of an archival X-ray transient with VT 1210+4956 in D. Z. Dong et al.
(2021), and the in-depth characterization of a nuclear radio flare with an infrared
precursor in Somalwar, Ravi, D. Dong, et al. (2021), the identification of late-time
radio counterpart can shed much light on otherwise innocuous archival transients.
This avenue of inquiry is set to grow in the near future as the delayed radio emission
from transients detected in modern optical surveys such as the Zwicky Transient
Facility (Bellm, 2014) start to become detectable in later epochs of VLASS. Even
larger and more varied samples of potential transient counterparts will come from
near-future transient surveys such as eROSITA (Predehl et al., 2021), WINTER
(Lourie et al., 2020), and the Rubin Observatory LSST (Ivezić et al., 2019).

Multiwavelength surveys designed to study quiescent objects (e.g., galaxies) rather
than transients are also critical parts of the effort to systematically characterize the
universe’s impulsive particle accelerators. As seen in our classification scheme
and a number of works in the literature (e.g., Fruchter et al., 2006; Taggart and
D. Perley, 2019; Christopher D. Bochenek, Ravi, and D. Dong, 2021), host galaxy
environments at the locations of transients can be used as first-line diagnostics of
the transients’ origins. This tool becomes more powerful as sample sizes grow and
statistical trends emerge. Near-future spectroscopic surveys such as the Dark Energy
Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI; DESI Collaboration et al., 2016) and SPHEREx
(Doré et al., 2014) will also help in this regard by increasing the redshift complete-
ness of galaxy catalogs and providing more detailed diagnostics of those galaxies
(e.g., through BPT diagrams). As estimated in Section 2.3, a complete census
of galaxies within 200 Mpc should roughly double our sample size. Extending
this search to larger distances would expand the sample further and also open the
door to finding faster, rarer, and more luminous events such as relativistic jets.
This extension of our sample requires only additional contextual information from
spectroscopic surveys and can be done after the fact. After-the-fact transient identi-
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fication does make follow-up more challenging, though this can be addressed with
samples of newer transients from ongoing radio sky surveys such as ASKAP/VAST
(T. Murphy, Shami Chatterjee, et al., 2013), LOFAR (Stappers et al., 2011), and
further epochs of VLASS (Dong et al. in prep).

Looking at the broader context, this paper demonstrates that radio surveys such as
VLASS are now at a scale where transients can be identified en-masse. These tran-
sients can be classified and studied in-depth with the help of contextual information
from multiwavelength surveys, and follow-up observations. Ongoing developments
in surveys across the electromagnetic spectrum (and beyond) will lead to substantial
improvements in this process in the near future. With current and upcoming surveys,
we are moving ever closer toward the goal of identifying the diversity of cosmic
explosions and tracking their evolution throughout the electromagnetic spectrum
from start to finish.

Appendix

2.9 Luminosity Function and Rates Methodology
Consider a survey sensitive to all transients above a minimum luminosity 𝐿min, set
by the minimum distance considered and the flux sensitivity. Let the volumetric
transient rate for luminosities 𝐿 where 𝐿min < 𝐿 be ¤𝑛, the maximum distance probed
be 𝑑𝑀 = 200pc, the fraction of the sky probed be 𝑓𝐴, and the average spectroscopic
completeness 𝑓𝑆. The total number of observations is 𝑁obs., and the time between
each FIRST observations and VLASS E1 observation is Δ𝑡. We adopt a power-law
form for the luminosity function, valid for luminosities 𝐿 where 𝐿min. < 𝐿, with
index Γ. The luminosity function can be shown to be

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝐿
=

4
3
𝜋𝑑3

𝑀 𝑓𝐴 𝑓𝑆 ¤𝑛𝑃𝐿 (𝐿)Δ𝑡 (2.8)

𝑃𝐿 (𝐿) =
Γ − 1
𝐿1−Γ

min
𝐿−Γ, 𝐿min. < 𝐿. (2.9)

Equation 2.9 gives the probability of detecting a source at a given luminosity.
The luminosity function is normalized to the total number of sources between
𝐿min < 𝐿 < 𝐿max. However, we aim to fit this distribution to our observations, and
our observations are flux-limited, not luminosity-limited. To incorporate this, we
must calculate the expected number of sources above the VLASS sensitivity.
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Table 2.2: Summary of the 200 Mpc sample.
ID RA Dec rnorm Δ\ 𝐷𝐿 FIRST E1 E2 Class. Confidence

hms dms arcsec Mpc mJy mJy mJy
ID01 09:41:50.08 +14:58:00.34 0.01 0.15 112.3 0.13 0.96 0.78 AGN high
ID02 11:56:54.24 +32:09:31.77 0.02 0.08 44.4 0.27 0.95 0.85 AGN high
ID03 16:01:40.23 +21:21:10.62 0.02 0.09 142.0 0.35 0.89 < 0.46 AGN high
ID04 16:17:35.23 +13:29:31.45 0.03 0.26 149.4 0.3 0.83 0.64 AGN high
ID05 14:38:56.84 +28:21:11.70 0.03 0.18 198.2 0.25 1.23 1.28 SN/TDE medium
ID06 07:46:28.59 +58:57:45.33 0.03 0.17 97.1 0.28 0.84 0.75 AGN low
ID07 16:43:04.22 +61:34:43.96 0.04 1.08 83.4 0.26 0.74 0.56 AGN high
ID08 12:28:15.46 +28:37:12.76 0.05 0.95 9.5 0.31 0.55 < 0.4 AGN/SN low
ID09 12:41:34.27 +44:26:39.15 0.05 0.35 186.3 -0.01 1.45 1.3 SN high
ID10 16:39:00.22 +51:30:29.61 0.05 0.23 131.9 0.21 0.93 0.8 AGN medium
ID11 03:09:25.99 +01:14:57.93 0.06 0.2 189.9 -0.08 6.82 3.84 AGN high
ID12 12:22:47.60 +05:36:24.39 0.06 0.3 78.6 -0.07 5.9 3.37 SN very high
ID13 00:35:26.46 +04:52:19.83 0.07 0.49 171.0 0.31 2.32 2.05 AGN/SN low
ID14 07:47:51.16 +18:33:07.50 0.08 0.24 200.2 0.16 0.83 0.61 AGN medium
ID15 11:01:27.20 -00:43:05.61 0.08 0.45 197.4 0.21 0.8 < 0.59 AGN high
ID16 01:10:22.29 +03:31:10.93 0.08 0.65 188.1 0.26 0.77 0.73 AGN/TDE low
ID17 11:03:57.81 +38:14:16.21 0.08 0.25 134.8 0.11 1.21 0.85 AGN medium
ID18 10:33:28.17 +49:19:12.44 0.09 0.12 192.2 -0.38 3.05 2.46 TDE high
ID19 13:36:32.63 +33:52:33.78 0.09 0.23 180.5 0.28 0.7 0.81 AGN high
ID20 08:35:36.46 +49:35:42.66 0.09 0.32 188.6 0.07 1.08 0.87 AGN high
ID21 22:10:51.73 +02:06:21.36 0.09 0.4 183.1 0.15 1.42 1.68 AGN low
ID22 02:58:35.35 -01:59:18.18 0.09 0.19 29.2 0.34 0.75 0.62 AGN/TDE low
ID23 01:41:40.57 -06:09:48.26 0.11 0.7 156.8 0.28 0.67 < 0.47 AGN medium
ID24 15:41:42.95 +37:27:29.57 0.11 0.24 192.2 -0.1 0.71 < 0.43 SN very high
ID25 02:18:45.02 -06:38:19.75 0.14 3.65 76.5 0.36 1.06 1.76 SN high
ID26 23:33:34.70 +04:27:58.15 0.15 0.4 149.6 0.29 0.9 0.83 AGN medium
ID27 08:55:34.59 +56:12:07.60 0.18 0.89 200.0 0.29 0.73 0.78 AGN high
ID28 02:04:31.21 +06:38:09.29 0.19 0.61 48.8 0.28 0.84 0.82 SN/AGN/TDE low
ID29 14:52:55.49 +09:52:30.75 0.19 1.33 130.3 0.19 1.65 1.39 SN high
ID30 00:19:47.34 +00:35:27.18 0.21 0.31 77.3 0.15 1.08 < 0.55 AGN high
ID31 15:16:28.28 +06:06:53.41 0.21 0.31 154.3 0.28 0.91 0.61 AGN high
ID32 09:20:45.60 +19:33:27.81 0.22 0.3 130.7 -0.11 2.27 1.73 AGN high
ID33 23:59:19.55 +04:45:38.36 0.22 0.93 56.2 0.12 0.68 0.93 AGN low
ID34 00:34:24.63 +12:16:06.95 0.23 1.16 140.0 0.24 0.65 < 0.53 AGN/SN low
ID35 23:38:42.05 +09:03:26.54 0.23 0.6 179.7 0.19 1.06 1.24 AGN low
ID36 12:38:21.83 +42:12:19.55 0.25 0.54 127.3 0.24 1.13 0.82 AGN high
ID37 15:51:03.42 +20:14:06.93 0.25 0.34 159.6 0.26 0.64 < 0.46 SN high
ID38 10:26:56.14 +08:09:07.78 0.26 0.44 141.7 0.31 0.69 < 0.49 AGN high
ID39 13:43:07.35 +30:55:15.10 0.28 0.45 192.4 0.14 0.7 0.57 TDE/AGN medium
ID40 17:21:53.46 +57:13:13.02 0.3 0.46 114.5 -0.03 2.21 < 0.43 TDE/AGN medium
ID41 11:34:49.44 -03:20:54.92 0.34 2.1 178.7 0.32 0.76 < 0.51 SN high
ID42 10:13:16.91 -02:31:53.27 0.35 2.48 187.3 0.23 0.76 < 0.49 SN high
ID43 10:42:08.74 -02:31:41.62 0.4 0.7 169.0 0.3 1.06 0.8 AGN low
ID44 12:10:16.63 +39:18:17.51 0.41 0.53 96.6 0.08 0.68 0.59 AGN high
ID45 16:53:51.51 +22:23:50.21 0.43 1.87 156.9 0.06 1.02 < 0.44 SN high
ID46 09:59:51.20 +38:39:09.00 0.52 3.91 94.4 0.33 0.82 < 0.35 SN high
ID47 00:12:33.97 -02:53:10.96 0.55 1.74 132.0 -0.12 1.17 < 0.45 SN high
ID48 12:18:08.85 -01:03:49.35 0.58 4.42 83.1 -0.01 1.76 1.54 SN high
ID49 13:13:41.48 +47:17:56.72 0.6 1.68 123.6 -0.03 6.58 3.18 SN very high
ID50 11:37:06.21 -03:37:36.81 0.65 0.51 121.6 0.2 1.71 1.04 PWN very high
ID51 03:20:10.04 -06:15:41.34 0.67 5.63 33.8 0.16 1.65 < 0.67 SN high
ID52 10:44:40.27 +38:33:22.06 0.78 5.79 145.3 -0.12 0.68 0.49 SN high
ID53 15:04:57.27 +02:48:47.46 0.9 7.55 156.6 0.02 1.49 1.31 SN high
ID54 09:23:38.97 +54:28:52.17 1.0 9.11 50.6 -0.01 0.63 < 0.43 SN high
ID55 15:04:50.84 +24:24:34.81 1.08 3.15 179.6 0.01 0.78 0.49 SN high
ID56 12:10:01.35 +49:56:46.93 1.17 4.71 153.6 0.17 2.82 3.52 SN high
ID57 14:41:35.74 +29:13:44.27 1.41 17.12 55.2 0.11 5.09 4.32 SN high
ID58 12:42:55.70 +02:41:56.46 1.59 96.83 13.5 0.15 1.93 1.26 ? low
ID59 12:52:34.16 +22:03:54.46 1.59 6.08 98.0 0.12 0.75 < 0.45 SN very high
ID60 14:28:35.46 +59:10:58.53 1.6 6.08 171.7 0.33 0.59 < 0.44 SN high
ID61 08:04:24.32 +29:30:56.71 1.72 7.11 80.2 0.14 0.75 0.98 SN high
ID62 12:09:17.36 +29:54:07.78 2.15 89.45 9.2 0.12 0.63 0.4 SN high
ID63 08:23:37.36 +39:06:16.61 2.22 14.1 129.5 0.33 1.16 0.75 SN high
ID64 10:03:29.48 +15:40:19.72 2.24 4.97 186.2 -0.21 0.96 0.59 SN high
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First, we require a form for the flux probability distribution. We expect the source
distances to be distributed in [0, 𝑑𝑀] Mpc, where 𝑑𝑀 = 200 Mpc is the maximum
distance, as 𝑃𝑑 = 3

𝑑𝑀
( 𝑑
𝑑𝑀

)2. Given our luminosity function lower limit 𝐿min, for

flux 𝑓 = 𝐿

4𝜋𝑑2 , the minimum distance at which this source can be observed is
√︃
𝐿min
4𝜋 𝑓 .

Then, one can show that the probability of flux 𝑓 is given by

𝑃 𝑓 ( 𝑓 ) =
∫ 𝑑2

𝑀

𝐿min
4𝜋 𝑓

4𝜋𝑥𝑃𝐿 (4𝜋 𝑓 𝑥)𝑃𝑑2 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 (2.10)

which evaluates to

𝑃 𝑓 ( 𝑓 ) =


3
𝑓
Γ−1

5−2Γ

(
4𝜋𝑑2

𝑀
𝑓

𝐿min

)1−Γ [
1 −

( 𝐿min
4𝜋𝑑2

𝑀
𝑓

) 5
2−Γ

]
(Γ ≠ 5

2 )
9

4 𝑓(
𝐿min

4𝜋𝑑2
𝑀
𝑓

) 3
2 ln

(
4𝜋𝑑2

𝑀
𝑓

𝐿min

)
(Γ = 5

2 ),

(2.11)

Here, we use the probability distribution function for the source distance squared
(𝑥 = 𝑑2):

𝑃𝑑2 (𝑥) = 3
2𝑑2

𝑀

(√
𝑥

𝑑𝑀

)
𝑑𝑥. (2.12)

We can include the total number of sources expected to calculate
𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑓
=

4
3
𝜋𝑑3

𝑀 𝑓𝐴 𝑓𝑆 ¤𝑛Δ𝑡𝑃 𝑓 ( 𝑓 ) (2.13)

With Equation 2.11, we can calculate the fraction of sources with 𝑓 > 𝑓lim,
where 𝑓lim = 0.7 mJy is the VLASS E1 detection limit. If we define 𝑓min =

max
(
𝑓lim,

𝐿min
4𝜋𝑑2

𝑀

)
, this fraction is given by

𝑃 𝑓 ( 𝑓 > 𝑓lim) =
∫ ∞

𝑓min

𝑃 𝑓 ( 𝑓 )𝑑𝑓 = 2
Γ − 1

5 − 2Γ

(
𝐿min

4𝜋𝑑2
𝑀
𝑓lim

)Γ−1 [
3

2(Γ − 1) − ( 𝐿min

4𝜋𝑑2
𝑀
𝑓lim

) 5
2−Γ

]
.

It can be seen that if 𝑓lim =
𝐿min

4𝜋𝑑2
𝑀

, then 𝑃( 𝑓 > 𝑓lim) = 1, as expected. The total

number of sources above 𝐿min is 4
3𝜋𝑑

3
𝑀
𝑓𝐴 ¤𝑛Δ𝑡, so the observed number of sources

with 𝑓 > 𝑓lim is 4
3𝜋𝑑

3
𝑀
𝑓𝐴 ¤𝑛Δ𝑡 × 𝑃( 𝑓 > 𝑓lim).

Now, we want to fit our observations to 𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑓

, with free parameters ¤𝑛 and Γ. First, we
require the unbinned log-likelihood (see Appendix C of Drlica-Wagner et al., 2020,
for a detailed derivation):

logL = −𝑁0𝑃 𝑓 ( 𝑓 > 𝑓lim) +
𝑁obs∑︁
𝑖=0

log
[ 𝑁0
𝑁obs

𝑃𝐿 (𝐿𝑖)𝑃𝑑 (𝑑𝑖)
]

(2.14)

𝑁0 =
4
3
𝜋𝑑3

𝑀 𝑓𝐴 𝑓𝑆 ¤𝑛Δ𝑡. (2.15)
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This is the final log-likelihood we use in Section 2.6.
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3.1 Abstract
A core-collapse supernova occurs when exothermic fusion ceases in the core of
a massive star, typically due to exhaustion of nuclear fuel. Theory predicts that
fusion could be interrupted earlier, by merging of the star with a compact binary
companion. We report a luminous radio transient, VT J121001+495647, found in the
Very Large Array Sky Survey. The radio emission is consistent with supernova ejecta
colliding with a dense shell of material, potentially ejected by binary interaction in
the centuries prior to explosion. We associate the supernova with an archival X-ray
transient, which implies a relativistic jet was launched during the explosion. The
combination of an early relativistic jet and late-time dense interaction is consistent
with expectations for a merger-driven explosion.

3.2 Main Text
Most massive stars (those > 8 solar masses, 𝑀⊙) are born in close binaries, within
which expansion of one star during its evolution can lead to mass transfer with
the companion (Sana et al., 2012; Moe and Di Stefano, 2017). In some systems,
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the faster evolving (more massive) star explodes as a supernova, leaving behind a
compact object (neutron star or black hole) remnant in a close orbit with its compan-
ion. When the companion (second star) later expands, it transfers mass in the other
direction, onto the compact object. Systems of this type with wide orbits have been
observed in the Milky Way (Orosz et al., 2011). Those with closer orbits undergo
unstable mass transfer, causing the compact object to spiral into the atmosphere of
the massive star, forming a common envelope binary.

During the common envelope phase, the outer atmosphere of the donor star be-
comes unbound, forming a dense and expanding toroidal shell around the binary
(MacLeod, Ostriker, and Stone, 2018). The physics of the common envelope are
difficult to model. Some inspirals halt before reaching the donor’s core. This pro-
cess is a leading candidate for producing the close double-compact-object binaries
detected by gravitational wave observatories (Tauris et al., 2017). Other systems are
expected to spiral inwards until the compact object reaches the star’s core. Theory
predicts that some of these systems tidally disrupt the core, forming a rapidly ac-
creting neutrino-cooled disk (Roger A. Chevalier, 2012). This energetic accretion is
predicted to launch a jet and cause a merger-driven explosion (Roger A. Chevalier,
2012; Schrøder et al., 2020; Soker, 2017).

We performed a systematic blind search for radio transients in the Very Large
Array Sky Survey (VLASS; Lacy et al., 2020). We identified and followed up
luminous point sources associated with galaxies closer than 200 megaparsec (Mpc)
that are present in the first half-epoch (Epoch 1.1; Sep 2017 - Feb 2018) of the
survey but absent from the earlier (1994-2005) Faint Images of the Radio Sky at
Twenty-Centimeters (FIRST) survey (Becker, R. L. White, and Helfand, 1995). The
most luminous source we identified was VLASS transient VT J121001+495647
(hereafter abbreviated VT 1210+4956), located in an off-nuclear region of the
dwarf star-forming galaxy SDSS J121001.38+495641.7 (Fig 3.1)(Aguado et al.,
2019). This galaxy has stellar mass ∼ 109.2𝑀⊙, specific star formation rate ∼0.25
𝑀⊙ Gyr−1𝑀−1

⊙ and an abundance of elements heavier than helium (metallicity) of
∼80% the solar value (Aguado et al., 2019).

We observed two follow-up epochs with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA),
finding a peak radio luminosity of 1.5 × 1029 erg s−1 Hz−1 at 5 GHz (Fig. 3.1), ten
times more luminous than any other non-nuclear transient found in our search. We
obtained an optical spectrum of the radio transient location using the Low Resolution
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Figure 3.1: The luminous radio transient VT 1210+4956. A. Non-detection in
the FIRST survey at 1.4 GHz, with a 3 upper limit of 0.41millĳansky (mJy) on
1997 April 17. B. Detection in VLASS at 3 GHz at 2.7 ± 0.1 (stat) ± 0.5 (sys)
mJy on 2017 November 20, 20.59 years after the FIRST observation, at right
ascension 12h10m01.32s, declination +49°5647.006 (indicated by white crosshairs
in panels A-C). C. Optical image of the location of VT 1210+4956 taken from the
Hubble Space Telescope archive (PI: T. Schrabback). D. The radio spectrum of VT
1210+4956 measured from the VLASS observation and follow-up epochs observed
with the VLA, plotted with 1 uncertainties. Follow-up epochs are fitted with a
synchrotron self-absorption model.

Imaging Spectrometer on the Keck I telescope, which exhibits a hydrogen-alpha (H𝛼
at 6563Å) emission line with luminosity (7.3 ± 0.3) × 1038 erg s−1 and full-width
half maximum ∼1340 ± 60 km s−1 (Fig. 3.2). This emission line implies a massive,
ionized outflow associated with the radio source (Dan Milisavljevic, Fesen, et al.,
2012; Heng, 2010), and its redshift z = 0.03470 ± 0.00003 confirms its association
with the host galaxy, which is at z = 0.03472 ± 0.00003 (Aguado et al., 2019).
In addition to the broad component, we observe spectrally unresolved (narrow)
emission lines consistent with a co-located star-forming region. The environment,
broad line, and high radio luminosity indicate a likely association with the explosion
of a massive star.

Radio emission from supernovae is powered by synchrotron emission from fast
ejecta driving a shock into the ambient circumstellar medium (CSM) (Roger A.
Chevalier, 1998). The most luminous events require exceptionally fast material,
such as relativistic (close to the speed of light) jets driven by central compact-object
engines, or interaction with a particularly dense CSM. All known supernovae with
radio emission peaking at ≥1029 erg s−1 Hz−1 are high-luminosity examples of
transient classes that involve central engines (e.g., A. J. van der Horst et al., 2007;
A. Y. Q. Ho, E. Sterl Phinney, et al., 2019; A. Y. Q. Ho, Daniel A. Perley, et al.,
2020; Corsi, E. O. Ofek, et al., 2014; Kulkarni, Frail, et al., 1998). Supernovae
featuring dense CSM interaction are typically over an order of magnitude less lu-
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Figure 3.2: Optical spectrum of VT 1210+4956. Taken with Keck/LRIS on 2018
April 13, ∼4.45 months after the detection in VLASS. A. The full spectrum, in-
cluding spectrally unresolved emission lines from the host galaxy. Unbinned data
are shown in gray; data shown in black were smoothed with a 3Åboxcar kernel. B.
Details of the H𝛼 and [N II] part of the spectrum, with Gaussian models fitted to the
lines. The narrow H𝛼 and [N II] lines are unresolved, while the broad component
has a FWHM of 1340 ± 60 km/s. The best fitting model parameters and their
uncertainties are listed in Table 3.1.
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minous. Given the high luminosity of VT 1210+4956, we checked for early-time
signatures of a central engine by searching archival optical, X-ray, and gamma-ray
transient catalogs for a counterpart source. This search yielded one match: GRB
140814A, an unusual soft X-ray burst detected by the Monitor of All Sky X-ray
Image (MAXI) instrument on the International Space Station, using its Gas Slit
Camera (GSC) (Serino et al., 2014b).

GRB140814A was detected by the GSC at 2-4 keV and 4-10 keV in a 15 ± 3s
window centered at 07:12:23 Universal Time on 2014 August 14, with a similar flux
in both bands. It was not detected in a simultaneous observation with a similar sen-
sitivity in the GSC 10-20 keV band, suggesting a characteristic energy of ∼5 keV.
The position of VT 1210+4956 is consistent with the MAXI data and implies a
short, fading burst that occurred at the beginning of the GSC’s 40 second transit
(Fig 3.3). We estimate a false alarm probability for the spatial association of (1.2
- 4.8) × 10−3. We performed several additional consistency checks: (a) the shock
properties of VT 1210+4956 are consistent with an explosion on the date of GRB
140814A, (b) upper limits from contemporaneous optical observations do not rule
out a stripped envelope supernova at the location of VT 1210+4956 and time of GRB
140814A, and (c) alternative classes of X-ray transients are not consistent with the
observational data.

Our association of VT 1210+4956 with GRB 140814A implies that the X-ray emis-
sion had a peak 2-10 keV luminosity of ∼4 × 1046 erg/s. This combination of high
luminosity, short duration, and soft spectrum is unlike other X-ray transients with
measured luminosities. Known transients with similar spectral peaks and durations,
such as the shock breakout of supernova SN 2008D (Soderberg, E. Berger, et al.,
2008), are more than 3 orders of magnitude less luminous. Transients with similar
luminosities, such as X-ray flashes and low-luminosity GRBs, typically maintain
this luminosity for at least an order of magnitude longer duration (Campana et al.,
2006), or peak at ≥ 1 order of magnitude higher energy (Ghirlanda et al., 2015).
The luminosity and duration of MAXI 140814A implies a relativistic outflow with
Lorentz factor Γ ≥ 2.5, and the characteristic energy of the photons implies a jetted
geometry. Producing such a relativistic jet requires the presence of a central engine
at the time of explosion.

Unlike the early relativistic jet, the radio emission detected in our follow-up epochs
(observed >3 years after GRB140814A) is powered by a low-velocity shock prop-
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Figure 3.3: The X-ray transient MAXI 140814A which we associate with VT
1210+4956 (observed 3.268 years before VLASS detection). A. The location of VT
1210+4956 compared to published MAXI localizations: orange ellipse assuming
constant flux and black rhombus allowing for variability. This position is consistent
within 1𝜎 of the expectation from the lightcurve in panel B. The purple ellipses
show fields with non-detections in Swift observations, with upper limits of 60,000
times fainter than the MAXI 140814A ∼6 hours after the burst. B. MAXI 2-4 keV
(orange) and 4-10 keV (blue) light curves, corrected for instrumental sensitivity at
the location of VT 1210+4956.

agating in a dense, extended CSM. The spectral peaks of the radio spectra are due
to synchrotron self-absorption rather than free-free absorption, suggesting that the
CSM is asymmetric, observed along a lower-density line of sight. The peak lumi-
nosities and frequencies imply forward shock radii R ∼ 9 × 1016 cm, post-shock
magnetic fields B ∼ 0.35 G, and energies dissipated in the shock U ∼ 7 × 1049

erg. The change in R between follow-up epochs implies a forward shock velocity
of ∼ 1800 km/s. This velocity, which is similar to the width of the broad H𝛼 line,
implies a high density of ∼106 cm−3 for the CSM swept-up in the ∼1 year between
follow-up epochs. This density is sufficient to allow the shocked gas to cool, on a
timescale of ∼1 year, from a shock-heated temperature of ∼107 K to a ∼104K dense
shell, cool enough to produce the H𝛼 emission (Draine, 2011). Compared to known
explosive radio transients, VT 1210+4956 has a highly energetic shock propagating
at low-velocity, and a high CSM density at large radius (Fig 3.4).

Measurements of the CSM density as a function of radius trace the rate and timing
of pre-explosion mass loss. Accounting for both the cool H𝛼 emitting gas and the
hot synchrotron emitting gas, we find a lower limit to the total swept-up CSM mass
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of inferred shock properties for VT 1210+4956 and other
luminous radio supernovae (sources listed in Table 3.5). A. Shock energies derived
from broadband radio spectra vs shock velocities. The dashed curves show constant
shocked mass, assuming that the shock energy is equal to the kinetic energy. B.
CSM density vs CSM radius with values derived from optical and radio spectra.
The upper axis gives the time between mass loss and explosion, normalized to a
CSM velocity of 100 km/s. The dotted and dashed lines indicate constant mass flow
rates /v, with the colored shaded regions indicating approximate ranges of values
for winds and eruptive mass loss from different types of systems (Smith, 2014).

of ≥1 𝑀⊙. The high density and total mass at a radius of ∼1017 cm requires a
pre-explosion mass loss rate ¤𝑀 ≈ 4 × 10−2 (v/100 km s−1)𝑀⊙ yr−1, where v is
the pre-shock CSM velocity. This is over an order of magnitude higher than the
densest-observed stellar winds and requires a pre-supernova eruption (Smith, 2014).
With these observed and inferred constraints on the CSM velocity, we find that the
eruption occurred a few centuries before the explosion (Fig. 3.4).

Similar pre-explosion eruptive mass loss has been inferred from the dense and
extended CSM around a few peculiar supernovae, including SN 2014C (Margutti,
Kamble, et al., 2017; G. E. Anderson et al., 2017; Sun, Maund, and Crowther, 2020)
and SN 2001em (N. N. Chugai and Roger A. Chevalier, 2006; Chandra, Roger A.
Chevalier, N. Chugai, Dan Milisavljevic, et al., 2020), which both transitioned
from stripped envelope (type Ib/c) to interacting (type IIn) spectral classifications.
Several models have been proposed to explain the synchronization of this erup-
tive mass loss with core collapse, including nuclear burning instabilities (Wu and
Fuller, 2021; Klencki et al., 2020), binary interaction timed coincidentally with
core collapse (Margutti, Kamble, et al., 2017; Sun, Maund, and Crowther, 2020),
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and merger driven explosions (Roger A. Chevalier, 2012; Margutti, Kamble, et al.,
2017; Schrøder et al., 2020). For VT 1210+4956, the detection of a central engine
allows us to distinguish between these scenarios, and the order of magnitude higher
radio luminosity and shock energy suggests the possibility of a different origin to
SN 2014C and SN 2001em.

Nuclear burning instabilities strong enough to produce VT 1210+4956’s pre-explosion
mass loss rate are predicted to occur in only the final few years before core collapse
(Wu and Fuller, 2021), so would produce shells that are over an order of magnitude
more compact at the time of interaction than we observed. Binary mass transfer is
common in massive stars and is more consistent with the early eruptive mass loss.
Roughly 70% of massive stars are found in orbits that will eventually lead to mass
transfer, with an estimated 1/3 of these interactions leading to common envelope
inspiral (Sana et al., 2012; Moe and Di Stefano, 2017). Such interactions are pre-
dicted to drive mass loss at or above the rate inferred for VT 1210+4956 (Smith,
2014). Unlike in single-star models, the mass is ejected in the plane of the binary
(Schrøder et al., 2020; MacLeod, Ostriker, and Stone, 2018), providing a natural
explanation for the inferred asymmetry of the CSM.

Binary interactions can occur at any time during the life of a star and can thus
produce shells at any radius. However, the delay time between eruption and core
collapse constrains the specific type of interaction. At the near-solar metallicity
of VT 1210+4956’s host galaxy, most interactions are expected to occur while the
mass donor is undergoing fusion of hydrogen or helium, roughly 104 - 107 years
before core collapse (MacLeod, Ostriker, and Stone, 2018). Interactions synchro-
nized coincidentally within ∼102 years of core collapse are expected to be extremely
rare (Klencki et al., 2020), though uncertainties in the rates from binary population
synthesis modeling allow this to be a viable scenario for previous events such as SN
2014C (Margutti, Kamble, et al., 2017; Sun, Maund, and Crowther, 2020).

The synchronization is more naturally explained if the interaction itself triggers
the core collapse. To do so, an inspiraling object must disrupt the donor star’s core.
A non-compact merging body (e.g., a main sequence star) is unable to do so, as
it would replenish fuel in the core, producing a rejuvenated massive star (Langer,
2012). In contrast, an inspiraling neutron star or black hole is capable of tidally
disrupting the core, leading to a merger driven explosion (Roger A. Chevalier, 2012;
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Schrøder et al., 2020). During the inspiral phase, the compact object is expected
to eject mass from the donor star at a similar rate to our calculated value (Taam
and Sandquist, 2000). When it reaches the core, theory predicts the formation of
an accretion disk and launching of a jet (Roger A. Chevalier, 2012; Schrøder et al.,
2020). Of the models we consider for eruptive mass loss, this scenario is most
consistent with the jetted X-ray transient.

The high mass loss rate we infer occurred centuries before explosion, much longer
than the dynamical timescale of the inspiraling compact object, which may indicate
that the donor star had an envelope with a steep density profile. This would be
theoretically expected for a star undergoing core helium fusion, for example (Taam
and Sandquist, 2000). A steep density profile is thought to be required for merger
during the dynamical inspiral phase (Taam and Sandquist, 2000; Ivanova et al.,
2013). Flatter density profiles would lead to full envelope ejection before merger,
producing close compact object – evolved star binaries. These binaries may sub-
sequently evolve into double compact object systems, with orbits close enough to
merge within the lifetime of the Universe, and therefore contribute to gravitational
wave events (Tauris et al., 2017; Taam and Sandquist, 2000; Ivanova et al., 2013).
Our proposed scenario for VT 1210+4956 is an alternative outcome to the formation
of such systems.

Based on our blind search, we estimate a rate of (1-8) × 10−8 Mpc−3 yr−1 for
transients with similar 3 GHz luminosities to VT 1210+4956. However, given the
continuous distributions of stellar binary periods and mass ratios (Sana et al., 2012;
Moe and Di Stefano, 2017), there may be a wider range of delays between interaction
and core collapse, thus producing CSM shells at smaller or larger radii. If so, these
events may be more easily identified at other frequencies, so we regard this rate as
a lower limit on the rate of merger driven explosions.

3.3 Materials and Methods
3.4 Transient Identification in the VLA Sky Survey
We assembled a catalog of sources detected with a significance of ≥ 5𝜎 in the
quick-look images for the first half-epoch of VLASS (Epoch 1.1) (Lacy et al., 2020)
using the source extractor PYBDSF (Mohan and Rafferty, 2015b). Within this
catalog, we flagged the set of VLASS source separated by >10” from the nearest
catalogued source in FIRST (Richard L. White et al., 1997) as our initial set of
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transient candidates. Through visual inspection of all candidates, we selected those
that are unresolved and have no identifiable uncatalogued counterpart in FIRST.
To identify the population associated with nearby galaxies and exclude background
sources (e.g., flaring active galactic nuclei (AGN)), we use the fact that background
sources are isotropically distributed (J. J. Condon, Cotton, and Broderick, 2002),
while known classes of extragalactic transients are concentrated within a few expo-
nential radii (𝑟exp) of their host galaxies (Fong and E. Berger, 2013). In our sample,
we find an excess of transient candidates within 2𝑟exp of their host galaxies, where
the 𝑟exp of a galaxy is taken to be the median among all detected bands in Data
Release 15 of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (Aguado et al., 2019). There
are 20 sources within 2𝑟exp of a d < 200 Mpc galaxy, with an expected isotropic
background rate of 0.6, given the full set of visually confirmed VLASS sources not
in FIRST.

Of these 20 sources, 12 have astrometry consistent with their host galaxy’s nu-
clei, while 8 are in off-nuclear positions. To avoid likely contamination from AGN,
we focused on the off-nuclear transients. Follow-up optical spectra of the ∼1 arc-
second regions surrounding each radio transient revealed that 4 of the 8, including
VT 1210+4956, have ∼1000 km/s hydrogen emission lines at the redshift of the
host galaxy, indicating that the transient radio sources are associated with their
apparent host galaxies. These lines are too broad to be due to star formation (Ter-
levich and Melnick, 1981). Among these 4 sources, VT 1210+4956 was the most
radio luminous by an order of magnitude (with a peak radio luminosity of ∼2 × 1029

erg/s/Hz), and the only one lacking other broad emission lines in its optical spectrum.

VT 1210+4956 is located at right ascension 12h10m01.3s, declination +49d56’47.0”
in a star-forming region on the outskirts of the galaxy SDSS J121001.38+495641.7.
This position is derived from VLA follow-up imaging described below, and has an
uncertainty smaller than 0.1”. From broadband spectral energy distribution model-
ing listed in the SDSS data products (Aguado et al., 2019), this galaxy has a stellar
mass of ∼109.2𝑀⊙, a star formation rate of ∼ 0.3𝑀⊙ yr−1, and a metallicity of 0.8
Z⊙.

3.5 Optical Follow-up Spectroscopy
Five to 20 months after the VLASS observations and ∼10-20 years after non-
detections in FIRST, we obtained optical spectra at the location of the 8 off-nuclear
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radio transients with the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS) on the 10m
Keck I telescope on Maunakea. We used the 560 nm dichroic to split the light
between the red and blue arms. We dispersed the light with the 400/8500 grating in
the red arm, and the 400/3400 grating on the blue arm, resulting in a ∼7Å FWHM
spectral resolution on both arms. To acquire the target locations, we centroided on
nearby bright stars and applied an offset corresponding to the difference between
the SDSS coordinate of the star and the best-fitting coordinate of the radio transient.
We observed each target in spectroscopic mode for 20 minutes, with 2×1 (spatial ×
spectral) CCD binning in the red arm, and 2×2 CCD binning in the blue arm. These
settings correspond to a 3𝜎 sensitivity of ∼23 mag (AB) throughout the red arm and
a wavelength dependent 3𝜎 sensitivity peaking at ∼24 mag (AB) at 5000Åin the
blue arm and dropping on either side to ∼23 mag at 4000Å and the 5600Å dichroic.
We reduced the LRIS observations using the data reduction pipeline LPIPE (Daniel
A. Perley, 2019).

Four of the resulting spectra are consistent with an underlying star-forming region
only, while the other four contain additional broad hydrogen and oxygen features at
the same redshift. We focus on the spectrum of VT 1210+4956, taken on 2018 April
13, which contains a broad H𝛼 line that is blended with spectrally unresolved H𝛼
and [N II] lines. We fitted this complex with a model of four Gaussian components,
corresponding to the broad and narrow H𝛼 lines, and the narrow [NII] host galaxy
lines. The narrow line components have central wavelengths fixed to their respective
wavelengths at the host galaxy redshift z = 0.03472 (Aguado et al., 2019). Their
widths were fixed to the 7ÅFWHM instrumental resolution, while their amplitudes
were allowed to vary. The broad profile was allowed to vary in its amplitude, width
(up to 10,000 km/s) and central wavelength (up to 6Å). We additionally marginal-
ized over three nuisance parameters corresponding to i) an overall zero-point offset
for the spectrum, ii) an overall shift in the wavelength solution (corresponding to a
redshift uncertainty of < 0.002), and iii) a local slope for the continuum emission.
We fitted this model using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo code emcee (Foreman-
Mackey et al., 2013) and find that the data are sufficient to constrain each parameter
to a roughly Gaussian posterior probability distribution. The model spectrum is
shown in Fig. 3.2, and the best-fitting values are listed in Table 3.1.
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3.6 Radio Follow-up Observations
Using the VLA, we took two broadband radio follow-up observations of VT
1210+4956. The first epoch was observed on 2018 May 30 and spans the fre-
quency range 1-18 GHz in five bands with central wavelengths 1.5, 3, 6, 10, and
15 GHz. The second epoch spans 1-12 GHz, and was observed in two scheduling
blocks, with the 1.5 and 3 GHz bands observed on 2019 April 30, and the 6 and 10
GHz bands observed on 2019 May 8. We used standard procedures in the radio data
reduction package CASA (McMullin et al., 2007) to calibrate and image the data.
The photometric measurements based on the images in each band are listed in Table
3.2. Where permitted by signal to noise, we increased the frequency resolution by
producing sub-band images from groups of independently calibrated spectral win-
dows. After verifying in each sub-band image that the target is detected, unresolved,
and not substantially affected by image artifacts, we measured the peak flux using
the CASA task imstat and estimated the uncertainty by taking the root mean square
pixel value in an area of the image with no substantial emission. In both epochs,
we detected the peak of the radio spectrum, allowing for standard synchrotron blast
wave modeling described below. In our first follow-up epoch, taken ∼20.6 years
after nondetection at 1.5 GHz in FIRST, we measured a 1.5 GHz source at a flux of
1.22 ± 0.04 mJy (Table 3.2). After adding the 0.13 mJy RMS noise in the FIRST
image in quadrature with our measurement uncertainty, this corresponds to a 9𝜎
detection of variability relative to the nondetection in FIRST, confirming that VT
1210+4956 is a transient source.

3.7 Archival X-ray Source
We searched the MAXI Gamma Ray Burst (GRB) catalog (Serino et al., 2014b),
the INTernational Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) GRB cat-
alog (Rau et al., 2005), the Swift GRB catalog (Lien et al., 2016), and the Open
Supernova Catalog (Guillochon et al., 2017) for counterparts to VT 1210+4956.
We considered an archival transient to be a match to VT 1210+4956 if it fell within
the astrometric uncertainty of that source’s localization region. For MAXI, INTE-
GRAL and Swift, we used the published uncertainties and localization regions, and
for optical supernovae in the Open Supernova Catalog, we took this region to be a
circle of radius 2 arcseconds. We excluded the Fermi GRB catalog (von Kienlin
et al., 2020), because the large localization regions and the ∼2000 bursts detected
before the VLASS detection in 2017 lead to a high false alarm probability (an ex-
pected value of ∼13 spurious matches per source as estimated by cross matching the
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catalog with a set of random coordinates). Among the catalogs adopted, we found
one match: an association between VT 1210+4956 and the soft X-ray flash GRB
140814A (Serino et al., 2014b).

GRB 140814A was detected by the MAXI Gas Slit Camera (GSC) in the 4-10
keV band during five consecutive 3-second time bins, centered between Universal
Time (UT) 07:12:17 and 07:12:29 on 2014 August 14. The integrated 4-10 keV
flux in this time window is ∼11× greater than the upper limits from the previous
transit at UT 5:39 and the subsequent transit at UT 8:43 (Uchida et al., 2014).
The burst was simultaneously detected in the GSC’s 2-4 keV band in four of the
five time bins (Fig. 3.3). There was no detection in the simultaneous observation
with the GSC 10-20 keV band, which has similar 1𝜎 sensitivity to the other two
bands (Sugizaki et al., 2011). This burst is one of 9 MAXI GRBs that has been
classified as a MAXI Unidentified Short Soft Transient (MUSST), due to the lack of
counterparts in follow-up observations (Sugizaki et al., 2011), (Lipunov et al. 2014,
GCN#16688, Vargas et al. 2014, GCN#16689) and the non-detection in the highest
energy MAXI band.

3.8 Consistency of VT 1210+4956’s Position with the GRB 140814A Local-
ization

Sources detected with the MAXI GSC are localized by the MAXI team by modeling
the observed light curve with the position-dependent instrumental response (Serino
et al., 2014b). Along the direction of the slit, point sources appear as a roughly
Gaussian point spread function (PSF) with a standard deviation of 0.42-0.64 degrees
depending on the angle at which they pass over the slit (Sugizaki et al., 2011). As
these sources transit over the slit, their flux is modulated by a triangular effective
area function dependent on the orthogonal separation between the source and the
slit (Sugizaki et al., 2011). The observed light curve is proportional to the prod-
uct of the intrinsic light curve with the effective area. Sources with intrinsically
constant flux can thus be localized by fitting a joint model of the triangle function
in the time direction and a Gaussian in the direction along the slit (Serino et al.,
2014b). For sources that vary during the observation, the light curve cannot be
properly represented by the triangle function, which produces a systematically too
small localization region. To roughly compensate for this effect, the MAXI team
produced a variable source localization region by first fitting a model to the data
assuming the flux were constant, then extending the localization in the direction of
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the scan by a factor of dΘ(Ttransit - Tduration)/Ttransit where dΘ is the angular-width of
the triangle function, Ttransit is the time-width of the triangle function, and Tduration

is the observed width of the transient. This method is estimated to localize the
position of GRB afterglows up to a ∼0.1 deg systematic error (Serino et al., 2014b).

Figure 3 shows the position of VT 1210+4956 relative to the published MAXI
localization regions for constant and variable sources, after incorporating the sys-
tematic error. We used the MXSCANCUR function from the MAXI software package
to compute the angular separation of the VT 1210+4956 position and the center of
the constant flux ellipse as a function of time. At the time of the burst the separa-
tion is ∼0.34 deg, smaller than the 1𝜎 uncertainty of the Gaussian response. We
additionally used MXSCANCUR to check that the effective area at the position of
VT 1210+4956 is nonzero at the time of the burst detections. We find that this is
the case, with all > 1𝜎 detections occurring during the first half of the sensitivity
window (Fig. 3.3).

VT 1210+4956 is located in the variable source region, but not the constant X-
ray flux region (Fig. 3.3). This is as expected if the observed duration of the burst
(∼15s) is shorter than the MAXI transit duration (∼40s). To check that this short
duration cannot be explained as an artifact of the time-variable GSC sensitivity,
we ran a Monte Carlo simulation. If the true light curve were constant and longer
than the ∼40s transit duration, then the observed light curve can be modeled with a
top hat function of width >40s, multiplied by the effective area function. We thus
fitted the observed light curve with a model product of these functions, allowing the
duration and flux of the burst to vary freely and using the effective area function at
the center of the constant source localization region. We adopted flat priors in both
the duration and flux, with the height constrained to be greater than 0 and less than
5x the highest data point, and the width constrained to be greater than 0 and less
than 100s. We fit the 4-10 keV data because it has a higher signal-to-noise ratio than
at 2-4 keV. From this simulation, we found that the best fitting top hat model has a
duration of 15.1 ± 2.3s (where the uncertainty reflects the 50th-16th and 84th-50th
percentile ranges). Burst durations of >40s are ruled out at the 99% level, consistent
with GRB 140814A being located in the variable source region.

A location for GRB 140814A outside the constant flux region is reinforced by
the non-detection in 0.3-10 keV follow up observations by the Swift X-ray tele-
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scope taken ∼6 hours after MAXI. These data cover the constant flux localization
region (Fig. 3.3) and do not detect any new X-ray sources with an upper limit of
3×10−3 counts/s (Vargas et al. 2014, GCN#16689). This corresponds to a flux of
∼10−13 erg cm−2 s−1, approximately 60,000× fainter than the MAXI detection in a
similar band, a substantially faster fade rate than typical for GRB afterglows at this
epoch (Bernardini et al., 2012).

3.9 False Alarm Probability
We test the false alarm probability (FAP) for GRB 140814A being located in the
variable source region, excluding the constant source region. After incorporating
the systematic uncertainty, this region spans an area of ∼1.54 deg2. Due to the
uncertainty in the intrinsic light curve of the burst and its degeneracies with the
localization, we do not attempt to further subdivide this area. We treat all points
within this area as being equally likely to be the true position.

VT 1210+4956 was identified in a blind search of the overlap between the VLASS
Epoch 1.1 and the FIRST fields, spanning 6195 deg2. The probability that a random
point from the searched area falls within the GRB 140814A region is 1.54 deg2 /
6195 deg2 = 2.5 × 10−4. Because GRB 140814A is the only MUSST within the
Epoch 1.1 / FIRST overlap that occurred before the end of Epoch 1.1 in February
2018, this is the FAP for a cross match between VT 1210+4956 and MUSSTs.

If we relax the softness condition, there are 3 other MAXI bursts (GRB 150110A
(Negoro et al. 2015, GCN #17290), GRB 120528C (Morii et al. 2012, GCN
#13349), and GRB 111024A (Toizumi et al. 2011, GCN #12489)) with no defini-
tive counterparts . The collective area spanned by the localizations of all 4 bursts
(including GRB 140814A) is 6.6 deg2, corresponding to a FAP of 1.1 × 10−3. Ex-
panding the sample to account for other catalogs of potential matches only changes
this result by small amount. The 12 INTEGRAL GRBs (Rau et al., 2005) in the
Epoch 1.1/FIRST overlap are localized to a few arcminutes and span a total area
of 0.053 deg2. The Swift GRBs (Lien et al., 2016) span 0.6 deg2, and the Open
Supernova Catalog supernovae (Guillochon et al., 2017) span 0.017 deg2 assuming
a 2 arcsecond match radius. The joint false alarm probability for all those catalogs
combined is 1.2 × 10−3. We regard this value as the lower limit of the FAP.

There are 3 other VLASS transients among the sample that are associated with
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galaxies and have broad H𝛼 lines in follow-up spectroscopy. These transients are
∼an order of magnitude less radio luminous than VT 1210+4956. Their optical spec-
tra all contain broad oxygen lines, which VT 1210+4956’s spectrum lacks. None
of the other 3 are associated with observed X-ray bursts. Their radio and optical
properties are also consistent with supernovae interacting with massive CSM shells
ejected in the centuries before core collapse. If we consider all four to be part of the
same sample, the FAP rises by a factor of 4 to 4.8 × 10−3. We consider this to be an
upper limit on the FAP.

3.10 Peak Flux and Frequency
To infer properties of the shock from our broadband radio SEDs, we used emcee
(Foreman-Mackey et al., 2013) to fit the sub-band radio photometry with a syn-
chrotron spectral break model [Granot and Re’em Sari (2002), their equation 1].
We adopt top-hat priors over wide ranges in all parameters and find that each radio
epoch is well fitted by this model (Fig. 3.1). The peak frequencies and fluxes are
listed along with their uncertainties in Table 3.3, and have statistical uncertainties
of less than 1% in both epochs. The dominant sources of uncertainty in the derived
shock properties are systematic, due to the unmeasured parameters 𝜖𝑒, 𝜖𝐵, and 𝑓

described below.

3.11 Shock Radius and Magnetic Field
The frequency and luminosity of a shock’s synchrotron self-absorption peak can be
used to estimate the shock’s radius 𝑅 and magnetic field 𝐵. Assuming an optically
thin spectral index of 𝛼thin = 1 (appropriate for VT 1210+4956; see Table 3.3), we
calculate R and B using equations in units scaled roughly to VT 1210+4956.

𝑅 = 7.5 × 1016
(
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where 𝜖𝐵 and 𝜖𝑒 are the fraction of shock energy in the magnetic field and in
relativistic (energy > 511 keV) electrons respectively, f is the fraction of the spherical
volume of radius R that is emitting the synchrotron emission, and L𝑝 and a𝑝 are
the luminosity and frequency of the radio spectrum’s spectral peak. The strongest
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dependencies in these equations are on L𝑝 and a𝑝, which are directly measured
from the radio spectrum (Table 3.3). Both R and B are weakly dependent on the
unmeasured quantities 𝜖𝑒/𝜖𝐵 , and 𝑓 . We adopt a similar convention to studies of
other non-relativistic radio supernovae in assuming 𝜖𝑒 = 𝜖𝐵 = 0.1 [see (A. Y. Q. Ho,
E. Sterl Phinney, et al., 2019) for a discussion]. Because of the likely aspherical
CSM geometry, we marginalize over 𝑓 by assuming it is drawn from a uniform
distribution between 0.1 and 0.5. The resulting values are listed in Table 3.4.

3.12 Energy in the Shock
The energy𝑈 dissipated in the shock is:

𝑈 =
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(3.3)

We make the same assumptions for 𝜖𝑒,𝜖𝐵, and 𝑓 as before; the dependence on these
parameters is much stronger for the energy. The largest systematic uncertainty arises
from the factor (1/𝜖𝐵), with all other uncertainties likely amounting to less than a
factor of 2 in the energy. In gamma ray bursts, 𝜖𝐵 has been estimated to be as small
as ∼10−6, however, for non-relativistic radio supernovae, it is often assumed to be
between 0.1 - 0.5. For our comparison with other radio supernovae in Fig. 3.4,
we normalize all values to 𝜖𝐵 = 0.1. Under this assumption, we find an energy of
(5.4+0.9

−1.2) × 1049 erg in follow up epoch 1 (Table 3.4). If instead we assume that 𝜖𝐵 is
drawn from a log-uniform distribution between 10−3 and 0.1, we find a ∼3× larger
value of (14+13

−7 ) × 1049 erg.

Radio shock velocity and CSM density
By measuring the shock radius 𝑅 at two epochs, using identical values for 𝜖𝑒,𝜖𝐵, and
𝑓 for both epochs in each instance of the Monte Carlo simulation, we can determine
the average shock velocity between the two: 𝑣radio = Δ𝑅Epoch 1-2/Δ𝑡Epoch 1-2. We find
a shock velocity for VT 1210+4956 of 1780 ± 290 km s˘1. If we adopt the wide
range of 𝜖𝐵 described above, we find a value of 1570−270

+290 km s−1. Both values are
similar to the FWHM velocity of the H𝛼 line, 1345−64

+56 km s−1, consistent with our
interpretation of the H𝛼 emission coming from a dense shell behind the forward
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shock (Heng, 2010). Because the H𝛼 velocity is more tightly constrained than the
radio velocity, we use its value as a proxy for the shock velocity in estimating the
CSM density. Using measurements of the magnetic field and the shock velocity, we
can estimate the density of the gas swept up between the follow-up epochs. Applying
the shock jump conditions in the limit of a strong shock: P1+𝜌1 v2

1 = P2+𝜌2 v2
2 and

𝜌2/𝜌1 = 𝑣1/𝑣2 = 4, where P is the pressure, v is the forward shock velocity, 𝜌 is
the mass density, and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to pre- and post-shock quantities
respectively. The post-shock (thermal) pressure is given by 𝑃2 = (1/𝜖𝐵)𝐵2/8𝜋.
Material is swept up by the shock at a speed of 𝑣1 ≈ 𝑣shock and the mass density
is related to the number density by 𝜌 = `𝑚𝑝𝑛, where ` is the mean atomic mass.
Combining these relations, the pre-shock CSM density is:

𝑛1 =
4

3`𝑚𝑝

(1/𝜖𝐵) (𝐵2/8𝜋)
𝑣2

shock
. (3.4)

Scaled to typical values for the VLASS transients and assuming a pure hydrogen
gas (` = 1), the pre-shock density is

𝑛1 = 3.9 × 106
( 𝜖𝐵
0.1

)−1
(
𝜖𝑒

𝜖𝐵

)− −8
19

(
𝑓

0.2

) −8
19

(
𝐿𝑝

1029 erg/s/Hz

)− −4
19

( a𝑝

5 GHz

)2 ( 𝑣shock
1000 km/s

)−2
erg. (3.5)

Assuming that 𝜖𝐵 = 𝜖𝑒 = 0.1, 𝑓 is uniformly distributed between 0.1 and 0.5, and
adopting the H𝛼 velocity as discussed above, we find a density of 𝑛1 = 1.1+0.3

−0.2 ×
106 cm−3. Allowing 𝜖𝐵 to vary in a wide range as with the energy changes this
estimate to 𝑛1 = 4+7

−2 × 106 cm−3. The resulting density of ∼ 106 cm−3 is higher
than the densities observed in non-nuclear regions of galaxies, with the exception
of giant molecular cloud (GMC) cores and extreme stellar outflows (Draine, 2011).
This high gas density is located within a radius of 0.05 pc of a highly energetic
explosion associated with an evolved star-forming region. Within this radius, GMC
cores would be disrupted through feedback within the lifetime of any massive star
(Elmegreen, 2007). We conclude that this mass was deposited through a pre-
explosion outflow from the progenitor.
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3.13 Total Shocked Mass in the Circumstellar Shell
From the inferred densities, velocities and shock radii, we set a lower limit on
the mass swept up within the shock. The total mass swept up in the Δt ∼1 year
between our two radio follow-up epochs is 𝑀shocked ≈ 4𝜋𝑅2 𝑓shell(𝑣shockΔ𝑡)𝑚𝑝𝑛1 =

0.8𝑀⊙ ( 𝑓shell), where 𝑓shell is the fraction of the shocked shell that is emitting radio
emission, and 𝑚𝑝 is the mass of an ionized hydrogen atom. The radio component
of the mass estimate scales with the density and can thus be scaled downwards
by ∼3× or upwards by 10× for the range of 𝜖𝐵 values considered above. The
gas producing the radio emission is shock heated to a temperature of 107 K, a
temperature at which hydrogen recombination is too inefficient to produce the H𝛼
line. Thus, there is an additional cooler component of gas at a temperature where
recombination is efficient, providing the H𝛼 emission associated with the shock.
We estimate the mass in this phase using the luminosity of the H𝛼 line, which
scales inversely with the density. The total mass of this cool ionized gas is given by
𝑀ionized = (𝑚𝑝 𝐿𝐻𝛼)/(𝛼𝐵 𝑛1 (ℎ𝑐/6563Å)) where 𝛼𝐵 = 1.17 × 10−13 cm3 s−1 is the
effective Case B recombination coefficient for H𝛼 at a temperature of 104 K (Draine,
2011), and L𝐻𝛼 is the H𝛼 luminosity, and ℎ𝑐 is the product of Planck’s constant and
the speed of light. Assuming that the H𝛼 producing gas has a similar density to the
pre-shock gas, we find an ionized mass of ∼ 0.7𝑀⊙ for VT 1210+4956. Combining
the two phases, we find that the minimum shell mass (responsible for radio and
optical emission at the time of our observations) is ∼ 0.8𝑀⊙.

3.14 Mass Loss Rates and CSM Velocities
The mass density 𝜌 at a given radius 𝑅 is related to the pre-explosion mass loss rate
¤𝑀 and CSM velocity 𝑣 by ¤𝑀/𝑣 = 4𝜋𝑅2𝜌, assuming constant ¤𝑀 and 𝑣 over the scale

probed by a given observation. For a pure hydrogen CSM, we have:

¤𝑀 = 3.3 × 10−2
( 𝑛

106 cm−3

) (
𝑅

1017 cm

)2 ( 𝑣

100 km/s

)
𝑀⊙ yr−1. (3.6)

For VT 1210+4956, we find a mass loss rate of ¤𝑀/(𝑣/100 km s−1) = 4×10−2𝑀⊙ 𝑦𝑟−1.

Mass lost from stars has a terminal velocity similar to the escape velocity of the
star. These velocities range from 10s of km/s for systems with loosely-bound atmo-
spheres such as giant stars and common envelopes, to ∼1000 km/s for Wolf Rayet
stars (Smith, 2014). The densest observed winds tend to move at velocities closer
to ∼50 km/s, given the additional luminosity needed to drive the extreme mass loss
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(Smith, 2014). Given that our observed mass loss rates are higher, we take this as
a rough lower bound on the mass loss velocity in wind scenarios. For binary mass
loss, the same escape velocity principle applies. Given that the majority of interac-
tions occur on the main sequence or during first expansion to a red giant, we adopt
the same fiducial lower bound on the mass loss velocity. In type IIn supernovae,
the narrow H𝛼 line indicates the velocity of the pre-explosion mass loss. The LRIS
velocity resolution sets an upper limit of ∼270 km/s. With the velocity range of
50-270 km/s, the gas accounting for the massive shell we infer must have been lost
∼100-1000 years prior to explosion.

3.15 Constraints on the Source of MAXI 140814A
MAXI 140814A has a spectrum that is much softer than that of gamma-ray bursts.
It is more reminiscent of SN 2008D, which has been interpreted as a sub-relativistic
shock breakout from an optically thick stellar wind. However, MAXI 140814A’s
luminosity is three orders of magnitude brighter than the SN 2008D X-ray flare
(Soderberg, E. Berger, et al., 2008).

We first assume that the source is a spherical sub-relativistic stellar explosion,
with velocity 𝛽𝑐, where 𝑐 is the speed of light, and scale to a total burst energy
𝐸 ≈ 3 × 1047 erg, a burst duration 𝑡 ≈ 15s, and a typical photon energy 𝜖𝛾 ≈ 5 keV.
The radiated energy in such explosion from any fluid element is at most equal to its
kinetic energy, so the mass of the source must satisfy:

𝜏 ≈ ^ 𝑚

4𝜋𝑅2 ≥ 250
𝐸

3 × 1047 erg
^

0.2 cm2g−1

( 𝑡

15𝑠

)−2
𝛽−2, (3.7)

where ^ is the opacity of the source material per unit of mass. For GRB 140814A,
𝜏 >> 𝛽−1, which implies that the radiation is trapped in the source and cannot
diffuse to the observer over the observed duration. Thus, the source cannot be non-
relativistic and spherical. For an aspherical non-relativistic source, the optical depth
is higher for the same amount of mass, and so is the diffusion time unless the out-
flow geometry is finely tuned. Therefore, we conclude that the outflow is relativistic.

A relativistic explosion solves the high diffusion time problem. A relativistic
spherical source that is shocked to a Lorentz factor 𝛾, has an internal energy E
≈ 𝑚𝑐2𝛾(𝛾 − 1) and therefore,
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𝑚 ≥ 𝐸

𝛾(𝛾 − 1)𝑐2 = 1.5 × 10−7𝑀⊙
𝐸

3 × 1047 erg
(𝛾(𝛾 − 1))−2, (3.8)

at the same time, relativistic effects dictate 𝑅 < 2𝑐𝑡𝛾 = 13𝑅⊙ (𝑡/15𝑠)𝛾2, so

𝜏 ≈ ^ 𝑚

4𝜋𝑅2 ≥ 125
𝐸

3 × 1047 erg

( 𝑡

15𝑠

)−2 (
^

0.2 cm2 g−1

)−2
𝛾−4(𝛾 − 1)−2. (3.9)

The requirement 𝜏 < 𝛽−1 implies 𝛾 > 2.5.

However, a relativistic spherical explosion is also inconsistent with the data. First,
accelerating enough mass to relativistic velocities in a spherical explosion of a star
requires an extreme energy of ∼1053 erg (Ehud Nakar and Re’em Sari, 2012). Sec-
ond, if the stellar envelope is at rest at the time that the explosion energy is released
(i.e., there is no double explosion) the photons that are generated behind the shock
are radiated upon the breakout of the shock and their typical observed energy is 100
keV (Ehud Nakar and Re’em Sari, 2012), higher than observed.

We conclude that the most likely explanation for GRB 140814A is a non-spherical
relativistic expansion, such as a jet. A collimated outflow does not change the lower
limit on the source Lorentz factor derived above. If the radiation of the source is
beamed towards the observer (i.e., the angle between the source velocity and the line
of sight is smaller than 1/𝛾) the limits are similar to the spherical case, and if the
radiation is beamed away from the observer the limits are more severe (Matsumoto,
Ehud Nakar, and Piran, 2019).

3.16 Supplementary Text

3.17 Consistency Checks
Other than requiring that high-energy transients occur before the first radio obser-
vation of VT 1210+4956, we did not explicitly consider the inferred explosion date
in the FAP calculation. However, the timing of GRB 140814A is consistent with
the evolution of the radio spectrum. When supernova ejecta begin to interact with a
dense CSM, the forward shock velocity decreases suddenly, due to the large density
jump. The shock velocity is then reaccelerated by the pressure produced by the
shocked supernova ejecta. The properties of the ejecta and CSM can thus be used
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to estimate the forward shock velocity as a function of time. Assuming an ejecta
mass of ∼2𝑀⊙ and kinetic energy of ∼1051 erg, similar to SN 2014C (Margutti,
Kamble, et al., 2017) and SN 2001em (N. N. Chugai and Roger A. Chevalier, 2006),
we find that the forward shock velocity reaches ∼2000 km/s approximately 3 years
after the explosion (Roger A. Chevalier and Liang, 1989). We assume a CSM shell
of uniform density ∼2 × 106 cm−3 with total mass ∼1𝑀⊙ at radius ∼9 × 1016 cm, as
inferred from the radio analysis (Table 3.4, see discussion below). This is consistent
with the ∼3.5 year delay between GRB 140814A and the epoch at which we infer a
radio-based shock velocity of ∼1800 km/s for VT 1210+4956.

The column density of hydrogen, 𝑁𝐻 , in a spherical CSM shell with the assumed
values is 𝑁𝐻 ∼ 2 × 1022 cm2, at which the optical depth at 2 keV is ∼1, rapidly
decreasing at higher energies. The column density would be lower for an off-axis
line of sight in a toroidal CSM geometry. This is consistent with GRB 140814A’s
observed soft X-ray spectrum being intrinsic rather than a product of obscuration.

We considered other potential sources of short, soft X-ray transients. One such class
is a shock breakout from a supernova similar to the one observed in SN 2008D,
which was 3 orders of magnitude less luminous than MAXI 140814A (Soderberg,
E. Berger, et al., 2008). For MAXI to detect such a breakout, it would have to be at a
distance within ∼5 Mpc. At that distance, the contemporaneous All Sky Automated
Survey for Supernovae (ASASSN) (Shappee et al., 2014) was complete to super-
novae with a V or g band absolute magnitude brighter than -12, easily sufficient
to detect core collapse and stripped envelope supernovae months after explosion.
There are no cataloged supernovae that are located within the variable source region
and exploded within ∼1 month of the X-ray transient (Guillochon et al., 2017). This
rules out shock breakout as an explanation for the MAXI transient. At the ∼149
Mpc distance of VT 1210+4956, the ASASSN limiting magnitude of > –20.5 is
not constraining for a wide range of supernova types (Hicken et al., 2017; Taddia,
M. D. Stritzinger, Sollerman, et al., 2013; Taddia, M. D. Stritzinger, Bersten, et al.,
2018).

Another potential class is a flare from a Galactic source, such as a star or X-ray
binary. MAXI 140814A is located at a Galactic latitude of +66 deg, where the col-
umn density of Galactic sources is low. In a search of the SIMBAD database, we did
not find any known flare stars or X-ray binaries within the MAXI localization region.
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X-ray flares from stars generally last from minutes to hours, as opposed to ∼15s for
MAXI 140814A (Pye et al., 2015). The peak luminosity of these flares is gener-
ally 1-2 orders of magnitude brighter than the quiescent X-ray luminosity from the
star. To search for a potential quiescent counterpart, we checked the Röntgensatellit
(ROSAT) all sky catalog (Boller et al., 2016) and found that the brightest X-ray
source within a 3-degree radius of the MAXI 140814A constant flux localization
has a ROSAT count rate of 0.2 counts/s in the 0.1-2.5 keV band. This corresponds
to a flux < 1000× the 2-4 keV flux of MAXI 140814A for a range of power law and
blackbody models, further disfavoring a flare star origin.

X-ray binaries are known to brighten by several orders of magnitude when tran-
sitioning between the low-hard state and high-soft state. These transitions typically
last for days to months (Fender, Homan, and Belloni, 2009), whereas GRB 140814A
was detected for ∼15s in only one 92-minute orbit of the ISS. Luminous shorter
timescale flares have been observed from accreting compact object systems, with
some burst-only systems displaying quiescent fluxes > 3 orders of magnitude lower
than the peak of the bursts (Campana, 2009). The vast majority of known bursters
have a Galactic latitude between -15 and +15 deg (in’t Zand et al., 2019) in contrast
to the +66.4 deg Galactic latitude of GRB 140814A. Additionally, these bursts are
observed to, and theoretically expected to repeat (Sivakoff, Sarazin, and Jordán,
2005; Galloway and Keek, 2021). In particular, bursts with durations of 10-100s
have typical recurrence timescales of hours to days (Galloway and Keek, 2021). No
other bursts from the localization region of GRB 140814A have been reported from
X-ray follow-up observations of the field, or the >11 years of observations from the
MAXI GSC.

AGN are known to display variability at all wavelengths, and have been observed
to launch new jets (Nyland, Dillon Z. Dong, et al., 2020). However, it is difficult to
explain a 15s X-ray flare from an AGN. The characteristic X-ray variability timescale
for an AGN scales with its supermassive black hole mass, 𝑀𝐵𝐻 , at 5 days × (𝑀𝐵𝐻

/ 108 𝑀⊙)2 (Ishibashi and Courvoisier, 2009). Thus, the characteristic black hole
mass for a variability timescale of ∼1 minute is ∼104 𝑀⊙. The peak X-ray lumi-
nosity of MAXI 140814A is ∼4 × 1046 erg/s × (𝑑/150 Mpc)2, which corresponds
to ∼104 times the Eddington luminosity for a 104 𝑀⊙ black hole at distance d =
150 Mpc. A luminosity at the Eddington limit would require an intermediate-mass
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black hole at ∼1.5 Mpc; no such sources are known. There are also no catalogued
galaxies within the MAXI variable source localization region closer than 10 Mpc
(Cook et al., 2019).

3.18 Constraints on an Optical Supernova
Due to its proximity to the Sun, the optical sky survey coverage of the location of
VT 1210+4956 at the time of MAXI 140814A was sparse. Nevertheless, avail-
able observations can constrain the possibility of a supernova at the position of VT
1210+4956 in the months following MAXI 140814A.

The only optical constraint reported in the literature comes from the Mobile Astro-
nomical System of Telescope Robots (MASTER) II telescope in Kislovodsk, which
followed up a region that likely contains VT 1210+4956 (Lipunov et al. 2014,
GCN#16688) starting 10.3 hours after the MAXI transient time. The upper limit
from this observation is an apparent magnitude of >18.5 in single 180s frames and
>20.0 in 10 images co-added. The latter limit corresponds to an absolute magnitude
of -15.9 at the distance of VT 1210+4956. The Balmer decrement of 4.9 from the
ratio of the narrow H𝛼 and H𝛽 lines in the 2018 optical spectrum of VT 1210+4956
implies a reddening E(B-V) = 0.46. Assuming a standard reddening curve (Calzetti
et al., 2000), this corresponds to an extinction of 0.8 – 2.8 magnitudes in the MAS-
TER II bands (B, V, R, and I), making the effective limit somewhat shallower (≥
-16.7 to -18.7). Due to the rise time of days to weeks for all but the fastest supernovae
(A. Y. Q. Ho, Daniel A. Perley, et al., 2020) this limit does not rule out most types
of supernova.

We measured two additional constraints using data from the Palomar Transient
Factory (PTF) (N. M. Law et al., 2009) and the Panoramic Survey Telescope and
Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS) (Chambers et al., 2016). The PTF observa-
tions were taken in g band ∼2.2 months after GRB 140814A in October 2014. There
are no g band PTF observations of the field prior to this date, so we convolved the
PTF image to the resolution of a pre-explosion Pan-STARRS image and subtracted
the two using a difference imaging pipeline (De et al., 2020). We do not detect a
source in the difference image to limits of g > 19.6, g > 20.0, and g > 20.4 on 2014
October 19, 20, and 23 respectively. The deepest of these limits corresponds to an
absolute magnitude G > -15.5, or an extinction corrected limit of G > -18.1. The
Pan-STARRs observations were taken in I band on 2015 January 12. We stacked all
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available images from this epoch and used the pipeline to subtract them from a stack
of Pan-STARRS I band images from 2014 May 9. We do not detect any transient
or variable emission to a limiting apparent magnitude of I > 21.1, corresponding to
an absolute magnitude of -14.8 and an extinction corrected value of I > -15.6. The
PTF and Pan-STARRS limits rule out superluminous supernovae (e.g., De Cia et al.,
2018), and luminous type IIn supernovae with large amounts of mass lost close to
explosion (Fransson et al., 2014). However, they are not constraining for other types
of stripped envelope supernovae (Taddia, M. D. Stritzinger, Bersten, et al., 2018),
including analogs of SN 2014C (Margutti, Kamble, et al., 2017) and PTF 11qcj
(Palliyaguru et al., 2019). This is consistent with the early time counterpart of VT
1210+4956 having been a stripped envelope supernova, though does not require
this.

3.19 Free-free Absorption and Asymmetric CSM
In our radio follow-up observations of VT 1210+4956, we measured peaks in the
broadband radio spectra at 5.06 ± 0.02 GHz in the first epoch and 4.49 ± 0.03 GHz
in the second epoch (Fig. 3.1). In the previous sections, we assumed that this peak
was due to synchrotron self-absorption, leading to results that are consistent with
the optical spectrum of VT 1210+4956. Here we test whether the spectra could
instead be explained with free-free absorption.

The free-free optical depth 𝜏a of radio emission passing through a plasma is given
by:

𝜏a = 3.28 × 10−7
( a

GHz

)−2.1 ∫
𝐿𝑂𝑆

(
𝑇

104K

)−1.35 ( 𝑛𝑒

cm−3

)2 𝑑𝑠

pc
, (3.10)

where a is the frequency of light being absorbed/transmitted, and 𝑇 and 𝑛𝑒 are
the electron temperature and density in a region of length 𝑑𝑠 along the line of
sight (LOS) (James J. Condon and Ransom, 2016a). The optical depth scales as
𝜏a ∝ a−2.1, which implies that on the optically thick side, the flux density scales
super-exponentially with frequency as §a ∝ a−1𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜏a) ∝ a−1 ∝ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(a−2.1),
where the additional factor of a−1 arises from the intrinsic spectral index of the
emission, which is ∼ 1 (Table 3.3).

Combining this relation with our lowest frequency detection of 0.56 ± 0.07 mJy at
1.14 GHz, we set an upper limit on the optical depth to free-free absorption at the
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5.87 ± 0.02 mJy peak at 5.06 GHz in the first epoch. If there is no synchrotron self-
absorption, all of the drop in flux from the peak at S5 = 5.87 mJy to the low frequency
measurement of S1 = 0.56 mJy is due to free-free absorption. In that case, we have
that S5 / S1=(5.06/1.14)−1 exp(-(𝜏5, 𝑓 𝑓 − 𝜏1, 𝑓 𝑓 )), where 𝜏5, 𝑓 𝑓 and 𝜏1, 𝑓 𝑓 are the free-
free optical depth at 5.06 and 1.14 GHz respectively. This implies that 𝜏5, 𝑓 𝑓 − 𝜏1, 𝑓 𝑓

= 3.9. Simultaneously, we find that 𝜏5, 𝑓 𝑓 /𝜏1, 𝑓 𝑓 = (1.14/5.06)−2.1 ≈ 22.9. This then
implies that 𝜏5, 𝑓 𝑓 = 0.17. Thus, the maximum possible attenuation from free-free
absorption at the 5 GHz peak is ∼1-e−0.17=16%, with any contribution from syn-
chrotron self-absorption reducing this even closer to 0.

We improve this limit by attempting to reproduce the detailed shape of the ob-
served peak with free-free absorption. To do so, we assume that a synchrotron
source with unabsorbed spectrum 𝑆a = 𝐴a

𝛼 (where 𝛼 is the spectral index and A is
a scale factor) is being attenuated by a slab of material with constant temperature 𝑇

and emission measure EM =
∫
𝐿𝑂𝑆

(
𝑛𝑒

cm−3

)2
𝑑𝑠
pc . We used emcee to explore the param-

eter space of EM, T, A, and 𝛼, assuming uninformative priors for all parameters.
This model can approximate the radio spectrum at frequencies > 2 GHz. However,
at lower frequencies, the super-exponential decay in flux becomes dominant. At
1.5 GHz, the predicted flux drops to 0.359 ± 0.006 mJy, nearly 4× lower than our
measured value of 1.22 ± 0.04 mJy. At 1.14 GHz, the model predicts 0.0169 ±
0.0007 mJy, over 30× lower than our measured value of 0.56 ± 0.07 mJy. This
confirms that the peak cannot be explained by free-free absorption.

The lack of free-free absorption requires an explanation, given the high CSM den-
sity. Above we estimated the density of the CSM to be ∼ 2.2 × 106 cm−3. This
density depends primarily on the shock velocity (which is independently and con-
sistently measured using both the H𝛼 line width and the change in shock radius),
the peak frequency (which has uncertainty less than 1%), and the assumed value of
0.1 for the magnetic field energy fraction 𝜖𝐵 (which can vary, but cannot decrease
the density by more than a factor of 3). If we approximate the CSM between the
first and second epochs as a spherical shell with uniform density and temperature,

the free-free optical depth at 5 GHz is 𝜏a ∼ 88
(
𝑇/104𝐾

)−1.35
(

𝑛𝑒
2.2×106cm

)−3
for the

estimated density at typical H II region temperatures. Any dense ionized gas that has
yet to be shocked along the line of sight would only increase the free-free absorption.

To reconcile the inferred lack of free-free absorption at 5 GHz with the implied
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density, we require either a high temperature in the pre-shock CSM, a lower density
along the line of sight, or both. A high temperature, driven by Compton heating
from the central X-ray source, was invoked to explain a similar phenomenon in the
fast blue optical transient AT 2018cow (A. Y. Q. Ho, E. Sterl Phinney, et al., 2019).
However, the X-ray flux of this source faded by a factor of ∼103 within the first 100
days of discovery (Margutti, B. D. Metzger, et al., 2019). An analogous source would
have to be substantially longer-lived to maintain a temperature necessary to suppress
the free-free absorption, or would have to be powerful enough at early times to heat
the dense CSM to >> 107 K where it would not have enough time to cool to the
typical HII region equilibrium temperature of 104 K in the years before encountering
the shock. A simpler solution is if the CSM is asymmetric, with the line of sight
being along a lower density direction. Asymmetric mass loss has been predicted
for binary interactions. Hydrodynamic simulations have found that the CSM from
binary interaction generally forms a toroidal geometry that can be orders of magni-
tude denser in the midplane than along the poles (Schrøder et al., 2020; MacLeod,
Ostriker, and Stone, 2018). If our line of sight is not oriented directly along the
midplane, it would be through a substantially smaller column density of gas. Much
of that gas may already be shocked, because shocks propagate faster through lower
density regions. For a shock velocity 𝑣shock, the pre-shocked gas would be heated
to a temperature of T = 3/16 𝑚𝑝/𝑘𝐵 (vshock)2 ∼ 5.7 × 108 K (𝑣shock/(5000 km/s))2,
far above the ∼105 K temperature required to suppress free-free absorption.

3.20 Rate of similar radio transients
VT 1210+4956 was identified in a search for distance d < 200 Mpc off-nuclear
extragalactic transients with a flux-limited detection limit of ∼0.7 mJy. With its
3 GHz luminosity at the detection epoch of 7.1 × 1028 erg/s, it would have been
detectable out to 291 Mpc. Its host galaxy has an r-band apparent magnitude of 17.7
at a distance of 150 Mpc, and would be easily detectable at 200 Mpc. Likewise, the
broad emission feature would be detectable by the same follow-up Keck observation
at 200 Mpc. This leaves only one major source of incompleteness: the 6195 deg2

overlap between VLASS Epoch 1.1 and FIRST. The expected all-sky number of 3
GHz transients at this radio luminosity is thus ∼6.7 within 200 Mpc, corresponding
to ∼2 × 10−7 transients Mpc−3. To convert this density to a volumetric rate, we
require the duration for which each event would be detectable in our search. The
lower limit is set by the time between the first detection in VLASS Epoch 1.1 and
the latest detection in VLASS Epoch 2.1, spanning ∼2.5 years (Table 3.2). Given
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the unknown CSM profile outside the current radius reached, it is unclear how long
it will take before the source fades below our detection limit. However, there is a
maximum effective timescale probed by our search: the time between non-detection
in FIRST and detection in VLASS, which is∼7500 days for VT 1210+4956. Sources
that are older than this will appear as variable sources rather than transients, and thus
are not included in our sample. Using this range of detectable ages, we estimate
a range of volumetric rates for similarly luminous transients of ∼ (1-8) × 10−8

transients Mpc−3 yr−1.
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3.21 Supplementary Tables

Table 3.1: Best fitting emission line model components for VT 1210+4956. Based
on the Keck/LRIS spectrum on 2018 April 13 (0.37 years after detection in VLASS).
Columns are the name of the emission line component, the rest wavelength of the
line _rest, the best-fitting central wavelength of the line component _fit, the velocity
full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the line component, the total flux of the
component, and its luminosity. Upper and lower uncertainties are respectively the
86th and 14th percentiles of the posterior probability distribution.

Line _rest _fit FWHM Integrated flux Luminosity
(Å) (Å) (km/s) (10−17 erg s−1 cm−2) (1036 erg s−1)

H𝛼 broad 6562.8 655949
45 1345+64

−56 27.7+1.1
−0.9 727+29

−25
H𝛼 narrow 6562.8 < 270 10.7+0.5

−0.4 282+13
−11

NII 6583Å 6583.45 < 270 2.3+0.3
−0.3 61+7

−7
NII 6548Å 6548.05 < 270 0.9+0.3

−0.3 23+8
−8.

Table 3.2: Radio fluxes from single-band images of VT 1210+4956. Columns are
the observation date relative to detection in VLASS on 2017 November 20 Δ𝑡, the
fluxes 𝑆a in VLA bands centered at frequency a and. Uncertainties are the RMS
noise in a nearby patch with no emission. The upper limit from FIRST is 3× the
RMS noise. There is an additional ∼5% systematic uncertainty in the overall flux
density scale, which is correlated between bands and constant between epochs, as
we used the same calibrators. There is an additional uncertainty of ∼20% in fluxes
from VLASS quick-look imaging (Epochs at t = 0 and t = 2.454 years after VLASS
detection) (Lacy et al., 2020).

Δt S1.5 GHz S3 GHz S6 GHz S10 GHz S15 GHz

Years mJy mJy mJy mJy
-20.59 < 0.41

0 2.8 ± 0.1
0.5233 1.22 ± 0.04 4.54 ± 0.02 6.11 ± 0.01 5.22 ± 0.01 3.85 ± 0.01
1.441 1.3 ± 0.3 4.13 ± 0.05
1.463 4.62 ± 0.01 3.04 ± 0.02
2.454 4.0 ± 0.2

.
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Table 3.3: Fitted properties of VT 1210+4956’s radio spectrum from follow-up
observations with the VLA. The columns are the relative observation date (same
definition as table 3.2), the spectral peak frequency apeak, the flux at the peak
frequency 𝑆apeak , and the asymptotic optically thin spectral index 𝛼. Upper and
lower uncertainties are the 86th and 14th percentiles of the posterior probability
distribution. We jointly fit the two observations in follow up epoch 2.

Δ𝑡 apeak 𝑆apeak 𝛼

(years) (GHz) (mJy)

0.5233 5.06+0.03
−0.02 5.87+0.02

−0.02 -1.04+0.02
−0.02

1.452 4.48+0.03
−0.02 5.10+0.02

−0.02 -1.05+0.11
−0.17

.

Table 3.4: Derived properties of the VT 1210+4956 shock and the CSM in which
it is propagating. The columns are the relative observation date (same definition as
Table 3.2), the shock radius 𝑅, the shock magnetic field 𝐵, the energy dissipated
within the shock 𝑈, the pre-shock CSM density 𝑛, and the assumed distributions
of microparameters 𝜖𝑒, 𝜖𝐵, and 𝑓 . For the microparameters assumed, A denotes
𝜖𝑒 = 𝜖𝐵 = 0.1, with 𝑓 drawn from a uniform distribution between 0.1 and 0.5, while
B denotes the same distributions for 𝜖𝑒 and 𝑓 with 𝜖𝐵 drawn from a log-uniform
distribution between 10−3 and 0.1, (see text). The uncertainties are the 86th and
14th percentiles of the posterior probability distribution. Values between epochs are
positively correlated assuming no evolution in 𝜖𝑒, 𝜖𝐵, and 𝑓 , with an implied velocity
from the change in R between the two epochs of 1780+290

290 km s−1 for microparameter
set A, and 1570+270

290 km s−1 for microparameter set B (see text).

Δ𝑡 𝑅 𝐵 𝑈 𝑛 Distribution

(years) (1016 cm) (mG) (1049 erg) (106 cm−3)

0.5233 8.9+0.3
−0.2 392+5

−2 5.4+0.9
−1.2 1.1+0.3

−0.2 A

0.5233 7.9+0.6
−0.6 246+10

−7 14+13
−7 4+7

−2 A

1.452 9.4+0.3
−0.2 353+5

−3 5.1+0.9
−1.1 A

1.452 8.4+0.7
−0.7 221+8

−6 13+12
−6 B

.
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Table 3.5: Energies, velocities, radii, densities, and references for sources plotted
in Fig. 4. Columns U, R, and n are as defined in table 3.4 and are either calculated
from radio data presented in references assuming 𝜖𝑒 = 𝜖𝐵 = 0.1 (see text) or taken
directly from the reference(s). Dimensionless shock velocities Γ𝛽, where Γ is the
bulk Lorentz factor and 𝛽 is the velocity divided by the speed of light, are either
taken from the reference(s) or estimated from R assuming a constant velocity since
explosion. References are as follows: (1: Roger A. Chevalier, 1998), (2: A. Y. Q.
Ho, E. Sterl Phinney, et al., 2019), (3: Soderberg, Chakraborti, et al., 2010), (4:
Margutti, Kamble, et al., 2017), (5: Fransson et al., 2014),(6: Palliyaguru et al.,
2019), (7: A. Y. Q. Ho, E. Sterl Phinney, et al., 2019; Kulkarni, Frail, et al., 1998;
Z.-Y. Li and Roger A. Chevalier, 1999), (8: A. Y. Q. Ho, E. Sterl Phinney, et al.,
2019; Salas et al., 2013), (9: Soderberg, Kulkarni, et al., 2006; Peters et al., 2019),
(10: Seppo Mattila et al., 2010)

Object 𝑈 Γ𝛽 𝑅 𝑛 Reference(s)
(1049 erg) (10−2) (1016 cm) (106 cm−3)

SN 1978 K 0.36 2.0 12 9.8 × 10−3 (1)
SN 1979C 1.4 ×10−2 1.2 1.4 1.1 (1)
SN 1980K 2.4 ×10−4 0.63 0.27 7.4 (1)
SN 1986E 2.7 ×10−4 0.47 0.31 13 (1)
SN 1986J 0.1 0.97 0.32 1.1 (1)
SN 1988Z 0.2 1 3.9 0.94 (1)
SN 1990B 3.2 ×10−2 13 3.0 1.1 × 10−3 (1)
SN 1993J 1.9 ×10−2 3.3 1.3 0.15 (1)
SN 1994I 1.6 ×10−2 13 1.2 1 × 10−2 (1)
AT 2018cow 0.74 13 0.73 1.3 (2)
SN 2009BB 0.27 70 5 2.4 × 10−5 (3)
SN 2014C (shell) 6.5 ×10−2 0.5 5.5 0.55 (4)
SN 2010jl 0.9 20 (5)
PTF 11qcj 7.1 2.6 13 6.3 × 10−2 (6)
SN 1998bw 0.45 100 15 3 × 10−7 (7)
SN 2007bg 0.23 17 10 1.3 × 10−3 (8)
SN 2006aj 6.8 ×10−2 200 6.2 < 9× 10−6 (9)
SN 1987A (ring) 5.9 ×10−6 17 70 5 × 10−3 (10)
SN 1987A (inner) 0.1 1 × 10−3 (10).
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C h a p t e r 4

VT 1137-0337: AN EMERGING PULSAR WIND NEBULA

Dong, Dillon and Gregg Hallinan (June 2022). “A Flat-Spectrum Radio Transient
at 122 Mpc consistent with an Emerging Pulsar Wind Nebula”. In: arXiv e-prints,
arXiv:2206.11911, arXiv:2206.11911. arXiv: 2206.11911 [astro-ph.HE].

Dillon Z. Dong1, Gregg Hallinan1

1 Division of Physics, Mathematics, and Astronomy, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California
91125, USA

4.1 Abstract
We report the discovery and follow-up observations of VT 1137-0337: an unusual
radio transient found in our systematic search for extragalactic explosions in the
VLA Sky Survey (VLASS). VT 1137-0337 is located in the brightest region of a
dwarf starburst galaxy at a luminosity distance of 121.6 Mpc. Its 3-GHz luminosity
is comparable to luminous radio supernovae associated with dense circumstellar
interaction and relativistic outflows. However, its broadband radio spectrum -
proportional to a−0.35 over a range of ≳ 10× in frequency and fading at a rate of
5% per year - cannot be directly explained by the shock of a stellar explosion. Jets
launched by various classes of accreting black holes also struggle to account for VT
1137-0337’s combination of observational properties. Instead, we propose that VT
1137-0337 is a decades old pulsar wind nebula that has recently emerged from within
the free-free opacity of its surrounding supernova ejecta. If the nebula is powered by
spindown, the central neutron star should have a surface dipole field of ∼ 1013−1014

G and a present-day spin period of ∼ 10− 100 ms. Alternatively, the nebula may be
powered by the release of magnetic energy from a magnetar. Magnetar nebulae have
been proposed to explain the persistent radio sources associated with the repeating
fast radio bursts FRB 121102 and FRB 190520B. These FRB persistent sources have
not previously been observed as transients, but do bear a striking resemblance to
VT 1137-0337 in their radio luminosity, spectral index, and host galaxy properties.
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4.2 Introduction
Recent advances in hardware (R. A. Perley, Chandler, et al., 2011) and observ-
ing techniques (Mooley, Myers, et al., 2019) used at the Jansky Very Large Array
(VLA) have made it possible to efficiently survey large areas of the GHz radio sky
at arcsecond resolution. These technologies are key components of the VLA Sky
Survey (VLASS), which is observing the full sky north of declination 𝛿 = −40◦

over multiple epochs (Lacy et al., 2020). VLASS’s survey speed and wide areal
coverage (∼34,000 deg2) has led to a rapid uptick in the detection rate of slow radio
transients, which typically peak on timescales of months to decades post explosion
in the 2-4 GHz VLASS band. Previously, slow radio transients were primarily
detected via follow-up observations of events identified at other wavelengths. With
VLASS, new transients can be directly identified at radio frequencies at scale, en-
abling an exploration of the radio transient phase space unbiased by the detectability
of emission at other wavelengths. This has facilitated the systematic discovery of
representatives from both known and previously hypothetical transient classes (e.g.,
Brian D. Metzger, Williams, and Edo Berger, 2015; Roger A. Chevalier, 2012).
Examples include a diversity of nuclear radio flares including tidal disruption events
(M. M. Anderson et al., 2019; Ravi et al., 2021; Somalwar, Ravi, D. Dong, et al.,
2021) and a population of newly launched jets from quasars (Nyland, Dillon Z.
Dong, et al., 2020), a compelling candidate for an off-axis long gamma ray burst
(C. J. Law et al., 2018), and the first known supernova set off by the merger of a
compact object with a massive star (D. Z. Dong et al., 2021).

Broadband radio spectra of a transient’s synchrotron emission are powerful diagnos-
tic tools of the transient’s physical properties. Thus far, these spectra have primarily
revealed spectral peaks, and/or steep power law tails where 𝑆a ∝ a−𝛼 with 𝛼 > 0.5.
This is in line with predictions for synchrotron emission from electrons accelerated
with diffusive shock acceleration (Roger Blandford and Eichler, 1987; Jones and
D. C. Ellison, 1991; Pelletier et al., 2017) modified by free-free/synchrotron self
absorption (James J. Condon and Ransom, 2016b). The consistency is unsurpris-
ing, given that previously identified radio transient classes are associated with fast
outflows that drive strong shocks in the surrounding gas.

In this paper, we present VLASS Transient J113706.19-033737.3 (hereafter VT
1137-0337), a new radio transient with a spectral index (∝ a−0.35 measured over
more than a factor of 10× in frequency) that is inconsistent with diffusive shock
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acceleration. In Section 4.3, we discuss the discovery of VT 1137-0337 and its
association with its host galaxy, a starbursting dwarf. We additionally estimate the
rate of transients with similar observational properties. In Section 4.4, we present
radio and optical follow up spectra at the location of the transient and discuss our
procedure for fitting power-law and emission line models to these spectra. In Section
4.5, we use these observations to derive constraints on the emitting region and its
surroundings. In Section 4.6, we assess the consistency of VT 1137-0337 with a
wide range of transient, variable, and persistent radio source classes. In Section 4.7,
we summarize our conclusions. Throughout this paper, we assume a flat ΛCDM
cosmology where 𝐻0 = 69.6 km s−1 Mpc−1 (Bennett et al., 2014), implying a lu-
minosity distance to the source of 121.6 Mpc and an angular diameter distance of
115.2 Mpc (Wright, 2006).

4.3 Discovery of VT 1137-0337
VT 1137-0337, located at RA = 11:37:06.19, Dec = -03:37:37.3, was discovered
through a blind search of VLASS Epoch 1.1 (the first half-epoch of VLASS) for
transients associated with galaxies within a distance of 200 Mpc. For this search,
we chose the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm (FIRST) survey (Becker,
R. L. White, and Helfand, 1995) as our reference epoch for its comparable resolution
and sensitivity over a large area of sky (6195 deg2 overlapping with Epoch 1.1). Full
details of the search will be presented in an upcoming paper (Dong et al. in prep).
Here we provide an overview of our methodology.

We used the source extractor PyBDSF (Mohan and Rafferty, 2015a) to assem-
ble a catalog of all sources detected at ≥5 times the local RMS noise the Epoch
1.1 quicklook images1 (Lacy et al., 2020). We used methods implemented in the
astropy.skycoord class (Astropy Collaboration, Robitaille, et al., 2013; Astropy
Collaboration, Price-Whelan, et al., 2018) to cross match these sources against the
FIRST catalog (Becker, R. L. White, and Helfand, 1995), identifying all VLASS
sources that are separated by >10” from the nearest known FIRST source as tran-
sient candidates. Through visual inspection, we rejected image artifacts, spatially
resolved VLASS sources, and faint FIRST sources that fell under the 0.7mJy FIRST
catalog threshold. After this process, we are left with ∼3000 point sources that
are ≳ 0.7mJy in VLASS and < 0.3-0.4 mJy in FIRST. Due to the slight frequency

1VLASS quicklook images are available at https://archive-new.nrao.edu/vlass/
quicklook/
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mismatch between the reference and detection epochs, some of these transient can-
didates are due to non varying or slowly varying AGN at redshift >> 0 which have
rising spectral indices between the 1.5 GHz FIRST band and the 3 GHz VLASS
band. Because our search was focused on transients within the local universe, we
cross matched the transient candidates against spectroscopically verified galaxies
within 200 Mpc from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 15 (SDSS DR15;
Aguado et al., 2019), the Census of the Local Universe (CLU; Cook et al., 2019)
galaxy catalog, and the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED)2. This process revealed
20 likely transients with statistically significant local universe galaxy associations.
None of these likely transients show indications in multiwavelength data of being
background sources (Dong et al. in prep).

Among the 20 local universe sources, VT 1137-0337 stood out for its starburst-
ing host galaxy (Section 4.5) and unusual flat spectrum (Sections 4.4, 4.5). It was
detected in VLASS Epoch 1.1 with a 3 GHz flux of 1.7 ± 0.4 mJy in January 2018,
but is absent from FIRST with a 3𝜎 upper limit at 1.5 GHz of < 0.35 mJy in Septem-
ber 1998. Three VLA followup observations taken in May 2018, March 2019, and
February 2022 confirmed the presence of a new 1.5 GHz source that would have
been easily detectable in FIRST (Section 4.4, Table 4.1). Figure 4.1 shows the ref-
erence, discovery, and a follow-up image of this source, which is located within 0.4
arcseconds of the nucleus of the dwarf starburst galaxy SDSS J113706.18-033737.1
(Aguado et al., 2019).

In our searched catalogs, there are∼70,000 galaxies within the 6195 deg2 VLASS/FIRST
overlap. The fraction of the overlap area that falls within 0.4 arcseconds of one of
their nuclei is 1.4 × 10−7. There are ∼3000 VLASS transient candidates that could
have been located within this area. Thus, the expected number of coincidental
associations within this sample is ∼4 × 10−4. Among the 20 galaxy-associated
transients, we observed 12 that are within 0.4” of their host galaxy’s nucleus. The
probability of one or more of these being falsely associated is ≈ 4 × 10−4 (formally,
1 - Poisson(_ = 4 × 10−4, 𝑘 = 0), where _ is the mean and 𝑘 is the number of false
positive occurrences). Given the small false alarm probability, we conclude that VT
1137-0337 is not a foreground or background source, and is indeed associated with
SDSS J113706.18-033737.1.

2The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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The > 500% variability at 1.5 GHz is inconsistent with refractive scintillation
which, given the estimated critical frequency of ∼8.5 GHz at the location of the
transient (J. M. Cordes and T. J. W. Lazio, 2002), would imply a typical point source
modulation of ∼40% (Walker, 1998). If the source diameter 𝑑 is resolved on the
scale of the scattering disk (corresponding to a diameter of 𝑑𝑟𝑠 ∼ 2 × 1017 cm at
the distance to the host galaxy), the RMS modulation is further reduced by a factor
of (𝑑𝑟𝑠/𝑑)7/6. Diffractive scintillation is suppressed at even smaller scales, being
reduced by a factor of (𝑑𝑑𝑠/𝑑), where for our source 𝑑𝑑𝑠 ∼ 1015 cm. Additionally,
the modulations would be decorrelated on a bandwidth of ∼6 MHz and would be
substantially reduced by averaging over a single VLA spectral window. This implies
that the variability of VT 1137-0337 between FIRST and VLASS is not primarily
due to propagation effects in the Milky Way, and is instead intrinsic to the source
itself or its immediate surroundings.

Implied detection rate
In our search of ∼6195 deg2 out to ∼200 Mpc, we detected no other transients
similar to VT 1137-0337, which we define as having an optically thin spectral index
flatter than 𝛼 = 0.5 and being located in a galaxy at or above the star-forming main
sequence. This suggests that (1) the phenomenon is rare, or (2) we have detected one
of the easiest ones to detect, or (3) both. Here we present a rate estimate assuming
that VT 1137-0337 is a representative example of the population from which it is
drawn (option 1). If instead there are less luminous analogs or if they are predomi-
nantly located in faint galaxies, this estimate should be treated as a lower limit.

Based on VT 1137-0337’s 1.7 mJy flux in the detection epoch, we estimate that
the transient would have been detectable in our search out to ∼190 Mpc. The host
galaxy, which has a g band magnitude of∼17.5, would have easily been detectable by
SDSS out to that distance. The effective searched volume is𝑉search ≈ 4

3𝜋 (190 Mpc)3

(6195 deg2/41253 deg2) ≈ 4× 106 Mpc3. Within this volume, Kulkarni, D. A. Per-
ley, and Miller (2018) estimate that the overall redshift completeness 𝑓𝑧 of all NED
galaxies is ∼60%. This fraction is lower for low-mass galaxies but higher for star-
forming galaxies. If we use the host galaxy’s K band absolute magnitude (a proxy for
mass), 𝑓𝑧 ≈ 10%, but if we use its NUV flux (a proxy for star formation), 𝑓𝑧 ≈ 75%.
We adopt an intermediate value of 𝑓𝑧 ≈ 50% for the redshift completeness, noting
that this may be uncertain by a factor of a few. Finally, VT 1137-0337 appeared in
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Figure 4.1: The detection of VT 1137-0337. Left to right: (1) The host galaxy,
located at a luminosity distance of 121.6 Mpc. The radio transient position is
marked with a red cross. (2) Non-detection at 1.5 GHz in the FIRST survey. (3)
First detection at 3 GHz in VLASS quicklook imaging (observed in the VLA’s B
configuration; (Lacy et al., 2020)). (4) A follow-up image at 1.5 GHz taken with
the VLA in the A configuration. All images are at the same size scale, and all radio
images use the same colorscale shown by the colorbar. The synthesized beam of
each radio image is shown by the ellipse in the bottom left.

the radio sky on a timescale of 𝑡span < 19.3 years, and persisted for 𝑡span ≳ 4.1 years
(Table 4.1). We thus estimate that the volumetric birth rate for flat spectrum radio
transients of similar radio luminosity in similar galaxies is 𝑅 =

(
𝑉search𝑡span 𝑓𝑧

)−1 ≈
(20 to 600) Gpc−3 yr−1.

In addition to astrophysical systematics (e.g., less luminous transients that are not
detected in VLASS), the rate based on a sample of 1 should be regarded as having
a large margin of error due to Poisson noise. Adopting a 95% confidence interval
leads to a range of (1 - 3000) Gpc−3 yr−1 (Gehrels, 1986). For comparison, this
corresponds to between 0.001% and 3% of the volumetric core collapse supernova
rate (Taylor et al., 2014). The rate is consistent with the estimated birth rate of FRB
persistent source candidates (∼ 500 Gpc−3 yr−1) found by Eran O. Ofek (2017).

4.4 Observations and Model Fitting
We used a combination of follow-up and archival observations to characterize the
observational properties of VT 1137-0337 and its surrounding environment. In
this section, we describe the observations and associated data processing. We also
discuss the model function used to fit the radio and optical follow-up spectra.
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Radio follow up observations
Four months after initial discovery in VLASS, we observed VT 1137-0337 with
the VLA in its A configuration with the L, S, C, and X bands (1-12 GHz) under
program 18A-481 (hereafter referred to as Epoch 1). We used 3C286 as the flux
calibrator and J1150-0023 as the phase calibrator. We repeated these broadband
radio observations at post-discovery epochs of 1.2 and 4.1 years with the VLA in
the B and BnA configurations under programs 19A-422 (Epoch 2) and 21B-393
(Epoch 3). In the second epoch, we also observed in the Ku band (12-18 GHz).
To calibrate and image the data, we used standard tasks from the Common Astro-
nomical Software Applications (CASA) package (McMullin et al., 2007). In the
first two epochs, we excluded the S band (2-4 GHz) observations which could not
be reliably calibrated due to gain compression in the receivers. This is likely due
to severe radio frequency interference from geosynchronous satellites in the Clarke
Belt during the S band setup scans. For all other observations, we made single-band
images of the target using the CASA implementation of CLEAN (Schwab, 1984). We
additionally made sub-band images from groups of (or individual) independently
calibrated 128 MHz spectral windows. In each image, we verified that the target
location is not substantially contaminated by image artifacts. We then used the
CASA task imstat to measure its flux, which is taken to be the value of the peak
pixel. To avoid pixelation noise in this method of photometry, we chose a pixel scale
that oversamples the beam size by a conservative margin (≳ 10×) in all images. To
estimate the uncertainty, we use the RMS pixel value in a nearby aperture with no
sources or image artifacts. The single-band fluxes and uncertainties are listed in
Table 4.1. The sub-band fluxes are used for model fitting, and are shown in Fig-
ure 4.3 along with the fluxes from VLASS observations and the FIRST nondetection.

As a check on the calibration in our follow up observations, we made images
of the phase calibrator J1150-0023 (a quasar seperated by ∼4.7 degrees from the
target) in every VLA spectral window, representing frequency chunks of 128 MHz
with independent phase, amplitude, and bandpass calibrations. In standard VLA
observations (including ours), the target flux is established by applying the fluxscale
corrections derived for the phase calibrator (which suffers from nearly the same
atmospheric and instrumental effects as the target) to the target. Any major issues
in the calibration of the target spectrum should therefore show up as irregularities
in the calibrated fluxes of the phase calibrator. As shown in the top panel of Figure
4.2, the calibrated phase calibrator spectrum in each epoch varies smoothly within
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and across all receiver bands. Since each receiver band contains 2-3 independent
hardware basebands, this suggests that there are no substantial systematics due to the
instrument. In the first two epochs, the phase calibrator spectrum is well described
by a single power law. In Epoch 3, we measure some spectral curvature which is well
described in log-space by a parabola. The bottom panel of Figure 4.2 shows that the
flux measured in Epoch 2 is offset from the flux in Epoch 1 by ∼3% with marginal
frequency structure. Due to the new spectral curvature, the phase calibrator is up
to 5% dimmer and 10% brighter in Epoch 3 relative to Epoch 1 in our observed
frequencies. We take this range to be an upper limit on the systematic fluxscale error
introduced by calibration, though we suspect that the true error is smaller since (1)
this level of variability is commonly observed in quasars (e.g., Liodakis et al., 2017),
and (2) we independently measure the same spectral index for VT 1137-0337 in all 3
epochs (Section 4.4, Figure 4.3). By rerunning the fits described in Section 4.4 with
fluxes scaled by the phase calibrator model ratio, we find that if the full difference
between calibrator epochs were attributed to systematic calibration errors, Epoch
3’s best fit spectral index would change from 𝛼 = 0.35 ± 0.02 to 𝛼 = 0.38 ± 0.02.

Modeling the radio spectra
In each epoch, we used the Markov Chain Monte Carlo code emcee (Foreman-
Mackey et al., 2013) to fit the sub-band fluxes with a simple optically-thin syn-
chrotron emission model:

𝑆a,𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑆3

( a

3 GHz

)−𝛼
, (4.1)

where 𝑆a,𝑚𝑜𝑑 is the model flux at frequency a, 𝛼 is the optically thin spectral index,
and 𝑆3 is the flux at 3 GHz. We used the following log likelihood function which
assumes that the uncertainties are Gaussian:

lnL = −1
2

∑︁
𝑛

[ (𝑆a,𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑛 − 𝑆a,𝑚𝑜𝑑,𝑛)2

𝜎2
𝑛

+ 𝑙𝑛(2𝜋𝜎2
𝑛 )

]
, (4.2)

where for the 𝑛-th data point, 𝑆a,𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑛 and 𝑆a,𝑚𝑜𝑑,𝑛 are the observed and model fluxes
at the data point’s frequency a, and 𝜎𝑛 is its uncertainty. In all epochs, we assumed
top hat priors, with cutoffs of 0 < 𝛼 < 1 and 1 mJy < 𝑆3 < 2 mJy. For Epoch 1,
we found that the data are well described with the parameters 𝑆3 = 1.470+0.026

−0.026 mJy,
and 𝛼 = 0.345+0.018

−0.019, where the central value and upper and lower uncertainties are
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Figure 4.2: The phase calibrator (J1150-0023) observed in each VLA follow-up
epoch, plotted as a consistency check for our calibration. Top: The calibrator
spectrum after correction with the calibration applied to VT 1137-0337. Data points
are measured from images of each VLA spectral window, described in Section 4.4.
Dashed lines show best fit parabolic models for each epoch. Bottom: The ratio
of calibrator models, showing ≲ 10% variability between epochs at all observed
frequencies.

taken from the 50th, 86th - 50th and 50th - 14th percentile values of their posterior
distributions. For Epoch 2, the best fit power-law model is 𝑆3 = 1.44+0.20

−0.020 mJy and
𝛼 = 0.355+0.011

−0.012. For Epoch 3, we find that 𝑆3 = 1.171+0.012
−0.012 mJy and 𝛼 = 0.347+0.018

−0.017.
The data and best fit models are plotted in Figure 4.3.

In Epochs 1 and 2, VT 1137-0337’s best fit radio spectra are consistent within
1𝜎 uncertainties in each parameter, indicating slow evolution (or a lack thereof)
over the ∼1 year between epochs. The implied fade rate from the first two epochs
is (2.3 ± 2.8)% per year. In Epoch 3, its spectral index remains constant but
the spectrum’s overall amplitude is fainter than that of Epoch 1 by a margin of
(𝑆3,Epoch 1 − 𝑆3,Epoch 3)/𝑆3,Epoch 1 = (20 ± 2)%, corresponding to a fade rate of (5.3 ±
0.4)% per year. If we attribute the full difference in the phase calibrator’s spectrum
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to systematic calibration errors, the overall level of fading increases to (25 ± 2)%,
or (6.9 ± 0.4)% per year.

Table 4.1: Fluxes from single-band imaging of VT 1137-0337. Uncertainties are
estimated using the RMS in a region of the image free of sources. There is an
additional ∼5% systematic fluxscale uncertainty in imaging of followup epochs
(R. A. Perley and Butler, 2017), and a ∼20% systematic error in fluxes derived from
VLASS quicklook images (Epochs in Jan 2018, Aug 2020).

Date Δt S1.5 GHz S3 GHz S6 GHz S10 GHz S15 GHz

Years mJy mJy mJy mJy mJy
Sep 16, 1998 -19.3 < 0.34
Jan 12, 2018 0 1.69 ± 0.14
May 31, 2018 0.38 1.86 ± 0.06 1.21 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.01
Mar 29, 2019 1.21 1.86 ± 0.14 1.23 ± 0.03 0.99 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.01
Aug 22, 2020 2.61 1.23 ± 0.14
Feb 14, 2022 4.09 1.41 ± 0.10 1.19 ± 0.03 0.914 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.01

.

Optical spectra
The host galaxy of VT 1137-0337 was observed as part of the SDSS Legacy Sur-
vey on January 20, 2002 (∼3.35 years after nondetection in FIRST and ∼16 years
before first detection in VLASS). The SDSS spectrum has a spectral resolution of
Δ_/_ ∼ 2000, and detects numerous emission lines characteristic of star formation.
It is sensitive to a 3” diameter region encompassing the location of the radio transient.

To check for any spectral evolution or new spectrally resolved features, we took
a follow-up spectrum with the Keck Low Resolution Imaging Spectrograph (LRIS)
(Oke et al., 1995) on Feb 13, 2021 (∼3 years after first detection). We used the
1 arcsecond-wide longslit setup with the 400/3400 grism on the blue arm and the
400/8500 grating on the red arm with a central wavelength of 7830 Å. These settings
correspond to a wavelength coverage of ∼3100 - 10,000 Å at a FWHM spectral
resolution of Δ_/_ ∼ 1000. To acquire the target, we applied a blind offset from a
nearby star, resulting in a spectrum of the region around the radio transient of order
the slit width (1.0”). We exposed for 20 minutes in both arms, resulting in a typical
per-pixel 1𝜎 noise of ∼ (1− 2)× 10−18 erg/s/cm2. We processed the optical spectra
using the LRIS data reduction pipeline LPIPE (Daniel A. Perley, 2019).
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Figure 4.3: Radio observations of VT 1137-0337 from initial nondetection in FIRST
to detections in VLASS and VLA followup epochs, along with single power law fits
to followup epochs. To avoid overlap of the plotted errorbars, the frequencies of the
VLASS epochs are shown with an arbitrary offset of ± 0.02 GHz from 3 GHz. The
green line shows the median MCMC fit to Epoch 1, observed ∼20 years after FIRST:
𝑆a = (1.470±0.026 mJy) (a/3 GHz)−0.345±0.019. The purple line shows the median
single power law fit to Epoch 2, observed ∼1 year after Epoch 1: 𝑆a = (1.441 ±
0.020 mJy) (a/3 GHz)−0.355±0.012. The orange line shows the median fit to Epoch 3,
observed ∼4 years after Epoch 1: 𝑆a = (1.171 ± 0.012 mJy) (a/3 GHz)−0.347±0.018.

Fitting the optical emission features
We used emcee to fit a number of optical emission features in both the LRIS and
SDSS spectra. We fit these features in six separate wavelength chunks: 6490-
6630Å (H𝛼/NII), 4750-5200Å (OIII 4959+5007/H𝛽), 4350-4380Å (OIII 4363),
6700-6750Å (SII 6716/6730), 7300-7350Å (OII 7320/7330), and 6270-6350Å (OI
6300). We modeled each emission feature as a single-component Gaussian where the
amplitude and width are allowed to vary freely (with both constrained to be positive
and less than a large value for the purposes of convergence). Within each complex,
we marginalized over three additional nuisance parameters: a linear slope and flux
offset for the underlying continuum, and a wavelength shift to correct for wavelength
calibration errors. We used a uniform prior that loosely constrains the slope and
offset to within an order of magnitude of an initial guess from a least-squares fit
to the data with the emission lines masked. The wavelength shift was limited to±1Å.
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The best fit fluxes and their uncertainties listed in Table 4.2, and the gas prop-
erties inferred from these features are discussed in Section 4.5. No features are
spectrally resolved in either observation. We find that despite the ∼20 year gap and
the difference in spatial scales, the fluxes are similar in all measured lines. The
∼5% higher fluxes in the SDSS spectrum are easily explained by either systematic
flux calibration uncertainties, or the larger effective aperture of the SDSS fiber.
Thus, on the scale of ∼1”, corresponding to ∼550 pc at the distance to the host
galaxy, we do not detect any significant evolution in the optical spectrum at the loca-
tion of the transient between 2002 (∼3 years after nondetection in FIRST) and 2021
(∼22 years after nondetection in FIRST and∼3 years after first detection in VLASS).

We additionally checked for emission from the high ionization potential [Fe X]
line at 6374Å, used in a search for AGN in dwarf galaxies by Molina, Reines, La-
timer, et al. (2021). We do not detect this line in either spectrum above the local
noise.

Table 4.2: Emission line fluxes at the location of VT 1137-0337. The reported
uncertainties are statistical, reflecting the 86th-50th and 50th-16th percentiles of the
posterior distributions. There is an additional relative systematic uncertainty be-
tween the two spectra due to the different apertures as well as an absolute systematic
uncertainty in the spectrophotometric flux calibration in each epoch.

Line _rest Flux (SDSS) Flux (LRIS)
(Å) (10−16 erg s−1 cm−2) (10−16 erg s−1 cm−2)

H𝛼 6562.8 387.7+0.4
−0.4 357.6+0.5

−0.5
H𝛽 4861.4 112.6+0.2

−0.2 107.8+0.5
−0.5

NII 6548.0 5.8+0.5
−0.4 5.0+0.1

−0.1
NII 6583.5 18.6+0.6

−0.6 17.2+0.2
−0.2

OIII 4363.2 5.7+0.9
−0.8 5.5+0.3

−0.3
OIII 4958.9 176.7+0.3

−0.3 174.0+0.6
−0.5

OIII 5006.8 519.3+0.7
−0.7 499.8+0.9

−0.9
OI 6300.3 5.2+0.5

−0.5 4.6+1.9
−1.8

SII 6716.4 28.9+0.8
−0.8 26.6+0.2

−0.2
SII 6730.8 21.9+0.7

−0.8 19.9+0.2
−0.2

OII 7320.1 4.1+0.8
−0.8 3.0+0.2

−0.2
OII 7330.2 2.7+0.5

−0.5 3.0+0.2
−0.2
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X-ray upper limit from 2006
VT 1137-0337 is located near the edge of an archival XMM-Newton image (obser-
vation ID 0305801101; PI Ponman) observed with the European Photon Imaging
Camera (EPIC) PN CCD for 21.8 kiloseconds on June 10, 2006. It is not signifi-
cantly detected in the image. Assuming a galactic HI column of 3 × 1020 cm2 and a
power law model with photon index of 1.34 (equal to the radio spectral index), one
count corresponds to 3.7 × 10−12 erg s−1 as calculated with the WebPIMMS tool.
This flux, which corresponds to a luminosity of 6.5× 1042 erg/s at the distance to VT
1137-0337 is an approximate upper limit to the X-ray emission in 2006. We caution,
however, that the radio emission first appeared sometime between September 1998
and January 2018 (Table 4.1). If the radio emission predates June 2006 and was
at the same flux or brighter, then the X-ray / radio luminosity ratio was ≲ 2 × 104

at that time. If not, this is an upper limit on the quiescent X-ray luminosity of the
galaxy.

Nondetection of archival transient counterparts
We searched a variety of archival catalogs for potential transient counteparts to
VT 1137-0337. These included the CHIME FRB catalog (The CHIME/FRB Col-
laboration et al., 2021), the Open Supernova Catalog Guillochon et al., 2017, the
MAXI (Serino et al., 2014a), INTEGRAL (Rau et al., 2005), and Swift (Lien et al.,
2016) GRB catalogs, and the Transient Name Server3. We found no significant
matches. We additionally used the ASASSN lightcurve service (Kochanek et al.,
2017; Shappee et al., 2014) to check for optical variability at this location, and found
no significant increase in the optical flux beyond the typical ASASSN V band detec-
tion limit of ∼17 (corresponding to an absolute magnitude of -18.4). This rules out
association with superluminous supernovae that exploded after the first ASASSN
observation on Jan 29, 2012 (Avishay Gal-Yam, 2019), but does not rule out the
majority of core collapse supernovae (e.g., Taddia, M. D. Stritzinger, Sollerman,
et al., 2013; Taddia, M. D. Stritzinger, Bersten, et al., 2018; Hicken et al., 2017).

4.5 Properties of the transient and its environment
In this section we explore the physical conditions that can produce the observed
features of VT 1137-0337 and its environment, and in Section 4.6, we discuss
possible astrophysical scenarios that can give rise to these conditions.

3The Transient Name Server (TNS) is the official IAU repository for reporting transients and
can be found at https://www.wis-tns.org/
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Properties of the Surrounding Starburst
One contextual clue to the origin of VT 1137-0337 comes from the properties of
the host galaxy and the local region surrounding the radio transient. We can diag-
nose the state of the ionized gas near the transient using the optical emission lines
discussed in Section 4.4. We use the LRIS flux values due to the tighter spatial
area probed around the transient. The quantities presented are averaged over the
∼1” LRIS slit width, corresponding to a linear diameter of ∼560 pc. The region
directly influenced by the transient is much smaller (< 6pc; Section 4.5), and may
have different properties.

The H𝛼/H𝛽 ratio can be used to estimate the extinction due to dust along the
line of sight. We measure a ratio of 3.32 ± 0.02, corresponding to a reddening of
E(B-V) ∼ 0.13 (Domınguez et al., 2013). This reddening corresponds to an extinc-
tion of ∼0.42 mag for the H𝛼 line (Calzetti et al., 2000).

The [SII] 6717Å /6731Å ratio is sensitive to the density of the emitting region,
with a small dependence on the metallicity. We measure a ratio of 1.34 ± 0.02, cor-
responding to an electron density of∼60 cm−3 (Lisa J. Kewley, Nicholls, et al., 2019).

The faint OIII 4363Å line allows us to directly measure the temperature of electrons
in the ionized gas producing the emission lines. Since the inferred density is well
within the limit where collisional de-excitation is negligible, the temperature can
be determined by the ratio of oxygen lines using the relation from Osterbrock and
Ferland (2006):

𝑗4959 + 𝑗5007
𝑗4363

=
7.90 exp(3.29 × 104/𝑇)
1 + 4.5 × 10−4 𝑛𝑒/𝑇1/2 . (4.3)

We measure a line ratio of 122 ± 7, corresponding to a temperature of ∼12,000 K.

The density and temperature of the surrounding region is consistent with values
commonly observed in star-forming regions (Draine, 2011). The electron temper-
ature can be used to measured the metallicity of the region to a typical intrinsic
scatter of ∼0.1 dex (Lisa J. Kewley and S. L. Ellison, 2008). To do so, we adopt the
calibration of Izotov et al. (2006) assuming that the total oxygen abundance is the
sum of the O+ and O++ abundances (Lisa J. Kewley and S. L. Ellison, 2008). We
find that 12 + log O+/H = 7.68 and 12 + log O++/H = 7.99, for a total metallicity of
12 + log O/H = 8.16. This metallicity is 30% of the solar value (12 + log O/H =
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8.69; Asplund et al., 2009).

To check for signs of AGN activity and to further diagnose the state of the ISM, we
plotted the nucleus of the galaxy on the classical BPT diagram (Baldwin, Phillips,
and Terlevich, 1981b). As shown in Figure 4.4, the source lies on the star-forming
side, indicating that any AGN activity is not apparent in optical diagnostics. The
position of VT 1137-0337 on the left side of the star-forming sequence (log OIII
5007/H𝛽 = 0.66, log NII 6584/H𝛼 = -1.32) indicates that the overall star-forming
complex is irradiated by a hard ionizing photon spectrum (e.g., Richardson et al.,
2016). At the metallicity inferred above, both line ratios are higher than expected
for the highest ionization parameter model presented in Figure 1 of (Lisa J. Kewley,
Michael A. Dopita, et al., 2013). This suggests that the ionization parameter 𝑞
exceeds 108.3 cm/s, which is substantially harder than the range measured in both
local HII regions (M. A. Dopita et al., 2000) and star-forming galaxies (Moustakas
et al., 2010). This suggests that the transient is surrounded by young, massive, hot
stars (e.g. O stars and Wolf-Rayet stars) (Lisa J. Kewley, Michael A. Dopita, et al.,
2013).

Another indication of a young starburst comes from the high extinction-corrected
H𝛼 luminosity of 9.3 × 1040 erg/s measured in the ∼1 arcsecond region around VT
1137-0337. Adopting the calibration of (E. J. Murphy et al., 2011), this corresponds
to a star formation rate (SFR) of ∼0.5 𝑀⊙/yr. If the star formation were to continue
at a constant rate, the galaxy (of stellar mass 108.3𝑀⊙; Salim, Médéric Boquien,
and Lee (2018)) would double its stellar mass in the next ∼1 Gyr. Nearly all of
the star formation is concentrated in the ∼ 280 pc radius region surrounding VT
1137-0337, as evidenced by the similar H𝛼 fluxes in the LRIS and SDSS spectra
which probe radii of 𝑟 ∼ 280 pc and 840 pc respectively. The star formation surface
density within a circle of radius 𝑟 = 280 pc is ΣSFR ≈ 6 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2. This
value is in the high star formation density tail of blue compact star-forming galaxies
measured by Pérez-González et al. (2003) and luminous circumnuclear star-forming
regions (Kormendy and J. Kennicutt R. C., 2004; R. C. Kennicutt and Evans, 2012).
The surrounding HII region would be among the most H𝛼 luminous of the ∼18,000
star-forming regions compiled by Bradley et al. (2006). This H𝛼 flux traces ionizing
photons from O and B stars, with disproportionate contributions from the youngest,
most massive stars. As these stars explode in supernovae over the course of a few
Myr, the H𝛼 flux is expected to fade rapidly as the gas recombines. The high
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observed H𝛼 luminosity therefore indicates that massive stars were recently formed
in the region surrounding VT 1137-0337. In particular, the H𝛼 flux of a Salpeter
(1955) initial mass function of stars formed at any given time is expected to fade by
∼2 orders of magnitude after ∼10 Myr (Leitherer et al., 1999). If the present-day
massive stars are relics of an earlier generation, the star formation rate and surface
density at that the time of formation would have been ∼2 orders of magnitude more
extreme than what we have already observed. This is not likely, so we infer that the
massive stars powering the high H𝛼 luminosity surrounding VT 1137-0337 must be
younger than a few Myr.

Table 4.3: The environment around VT 1137-0337. The host galaxy mass is from
SED fitting reported in the GALEX-SDSS-WISE Legacy Catalog (GSWLC; Salim,
Médéric Boquien, and Lee, 2018). The SFR is from the extinction-corrected H𝛼
flux, and is consistent with the GSWLC value 0.46𝑀⊙/yr. The transient position is
fitted from a 10 GHz VLA follow-up observation. All other quantities are derived
from a Keck I/LRIS spectrum and are representative of a ∼280 pc radius region
surrounding VT 1137-0337.

Galaxy center RA 11:37:06.18
Transient RA 11:37:06.19
Galaxy center Dec -03:37:37.16
Transient Dec -03:37:37.29
Galaxy stellar mass M∗ 108.3𝑀⊙

Electron temperature T𝑒 12000 K
Electron density n𝑒 60 cm−3

Reddening E(B-V) 0.13 mag
H𝛼 extinction A(H𝛼) 0.42 mag
Metallicity Z 0.3 Z⊙

Star formation rate SFR 0.5 M⊙ yr−1 height

Flat-spectrum radio emission mechanisms
Broadband emission at GHz frequencies from extragalactic sources is typically
thought to originate from either free-free or synchrotron emission. In Section 4.5
we outline why VT 1137-0337’s luminosity and variability timescale are not con-
sistent with having a substantial free-free emission fraction. A full argument is
presented in Appendix 4.8. In Section 4.5, we discuss how synchrotron emission
is consistent with the observations, though the flat spectrum is unlike typical syn-
chrotron transients in that it cannot be explained with a single shock-accelerated
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Figure 4.4: The position of VT 1137-0337’s host galaxy on a BPT diagram (Baldwin,
Phillips, and Terlevich, 1981b). The dividing line between AGN and star formation
dominated galaxy spectra from L. J. Kewley et al. (2001) is shown with ±1𝜎
uncertainties (dotted lines). Blue and orange dots show SDSS galaxies classified
respectively as star-forming or AGN according to this scheme by Vanderplas et al.
(2012).

particle distribution.

Free-free emission

Free-free emission is a tempting explanation for the radio emission of VT 1137-
0337, given that its natural flat spectrum (a−0.12; Draine (2011)) can add on to
a steeper spectrum component to create a power law similar to what we observe.
This combination is commonly observed in extragalactic star-forming regions (e.g.,
Linden et al., 2020). However, with reasonable temperatures and densities, high
luminosities of ∼1028 erg/s/Hz can only be produced via free-free emission from
a region ∼hundreds of parsecs in size. The required size is not compatible with
transient emission appearing on human timescales. In Appendix 4.8, we show that
the conditions required to produce VT 1137-0337’s luminosity within the upper
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limit on size set by causality (𝑅 < 𝑐 (20 years) = 6.1 pc) are extreme: a temperature
𝑇 ≳ 107 K and a thermal energy𝑈 ≳ 1054 erg. We conclude that the fraction of VT
1137-0337’s observed radio luminosity due to free-free emission is << 1. We also
note that the expected 3 GHz flux due to free-free emission from star formation in
the host galaxy is ∼ 50`Jy (E. J. Murphy et al., 2011, Figure 4.9), far lower than the
∼1.5 mJy we observe.

Synchrotron emission

Having ruled out free-free emission, we are left with synchrotron emission as the
likely source of VT 1137-0337. However, its spectral index of 𝛼 = 0.35 (Section
4.4), is much flatter than other synchrotron transients and most synchrotron sources
in general and requires further explanation. As we discuss below, the flat spectrum
cannot be produced by an ordinary shock and instead requires an alternate model.

The simplest model for a power law synchrotron spectrum is a single population of
emitting electrons with a power law energy distribution 𝑁 (𝐸) ∝ 𝐸−𝑝. At frequen-
cies below the synchrotron cooling spectral break, the spectral index 𝛼 is related to
the energy index 𝑝 by 𝛼 = (𝑝 − 1)/2. Above the cooling break, the spectral index
steepens by 0.5 to 𝛼 = 𝑝/2. The single population model implies an energy index
𝑝 < 2, which is too hard to be produced by diffusive shock acceleration (DSA),
the mechanism thought to be responsible for most synchrotron transients. In non
relativistic shocks, DSA predicts that 𝑝 = (𝑟 + 2)/(𝑟 − 1), where 𝑟 is the ratio by
which the shocked gas is compressed (e.g., Roger Blandford and Eichler, 1987). The
compression ratio is given by the shock jump conditions: 𝑟 = (𝛾+1)𝑀2

(𝛾−1)𝑀2+2 , where 𝑀 is
the Mach number (the ratio of the shock speed to the sound speed in the pre-shock
gas), and 𝛾 is the adiabatic index, equal to 5/3 for a monatomic gas. In the limit of a
strong shock (𝑀 ≳ 10) in a monatomic gas, 𝑟 ≈ 4, and thus 𝑝 = 2. Nonlinear factors
such as the dynamical effect on the shock of the accelerated particles themselves
can steepen the energy distribution to 𝑝 = 2.5− 3 (Jones and D. C. Ellison, 1991), a
range of values often seen in astrophysical sources. If the shock is relativistic, there
are further complications due to e.g. particles being unable to return to the shock
front after first crossing. In these conditions, the limiting steepness is estimated
to be p ≈ 2.3 (Pelletier et al., 2017). In all cases, ordinary shocks are expected to
produce substantially steeper spectra than what we observe.

A variety of astrophysical source classes do display power law spectra that are
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flatter (over a large bandwidth) than 𝛼 = 0.5, the spectral index corresponding to
the 𝑝 = 2 DSA limit. These include pulsar wind nebulae, X-ray binaries in the
low/hard state, and a subset of AGN which tend to have jets pointed along our
line of sight. Theoretical explanations for their flat spectra often invoke one or
more of the following: (1) an alternate particle acceleration mechanism capable of
producing an intrinsically hard electron energy distribution, (2) a regular electron
energy distribution with a flattened spectrum due to propagation in a non uniform
magnetic field, or (3) a flat spectrum constructed from the (discrete or continuous)
sum of ordinary self-absorbed synchrotron spectral components. We discuss these
mechanisms further in Section 4.7, where we consider the possible astrophysical
sources that may be powering VT 1137-0337.

Constraints on the emitting region
Even with a possibly multi-component synchrotron spectrum where we do not know
the value of 𝑝, we can still derive useful constraints from the overall luminosity of
the emission and upper limits on the synchrotron self-absorption and free-free ab-
sorption frequencies. In this section, we use these properties to roughly constrain the
size and magnetic field of the emitting region, the cooling timescale of the emitting
electrons, and the line-of-sight column density of ionized gas. For simplicity, we
assume that the emission is from a single hard distribution of electrons with 𝑝 = 1.7.
These arguments depend only weakly on 𝑝. Likewise, if the emission is the sum of
components at different optical depth, the arguments should still be applicable to the
lowest frequency component observed, which would comprise a large fraction of
the total luminosity. In all cases, we stress that the results presented in this section
should be regarded as order of magnitude estimates.

From the lack of an observed peak in our follow up observations, we infer that
the 𝜏 = 1 frequencies for synchrotron self-absorption (a𝑎) and free-free absorption
(a 𝑓 𝑓 ) are both < 1 GHz. The upper limit a𝑎 < 1 GHz allows us to set a lower limit
on the size of the nebula producing the synchrotron emission. If we assume energy
equipartition between the radiating particles and the magnetic field, the angular
diameter of the emitting source is \ ≳ 0.2 mas (Scott and Readhead, 1977). At the
115 Mpc angular diameter distance to the source, this corresponds to𝐷 ≳ 0.1 pc. The
lower limit on the source size corresponds to a volume: 𝑉 = 4

3𝜋(𝐷/2)3 ≳ 1052cm3.
From the 20 year separation between FIRST and Epoch 1, light travel time argu-
ments require that the region responsible for the excess emission is ≲ 6.1 pc in size.
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We can use this limit on the source size along with classical energy minimiza-
tion arguments (G. R. Burbidge and E. M. Burbidge, 1957; Scott and Readhead,
1977) to estimate the typical strength of the magnetic field 𝐵 in the emitting region.
To do so, we note that the energy stored in the magnetic field is𝑈𝐵 = 𝑉 𝐵2

8𝜋 = 4
3𝜋𝑅

3 𝐵2

8𝜋
for a spherical emitting region of radius 𝑅. Meanwhile, the energy in particles is
𝑈𝑝 = 𝐴𝑔(𝛼)𝐿𝐵−3/2 (Scott and Readhead, 1977), where 𝐴 is a constant equal to
1.586× 1012 in cgs units, 𝐿 is the region’s synchrotron luminosity in the range from
a1 to a2 (in units of Hz), 𝛼 = −0.35 is the spectral index in the convention of Equa-
tion 4.4, and 𝑔(𝛼) is a quantity from an integral over the electron energy distribution
that encapsulates the dependency on frequency range and spectral index:

𝑔(𝛼) = 2𝛼 + 2
2𝛼 + 1

[
a
(2𝛼+1)/2
2 − a(2𝛼+1)/2

1

a𝛼+1
2 − a𝛼+1

1

]
. (4.4)

The two energies𝑈𝐵 ∝ 𝐵2 and𝑈𝑝 ∝ 𝐵−3/2 have opposite dependencies on 𝐵. Thus,
there is a value 𝐵min that minimizes the total energy 𝑈 = 𝑈𝐵 + 𝑈𝑝, which can be
found by setting 𝑑𝑈/𝑑𝐵 = 0. The solution is

𝐵min =

(
6𝜋𝐴𝑔(𝛼)𝐿

𝑉

)2/7
. (4.5)

To estimate the value of 𝐵min for VT 1137-0337, we integrate over our observed
epoch 2 spectrum (from a1 = 1 × 109 Hz to a2 = 1.8 × 1010 Hz), resulting in
𝐿 ≈ 3.2 × 1038 erg s−1. Over this frequency range g(𝛼) = 1.3 × 10−5. For the
minimum emitting region size of 𝑅 ≈ 1017 cm, we then have 𝐵min ≈ 0.04 G. If
𝑅 is greater, 𝐵min decreases as 𝑅−6/7, to a minimum value of ∼6 × 10−4 G at the
causality limit of 𝑅 = 6.1 pc.

The quantity 𝐵min is a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate for the true mag-
netic field 𝐵. If 𝐵 >> 𝐵min, then the total energy must increase by (𝐵/𝐵min)2.
Likewise, if 𝐵 << 𝐵min, the total energy must again increase by (𝐵/𝐵min)−3/2. Per-
turbations of more than an order of magnitude will thus lead to large increases in the
energy. Such an increase may be difficult to explain when considering the energy
already required in the emitting region. At the lower limit of 𝑅 ≈ 1017 cm, the min-
imum energy in the magnetic field alone is 𝑈𝐵 = 4

3𝜋𝑅
3(𝐵2

min/8𝜋) ≈ 4 × 1047 erg,
comparable to the magnetic energy in an energetic supernova-driven shock (e.g.,
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A. Y. Q. Ho, E. Sterl Phinney, et al., 2019). If 𝑅 is greater, then the energy scales as
𝑈𝐵 ∝ 𝑅9/7, up to ∼ 4 × 1050 erg at 𝑅 = 6.1 pc.

One consequence of our magnetic field estimate is that the spectral break frequency
a𝑐 associated with synchrotron cooling is not likely to be < 1 GHz. The timescale
for synchrotron cooling is

𝑡𝑐 ≈ 1300
(

𝐵

0.01𝐺

)−3/2 ( a𝑐

GHz

)−1/2
years, (4.6)

and the maximum value of 𝐵min with our radius constraints is ∼0.04 G. This implies
that the minimum synchrotron cooling time at 1 GHz is 𝑡𝑐,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≈ 120 years. At
our highest observed frequency of 18 GHz, 𝑡𝑐,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≈ 27 years. Both timescales are
longer than the ∼20 year span over which the new emission appeared. If the elec-
trons radiating at those frequencies were accelerated after the FIRST nondetection in
1998, they have not yet had enough time to cool. In the case of a single-component
nonthermal electron energy distribution, this implies that our observed spectrum of
𝑆a ∝ a−0.35 maps to 𝑝 = 1.7 rather than 𝑝 = 0.7.

Finally, the lack of free-free absorption along the line of sight at 1 GHz (𝜏 << 1)
implies either a low column density of ionized electrons along the line of sight, or
a high temperature for those electrons. We first check that this is the case for a
source embedded in the HII region surrounding VT 1137-0337. From the density
and temperature in Section 4.5, and equation 4.20, the optical depth to free-free
absorption at 1 GHz is 𝜏 ≈ 0.09(𝑅/100 pc), where 𝑅 is the distance that the radio
photons must travel through the ionized gas. The effective size of the ionized region
is of order the size of a Strômgren sphere with the ionizing photon production rate
implied by the extinction-corrected H𝛼 emission𝑄0 ≈ 6.9× 1052 s−1 (E. J. Murphy
et al., 2011), which is ∼90 pc (Draine, 2011). Thus, the surrounding HII region
should not contribute substantially to the free-free absorption, though if the source
were embedded at its center, it may become a factor for observations at frequencies
of a few hundred MHz. However, a high density ionized shell at a typical HII region
temperature is excluded. From Equation 4.20, the limit 𝜏 << 1 at 1 GHz indicates
that at a temperature of T = 104 K, the quantity

(
𝑛𝑒/cm−3)2 (𝑠/pc) < 3×106, where

𝑛𝑒 is the average density of ionized gas and 𝑠 is the thickness of the ionized region.
If a hypothetical shell has thickness 𝑠 ∼ 1016 cm, the density 𝑛𝑒 < 3×104 cm−3. If it
is more extended, the density constraint becomes more stringent. This excludes the
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Figure 4.5: The 3-GHz luminosity and optically thin spectral index of VT 1137-0337
compared against values in the literature from radio observations of supernovae
(SNe), gamma ray bursts (GRBs), tidal disruption events (TDEs), pulsar wind
nebulae (PWNe), and fast radio burst (FRB) persistent sources. Sources left of
the dotted line have harder spectra than the theoretical limit for diffusive shock
acceleration: 𝛼 = 0.5. The values plotted and their references are listed in Appendix
4.9.

densest winds that have been observed around some supergiant stars (Smith, 2014),
though we note that the constraint applies only along the line of sight and dense but
asymmetric gas from e.g. binary interaction is allowed (D. Z. Dong et al., 2021).

4.6 Astrophysical Analogues and Possible Models
As discussed in Section 4.4, VT 1137-0337 is characterized by the following obser-
vational properties:

• Located near the nucleus of a dwarf galaxy of stellar mass∼108.3𝑀⊙ at redshift
at z = 0.02764;
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• A flat radio spectrum 𝑆a ∝ a−0.35 with no observed peak between 1 to 15 GHz;

• A high radio luminosity of L1.5 GHz ∼ 3×1028 erg/s/Hz, and a a𝐿a luminosity
of 2 × 1038 erg s−1 at our highest observed frequency (∼15 GHz);

• Transient-like behavior (an increase of > 5× in luminosity at 1.5 GHz) on the
timescale of ∼2 decades;

• Slow, broadband fading (∼20%) at 1-12 GHz over ∼4 years with a constant
spectral index.

In Section 4.5, we used these features to argue that VT 1137-0337 is:

• Surrounded by massive stars that have formed in the past few Myr with no
indications of AGN activity in the BPT diagram (Section 4.5);

• Characterized by a synchrotron spectrum that cannot be explained by a single
shock under standard magnetic conditions (Section 4.5);

• Produced by an emitting region of present-day radius ≳ 0.05 pc and ≲ 6 pc,
where the synchrotron cooling time is ≳ decades at the GHz frequencies
observed. This region contains a magnetic energy that is comparable to or
greater than radio-luminous supernovae, and is not presently obscured by a
high density ionized shell or wind (Section 4.5).

In this section, we discuss astrophysical source classes known to produce luminous
and variable and/or flat-spectrum radio emission. We assess whether they are
consistent with the properties summarized above.

Exploding stars: radio SNe and long GRBs
VT 1137-0337 is located in the midst of a young starburst which, from its star for-
mation rate (SFR) of ∼0.5 𝑀⊙ / yr, is expected to produce a core collapse supernova
(SN) every ∼2 centuries. A small fraction of these explosions are expected to reach
our observed luminosity of ∼1028 erg s−1, either through interaction with a dense
shell in the circumstellar medium (CSM) or by harboring a relativistic outflow such
as a gamma ray burst (GRB). The slow evolution and low-frequency peak of the
radio spectrum can potentially be explained if the explosion were caught at a late
epoch (∼years for CSM interaction and ≳1 decade for a GRB). However, the flat
radio spectrum is unlike any SN or GRB that has been previously observed. Figure
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4.5 shows a compilation of radio SNe and GRBs with published optically thin spec-
tral indices. As can be seen in the figure, the spectral indices are > 0.5 in each case,
consistent with DSA under standard conditions.

If VT 1137-0337 is indeed a supernova or GRB, we would likely need to invoke
a model such as unusual magnetic conditions in the shock (e.g., Schlickeiser and
Fuerst, 1989; Gregory D. Fleishman, 2006) to explain its flat spectrum. This has not
been observed before in the sample of SNe and GRBs discovered in optical and high
energy transient surveys. Though we cannot rule out that VT 1137-0337 is drawn
from a new class of volumetrically rare flat spectrum stellar explosions discovered at
radio wavelengths, the lack of flat spectrum analogs leads us to believe that a SN or
GRB is an unlikely explanation. Instead, as discussed in Section 4.6, VT 1137-0337
may be associated with the compact remnant of a stellar explosion, rather than the
shock.

Black hole jets: XRBs, ULXs, TDEs, and AGN
Synchrotron emission from a black hole (BH) jet is a potential explanation for the
flat spectrum and variability of VT 1137-0337. Flat radio spectra spanning orders of
magnitude in bandwidth have been observed from BHs with a wide range of masses,
from stellar mass BHs in X-ray binaries (XRBs) (e.g., Fender, Pooley, et al., 2000)
to supermassive BHs in active galactic nuclei (AGN) (e.g., Kellermann and Pauliny-
Toth, 1981). The classical model of R. D. Blandford and Königl (1979) interprets
flat AGN spectra as emission from relativistic electrons that are continuously ac-
celerated by compact conical jets. In this model, the effective area of the emitting
region varies with frequency in a way that cancels out the intrinsic optically thick
spectral index. This optical depth effect, which can be understood as a continuous
superposition of synchrotron components, results in an overall flat spectrum. This
general picture is supported by very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) observa-
tions of flat spectrum AGN cores, which in some cases directly resolve the roughly
conical jets (e.g., Asada and Nakamura, 2012), and in others, show a core shift
towards the black hole at high frequencies (e.g., Plavin et al., 2019), which are both
predictions of the model. A similar model from Hjellming and Johnston (1988),
where the jet has a hollow conical geometry due to jet precession or orbital motion
of the binary, is often invoked to explain the flat spectrum radio emission from XRBs.

In addition to producing flat spectra, BH jets are both theoretically expected and
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Figure 4.6: The star formation rate and stellar mass of VT 1137-0337’s host galaxy in
comparison with the hosts of FRB 121102 (Bassa et al., 2017), FRB 190520B (Niu
et al., 2021), wandering black holes in dwarf galaxies (Reines, James J. Condon,
et al., 2020, their sample A), optical/high energy transients compiled by Taggart
and D. Perley (2019), and broadline AGN host masses from Reines and Volonteri
(2015). For all populations with more than one source, the top and right panels
show the cumulative distribution in stellar mass and star formation rate respectively.
The dotted, dot-dash, and dashed lines show the positions of FRB 121102, FRB
190520B, and VT 1137-0337’s host galaxies relative to these histograms.
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observed to be variable. In jets that are pointed within a few degrees of our line
of sight, small changes in either the jet angle or jet power can lead to substantial
changes in the flux due to relativistic beaming (R. D. Blandford and Königl, 1979;
Lister, 2001). Stochastic radio variability on timescales of days to months at the
∼10 to 40% level is often observed in blazars and flat spectrum radio quasars, which
both have nearly on-axis jets. In some cases, their moving average flux density can
change by factors of a few on timescales of years (Liodakis et al., 2017). BHs can
also brighten substantially due to new jets being launched. During state changes,
XRBs have been observed to brighten by orders of magnitude at radio frequencies
while displaying flat radio spectra (Yao et al., 2020; Egron et al., 2021). Quasars
have also recently been observed to launch new jets, brightening by 2 to >25× on
decade timescales, albeit with peaked rather than flat spectra (Nyland, Dillon Z.
Dong, et al., 2020).

To assess the viability of a BH jet model in explaining the specific observational
properties of VT 1137-0337, we consider BHs in three mass ranges that may exist
in its 𝑀∗ ≈ 108.3𝑀⊙ host galaxy: stellar mass BHs (≲ 100𝑀⊙), intermediate mass
BHs (102 − 105𝑀⊙), and supermassive BHs (≳ 105𝑀⊙). Where possible, we draw
analogies to known phenomena from these BH classes in the Milky Way and other
galaxies.

Stellar mass BHs are expected to exist in large numbers in all galaxies of appreciable
mass. While the majority of these BHs are likely isolated and do not emit strongly,
a small fraction will reside in rapidly accreting systems such as XRBs that could in
principle be detected (Wiktorowicz et al., 2019). There are, however, a number of
orders-of-magnitude mismatches between VT 1137-0337’s properties and those of
known XRBs. VT 1137-0337’s radio luminosity of 𝐿a ∼ 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 is ≳
4 orders of magnitude higher than even extreme flares from Galactic XRBs (e.g.,
Corbel et al., 2012). Likewise, its slow fading and lack of spectral index evolution
over ∼4 years stands in sharp contrast with the large changes in luminosity and spec-
tral shape observed in flaring XRBs over the span of hours to weeks (e.g., Pietka,
Fender, and Keane, 2015; Yao et al., 2020). These issues of scale arise because black
holes in this mass range have relatively short dynamical times and are limited in the
rate at which they can accrete. In particular, the radio power - jet power relation
from Cavagnolo et al. (2010) (which contains radio sources of similar luminosity
to VT 1137-0337 in its calibration set) predicts that the jet power corresponding to
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the luminosity we observe is 𝑃jet ≈ 1.4 × 1042 erg s−1 with a scatter of ∼0.7 dex.
This jet power is comparable to the Eddington luminosity of a 𝑀BH = 104𝑀⊙ BH,
given by 𝐿Edd = 1.26 × 1042 (

𝑀/104𝑀⊙
)

erg s−1. This suggests that to explain VT
1137-0337, a jet from stellar mass BH would need to suddenly increase in power
over ∼20 years by a factor of ∼5× to ∼100 to 1000 times its Eddington luminosity,
and it would need to maintain this new power level for at least the ∼4 years over
which we have observed the source.

The rate of mass siphoned from a close binary ¤𝑀∗ can substantially exceed the
Eddington accretion rate ¤𝑀Edd of the accreting BH. Though the vast majority of
this mass is lost through disk winds, the accretion rate ¤𝑀BH onto the BH can itself
exceed ¤𝑀Edd due to photon trapping within the accretion flow. This is thought
to occur in most ultra-luminous X-ray sources (ULXs; e.g, Sutton, T. P. Roberts,
and Middleton, 2013). Using 3D GR radiation-MHD simulations, Sądowski and
Narayan (2016) predict that a rapidly rotating black hole accreting in the super-
Eddington regime can launch a jet with a power of a few percent of ¤𝑀BH𝑐

2 via the
R. D. Blandford and Znajek (1977) process. In order to explain VT 1137-0337 with
such a super-Eddington jet, ¤𝑀BH should be ∼2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than
Eddington requiring ¤𝑀∗ to be a few orders of magnitude higher still.

An alternate explanation for the high radio luminosity is relativistic beaming. For a
jet with a velocity 𝛽 = 𝑣/𝑐 oriented at an angle \ from our line of sight, the Doppler
factor is defined as 𝛿 = (Γ −

√
Γ2 − 1 cos \)−1, where Γ = (1 − 𝛽2)−1/2 is the

bulk Lorenz factor. The jet’s luminosity is magnified (or demagnified) by a factor
of 𝛿𝑝mag , where the exponent 𝑝mag depends on a number of factors including the
spectral index of the emission, the structure of the jet, and (if relevant) the lifetime
of the emitting blob (see Appendix B of Urry and Padovani (1995) for a discussion).
For a steady, uniform jet, 𝑝mag = 2 + 𝛼 where 𝛼 is the spectral index (equal to +0.35
for VT 1137-0337). If the emission arises from a discrete blob of plasma travelling
down the jet (i.e., a flare), it will be enhanced by a further factor of 𝛿 due to time
dilation, making 𝑝mag = 3 + 𝛼. In either case, beaming can magnify the radio
luminosity by a large factor. For a steady jet pointed at \ ∼ 20◦, the magnification
is a factor of ∼10 depending on Γ (see Figure 4.7). At \ ∼ 10◦, the luminosity
is magnified by a factor of ∼100, and for Γ ≳ 10 jets pointed at \ ≈ 0◦, beaming
can enhance the luminosity by a factor of ≳ 1000. In Galactic XRBs, Γ has been
measured to be in the range 1.3 - 3.5 (Saikia et al., 2019), a range in which the max-
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imum magnification for a steady jet is∼100× even if it is completely on-axis (\ = 0).

Figure 4.8 shows the Eddington luminosity fraction required to explain VT 1137-
0337’s inferred jet power for various BH masses and under varying levels of beam-
ing. For stellar mass BHs, highly super-Eddington accretion, strong beaming, or
a combination of the two are required to explain the jet power we infer. These
scenarios may be difficult to reconcile with the rapid transient behavior between
FIRST and VLASS and subsequent slow fading. A large increase in the beaming
magnification can occur if the the jet precesses into our line of sight. However, the
timescale of this precession should be comparable to the orbital timescale of the
binary which, given the high accretion rates, should be ∼weeks. Depending on the
degree of beaming, the issue of timescales is compounded by time dilation, since the
timescale in the jet’s rest frame is longer by a factor of 𝛿 than the time we measure
on Earth. Alternatively, a sudden increase in the instantaneous jet power may occur
if ¤𝑀BH increases rapidly. Such increases are observed in XRBs as they transition
between the high-soft and low-hard states. However, this increased accretion rate
typically happens on a timescale of order the disk dynamical time, which is again
much shorter than the ∼4 years over which we have observed slow fading. Overall,
though it may be possible to explain VT 1137-0337’s radio luminosity with the
direct emission from a stellar mass BH jet, the characteristic timescales of such
systems are not conducive to explaining the broadband lightcurve we observe.

We now consider the possibility of an intermediate mass BH (IMBH) in the mass
range 102−5𝑀⊙. To date, no examples of IMBHs have been conclusively established,
though there are some promising candidates, particularly at masses ≳104𝑀⊙ (see
Greene, Strader, and L. C. Ho, 2020, and references therein). In the lower half of
the mass range ∼ 102−3.5𝑀⊙, many of the same arguments regarding stellar mass
BHs apply. Beaming is still required if the accretion flow is sub or near-Eddington,
though for near-Eddington accretion, the required magnification is only ∼10×, cor-
responding to \ ≲ (30◦ to 15◦) for Γ = (2 to 10). If the near-Eddington accretion is
due to a close binary companion, the orbital timescale will still be of order ∼weeks,
so the orbital plane would still have to be aligned close to face-on to avoid precessing
the jet by more than a few degrees. A flare would need to span 4𝛿 years≈ 1 decade in
its rest frame and would be more akin to a new jet turning on. It is again unclear what
could cause the sudden but sustained change in accretion required to power such
a flare. Tidal disruption events (TDEs) can launch jets and drive super-Eddington
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Figure 4.7: The magnification (or demagnification) due to relativistic beaming for
a steady 𝛼 = 0.35 jet with bulk Lorenz factor Γ oriented at angle \ relative to our
line of sight.

accretion (Zauderer et al., 2011), but the mass fallback rate is expected to decline
steeply over time (canonically as 𝑡−5/3; E. S. Phinney (1989)) and the jet’s char-
acteristic fading timescale would be ∼months, not ∼decades (Tchekhovskoy et al.,
2014). Likewise, accretion disk instabilities will operate on timescales far too short
to explain our observations.

The upper half of the IMBH mass range ∼ 103.5−5𝑀⊙ is more plausible, and is
particularly important to consider given the potential presence of a central black
hole in VT 1137-0337’s 𝑀∗ ≈ 108.3𝑀⊙ host galaxy. Due to selection bias in tradi-
tional AGN diagnostics, central black hole detections have historically been limited
to galaxies with stellar mass 𝑀∗ ≳ 109.5𝑀⊙ (e.g., Reines and Volonteri, 2015),
where typically 𝑀BH >> 105𝑀⊙. However, there is strong evidence of ∼105𝑀⊙

BHs in ∼109𝑀⊙ galaxies (e.g., Nyland, Davis, et al., 2017; Davis et al., 2020) and
simulations suggest that the BH occupation fraction should be ≳ 50% in 108−9𝑀⊙

galaxies (Bellovary et al., 2019). Additionally, new selection methods based on
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Figure 4.8: Approximate constraints on the mass and accretion scale required to
explain VT 1137-0337 with a BH jet. The dashed lines show the predicted jet power
from the radio power - jet power relation of Cavagnolo et al. (2010) with varying
levels of magnification by beaming, with the corresponding shaded regions showing
the scatter in the relation. The blue shaded regions show the estimated mass ranges
for stellar mass BHs and central massive BHs as predicted by the galaxy mass - black
hole mass relation (Greene, Strader, and L. C. Ho, 2020). The gray shaded regions
show the accretion regimes (super-Eddington accretion and radiatively inefficient
accretion flows) where the inflow is expected to be geometrically thick and thus
capable of supporting jets.
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luminous radio emission (Reines, James J. Condon, et al., 2020) and the high ion-
ization potential [FeX] line (Molina, Reines, Greene, et al., 2021; Molina, Reines,
Latimer, et al., 2021) have identified promising AGN candidates in dwarf galaxies
as low mass as ∼ 107.5𝑀⊙. For VT 1137-0337’s host galaxy, a slight extrapolation
of the most recent stellar mass - BH mass relation (Greene, Strader, and L. C. Ho,
2020) predicts a central BH mass of 104.5±0.8𝑀⊙ when considering all galaxy types,
or 104.7±0.8𝑀⊙ when considering only late-type galaxies.

There are some additional complications that are particularly relevant for jet models
in the predicted central BH mass range. First, there is a range of Eddington ratios
between ∼a few percent and ∼30% for which jets are not observed or theoretically
predicted. In this range, the accretion disk is expected to be geometrically thin and
incapable of supporting the vertical magnetic fields required to collimate jets (Meier,
2001). This jet quenching effect has been observed in XRBs (e.g., Fender, Belloni,
and Gallo, 2004), and has been used to explain the abrupt drop in the X-ray flux
from the jetted TDE Swift J1644+57 (Tchekhovskoy et al., 2014). The quenched jet
zone excludes a substantial part of the BH mass - Eddington ratio parameter space
relevant to higher mass IMBHs (Figure 4.8). Second, the optical emission lines in
the ∼280 pc radius region surrounding VT 1137-0337 have intensity ratios that are
very far from the region typically associated with AGN (Figure 4.4), and all of the
lines are spectrally unresolved at the ∼150 km/s level. This is likely ok for lower
mass BHs or those accreting at low Eddington ratios, since sub-Eddington BHs with
masses ≲ 104𝑀⊙ are predicted to have weak narrow lines with ratios consistent with
star formation, (albeit in a different region of the BPT diagram than VT 1137-0337’s
host) (Cann et al., 2019). However, for near-Eddington BHs with mass ≳105𝑀⊙,
the expected narrow line luminosity is comparable to what we observe, and their
intensity ratios are inconsistent with the ones we measure.

At the lower end of the predicted mass range (∼104𝑀⊙), avoiding the quenched
jet zone requires either near-Eddington accretion and little to no beaming, or very
strong beaming and accretion in the radiatively inefficient accretion flow (RIAF)
regime (an Eddington ratio of ≲ a few percent). If the accretion rate is near Ed-
dington, it is once again difficult to explain the sudden and sustained accretion. If
instead the emission is highly beamed, the slow variability is again problematic
given time dilation and the expected variability timescale (∼months) for sources in
this luminosity range (e.g., Pietka, Fender, and Keane, 2015).
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At the high end of the predicted mass range (∼105𝑀⊙), the two scenarios are
demagnification from beaming and near-Eddington accretion, or moderate beaming
and accretion in the RIAF regime. As discussed above, the near-Eddington scenario
is disfavored by the lack of AGN-like emission ratios in addition to issues with
fueling the BH at the right rate on the right timescales. In the RIAF scenario, the
power requirement for the jet is more easily satisified, so we investigate it in more
detail. If a ∼105𝑀⊙ BH experienced an increase in its accretion rate to a few percent
of Eddington and subsequently launched a flat spectrum jet at an angle where it is
magnified by ∼10× by beaming, that could potentially explain the appearance of
VT 1137-0337 between FIRST and VLASS. However, in order to explain the slowly
fading flat spectrum, the jet would need to maintain a nearly constant luminosity
on scales of ∼10−3 − 10−1 pc (the linear scales corresponding to synchrotron self-
absorption frequencies of 15 GHz to 1 GHz at the luminosity of VT 1137-0337;
Scott and Readhead, 1977) for an observer-frame timescale of ∼4 years. Plasma
moving at relativistic velocities in the jet will cycle through these length scales on
timescales of ∼days to weeks. Thus, the jet would have to maintain a stable power
on all scales probed over ∼tens to thousands of plasma crossing times. This type
of stability is not observed in AGN dominated by their flat spectrum cores. For
scale, the 15 GHz length scale for a 1 Jy flat spectrum AGN at a distance of 100 pc
is ∼0.07 pc, corresponding to a plasma crossing time of ∼80 days. Maintaining
a constant flux for ∼1000 crossing times would be analogous to having that flat-
spectrum radio quasar or blazar be stable for ∼2 centuries, which is far longer than
the typical variability timescale of ∼months (Liodakis et al., 2017). Additionally,
to avoid spectral index evolution and sharp variability due to changes in beaming,
the jet orientation would need to remain stable, excluding models involving a pre-
existing jet that precessed into our line of sight. We do not consider any of the above
scenarios to be likely.

Finally, we consider the possibility of a jet from a supermassive BH. Black holes
with mass >> 106𝑀⊙ are not generally expected to exist in VT 1137-0337’s dwarf
host galaxy, though ones in the range 105−6𝑀⊙ are within the scatter of the stellar
mass - BH mass relation. Many of the same arguments against ∼105𝑀⊙ BHs apply
in this mass range. While fueling the jet power is no longer an issue, maintaining a
low-luminosity flat-spectrum core with only ∼20% variability over ∼4 years and no
change in the spectral index is once again difficult due to the size scales involved.
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In summary, BH jet models at all mass scales face substantial challenges when
attempting to explain VT 1137-0337’s luminosity, variability properties, and flat
spectrum. Stellar mass BHs would require extreme and rapidly changing accretion
rates or heavy beaming to produce the required luminosity. Such jets would most
likely appear as fast transients (flickering on and off on timescales of ∼days) rather
than the relatively stable one that we have observed. An IMBH, particularly one
towards the higher mass end (∼ 105𝑀⊙), is potentially expected to exist in VT
1137-0337’s host galaxy and would be able to accrete at a rate that could power
the luminosity we observe. However such a BH cannot explain the flat spectrum
and slow variability, since the length scales responsible for emitting at each of our
observed frequencies would have been traversed by tens to thousands of separate
blobs of relativistic plasma over the course of 4 years. The modest (∼ 20%) and con-
sistent variability we have observed at all frequencies would require any stochastic
jet-power process to be auto-correlated over unrealistic timescales. Supermassive
BHs are ruled out by the same argument, and are furthermore not expected to exist
in such a low-mass galaxy. These arguments, though approximate in nature, show
that the specific properties of VT 1137-0337 (particularly its sudden appearance,
flat spectrum, and slow fading, which have not been observed for other BHs or BH
candidates) are not easily explained by a BH jet. Instead, we believe that there is
a more compelling explanation: a young and energetic pulsar wind nebula. We
discuss this in the next section.

Neutron star nebulae: pulsar winds and magnetar field decay
The most distinctive feature of VT 1137-0337 is its flat and slowly evolving radio
spectrum. Pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe) are one of the only well-observed source
classes with this type of spectrum. The vast majority of known PWNe are observed
to have spectra flatter than the 𝛼 = 0.5 Fermi acceleration limit (Kaspi, M. S. E.
Roberts, and Harding, 2006; Bryan M. Gaensler and Slane, 2006; Green, 2019)
that evolve very slowly on human timescales. As an example, the Crab Nebula has
a power law spectrum with no radio-frequency substructure, which fades by only
0.167 ± 0.015 percent per year (Aller and S. P. Reynolds, 1985). Its spectral index
was measured in the 1960s to be 𝛼 = 0.299 ± 0.009 (Baars et al., 1977), and least
squares fitting of a compilation of measurements from the 1970s to the early 2000s
gives 𝛼 = 0.296 ± 0.006 (Macıas-Pérez et al., 2010).
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Figure 4.9: The radio spectrum of VT 1137-0337 superimposed on the spectral
energy distribution of its host galaxy. The dotted and dashed green line shows VT
1137-0337’s extrapolated spectrum in Epoch 2. The blue and purple dashed lines
show the expected host galaxy radio emission due to star formation, assuming a
typical synchrotron spectral index of 0.7 (E. J. Murphy et al., 2011). The dotted red
line shows a blackbody approximation to the host galaxy’s infrared dust emission,
normalized to the Spitzer 24`m flux. For comparison, the gray circles and blue
squares show the spectrum of the persistent counterparts to FRB 121102 (S. Chat-
terjee et al., 2017) and FRB 190520B (Niu et al., 2021). The gray dotted line shows
the integrated radio spectrum of the Crab Nebula (Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996)
multiplied by a factor of 500×. The FRB persistent source and scaled-up Crab fluxes
are normalized to the distance of VT 1137-0337.
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Many theoretical mechanisms have been proposed to explain the flat spectra of
PWNe. Unlike in BH jets, where the time-variable flat spectra are typically ex-
plained with optical depth effects that can change rapidly, most PWN theories
invoke an intrinsically hard spectrum with an electron energy index 𝑝 < 2. Atoyan
(1999) proposes that the hard energy distribution is assembled over time from elec-
trons injected at high energy that cool rapidly and pile up at the synchrotron cooling
break. As the PWN expands and its magnetic field weakens, the break drifts upwards
in energy, freezing in the old low energy electrons and piling up new ones to fill out
the higher energy parts of the spectrum. This model ties the spectral index to the
evolution of the PWN in a way that reproduces the observed flat spectra for standard
energy injection via spindown. It predicts that the current radio-producing electrons
in the Crab Nebula were injected at a very early time (∼decades). If this were the
case, the Crab Pulsar may have had a spin period of a few milliseconds at birth
rather than the ∼ 19 ms inferred from tracing back its spindown from parameters
measured in the present day (e.g., Kou and Tong, 2015).

There is, however, evidence that radio-emitting electrons in the Crab Nebula are
still being accelerated today, given the morphological similarity of radio wisps with
much shorter lived optical wisps (Bietenholz, Frail, and Hester, 2001). In that case,
the hard distribution may instead be produced at the acceleration site. Schlickeiser
and Fuerst (1989) propose that 𝑝 < 2 in extremely magnetic dominated shocks,
due to second-order Fermi acceleration. By their analytic estimates, reducing 𝑝 to
1.7 requires that the magnetic energy dominates over the thermal energy by over an
order of magnitude (a plasma 𝛽 of ∼0.05). Alternatively, simulations of particles
accelerated by relativistic magnetic reconnection are consistently able to produce
distributions with 𝑝 < 2 with Lorentz factors appropriate for GHz radio emission
(e.g., Kagan, Ehud Nakar, and Piran, 2018). This too requires a highly magnetized
plasma at the acceleration site. Werner et al. (2016) found that 𝑝 ≈ 1.7 when 𝜎
(the ratio of the magnetic to relativistic energy density) is ∼8. Reconnection-driven
acceleration can potentially occur at the termination shock of the highly magnetized
and relativistic pulsar wind (Sironi and Spitkovsky, 2011) or within the bulk of the
nebula itself (Lyutikov et al., 2019).

Flat spectra can potentially be produced even without a hard electron distribution
if the electrons are propagating within a magnetic field that, due to turbulence, is
randomly oriented on scales smaller than the particles’ orbits. In this scenario, there
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is a frequency range where 𝛼 = (𝑞−1)/2, where 𝑞 is the index of the turbulent power
spectrum (G. D. Fleishman and Bietenholz, 2007). Intriguingly, Kolmogorov (1941)
turbulence has 𝑞 = 5/3, which implies a spectral index of 𝛼 = 1/3 similar to our
observed value of 𝛼 = 0.35. This mechanism has also been proposed to explain the
Crab Nebula’s flat radio spectrum (Tanaka and Asano, 2017). Recent particle-in-cell
simulations have also shown that particles accelerated (typically by magnetic recon-
nection) within turbulent plasmas have an energy-dependent anisotropy, which for
most viewing orientations would also lead to hard spectra 𝛼 ∼ 0.3 to 0.5 (Comisso,
Sobacchi, and Sironi, 2020).

At the moment, the theory of PWNe spectra is an evolving field with new ideas
being put forward regularly. We therefore remain agnostic to the mechanism and
instead point out that VT 1137-0337’s flat spectrum and slow fading are empirically
very similar to what’s observed for PWNe. The biggest differences to be explained
are that (1) VT 1137-0337 appears as a transient (on a timescale of ∼20 years), (2)
it is fading at a moderate rate (∼5% per year, much faster than the Crab’s 0.17%
per year), and (3) it is far more radio luminous than any known PWN (∼ 104× the
Crab’s luminosity).

All three of these differences are, at least qualitatively, expected for a PWN if
the central neutron star (NS) is young. VT 1137-0337’s starbursting host galaxy is
expected to produce young NSs via core collapse supernovae at a relatively high
rate. Shortly after birth, a NS will start to spin down, launching a relativistic wind
of particles and Poynting flux through the rapid rotation of its magnetic field (Gol-
dreich and Julian, 1969). For the most strongly magnetized NSs, there may be
a non-negligible or even dominant component of the wind powered by the direct
decay of the internal magnetic field, possibly in discrete flares (e.g., Beloborodov,
2017; Ben Margalit and Brian D. Metzger, 2018). Regardless of the power source,
the wind will deposit its energy in a termination shock, inflating a bubble within the
surrounding supernova ejecta and forming a PWN. After some time, the ejecta will
expand and dilute to the point where it becomes optically thin to free-free absorption.
At that point, the PWN will suddenly appear as a radio transient (Roger A. Chevalier
and Fransson, 1992). Young PWNe are expected to reach their peak luminosity after
just a few years (with the rise time generally occurring while they are still obscured).
Those powered by neutron stars with fast periods or high magnetic fields could be
orders of magnitude more luminous at early times than the centuries- to millenia-old
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PWNe observed in the Milky Way. Such young nebulae are also expected to fade at
their fastest per-year rate (S. P. Reynolds and R. A. Chevalier, 1984). Together, these
qualities make a young, energetic PWN an intriguing potential explanation for VT
1137-0337. In the remainder of this section, we describe some order-of-magnitude
properties of PWN models embedded in supernova ejecta, and check whether they
are able to explain VT 1137-0337’s observed properties.

Age constraints

We begin by constraining the range of PWN ages (𝑡age) consistent with VT 1137-
0337’s observables, under the assumption that it was born in a supernova. There
are thought to be other ways of forming young neutron stars (such as the accretion
induced collapse of a white dwarf), but VT 1137-0337’s location within an extreme
starburst suggests that a supernova would be the most likely channel. The age con-
straints will be applicable regardless of the nebula’s power source.

To start, there is a hard lower limit of 𝑡age > 4 years in February 2022 based
on the duration that we have observed the source. This minimum age is pulled
upwards by two requirements: (1) that the supernova ejecta must expand to the
point where it is optically thin to free-free absorption, and (2) that the nebula has
time to grow to a size 𝑅 ≳ 1017 cm, as we inferred in Section 4.5. The time for the
ejecta to become transparent to free-free absorption is given by Brian D. Metzger,
Edo Berger, and Ben Margalit (2017):

𝑡 𝑓 𝑓 ≈ 9.85
(
𝑓ion
0.1

)2/5
𝑇
−3/10
4 𝑀

2/5
10 𝑣

−1
9 a

−2/5
GHz years (4.7)

where 𝑓ion is the ionization fraction of the ejecta, 𝑇4 is the ejecta temperature in
units of 104K, 𝑀10 is the ejecta mass in units of 10𝑀⊙, 𝑣9 is the ejecta velocity in
units of 104 km/s, and aGHz is the observing frequency in GHz. Even for a high
intensity of ionizing radiation from the nebula, 𝑓ion is expected to be ≲ 0.25 on a
timescale of ∼decades, with full ionization occurring on a timescale of ∼centuries
(Brian D. Metzger, Edo Berger, and Ben Margalit, 2017). For typical supernova
kinetic energies and ejecta masses (e.g., Nicholl et al., 2015; Taddia, Sollerman,
et al., 2015; Barbarino et al., 2020; Martinez et al., 2022), the quantity 𝑀2/5

10 𝑣
−1
9

is ∼ 0.5 for Ic broadline supernovae, ∼ 1 for superluminous supernovae, ∼ 1.5 for
stripped envelope (type Ib/c) supernovae, and∼ 3.5 for type II supernovae. For these
various classes, 𝑡 𝑓 𝑓 ≈ 1 to 4 decades for our lowest observed frequencies of ∼1 GHz.
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Next, the radius of a PWN expanding within supernova ejecta is given by Roger A.
Chevalier (2004):

𝑅 = 2 × 1017 ¤𝐸1/5
42 𝐸

3/10
51 𝑀

−1/2
10 𝑡

6/5
20 cm, (4.8)

where ¤𝐸42 is the rate of energy injection into the PWN in units of 1042 erg s−1, 𝐸51

is the energy of the supernova in units of 1051 erg, and 𝑡20 is the age normalized to
20 years. For the various supernova types, the quantity 𝐸3/10

51 𝑀
−1/2
10 ≈ 0.9 to 3. For

reasonable values of ¤𝐸 discussed in the sections below, ¤𝐸1/5
42 ≳ 0.25. The timescale

𝑡 𝑓 𝑓 ≳ 10 years is sufficient to expand the nebula to ≳ 1017 cm for fiducial values,
though less energetic supernovae with higher ejecta masses will require longer to
reach this radius. Adding the duration that we have observed the source to 𝑡 𝑓 𝑓 , we
adopt a fiducial lower limit to the nebula’s age in 2022 of 𝑡age ≳ 14 years.

We note that at an age of ≳ 10 years, the shock emission from most (but not
all) supernovae should be orders of magnitude fainter than what we can detect. VT
1137-0337 has a radio spectral luminosity of ∼1028 erg s Hz−1, which is ∼2.5 orders
of magnitude more luminous than the median peak of supernova radio lightcurves.
These peaks tend to occur at an epoch of ∼months to years after explosion (Bieten-
holz, Bartel, et al., 2021). At an epoch of ∼decades, typical supernovae will be one
or more orders of magnitude fainter yet (Roger A. Chevalier, 1998). We also note
that for typical NS kick velocities, the radius of the nebula should be larger than
the distance the NS has travelled, given by 𝑅kick = 1.9 × 1016 𝑣300 𝑡20 cm, where
𝑣300 is the kick velocity in units of 300 km/s. Even for the largest kick velocities of
∼1000 km/s, the NS should still be embedded within the nebula, though the distance
travelled and the implied asymmetry of the ejecta would contribute to the nebula
partially breaking out at a slightly earlier time. Thus, supernova shocks and neutron
star kicks should not be issues for the general picture presented here.

An upper limit to the age of the nebula can be inferred from the fact that VT
1137-0337 was detected as a transient. If 𝑡 𝑓 𝑓 ≳ 10 years is the time that it takes
for the ejecta to become transparent at 1 GHz, the upper limit to the age in 2018
is 𝑡 𝑓 𝑓 + 20 years, since if VT 1137-0337 were older than that, it should have been
clearly detected in FIRST. Our estimate of 𝑡 𝑓 𝑓 ≈ 1 − 4 decades, therefore suggests
that the source is no more than ∼ 6 decades old.
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A complementary upper limit comes from the ∼5.5% per year fading that we mea-
sure between Epoch 2 and Epoch 3. In both spindown and magnetar models, the rate
of fading can be approximated with a power law that at early times is generally not
steeper than ∼t−4 (e.g., S. P. Reynolds and R. A. Chevalier, 1984; Ben Margalit and
Brian D. Metzger, 2018). Figure 4.10 shows the observed fade rate in comparison
with power laws of various steepness. Past an age of ∼80 years, even a fade rate of
t−4 will be slower than the rate that we measure.

Altogether, the allowable age range for VT 1137-0337 is a ∼20 year window with
the lower edge set by 𝑡 𝑓 𝑓 (Figure 4.10). Different values of 𝑡age also correspond to
different power-law rates of fading when combined with the observed per-year fade
rate. In the next section, we use this to constrain the allowable parameter space in
the 𝑃 − ¤𝑃 diagram for a spindown model.

Spindown implies a strongly magnetized NS

We now consider a nebula powered by the spindown of a central NS, the mechanism
thought to power most Galactic PWNe. In standard spindown models, the rate of
energy input to the nebula ¤𝐸 is assumed to be equal to the rate of rotational energy
dissipation (the spindown luminosity 𝐿sd), which can be expressed as a function of
the NS’s rotational period 𝑃 and its time derivative ¤𝑃:

𝐿sd = 4 × 1041𝐼45 ¤𝑃−11𝑃
−3
10 erg s−1. (4.9)

Here, 𝐼45 is the NS moment of inertia in units of 1045 g cm2 (equal to 1.1 for a 1.4
M⊙ sphere of radius 𝑅NS = 10 km), ¤𝑃−11 is the period derivative in units of 10−11

seconds per second, and 𝑃10 is the period in units of 10 ms. As the NS’s magnetic
field rotates, it emits magnetic dipole radiation with a luminosity of

¤𝐸𝑑 = 4 × 1041𝐵2
𝑑,13𝑃

−4
10 erg s−1, (4.10)

where 𝐵𝑑,13 is the strength of the surface dipole field in units of 1013 G. By equating
¤𝐸𝑑 with 𝐿sd, we can get an expression for 𝐵𝑑 (where we have dropped a constant

within a few percent of unity):

𝐵𝑑,13 = ( ¤𝑃−11𝑃10)1/2. (4.11)
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Figure 4.10: Age constraints for a pulsar wind nebula model of VT 1137-0337.
The minimum age of the nebula is 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≈ 14 years, while the maximum age is
𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 80 years. The true age lies within a ∼20 year sliding window starting
from the age 𝑡 𝑓 𝑓 when the ejecta becomes transparent to free-free absorption at
1 GHz (shown in the figure with a fiducial value of 𝑡 𝑓 𝑓 = 25 years). The measured
per-year fade rate and its uncertainty is shown with the green dotted line and its
corresponding shaded region. When combined with an assumed true age, this per-
year rate determines the present-day steepness of VT 1137-0337’s fading lightcurve,
as illustrated by the various power laws plotted as solid lines.

The spindown luminosity evolves over time (Bryan M. Gaensler and Slane, 2006):

¤𝐸𝑑 = ¤𝐸0

(
1 + 𝑡

𝜏0

)− 𝑛+1
𝑛−1

, (4.12)

where ¤𝐸0 is the initial value of ¤𝐸𝑑 , 𝑛 = 2 to 3 is the braking index, and 𝜏0 is the
initial spindown time:

𝜏0 =
𝑃0

(𝑛 − 1) ¤𝑃0
. (4.13)

At early times 𝑡 << 𝜏0, ¤𝐸𝑑 will be nearly constant. Later, when 𝑡 >> 𝜏0, ¤𝐸𝑑 will
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decrease as a power law ∝ 𝑡−2 to 𝑡−3. By combining Equations 4.11 and 4.13 and
assuming 𝑛 = 3, the spindown time can also be recast in terms of the dipole field:

𝜏0 = 15.9 𝐵−2
𝑑,13 𝑃

2
10 years. (4.14)

From this, we can see that the initial spindown time depends strongly on both the
initial period and the magnetic field. We will return to this later in this section and
the next, but first, we attempt to constrain the values of ¤𝐸𝑑 and 𝜏0 consistent with
VT 1137-0337’s radio luminosity and lightcurve.

In Galactic PWNe, the spindown luminosity can be measured precisely through
pulsar timing. However, for our model, the best we can do is to estimate what
it should be from the radio luminosity. The conversion between radio and spin-
down luminosity is often expressed with the fraction [𝑅 ≡ 𝐿𝑅/𝐿𝑠𝑑 = 𝐿𝑅/ ¤𝐸𝑑 . For
well-characterized radio PWNe in the Green (2019) catalog, the median value of
[𝑅 is 3 × 10−4, with a scatter of ∼ 0.85 dex, where we have taken properties of
the corresponding pulsars from psrcat (Manchester, Hobbs, et al., 2005). This is
in agreement with results in the literature (e.g., Frail and Scharringhausen, 1997;
B. M. Gaensler et al., 2000), who find [𝑅 ∼ 10−4 for young and energetic pulsars,
though some older pulsars with undetected nebulae have values < 10−5.

The value of [𝑅 is expected to evolve over time as the NS spins down ( ¤𝐸𝑑 de-
creases, as described above) and its PWN fades (𝐿𝑅 decreases). The behavior of the
radio lightcurve depends on ¤𝐸𝑑 , the adiabatic cooling of the radio-emitting electrons
and the evolution of the magnetic field in the nebula. An analytic model for the
lightcurve of a spindown powered PWN expanding within spherically symmetric
supernova ejecta undergoing homologous expansion can be found in S. P. Reynolds
and R. A. Chevalier (1984). Their model predicts that for 𝑡 < 𝜏0, a single injected
electron energy distribution of 𝑝 = 1.7, and an observing frequency below the syn-
chrotron cooling break, 𝐿𝑅 should fade approximately as a power law of 𝑡−0.75 to
𝑡−1.35, depending on the degree to which the PWN has swept up the ejecta. After
𝜏0, when the spindown luminosity begins to drop, the radio lightcurve fades much
more steeply, as ≈ 𝑡−3.4 for 𝑝 = 1.7. Later, after the PWN is compressed by the
passage of the reverse shock, the luminosity will undergo a sharp enhancement
followed by a slow decline ≈ 𝑡−1. This occurs at a time ∼ 104 years for a thin wind
or an ISM-like density, though may occur much sooner if there is a dense shell
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of circumstellar material around the supernova. The net result is that before the
reverse shock sweeps through (both before and after 𝜏0), [𝑅 should very roughly
decrease as∼ 𝑡−0.75 to 𝑡−1.5. After the reverse shock, [𝑅 should increase as∼ 𝑡1 to 𝑡2.

In Section 4.5, we argued that VT 1137-0337 is not surrounded by a dense shell (so
the reverse shock is not relevant at our inferred 𝑡age of ∼decades), and that our radio
observations likely lie below the cooling break. We therefore expect that [𝑅 should
be decreasing with time, and that the value of of [𝑅 in Galactic PWNe is likely an un-
derestimate. Extrapolating backwards from the youngest known PWNe (including
the Crab Nebula) which have characteristic ages ∼1000 years and [𝑅 ∼ 10−4 −10−3,
we estimate that a reasonable range of values for a PWN with an age of a few decades
is [𝑅 ∼ 10−1 − 10−3. For VT 1137-0337’s radio luminosity of 𝐿𝑅 ∼ 1038 erg s−1,
the corresponding spindown luminosity range is ¤𝐸𝑑 ∼ 1039 to 1041 erg s−1.

Using the age constraints in Section 4.6, we can separately constrain the value
of the initial spindown time 𝜏0. As can be seen in Figure 4.10, if the true age of the
nebula 𝑡age were close to the minimum age 𝑡min ≈ 14 years, the measured per-year
rate of fading corresponds to a rather shallow power law ≈ 𝑡−1. In the framework
of S. P. Reynolds and R. A. Chevalier (1984), this would imply that the NS has not
yet appreciably spun down, so 𝜏0 ≳ 𝑡age ≳ 14 years. Alternatively, if 𝑡age is closer to
the maximum value 𝑡max ≈ 80 years, we would require a steep power law ∼ 𝑡−4 to
reach the ∼5% per-year fading we observe. Such a steep power law would imply that
the NS has already begun to spin down substantially, and so 80 years ≳ 𝑡age ≳ 𝜏0.
Intermediate values of 𝑡age correspond to power laws of intermediate steepness that
would appear when 𝑡age ≈ 𝜏0. This implies that for a spindown powered nebula, 𝜏0

is between ∼ 14 to 80 years.

As shown in Figure 4.11 the constraints on ¤𝐸𝑑 and 𝜏0 combine to form a rather
tight region in the classic pulsar parameter space of P and ¤𝑃. The allowed re-
gion corresponds to a dipole field of slightly less than 1013 G to a few × 1014 G,
roughly an order of magnitude stronger than that of the Crab Pulsar (∼ 1012.5 G).
Such strongly magnetized neutron stars should spin down rapidly (Equation 4.14).
Within ∼100 years, ¤𝐸 will have decreased by ∼ 10 − 30× and, due to the expected
drop in [𝑅, the radio luminosity will have decreased by an even larger margin.
Within a few thousand years, the central NS should fall within the distribution ob-
served in the Milky Way. If the magnetic field is ∼ 1014 G, the NS may eventually
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Figure 4.11: Constraints on a spindown-powered pulsar wind nebula model of VT
1137-0337, plotted in comparison with Galactic pulsars (black points; Manchester,
Hobbs, et al., 2005). The dashed and dotted lines show curves of constant spindown
luminosity ¤𝐸𝑑 and surface dipole field 𝐵𝑑 respectively. Pulsars from the Green
(2019) catalog with well-characterized nebulae are shown with blue stars. Using
the Y and X symbols, we highlight the present position of the Crab Pulsar (Lyne,
Pritchard, and Graham Smith, 1993) and its estimated initial position from tracing
back its spindown (Kou and Tong, 2015). In our model, VT 1137-0337’s present
day position is in the intersection of the orange shaded region (derived from limits
on the initial spindown time 𝜏0) and the blue shaded region (derived from our
estimate of ¤𝐸𝑑). The colored tracks show the spindown over 1000 years of neutron
stars currently located at two different positions in the intersection (𝐵𝑑 = 1014 𝐺,
¤𝐸𝑑 = 2 × 1039 erg s−1) and (𝐵𝑑 = 1013 𝐺, ¤𝐸𝑑 = 5 × 1040 erg s−1). In these tracks,

the squares, pentagons, and hexagons represent braking indices of n = 2, 2.5, and 3,
respectively.

resemble the population of Galactic magnetars (Kaspi and Beloborodov, 2017). If
instead 𝐵 is closer to ∼1013 G, it might eventually resemble a highly magnetized
pulsar, similar to the NS at the center of the composite supernova remnant Kes 75
(e.g., Gavriil et al., 2008; Stephen P. Reynolds, Borkowski, and Gwynne, 2018).
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Magnetar activity as an alternate power source

As discussed above, VT 1137-0337’s luminosity and lightcurve are consistent with
a ∼decades old PWN powered by spindown. However, the only part of the argu-
ment that depends specifically on spindown is the evolution of ¤𝐸 . In principle, any
source of power that can approximately reproduce ¤𝐸 (and also satisfy one of the
mechanisms for producing a flat spectrum) would suffice. A change in the time-
dependence of ¤𝐸 would change the PWN’s lightcurve, but as shown in Figure 4.10,
our per-year fading measurement can be reconciled with a broad range of power-law
fade rates from ∼ 𝑡−1 to ∼ 𝑡−4 simply by changing 𝑡age. This leads us to consider a
different energy source often used in modeling magnetars: the direct decay of the
NS’s magnetic field.

Galactic magnetars typically have spindown-inferred surface dipole fields of 𝐵 ∼
1014 − 1015 G (Kaspi and Beloborodov, 2017). Their total surface fields may be
even stronger if a large fraction is “hiding" in higher order multipoles (those compo-
nents fall off more rapidly with radius and make only marginal contributions to the
torque at the light cylinder radius where the pulsar wind is launched; J. M. Cordes,
Wasserman, et al., 2021). Fields within the NS should be even stronger. Galactic
magnetars maintain high blackbody temperatures for much longer than their initial
neutrino cooling timescale, suggesting that their internal fields (which heat the NS
through their decay) can be as strong as 𝐵int ∼ 1016 G. The strong internal field
corresponds to a large energy reservoir 𝐸𝐵 ∼ ( 4𝜋

3 𝑅
3
NS)

𝐵2
int

8𝜋 ∼ 2×1049𝐵2
int,16 erg. This

reservoir is primarily released via ambipolar diffusion on a characteristic timescale
of roughly 𝑡amb ∼ 400 𝐵−1.2

int,16 𝐿
1.6
km years, where 𝐵int is normalized to 1016 G, and 𝐿

in kilometers is the length scale of magnetic field fluctuations being dissipated in
the core (Beloborodov and X. Li, 2016). The corresponding average luminosity is
roughly

¤𝐸mag ∼ 𝐸𝐵

𝑡amb
∼ 1039 𝐵3.2

int,16 𝐿
−1.6
km erg s−1 (4.15)

which scales sharply with the internal magnetic field, and should be able to power
VT 1137-0337 (i.e., produce ¤𝐸 = 1039 − 1041 erg s−1) provided that 𝐵int ≳ 1016 G.

The energy released by ambipolar diffusion should on average decline as a power
law with time as the length scale 𝐿 grows from small scales to the radius of the NS
and the internal magnetic field decays (Beloborodov and X. Li, 2016). Though on
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short timescales the energy may be released in discrete magnetar flares, these flares
should combine to form a variable or intermittent wind which also gets decelerated
in a termination shock and transfers its energy to particles in the nebula through
wave heating (Beloborodov, 2017). The evolution of a magnetar wind nebula with
a power law energy input ¤𝐸mag = ¤𝐸0(𝑡/𝑡0)−𝛼𝐵 where the magnetar switches on
at a time 𝑡0 and injects relativistic electrons through its flares has been modeled
semi-analytically by Ben Margalit and Brian D. Metzger (2018). They find that at
an age of ∼decades, nearly all of the properties of the persistent radio source associ-
ated with the repeating fast radio burst FRB 121102 (including its radio luminosity,
which is ∼ 10× that of VT 1137-0337; S. Chatterjee et al., 2017) can be reproduced
with 𝐸𝐵 ∼ 5 × 1050, 𝛼𝐵 ∼ 1.3, and 𝑡0 ∼ 0.2 years. By changing the parameters
slightly, they are able to scale the luminosity upwards or downwards by an order of
magnitude, including to the luminosity of VT 1137-0337. At frequencies below the
synchrotron cooling break, their model predicts that the nebula’s lightcurve should
decrease as 𝑡−(𝛼2

𝐵
+7𝛼𝐵−2)/4 ∼ 𝑡−1.5 to 𝑡−4 for 𝛼𝐵 = 1 to 2. This range of fade rates is

consistent with the range inferred for VT 1137-0337 for 𝑡age ∼ 20 − 80 years.

These order-of-magnitude considerations suggest that the decay of a young magne-
tar’s internal field is a plausible alternative to spindown for explaining VT 1137-
0337’s luminosity and lightcurve. If this is the case, then the field decay should be
the nebula’s primary power source in the present day, since NSs born with strong
enough magnetic fields should have long since spun down. When normalized to a
surface dipole field 𝐵𝑑 = 1015 G (a reasonable value for the strong required internal
fields), the initial spindown time (Equation 4.10) becomes 𝜏0 ∼ 14 𝐵−2

𝑑,15 𝑃
2
10 hours.

For a braking index 𝑛 = 3, the age at which the spindown luminosity drops below
the level required to power a radio luminosity 𝐿𝑅 is roughly

𝑡brake ∼ 𝜏0 + (1 year) 𝐵−1
𝑑,15𝐿

− 1
2

38

( [𝑅
0.01

) 1
2
, (4.16)

where 𝐿38 = 𝐿𝑅/1038 erg s−1. For initial periods 𝑃0 ≲ 300 ms and 𝐵𝑑 = 1015 G,
𝑡brake ≲ years is much less than 𝑡age ∼ decades. If the initial period is much longer,
the spindown luminosity never reaches the level required to power the nebula (Figure
4.11), and if 𝑛 is closer to 2, spindown occurs even more rapidly.

At early times, the energy released by a magnetar’s spindown could influence the
expansion of the nebula and the luminosity of the supernova. If 𝐵𝑑 ∼ 1015 G, a
large fraction of the NS’s rotational energy will have been released while the ejecta
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is still coupled to the internal radiation via electron scattering. If the magnetar has
an initial period 𝑃0 ∼ a few to a few 10s of milliseconds, its rotational energy would
be ≳ 1050 erg, which is enough to power a superluminous supernova when released
at this early time (Kasen and Bildsten, 2010). Such rapid rotation may be related to
the generation of the strong fields (Raynaud et al., 2020), and due to the age of VT
1137-0337, such a luminous explosion is not ruled out by the lack of an archival
supernova detection (Section 4.4). In this scenario, the radius of the nebula might
be larger than expected for its age due to the additional energy imparted to the ejecta
and the increase in ¤𝐸 (Equation 4.8). If instead 𝑃0 ≳ 100 ms, the total rotational
energy would be closer to ∼1047 − 1048 erg. In this case, the early spindown lumi-
nosity (comparable to ¤𝐸mag) would have a small effect on the initial expansion of
the nebula, and a negligible effect on the supernova.

Comparison with FRB persistent sources
Much of the recent work on luminous magnetar wind nebulae has been done in
the context of persistent radio sources (PRSs) associated with repeating fast radio
bursts (FRBs), a connection that has recently been strengthened by the detection of a
low-luminosity FRB from the Galactic magnetar SGR 1935+2154 (C. D. Bochenek
et al., 2020; CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al., 2020). There are a number of obser-
vational similarities between VT 1137-0337 and PRSs. The two PRSs identified to
date are associated with FRB 121102 (S. Chatterjee et al., 2017) and FRB 190520B
(Niu et al., 2021). Both of the PRSs have have comparably flat spectral indices
at frequencies of a few GHz and radio luminosities ∼ 10× higher than that of VT
1137-0337 (Figure 4.5). Both PRSs are hosted by starbursting dwarf galaxies of
stellar mass ∼ 108 − 109 𝑀⊙ and star formation rate ∼ 0.2− 0.5 𝑀⊙/yr (Figure 4.6).
These galaxies have specific star formation rates (SSFRs) comparable to the hosts
of long GRBs and superluminous supernovae, but there is considerable overlap with
the SSFRs of ordinary core collapse supernova hosts (Figure 4.6, Taggart and D.
Perley, 2019). Neither PRS has thus far been observed to fade, but the measurement
uncertainties for these faint sources (∼ 250`Jy at ∼1.5 GHz in both cases) do not
preclude fading at the level that we have observed. Likewise, neither PRS has been
observed to appear as a transient, but the lack of sufficiently deep reference epochs
does not exclude this scenario. Some of the best available constraints come from
the the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS), which gives 1.5 GHz 3𝜎 upper limits at
both PRS locations of ∼1.5 mJy roughly two decades before detection (J. J. Condon,
Cotton, Greisen, et al., 1998), suggesting that the average fade rate of these sources
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on ∼2 decade timescales is ≲ 10% per year.

One feature of the FRB 121102 PRS not present in VT 1137-0337 is the break
at ∼10 GHz where the spectrum steepens from ∼ a−0.2 to ∼ a−1.2 (S. Chatterjee
et al., 2017). This break is confirmed by Chen, Ravi, and G. W. Hallinan (2022)
who find a low variability amplitude at 15 and 22 GHz, suggesting that the break is
intrinsic rather than a chromatic artifact of refractive scintillation. A potential break
at the same frequency is unconstrained by currently available observations of FRB
190520B, which span 1 - 6 GHz (Niu et al., 2021). The origin of the FRB 121102
break is still somewhat unclear. The most straightforward explanation might be
synchrotron cooling, which is generically expected to deplete high-energy electrons
radiating at high frequencies where cooling is efficient, piling them up at a lower
energy 𝐸𝑐 and creating a spectral break at the corresponding cooling frequency
a𝑐. However, cooling of a single electron population predicts a steepening from
𝛼 = (𝑝 − 1)/2 for a < a𝑐 to 𝑝/2 for a > a𝑐 for a difference Δ𝛼 = 0.5, less than
the observed value Δ𝛼 ∼ 1. One potential solution is if more electrons are injected
at early times where the magnetic field is stronger and the cooling frequency lower.
As discussed in Atoyan (1999), this would flatten the spectrum at frequencies lower
than a𝑐, thus alleviating the tension in Δ𝛼. It is likely, however, that other solutions
exist.

Regardless of the mechanism, if the break were caused by a cooling frequency,
the lack of a detected break in VT 1137-0337 is unsurprising given its lower ra-
dio luminosity, which suggests an older age, a lower ¤𝐸 , or both. Either of these
differences could lead to the cooling break a𝑐 being located at a higher frequency
than the range we have observed. For electrons with age 𝑡 and a nebula with field
strength 𝐵𝑛, the cooling frequency scales as a𝑐 ∝ 𝑡−2 𝐵−3

𝑛 . In young nebulae, the
weakening of the magnetic field (which is primarily driven by adiabatic cooling as
the nebula expands) should be the dominant factor, causing the cooling frequency
to rise rapidly with time. In the case of spindown, 𝐵𝑛 ∝ 𝑡−1.3 to 𝑡−2, so a𝑐 ∝ 𝑡1.9

to 𝑡4 (S. P. Reynolds and R. A. Chevalier, 1984). For a power law magnetic en-
ergy injection ¤𝐸 ∝ (𝑡/𝑡0)−𝛼𝐵 and a nebula radius 𝑅𝑛 ∝ ¤𝐸1/5 𝑡6/5 (Equation 4.8),
integrating Equation 11 from Ben Margalit and Brian D. Metzger (2018) yields
𝐵𝑛 ∝ 𝑡−(3𝛼𝐵+13)/10 ∼ 𝑡−1.6 to 𝑡−2 for 𝑡 >> 𝑡0 and 𝛼𝐵 = 1 to 2. This leads to a similar
evolution for the cooling break: a𝑐 ∝ 𝑡2.8 to 𝑡4. Even for the shallowest power
laws, raising a𝑐 from 10 GHz to ≳ 15 GHz (beyond our observing frequencies)
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would only require that VT 1137-0337 is ≳ 20% older than FRB 121102. For a
fixed nebula age, the value of 𝐵𝑛 could also be lowered by reducing ¤𝐸 , though this
effect is weaker than that of aging. Roughly, 𝐵𝑛 ∝ 𝐸

1/2
𝐵
𝑅
−3/2
𝑛 , where 𝐸𝐵 is the

magnetic energy in the nebula and the nebula radius is a weak function of ¤𝐸 , scaling
as 𝑅𝑛 ∝ ¤𝐸1/5 (Equation 4.8). If we neglect the differential adiabatic cooling due to
the slightly different expansion rate, 𝐸𝐵 ∝ ¤𝐸 for fixed age. Altogether, this leads to
𝐵𝑛 ∝ ¤𝐸0.2, implying a𝑐 ∝ ¤𝐸−0.6. If we assume that a 10× smaller radio luminosity
corresponds to a 10× lower ¤𝐸 , this would lead to a ∼ 4× higher a𝑐 at the same age.
This too would be enough to explain the lack of a cooling break at a < 15 GHz.

Overall, we find the two FRB persistent sources to be intriguing possible analogues
for VT 1137-0337, given the theoretical connections to magnetar wind nebulae
and the many observational similarities. However, a link between the two cannot
be firmly established without the detection of associated FRBs. The best publicly
available constraints come from the first CHIME data release, which does not report
any detections consistent with VT 1137-0337 between July 2018 and July 2019 (The
CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al., 2021). The lack of detections is not particularly
constraining however, since VT 1137-0337 is located close to CHIME’s southern
declination limit (−11◦) where their observations are likely not as sensitive and
since our observations do not constrain the free-free opacity at CHIME’s observing
frequencies (400 - 800 MHz). From Figure 4 of The CHIME/FRB Collaboration
et al. (2021), CHIME’s total integration time at VT 1137-0337’s location in the
reported span was < 10 hours, and depending on the exact configuration of their
synthesized beams, the actual effective integration time may have been much less.
In the most tightly constrained scenario, this implies that VT 1137-0337 is not
much more active than FRB 121102, which had one detection by CHIME in a total
integration time of 11.3 hours (Josephy et al., 2019). It remains to be seen whether
there are fast timescale bursts detectable from VT 1137-0337. We have started to
monitor the source for bursts and will report on our results in a future paper.

4.7 Summary and Conclusions
We have discovered VT 1137-0337, a luminous, flat spectrum radio transient in a
dwarf starburst galaxy at redshift z = 0.02764 with mass ∼ 108.3𝑀⊙, star formation
rate∼ 0.5𝑀⊙ yr−1, and metallicity∼ 0.3𝑍⊙. The transient source became detectable
at radio frequencies some time between 1998 and 2018, brightening by >550% at
1.5 GHz. Between 2018 and 2022, it has faded at an average rate of ∼5% per year
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while maintaining a stable power-law spectrum 𝑆a ∝ a−0.35 from ∼ 1 to 15 GHz
(Sections 4.3, 4.4).

VT 1137-0337 is surrounded by massive young stars that have formed in the past few
Myr, suggesting an association with the massive stars or their remnants. The lack
of a self-absorption break in its synchrotron spectrum implies an emitting region
larger than ∼ 1017 cm and causality requires an emitting region smaller than ∼ 6 pc.
Its luminosity implies a magnetic energy similar to the shocks of radio-luminous
supernovae. However, its flat spectrum and slow fading is unique among known
radio transients of similar luminosity and cannot be explained by diffusive shock
acceleration under standard conditions (Section 4.5).

We considered several possible origins for this transient (Section 4.6), summarized
by the following:

• Shocks from stellar explosions such as supernovae and gamma ray bursts have
not been observed to (and are generally not expected to) have a flat spectrum.
In the absence of observational analogues or theoretical expectations for such
transients, we consider this explanation to be unlikely.

• Jets launched from black holes can have flat spectra through the continu-
ous superposition of synchrotron self-absorbed components. However, black
holes of this radio luminosity are not typically expected to reside in galaxies
of this mass, and there are no optical or X-ray indications of accretion onto
a black hole. More importantly, the size scale implied by self-absorption is
not consistent with the slow and steady fading that we have observed from
1-10 GHz over four years. We do not believe that a black hole jet is a likely
explanation, though future observations including radio monitoring will pro-
vide important tests for this argument. In particular, stochastic behavior in
the radio lightcurve (in excess of expectations for scintillation) or a change in
the radio spectral index would reopen the case for an AGN, while continued
slow and steady fading would further strengthen our arguments against this
scenario.

• Pulsar wind nebulae are one of the only known source classes that are expected
to have flat spectra and fade slowly. They will appear as radio transients
once the surrounding supernova ejecta becomes optically thin to free-free
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absorption. Though VT 1137-0337 is much more luminous than pulsar wind
nebulae found in the Milky Way, all of its observed properties can be explained
with the spin-down of a ∼decades old neutron star with a dipole field 𝐵𝑑 ∼
1013−14 G and a period 𝑃 ∼ 10− 100 ms. Alternatively, VT 1137-0337 could
be powered by the decay of internal magnetic fields in the core of a magnetar
(possibly through discrete flares), provided that the internal field is stronger
than ∼ 1016 G. We find a nebula powered by either spindown or field decay
to be a reasonable explanation for VT 1137-0337.

• The two known persistent radio sources associated with repeating FRBs have
similar radio luminosities, spectral indices and host galaxies to VT 1137-
0337. Though FRB persistent sources have not previously been observed
as transients, they have been theorized to be ∼decades old magnetar wind
nebulae. If that were the case, they should have appeared as transients in the
recent past. We consider these sources to be intriguing potential analogs to VT
1137-0337. This scenario can be tested by further monitoring for associated
bursts.

Among the scenarios considered, we find that the most compelling explanations for
VT 1137-0337 involve highly magnetized neutron stars at an age of ∼ 1 to 8 decades.
In the case of a spindown-powered pulsar wind nebula, the surface dipole field is
constrained by limits on the spindown luminosity and initial spindown time to be
approximately 𝐵𝑑 ∼ 1013−14 G. In the case of a nebula powered by magnetar field
decay, the injected power scales sharply with 𝐵int, which should be stronger than
∼ 1016 G in order to power to the nebula.

Our results establish a general picture for VT 1137-0337, but leave open a rich
set of questions for further observational and theoretical analysis. We list a few of
these questions below:

• Where are the breaks in the spectrum and how do they evolve with time?
Synchrotron spectra should generically turn over at a low frequency due to
synchrotron self-absorption or free-free absorption, and should break at a
high frequency due to synchrotron cooling. The self-absorption and cooling
frequencies depend on the radius and magnetic field of the nebula, which
in the case of young pulsar wind nebulae, are expected to evolve with time.
Locating and tracking these breaks would provide important constraints on
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the evolution of the nebula and even nondetections would strengthen the limits
we have provided in Section 4.5 (e.g., Resmi, Vink, and Ishwara-Chandra,
2021).

• What is the origin of the flat spectrum? Much theoretical work has been
done to explain the flat spectra of pulsar wind nebulae, though observational
verification of these theories has proven challenging. Many of the theo-
ries are motivated by in-depth studies of the Crab Nebula made possible by
multi-wavelength, spatially resolved observations. VT 1137-0337 presents an
opportunity to probe a very different region of the pulsar wind nebula param-
eter space. In particular, theories involving electrons injected at early times
(e.g., Atoyan, 1999) may be constrained by measurements of the nebula’s
evolution.

• Are there associated FRBs or other bursts? Neutron stars produce a wide
range of potentially related bursts, including Crab giant pulses (e.g., Bera and
Chengalur, 2019), X-ray bursts (e.g., Tavani et al., 2021), and fast radio bursts
(e.g., C. D. Bochenek et al., 2020). Most of these burst types are associated
with field-decay powered magnetars, though the line between these sources
and the most strongly magnetized spindown powered pulsars is somewhat
fuzzy (e.g., Gavriil et al., 2008). Since VT 1137-0337 has an inferred field
in the range of strongly magnetized pulsars to full magnetars, it will be
particularly interesting to monitor the source for bursts. In particular, the
particles injected by bursts may be important in providing the number of
relativistic particles required to produce the high radio luminosity we observe
(e.g., Beloborodov, 2017).

• What can VT 1137-0337 teach us about the population of young pulsar wind
nebulae as a whole? In our effective survey volume (Section 4.3), there should
be ∼ 102 − 103 young neutron stars born per year, of which at least ∼ 10%
should be magnetars (e.g., Beniamini et al., 2019). Our detection of only
1 likely pulsar wind nebula in observations spanning 20 years implies that
the vast majority of young neutron stars (including magnetars) either produce
nebulae that are much less luminous, or do not produce nebulae at all. An
even larger gap in rates is inferred for FRB persistent sources by Casey J.
Law, Connor, and Aggarwal (2022). Understanding the selection factors that
lead to luminous pulsar wind nebula will help interpret future searches for
extragalactic nebulae and, if FRB persistent sources are truly magnetar wind
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nebulae, may help reveal why some repeating FRBs have luminous persistent
sources (S. Chatterjee et al., 2017; Niu et al., 2021) while others do not (e.g.,
Kirsten et al., 2022).

We conclude with a few thoughts on the selection factors leading to radio-luminous
nebulae. In both field-decay and spindown powered scenarios, we find that a flux-
limited survey such as VLASS may biased towards neutron stars that are particularly
strongly magnetized, though detailed verification requires population synthesis, fur-
ther transient searches, and theoretical modeling beyond the scope of this paper.

In Galactic magnetars, the typical timescale of field decay is ∼104 years (Beni-
amini et al., 2019) rather than the fiducial few × 102 years we considered in Section
4.6. These longer decay times translate to weaker internal fields 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑡 , lower aver-
ages rates of energy release ¤𝐸 and, for fixed values of [𝑅 ≡ 𝐿𝑅/ ¤𝐸 , lower average
radio luminosities 𝐿𝑅. Since for our fiducial parameters, ¤𝐸 is already close to the
minimum value for VT 1137-0337 of ∼ 1039 erg s−1 when 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 1016 G, we may
only be sensitive to the highest values of ¤𝐸 , corresponding to strong internal fields.
This tracks with the lack of radio-detected magnetar wind nebulae in the Milky Way
(the strongest candidate for such a nebula is a faint X-ray source not detected in
the radio; Younes et al., 2016). Detailed modeling beyond our order-of-magnitude
estimates is required to draw firm conclusions, however.

For spindown-powered pulsars, Galactic sources that can be age-dated with asso-
ciated supernova remnants have initial periods 𝑃0 and dipole fields 𝐵0 drawn from
log-normal distributions centered at 𝑃0 ∼100 ms with a scatter of ∼0.5 dex and
𝐵0 ∼ 1012.4 G with a scatter of ∼0.4 dex (Igoshev et al., 2022). By running a Monte
Carlo simulation where we assume a volumetrically uniform distance distribution
𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝑟 ∝ 𝑟3 and neglect any covariance between 𝐵0 and 𝑃0, we find that the median
peak flux due to spindown of these neutron stars is 𝐿𝑅 ∼ 6 × 10−4 ([𝑅/10−2) mJy,
roughly 1000 times fainter than we can detect. Due to the sharp scaling of ¤𝐸 with
𝑃0 however, a substantial tail of the distribution (∼ 8% of nebulae for [𝑅 = 10−2

or ∼3.5% for [𝑅 = 10−3) should be brighter at peak than ∼1 mJy and would be
detectable by our search. The requirement for nebulae to still be luminous at the
time of emergence from free-free absorption shrinks this tail by only a small factor
due to the slow spindown from ordinary pulsar-like dipole fields (a median value
of 1012.7 G in the tail). At an age of ∼40 years, roughly 80% in the tail will still
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be brighter than 1 mJy, dropping to 30% after 200 years. Altogether, the combined
requirements of youth and escape from free-free absorption downselects the pulsar
population by a factor of ∼ 100×, leaving us with a further factor of ∼ 10− 100× to
account for our detection rate.

This can be accomplished if VT 1137-0337’s unusually strong dipole field is a
selected-for feature rather than a fluke. In the bright tail, only ∼30% of neutron stars
have dipole fields stronger than 1 × 1013 G, roughly the minimum field strength
inferred for VT 1137-0337. The fraction drops to 10% above 2×1013 G, and to only
1% above 5×1013 G, which is in the middle of the inferred range for spindown. Thus,
if a field strength of a few × 1013 G is required to produce a nebula as luminous as
VT 1137-0337, that could plausibly explain our detection rate. As with magnetars,
further analysis is required to draw a firm conclusion.

It is interesting to note that at a dipole field strength of ∼1013.5 G, the distinction
between spindown powered pulsars and field-decay powered magnetars becomes
blurred, with each population displaying features of the other (e.g., Gavriil et al.,
2008; Kaspi and Beloborodov, 2017). If magnetar-like flares are required to popu-
late the radio electron population and a large energy input from spindown (or decay
of an unusually strong internal field) is required to power those electrons, the highest
radio luminosity tail of young pulsar wind nebulae may be populated by unusually
magnetized neutron stars. Future detections of flat spectrum radio transients in
surveys such as the remaining epochs of VLASS (Lacy et al., 2020), ASKAP/VAST
(T. Murphy, Kaplan, et al., 2021), LOTSS (Shimwell et al., 2017), or the DSA-2000
(Gregg Hallinan et al., 2019) will provide a test of this hypothesis.

Appendix

4.8 Appendix: Free-free Emission
Here we show that VT 1137-0337’s combination of high luminosity and human-
timescale variability cannot be explained by free-free emission, as claimed in Section
4.5. Let us consider the implications of having a substantial fraction of the observed
luminosity be due to free-free emission. For simplicity, we assume that the source
of the free-free emission is a sphere of ionized gas with a radius 𝑅, temperature
𝑇 , and density 𝑛𝑒. We denote the frequency where the optical depth to free-free
absorption equals 1 as a 𝑓 𝑓 and the thermal fraction (i.e., the fraction of the flux at
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a 𝑓 𝑓 due to free-free emission) as 𝑓𝑡ℎ. The flux 𝑆a 𝑓 𝑓 due to free-free emission at
frequency a 𝑓 𝑓 can then be expressed in two ways:

𝑆a 𝑓 𝑓 ≈ 2 mJy
( a 𝑓 𝑓
GHz

)−0.35
(
𝑓𝑡ℎ

1.0

)
, (4.17)

from the observed spectrum discussed in Section 4.4 and

𝑆a 𝑓 𝑓 ≈
2a2

𝑓 𝑓
𝑘𝑇

𝑐2 𝜋

(
𝑅

120 Mpc

)2
, (4.18)

since at 𝜏 = 1 the thermal free-free emission is close to being optically thick.

From the variability timescale and observed spectrum, we have constraints on 𝑅
and a 𝑓 𝑓 . Taking the Δ𝑡 ∼ 20 year span between nondetection at 1.5 GHz in FIRST
and and our first follow-up epoch to be an upper limit on the rise time of the transient,
we have a maximum length scale for the region responsible for the excess emission
of 𝑅 < 𝑐Δ𝑡 = 6.1pc. The nondetection in Epoch 1 of any spectral break between
∼1-12 GHz and the falling spectrum in that range (Figure 4.3) implies that we are
observing the optically thin part of the spectrum and thus that a 𝑓 𝑓 < 1 GHz.

Combining Equations 4.17 and 4.18, we have

𝑇 = 8 × 106
( a 𝑓 𝑓
GHz

)−2.35
(

𝑅

6.1 pc

)−2 (
𝑓𝑡ℎ

1.0

)
K, (4.19)

which together with the constraints on 𝑅 and a 𝑓 𝑓 indicates a minimum temperature
of ∼8 ×106 f𝑡ℎ K. If 𝑓𝑡ℎ is ∼1, the corresponding lower bound is extreme for a region
emitting radio free-free emission. Moreover, it is likely a substantial underestimate
when considering the range of reasonable radii. For instance, a constant velocity
blast wave of 10,000 km/s would reach 𝑅 ∼ 6× 1017 cm in 20 years, and would thus
require a temperature ≳ 8 × 109 K.

We can further highlight the problem of extremes by considering the required
density and energy within the emitting region. The density can be constrained from
the free-free opacity (James J. Condon and Ransom, 2016b) which, for our constant
density sphere of radius 𝑅, is approximately
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𝜏 ≈ 0.082
(
𝑇

𝐾

)−1.35 ( a

GHz

)−2.1 ( 𝑛𝑒

cm−3

)2
(
𝑅

pc

)
. (4.20)

By definition, 𝜏 = 1 at a 𝑓 𝑓 , so we can combine equations 4.19 and 4.20 to get:

𝑛𝑒 = 6.5 × 104
( a 𝑓 𝑓
GHz

)−0.54
(

𝑅

6.1 pc

)−1.85 (
𝑓𝑡ℎ

1.0

)0.68
cm−3. (4.21)

Again if 𝑓𝑡ℎ >> 0, this density is substantially higher than then ∼102 cm−3 inferred
for the surrounding star-forming region (Section 4.5), and would thus require an
unusual environment or a significant pre-explosion deposition of mass from the
source of the transient. It is also likely underestimated by a similar factor to the
temperature, given the similar scaling with 𝑅. These issues come together when
considering the thermal energy required for the radiating plasma:

𝑈 =
3
2

(
4
3
𝜋𝑅3

)
𝑛𝑘𝑇. (4.22)

Folding in equations 4.19 and 4.21, we get

𝑈 = 3 × 1054
( a 𝑓 𝑓
GHz

)−2.9
(

𝑅

6.1 pc

)−0.85 (
𝑓𝑡ℎ

1.0

)1.68
erg. (4.23)

If there is any substantial thermal fraction, the implied lower limit on the energy
is orders of magnitude beyond what can be deposited by e.g. a supernova, tidal
disruption event, or black hole flare. For scale, the minimum energy would require
a black hole of ∼20% the stellar mass of the galaxy to be emitting at its Eddington
luminosity for 20 years. Varying the assumptions (e.g. a nonspherical geometry,
or a non constant temperature and density) does not help by much. Considering
that the emission appeared within a dwarf galaxy on the timescale of ∼20 years, we
conclude that free-free emission is not a reasonable explanation for VT 1137-0337.

4.9 Appendix: Literature Transients and Flat Spectrum Sources
Here we give the luminosities, spectral indices, and references for the points plotted
in Figure 4.5. Due to the evolving nature of supernovae, gamma ray bursts and
tidal disruption events, the luminosities for sources in those classes are approximate
values, valid at some point in the evolution of the transient. We have made an effort
to choose luminosities at late times where the transient is optically thin at 3 GHz.
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Where possible, we use spectral indices that are directly fit from standard peaked
SED models. For spectral indices derived from measurements in two bands, we use
values from late epochs after the peak has dropped to frequencies below the two
bands and the spectral index has converged to its optically thin value.

Fast radio burst persistent sources:

• PRS/FRB 121102: From a fit of the the 1 - 10 GHz observations in S.
Chatterjee et al. (2017), we estimate a low-frequency spectral index of𝛼 ∼ 0.2.
There is evidence of a break at ∼10 GHz, with a spectral index of 𝛼 ∼ 1.2
toward higher frequencies. The 3 GHz luminosity is 𝐿3GHz = 2.3 × 1029 erg
s−1 Hz−1 at the redshift reported in Tendulkar et al. (2017).

• PRS/FRB 190520B: The spectral index and luminosity come from the values
reported in Niu et al. (2021): 𝛼 = 0.41 ± 0.04 and 𝐿3GHz = 3 × 1029 erg s−1

Hz−1.

Gamma ray bursts:

• GRB 030329: Our plotted spectral index 𝛼 ∼ 0.55 comes from the report in
A. J. van der Horst et al. (2007) that 𝑝 = 2.1, though we note that Figure 1
of Granot and Alexander J. van der Horst (2014) suggests a value closer to
𝛼 = 0.7. This GRB has many observations over a span of years. In the figure,
we plot a value of ∼ 2 × 1030 erg s−1 Hz−1 in between the 4.8 and 2.3 GHz
temporal peaks.

• GW 170817: The spectral index 𝛼 ≈ 0.6 comes from the fit in Mooley, E.
Nakar, et al. (2018), and the luminosity (∼ 9×1025 erg s−1 Hz−1) comes from
their brightest reported 3 GHz data point.

• GRB 980703: We estimate a spectral index of 𝛼 ∼ 0.6 from the late-time data
points plotted in Fig 1 of Granot and Alexander J. van der Horst (2014). The
5 GHz luminosity at the point where the spectral index plateaus is roughly 4
× 1029 erg s Hz−1.

Radio supernovae:

• SN 1978K: The spectral index 𝛼 = 0.8 and luminosity 1 × 1027 erg s−1 Hz−1

are from the 1992.5 epoch in Table 5 of Ryder et al. (1993).
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• SN 1979C: The spectral index 𝛼 = 0.7 and luminosity 2 × 1027 erg s−1 Hz−1

are from Table 3 of Kurt W. Weiler, van Dyk, et al. (1991).

• SN 1983N: The plotted optically thin spectral index 𝛼 = 1.1 and luminosity
3 × 1025 erg s Hz−1 are from Table 8 of K. W. Weiler et al. (1986).

• SN 1984L: The spectral index 𝛼 = 1.2 and luminosity 7 × 1025 erg s−1 Hz−1

are from the Nov 30. 1984 epoch reported in N. Panagia, R. A. Sramek, and
K. W. Weiler (1986).

• SN 1986J: The spectral index is from the report in Kurt W. Weiler, Nino
Panagia, and Richard A. Sramek (1990) that 𝛼 = 0.7±0.1 from 6 to 2 cm and
the luminosity ∼ 5 × 1027 erg s−1 Hz−1 is from Table 5.

• SN 1987A: The plotted spectral index 𝛼 = 0.9 is from the report in Manch-
ester, B. M. Gaensler, et al. (2002) that the spectral index has changed from
0.97 to 0.88 and the luminosity ∼ 2 × 1023 erg s Hz−1 is estimated from their
Figure 1.

• SN 1988Z: The spectral index𝛼 = 0.74±0.5 and luminosity∼ 2×1028 erg s Hz−1

are from Tables 1 and 2 of van Dyk, Kurt W. Weiler, Richard A. Sramek, and
Nino Panagia (1993).

• SN 1990B: The spectral index 𝛼 = 0.9 and luminosity 3 × 1026 erg s−1 Hz−1

are from the Apr 26, 1990 epoch reported in van Dyk, Richard A. Sramek,
et al. (1993).

• SN 1993J: The spectral index 𝛼 ∼ −0.99 is from Table 1 of van Dyk,
Kurt W. Weiler, Richard A. Sramek, Rupen, et al. (1994) and the luminosity
∼ 8 × 1026 erg s Hz−1 is estimated from their Figure 1.

• SN 1998bw: The plotted spectral index𝛼 =0.7 and luminosity 4×1027 erg s Hz−1

come from observations presented in Z.-Y. Li and Roger A. Chevalier (1999)
at a late epoch where the radio SED is optically thin.

• SN 2009bb: The spectral index and luminosity come from Soderberg, Chakraborti,
et al. (2010), who report 𝛼 ∼ 1 and 𝑆3GHz ∼ 15 mJy on day 52, corresponding
to 𝐿3GHz ∼ 3 × 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1.

• PTF 11qcj: The spectral index (𝛼 ∼ 1.1) and luminosity (𝐿3GHz ∼ 2 × 1029

erg s−1 Hz−1) come from the most recent broadband radio spectrum (at day
1887) reported in Palliyaguru et al. (2019).
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• VT 1210+4956: The spectral index 𝛼 = 1.04 ± 0.02 and 3 GHz luminosity
1.3 × 1029 erg s Hz−1 come from the May 30, 2018 followup epoch in D. Z.
Dong et al. (2021).

Tidal disruption events:

• Sw J1644+57: We use the report in Eftekhari, E. Berger, Zauderer, et al.
(2018) that on day 651, the 3.4 GHz flux was 8.78 mJy, corresponding to
𝐿a = 4 × 1031 erg s Hz−1. The optically thin slope at this epoch is consistent
with 𝑝 = 2.5, corresponding to 𝛼 = 0.75.

• IGR 12580+0134: We use the combined jet model from Perlman et al. (2017),
which predicts 𝑝 = 2.7, corresponding to 𝛼 = 0.85. Extrapolating from their
5GHz flux using this spectral index gives a 3 GHz flux of 46 mJy in the 2015
Oct 8 epoch, corresponding to 1.6 × 1028 erg s Hz−1.

• AT 2019dsg: The spectral model from Stein et al. (2021) predicts 𝑝 =

2.9 ± 0.1, corresponding to 𝛼 = 0.95 ± 0.05, consistent with results in Y.
Cendes et al. (2021). On day 178, the 3.24 GHz flux was 0.92 ± 0.08 mJy,
corresponding to a luminosity of 5.8 × 1028 erg s Hz−1.

• Arp 299-B AT1: We use the spectral model from S. Mattila et al. (2018).
Their modeling (Table S8) indicates that p = 3.0 for the jet, corresponding to
𝛼 = 1. From their Table S4, we adopt 3mJy as a representative flux at 3GHz,
corresponding to 7 × 1027 erg s Hz−1.

• CNSS J0019+00: Spectral fitting in M. M. Anderson et al. (2019) indicates
that during the 2015 Oct 15 epoch, the 2.9 GHz flux was 7.25 mJy, corre-
sponding to 5.2 × 1028 erg s Hz−1 and the optically thin spectral index was
𝛼 = 1.1.

• ASASSN 14li: From modeling in K. D. Alexander, E. Berger, et al. (2016),
the transient component in the 2015 June epoch was∼ 0.9 mJy, corresponding
to 9 × 1027 erg s Hz−1 and the spectral index was 𝛼 ∼ 1.

• XMMSL1 J0740-85: From K. D. Alexander, Wieringa, et al. (2017), the
2.7 GHz emission was 0.87 mJy at peak, corresponding to 6×1027 erg s Hz−1.
They find a best fit spectral index of 𝛼 = 0.7 ± 0.1.
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• VT J1548+2208: Somalwar, Ravi, D. Dong, et al. (2021) observe a 3 GHz
flux of ∼ 3 mJy, corresponding to ∼ 7 × 1028 erg s Hz−1. We use the spectral
index of the high frequency component: 𝛼 = 1.1.

• FIRST J1533+2727: This TDE was discovered at a late time where the
spectrum is optically thin at all observed frequencies. From Table 1 in Ravi
et al. (2021), we calculate a spectral index of 𝛼 = 0.84. At this late time, the
3 GHz luminosity is ∼ 5 × 1027 erg s Hz−1.

Pulsar wind nebulae:
The spectral indices and luminosities of plotted PWNe are from the Green (2019)
pulsar wind nebula and supernova remnant catalog. We selected every source
classified as a PWN with a measured distance, flux, and spectral index. They are:
the Crab Nebula, 3C58, Vela X, G284.3-1.8, G292.2-0.5, G292.0+1.8, G308.8-0.1,
G320.4-1.2, G341.2+0.9, G343.1-2.3, G5.4-1.2, G11.2-0.3, G21.5-0.9, G29.7-0.3,
G34.7-0.4, G54.1+0.3, and G69.0+2.7.
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C h a p t e r 5

EXPANDING THE SEARCH FOR SLOW RADIO TRANSIENTS
TO THE ENTIRE NORTHERN SKY

5.1 Other samples
All of the science described above was done with a sample of 64 transients iden-
tified in spectroscopically verified galaxies within 200 Mpc using only data within
the FIRST footprint. The number of qualifiers in that description suggests that there
is much more science to be done when those qualifiers are relaxed.

A subset of that work has been done by my collaborator Kristina Nyland, who
wrote a paper on a sample of VLASS vs FIRST transients I identified that are as-
sociated with quasars (Nyland, Dillon Z. Dong, et al., 2020). Due to their much
higher redshifts, they have much higher luminosities than the AGN flares identified
in Chapter 2. As such, they are more likely to be new jets being launched, as was
the conclusion in her paper.

I also conducted a search for transients in VLASS relative to the NRAO VLA
Sky Survey (NVSS; J. J. Condon, Cotton, Greisen, et al., 1998), which is a 1.4 GHz
survey contemporaneous with FIRST taken in the VLA’s D configuration. NVSS’s
resolution (∼40”) is significantly mismatched with VLASS and it has a much worse
sensitivity (a RMS of ∼500`Jy). However, it does cover the entire sky, including the
Galactic plane which FIRST avoids. The transients identifiable in that search are too
bright in VLASS to be explainable by a rising spectral index. One nuclear transient
was recently published as a candidate jetted TDE (Somalwar, Ravi, Dillon Z. Dong,
et al., 2022). Others are likely Galactic and are the subject of ongoing work within
the Caltech radio group (Miller et al. in prep).

Though there is more to be said about the VLASS vs FIRST and VLASS vs NVSS
samples, here I focus on initial results from the sample of transients that VLASS
was intended to search for: sources that are present in one epoch but not in another.
I identified the first batch of these transients with a modified version of the pipeline
from Chapter 2. This pipeline is described below.
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5.2 Identification of transients and variables in VLASS Epoch 2 vs Epoch 1
As of the writing of this thesis, two full epochs of VLASS have been observed.
Epoch 1 was obseved from 2017-2019, and Epoch 2 was observed from 2020-2022.
Each epoch spans ∼34,000 deg2. Thus far, I have only run a search for Epoch 2
sources not present in Epoch 1. However, my pipeline can be run equally well in
the opposite direction to look for disappearing transients, and I have plans to do
this in the near future. This work will be done in collaboration with members of
the VLASS Survey Science Group and their students toward the goal of releasing a
catalog paper of Epoch 2 vs Epoch 1 transients in both directions.

My approach to identifying transients between VLASS epochs is to first find where
the sources are in each epoch using a source extractor, and then quantify the level
of variability at those locations using forced photometry. The reason why I do it
this way instead of simply running a catalog cross match (as is commonly done
in the literature) is to get a measure of variability that transitions smoothly from
nondetections to faint sub-threshold detections to significant detections. This is akin
to what I did to remove faint sub-threshold FIRST sources in the 200 Mpc search.

To find the sources, I ran PyBDSF on the Epoch 2 images with the same set-
tings used in the 200 Mpc search (5𝜎 peak pixel threshold, 3𝜎 island threshold).
Then, at the RA and Dec of each Epoch 2 source candidate, I take a 5x5 box of pixels
in the corresponding Epoch 1 image. I then take the maximum pixel value in that
box to be an estimator of the Epoch 1 flux1. I use the 5x5 box in order to guarantee
that any underlying source will be accounted for even in the presence of astrometric
errors (which at times can be ∼1” in the quicklook images prior to correction of
systematics, compared to the 1” pixel size used in VLASS quicklook images). This
will likely be tightened to a 3x3 box in the final version of the transient catalog,
which will use astrometrically corrected images which should have an astrometric
uncertainty closer to 0.5”.

The 5x5 box photometry scheme introduces some systematics when there is no
clearly detected source in the box. Whereas the flux value for one pixel is well
described by a Gaussian, the maximum value over 25 pixels is not, particularly if
there is also a faint underlying source. To account for this, I ran a set of Monte Carlo

1The units of flux in radio images are Jy per beam, so for point sources which by definition span
1 beam, the peak pixel value is exactly equivalent to its integrated flux.
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simulations where I injected noise on top of simulated Gaussian sources of varying
fluxes. By running 5x5 box photometry on these simulated sources, I generated
expected distributions for the maximum pixel value as a function of intrinsic source
brightness. Then, I used these results to calculate the distribution of underlying
source fluxes given a measured pixel value. The 16th, 50th, and 84th percentile
values of the intrinsic source flux distributions are then saved as a lookup table.
For each measured pixel value in Epoch 1, I report the medians as the estimated
Epoch 1 flux, and the 50th-16th and 84th-50th percentile values as the lower and
upper uncertainties. In addition to measuring the 5x5 flux in Epoch 1, I do the same
measurement in the Epoch 2 image. With these results, I can then estimate the prob-
ability that the Epoch 1 and Epoch 2 fluxes are different from each other, given the
local noise, the overall signal-to-noise ratio, the difference between 5x5 box fluxes,
and an estimate of the systematic fluxscale offset from the measured ratio of high
signal-to-noise nearby point sources. This probability of variability is then used to
find sources that are likely to be variable. In addition to the box photometry process,
I also consider the pixels in a much larger box, 1 arcminute in diameter. I apply
the same automated artifact filters for near and far sidelobes described in Chapter
2. Any sources that do not pass these filters are flagged for removal from the sample.

More careful statistical analysis is required to assemble a sample of variable sources
with well-quantified levels of false positives and false negatives. However, for tran-
sients, most of the results can be obtained using just the quantities described above
by applying some simple cuts. If I require that (1) the Epoch 2 flux is > 7𝜎, (2)
the Epoch 1 flux is < 3𝜎, (3) the probability of variability is > 90%, and (4) the
transient candidate passes both artifact filters, I am left with a sample of 2883 strong
candidates for transients appearing between Epoch 1 and Epoch 2. Visual inspection
of this sample confirms that the rate of artifacts is low; roughly a few percent. There
is some contamination from faint variable sources that were sub-threshold in Epoch
1 but present in Epoch 2. Based on initial visual inspection, the number of actual
transients (with no discernible evidence for emission in Epoch 1) is closer to ∼2000.
Regardless of the precise number, this sample increases the number of known slow
radio transients from O(102) to O(103).

Interesting science can be done with variable sources as well, especially if they
are transients on top of quiescent emission. More careful analysis is again required,
but preliminary results are that if I remove the requirement that the Epoch 1 flux is
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< 3𝜎, I arrive at a catalog with ∼50,000 sources with variability not consistent with
measurement error.

5.3 A rough blueprint for identifying the origin of the transient and variable
radio sources

With this new abundance of radio transients and variables, the next step is to iden-
tify their origins. There is a substantial amount of ongoing work being done in
this regard, adapting and improving upon the themes and techniques discussed in
previous chapters. The specific process is different for each science case, but below,
I outline some general considerations.

Given a directly detected slow radio transient or variable source in VLASS, there
are several immediately available clues. From the detection and reference epochs,
you can measure the source’s location, time of detection, flux at detection, level of
variability, and a loose constraint on the timescale of variability from the separation
between epochs. For bright sources, with some additional data processing, it is
possible to get information on the polarization and spectral shape within the band,
and to split up the 5 second integration into 0.5 second chunks. With further time
on the VLA and other radio telescopes, it is often straightforward to obtain one or
more radio spectra of the source, given that any source bright enough to be detected
in VLASS should be easily detectable in a follow-up observation2. As see in Chap-
ters 2 and 3, it is sometimes possible to detect multi-wavelength counterparts in
follow-up observations (e.g., with Keck spectroscopy).

Of these clues, the lowest hanging fruit is the location of the transient. At ev-
ery point in the sky, there is a wealth of data from modern surveys spanning the
entire electromagnetic spectrum from MHz radio to gamma rays. There are also an
increasing number of time-domain surveys at optical, infrared, X-ray, and gamma-
ray wavelengths, as well as in neutrinos and gravitational waves. Given all of these
surveys, there are many opportunities to look for multiwavelength or multimessen-
ger associations. Doing so requires some care to avoid false positives. In particular,
as we have seen in the preceeding chapters, there may be a long delay (∼years) be-
tween transient activity at other wavelengths and the time that a radio transient first
becomes detectable at 3 GHz. Associations based on coincidence in time (which are

2Note that this is not the case for most stellar transients, which are inherently on very short
timescales.
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the standard for associating optical transients with multi-wavelength counterparts)
are more difficult for transient classes with delays, and require some detailed model-
ing in order to make a reasonably strong case. On the other hand, the relatively low
numbers of radio transients overall (as compared to optical transients) and the high
accuracy to which they can be localized makes it so that spatial coincidence alone
can be sufficient to establish association (especially when the class of objects being
associated is also rare). For many types of single-object spatial-only associations,
you can reasonably expect false alarm probabilities of order ∼ 10−4 − 10−3. This
type of analysis is also strengthened when working in the realm of samples instead
of single objects. Though I estimated that there are ∼5 residual background false
positives out of 21 in the off-nuclear transients in the 200 Mpc sample, that level of
contamination does not qualitatively change the conclusions, and simply lowers the
rate by a small amount.

Given the large increase in the overall number of slow radio transients provided
by the Epoch 2 vs Epoch 1 sample and the unique way in which they have been
selected, there is much to be learned by simply establishing the demographics of
sources in this sample. At this stage, any multiwavelength association (either with
a transient or with persistent objects such as stars, galaxies, and quasars) can be
the basis of a useful paper. Current sub-samples that are being analyzed by other
members of the Caltech radio group include: (1) TDE candidates identified either
by association with optical/infrared transient counterparts or as nuclear radio flares
from quiescent galaxies, led by Jean Somalwar, (2) transients associated with Gaia
stars led by my undergraduate student Carlos Ayala, (3) highly variable Galactic
transients led by Jessie Miller, and (4) stellar radio transients associated with TESS
superflares led by Ivey Davis.

Once multi-wavelength counterparts are established, all of the observational proper-
ties of those objects become further contextual clues that can be used in identifying
and characterizing the radio transient. Objects with distances (e.g., galaxies with
redshifts, and Galactic objects with parallaxes) turn the measured fluxes to luminosi-
ties. Where radio SEDs can be measured, those luminosities can be used alongside
the standard synchrotron analysis (Chapter 3) to establish properties of the emit-
ting region. This in turn can provide information about the mechanism responsible
for the radio transient. Even “hostless" sources with faint or no multi-wavelength
counterparts can be analyzed as a subsample of their own. Roughly 1/3 of the 2000
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transients have no apparent counterparts in Panstarrs imaging (at a typical depth of
23rd magnitude in most optical bands). The fraction shrinks when looking at deeper
images from the Dark Energy Camera Legacy Survey (which reaches a depth of g
= 24.9). Initial Keck/MOSFIRE follow-up has shown that some of the remaining
sources have faint infrared counterparts and may be highly obscured, intrinsically
very red, or both.

The contextual clues described above are just a few of the possible means by which
this new sample of radio transients can be diagnosed. Through the use of these
clues (or ones that we have yet to identify), there may be even more new popula-
tions of transients waiting to be discovered. The increasing quality and quantity of
clues from next-generation multi-wavelength surveys will accelerate this process of
discovery. I discuss some of the new possibilities in the Conclusions section below.
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C h a p t e r 6

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT DIRECTIONS

6.1 Summary
In this thesis, I have presented results from the first successful use of radio surveys
to directly detect slow radio transients at scale. The 200-Mpc extragalactic transient
sample (Chapter 2) represents a significant fraction of the total number of slow
radio transients published to date, and has roughly doubled the number that were
detected directly in previous radio surveys. With the sample size afforded by this
search, we are now able to constrain the rates of slow radio transients in a way that
is unbiased by the presence of optical counterparts. The sample identified in Epoch
2 vs Epoch 1 (Chapter 5) has increased the number of directly detected non-FRB
radio transients by a further factor of ∼ 30×.

The transients found in these samples are different in nature than typical transients
identified in previous searches (particularly from targeted follow-up observations).
Instead of relativistic jets, which were commonly assumed to dominate the popu-
lation of the most luminous radio transients, the transients in the 200 Mpc sample
are produced by slower outflows shocking dense gas at a radial scale that is often
inaccessible in non radio observations. Where there is sufficiently constraining data,
there is evidence that the dense gas has an aspherical geometry. Further observations
and modeling of these transients and ones that are continually being found will help
reveal the structure of this gas and shed light on its origin.

One of the main themes in my thesis is that even though slow radio transients
typically appear long after most other transient emission has faded, there can still be
a wealth of contextual clues that can be used to conduct in-depth studies of individ-
ual transients or sub-samples. These clues can be found in many places including
catalogs of archival transients, observations of host galaxies, and multi-wavelength
follow-up observations at the locations of the transients. Because the available clues
are heterogeneous, it is often necessary to use techniques and theory from multiple
astrophysical fields to tie them together into a coherent picture.

Using such clues, I conducted deep-dive investigations into two transients: VT
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1210+4956 (Chapter 3), and VT 1137-0337 (Chapter 4). In the case of VT
1210+4956, the duration and luminosity of the associated X-ray transient MAXI
140814A confirmed expectations for the launch of a relativistic jet at the time of
explosion. But the shape and evolution of the transient’s radio spectrum, and the
intermediate width H𝛼 feature in its nebular optical spectrum, indicated that 3 years
after the explosion, the luminous radio emission is not actually due to the jet. Instead
the radio emission detected in VLASS was produced by a powerful and slow-moving
shock interacting with aspherical circumstellar gas. The most natural explanation
for the scale and asymmetry of this gas is binary-driven mass loss occurring a few
centuries before explosion. But given binary population synthesis models, coinci-
dental interaction is unlikely at such a short delay before explosion. Additionally,
there was no clear reason why such a rare coincidence would also happen in an
explosion that launched a jet (also a rare phenomenon). This led me toward the
conclusion that both the binary-driven mass loss and the jet have a common origin:
the merger of a compact object and a massive star. This scenario had previously
been predicted (Roger A. Chevalier, 2012), and of the models in the literature, is the
only one that ties together all of the observables.

Though VT 1210+4956 is only one object, it does raise the question of whether
merger-driven explosions are the reason behind aspherical mass loss at the∼ 1017 cm
scale that VLASS is selecting for, or whether there is a better alternate explanation.
Testing this hypothesis will require the identification of more such events. We are
making some progress on this front by finding multiple examples of stellar explo-
sions interacting with asymmetric circumstellar gas (Chapter 2). Given that the
high-energy emission from jets is only visible from a small angle, we will either
need a large sample with relatively uniform coverage in X-ray surveys, or an alter-
nate indicator of jets in these asymmetric CSM interactors. Such an indicator could
come from faster timescale searches for radio transients which could detect the early
fast signature of a jet regardless of the angle at which it is launched. Alternatively,
searches for “orphan afterglows" in optical surveys may provide the first constraints
given the rapid and deep coverage of large areas of the sky expected from LSST.
Regardless of the answer, there is much left to be learned about the origin of asym-
metric circumstellar gas in stellar explosions, and direct detection in radio surveys
is one of the best ways to identify such events.

VT 1137-0337 was an example of what can be done with well-calibrated wide-
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bandwidth radio data and order-of-magnitude theory. Its flat spectrum 𝑆a ∝
a−0.35±0.02, implies an energy distribution 𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐸 ∝ 𝐸−1.70±0.04, which suggests
that the synchrotron-producing electrons are not accelerated by diffusive shock ac-
celeration under standard conditions (Roger Blandford and Eichler, 1987). Both the
lack of substructure in its spectrum and its slow, monotonic fading suggests that
the spectrum cannot be explained by geometric optical depth effects as has been
observed in AGN and X-ray binary jets. Instead, the objects most reminiscent of
this transient are pulsar wind nebulae (which have ubiquitously hard radio spectra;
Green, 2019) and the persistent sources associated with FRBs (which may also be
due to neutron star inflated bubbles; Ben Margalit and Brian D. Metzger, 2018). If
interpreted as a pulsar wind nebula, the pulsar is unusual, with a surface dipole field
in the range 1013−14 G and a present-day spin period of ∼ 10 − 100 ms. If instead
it is a powerful young magnetar, it may be best described by some the same models
used to explain the persistent sources associated with repeating FRBs. Other the-
oretical explanations such as bubbles inflated by highly super-Eddington accretion
onto stellar mass black holes may also be possible (Sridhar and Brian D. Metzger,
2022).

Regardless of the correct model, very little observational precedent exists for a
transient like VT 1137-0337. The specific type of transient found was unexpected,
but the fact that we are finding unusual objects in general was not unexpected
given the new parameter space being explored. Among the theoretical possibilities,
I chose to highlight the pulsar wind nebula scenario because we know that such
objects exist (albeit at much lower luminosity). In fact (and in hindsight), it is
somewhat surprising that we are not finding more emerging pulsar wind nebulae.
Given recent estimates of the initial spin period and magnetic field distributions of
pulsars (Igoshev et al., 2022), there should be ∼10-100 young pulsar wind nebulae
within the volume probed by the 200 Mpc search with spindown luminosities simi-
lar to the one inferred for VT 1137-0337. In the paper, I discussed how this could
potentially be explained if the strong magnetic field inferred for VT 1137-0337 is
required to produce luminous radio emission. This could be because strong fields
cause ejections of mass from the neutron star that are required to fill the nebula with
enough radio synchrotron-emitting electrons (Beloborodov, 2017). More theoretical
investigation and more careful characterization of the extragalactic transient popu-
lation is required to test this theory. In the present, more broadband radio follow-up
observations are required to check how many more (if any) of the stellar explosions
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in the 200 Mpc and Epoch 2 vs Epoch 1 samples are flat spectrum transients. In the
near future, this type of spectral characterization may become routine, with wide
bandwidth observing bands such as the ones planned for the ngVLA.

6.2 Transient detection ideas for the near future
With the rapid increase in detection rate of radio transients from VLASS, there is
too much analysis for any one person or group to do. To address this issue, I will be
publicly releasing the catalog of Epoch 2 vs Epoch 1 transients once the sample is
well-vetted. The analysis of such a varied sample is naturally broad and can benefit
from the inclusion of techniques, theory, and expertise from many fields. To me,
the potential for cross-disciplinary bridge building is the most exciting aspect of this
work going forward.

Though there is much analysis to be done on this sample, there will be a need
for further expansion in radio transient detection for the future. In particular, if we
are to find the delayed counterparts to transients detected by LSST, we will need to
continue (and ideally automate) the work of radio transient detection going forward.
VLASS is scheduled for only one more full epoch; Epoch 3.2 will conclude in
October 2024. Past that date, we will need to look to a different source to maintain
the flow of new radio transients.

Some of this demand will be addressed by lower frequency surveys such as VAST
(the ASKAP transient survey) and various projects being done with LOFAR. How-
ever, at GHz frequencies, there are (to my knowledge) no more large sky surveys
planned until the DSA 2000 (Gregg Hallinan et al., 2019) comes online in the late
2020s or early 2030s. To bridge the gap, I think that the two most promising areas
of growth in the immediate future are (1) non survey-based direct detection relative
to VLASS and (2) serendipitous follow-up of transients found by surveys such as
LSST and eROSITA.

To explain (1), now that we have mapped the entire sky available to the VLA
at 3 GHz, every subsequent 3 GHz observation taken with the VLA is an oppor-
tunity to find transients. For every reasonably bright point source (≳ 0.7 mJy)
detected, we can check to see whether it was detected in VLASS. If not (and if
it should have been), we have found a transient. If so, we can check to see if it
has varied in flux. Conversely, we can check every subsequent 3 GHz image at
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the location of every cataloged VLASS source to check to see if any of them have
faded. Analysis of these reverse transients may be a promising area of investigation
in the future. Implementing such a search requires a level of automated calibration,
imaging, and source extraction that is not currently available at the VLA. In my
upcoming postdoc (a Jansky Fellowship at the NRAO), I intend on adapting my
transient pipeline to work with general observations, and adding it as a standard task
in the VLA calibration pipeline. With the permission of PIs, this type of transient
detection will be run on all subsequent 3 GHz observations. Any discoveries will ac-
knowledge the PI and will be sent to a database for further analysis by the community.

Idea (2) is a similar concept, where observations taken at any radio frequency
can be used to check for late-time counterparts to transients found in the rapidly
expanding archives of optical and high-energy transients. This will require some
careful consideration of false alarm probabilities, since LSST in particular will fill
the entire sky with potential transient counterparts. However, I think it is likely that
this issue will be surmountable, particularly with the inclusion of loose priors from
theoretical expectations (e.g., on the reasonable luminosity of radio counterparts)
and well-localized radio observations. Much like idea (1), this type of follow-up
can also be implemented in the VLA calibration pipeline using the same source
extraction, and artifact rejection techniques that I developed for VLASS.

Finally, looking to the slightly farther future, both the DSA 2000 and the ngVLA
will be great boons for radio transient detection. The DSA 2000 will be an especially
powerful detection instrument, conducting a uniform multi-epoch, all-sky survey at
a sensitivity that is ∼2 orders of magnitude deeper than VLASS. Techniques for the
direct detection of transients will be important for maximizing the scientific impact
of this instrument, though there will be some additional challenges since the DSA
2000 will routinely detect quiescent emission from e.g., star formation and previous
epochs of AGN activity and many transients will appear as variable sources. The
challenges posed by detecting quiescent emission should also be surmountable with
image subtraction techniques or careful modeling. The DSA 2000 will also provide
some of its own contextual information in the form of sub-band SEDs and detections
of the 21cm line for the hosts of extragalactic transients (in some cases providing
redshifts without having to resort to optical follow-up).

Likewise, the ngVLA will provide its own contextual clues in the form of its
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milliarcsecond-scale angular resolution and wide bandwidth receivers. The high
angular resolution will make it an ideal instrument for serendipitous follow-up of
multiwavelength transients. Simultaneously, the wide bandwidth receivers will al-
low for the routine characterization of the radio spectra of any detected transients,
a process that in the present day requires proposing for, observing, and carefully
reducing follow-up radio data. With these instruments and techniques, the prospects
for future growth in the rate and quality of slow radio transient detection continues
to be bright.
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